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2ABSTRACT
The publication of Eduard Lim onov's exhibitionist novel Eto ia 
- Edichka  (It's Me, Eddie) in 1979 provoked, both among 
readers and critics, a great deal of negative emotion, which 
simmers on even now, boosted by the publication of virtually 
all Lim onov's major writings in Russia and by Limonov's 
transform ation into a notorious public figure of dubious 
political persuasions. The emotion m entioned often precludes 
a sober com prehensive analysis of Lim onov's creative 
activity, an analysis which his unquestionable success 
requires. L im onov's infamy frequently  casts an unm erited 
shadow over the significance of his artistic works, especially 
over his exquisite, innovative poetry which is often neglected 
nowadays. This thesis tries to repair the damage by following, 
step by step, Limonov's life and career (partly m ythologized 
by him in his allegedly autobiographical prose) sine ira et 
s t u d i o , relying on the whole body of his work which includes 
poetry, fiction, journalism  and private correspondence. 
(Perm ission to cite extracts from and refer to unpublished 
items was given to me by Limonov via my proxy in Moscow 
in the summer of 1995.) Although there is no separate 
chapter on Limonov's poetry in the thesis, his poems are 
copiously quoted throughout the whole work.
A nother step which has been taken in properly evaluating 
L im onov's output (over twenty books altogether, translated 
into at least fifteen languages) is to consider it as a link in the 
chain of his Russian literary predecessors. The need of a 
reassessm ent of Limonov is also m et through pointing to some 
literary sources im portant for this author, such as the Cossack 
Atam an and writer Petr Krasnov, the poet of the Russian 
revolution V ladim ir M aiakovskii, L im onov's Russian and 
W estern critics, his colleague from the so-called Khar’kov 
poetic school Iurii M iloslavskii, and the E urasianist movem ent 
(the last two sources have been touched on in passing only).
3In addition, Limonov's idiosyncratic concepts of Hero and 
B arbarity are discussed at some length.
Our thesis, we hope, finally makes it possible to regard 
Lim onov not merely as an obnoxious literary hooligan, but 
also as a writer with roots and ideology, with an underground 
past and a firmly established, if slightly em barrassing, 
p resent reputation. Some theoretical issues pertaining to 
certain lim itations in the existing definitions of literary 
influence and intertextuality are also raised.
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INTRODUCTION
'The dirtiest of them all' - that is how W .L.W ebb has 
characterized Eduard Veniam inovich Savenko, alias Lim onov 
(born on 22.02.1943 in Dzerzhinsk in the Gorky, or Nizhnii 
Novgorod, region), when comparing him  to other 
contem porary  Russian au tho rs .1 The superlative degree 
applied to the writer in question looks more than ju st 
pertinent. It perfectly fits the repulsive image of a person 
whose desire to leave a lasting im print on Russian (and, if 
possible, world) culture and history has driven him to 
extrem es unparalleled by all other past and present Russian 
poets and novelists, except, perhaps, V ladim ir Sorokin. 
W hatever Limonov has already attem pted in order to gain as 
much attention from the general public as humanly possible, 
from  being a prom inent mem ber of the M oscow underground 
poetic a v a n t -g a rd e  in the 1960s and 1970s to fostering 
Russian 'dirty realism ' in prose, from  exploring taboo subjects 
(such as homosexuality) to engrossing him self com pletely in 
the dirt of today's Russian politics,2 he not merely succeeds, 
but becom es more and more influential.
As recently as in 1990, the com piler of the Russian literary 
alm anac G ond va na  Vladimir Salimon had to reject a short 
story by Limonov 'for its (literally) unprintable language'.3 
Around the same time the publisher A leksandr Shatalov was 
forced to resort to the following tricks in order to reprint
1Webb, 1995, p .8. Other critics prefer less negative labels, though. 
Thus, Duncan Campbell has branded Limonov 'a dissidents' dissident' 
(Campbell, 1984), whereas Andrei Zorin has called him 'the last 
genuine [Russian] avant-gardist' (Zorin, 1997, pp.326-27).
2Limonov openly admits that he aspires to the position of the 
ideologist o f the Russian nationalist opposition (see Limonov, 1993f).
3Condee and Padunov, 1993, p.61.
11
Lim onov's most controversial novel, Eto ia - Edichka,4 in the 
Soviet Union:5
I offered the novel to three publishers, who all turned it 
down. It was then that I decided to launch a publishing 
house of my own to be able to publish books that other 
publishers were afraid to touch but which I believed 
should be available to Russian readers. For the first time 
in Russian publishing, unprintable language appeared in 
print. Printers refused to typeset the book, so 
eventually it was printed in Riga (Latvia) under the 
supervision of a special police force. Since then almost 
two million copies of the book have been printed in all.6
A lthough Shatalov admits that the first publication of Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  in Russia caused a cultural shock,7 by 1996 this novel 
had been reprinted by various publishing houses no less then 
four tim es, and produced a whole trainload of emulators,
Igor' Iarkevich seeming to be the m ost gifted.8 M oreover, E to  
ia - Edichka,  which contains not only scatological outbursts, 
but also graphic scenes of hom osexual love-m aking, 
undoubtedly 'played a decisive role in the 1994 repeal of the
4 In his interview for Radio Liberty in summer 1981, Professor 
M aurice Friedberg called this novel 'pornographic' and suggested that
it would be forgotten within a year.
5 This novel, as well as Limonov's collection of poems Russkoe (That 
W hich Is Russian), was originally published in 1979 in the USA and 
firm ly secured his place in modern Russian literature.
6Shatalov, 1994, p .196.
7 The impact of the very first edition o f the novel back in the 1970s was
even more serious. The first husband of a female prototype for Eto ia -
E d i c h k a  reportedly died from a heart attack while he was reading the 
book (see Kisova, 1995).
8This prompted the critic and poet Aleksandr Shchuplov to re-phrase 
the famous one-liner, traditionally ascribed to D ostoevskii, about 
Gogol"s novella 'Shinel": 'We all came out [...] from under Limonov's 
underpants' (Maklovski, Kliain and Shchuplov, 1997, p .92).
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notorious article of the [Russian] Criminal Code which 
proscribed consensual hom osexual con tact'.9
Logically, it is hardly surprising that, in one expert opinion, it 
was none other than 'the eccentric writer Eduard Limonov, at 
one time th e . m inister of security in Zhirinovsky's shadow 
cabinet, [who] taught [the notorious leader of the Liberal 
Dem ocratic Party Vladimir Zhirinovskii] the practical use of 
e x h ib itio n ism '.10 However, Zhirinovskii soon turned out to be 
not extrem e enough for Limonov, and the latter left his 
'm inisterial' post (the Head of the All-Russian Bureau of 
Investigations, to be exact11) with the intention of forming a 
party of his own. Such an institution (called the National 
Radical Party) came into being in November 1992.12 
According to the news agency 'Interfaks', it included 4, 821 
m em bers and planned to issue a newspaper 'K toporu' [Grab 
an A xe].13 As early as at the very beginning of 1993, though, 
the National Radical Party suffered a split (or a 'schism ', in 
L im onov 's own w ords).14 In the spring of the same year 
Lim onov abandoned his short-tim e party allies Sergei
9Shatalov, 1995, pp.42-43.
10Kartsev with Bludeau, 1995, p .6. Limonov's ill-wishers also allege 
that he taught the extreme Russian nationalist Aleksandr Barkashov 
(the Head of the militarized Russian National Unity movement) the art 
o f self-promotion. Thus, according to one piece o f gossip, in 1994 
Limonov arranged an interview with Barkashov for the M oscow office  
of an unnamed 'well-known American newspaper' (The Chicago  
Tribune) ,  and charged 500 US dollars for doing so (see Babich, 1996, 
p .l) . Limonov gives a different version of the same story in Limonov, 
1996a.
^ L im on ov  apparently fancied him self as chief o f what he envisaged  
as a Russian analogy of the FBI (see Dolgopolov, 1993).
12Lim onov's and Zhirinovskii's political 'divorce', however, formally 
took place only in January 1993 (see Dolgopolov, 1993).
13See Trud  o f 12 January, 1993, p.2. For a description of certain 
members of the National Radical Party and its unhappy relationship 
with the authorities see Limonov, 1993d.
14See Dolgopolov, 1993.
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Zharikov and Andrei Arkhipov, only to found another party, 
the National Bolshevik Party, which he governs at presen t.15 
In the first half of 1995 the National Bolshevik Party 
com prised 'up to 500 m em bers'.16 In mid-1998 the number 
of its members was estimated at 'five to six thousand '.17 As 
the National Bolshevik Party has not been officially registered 
(although it now boasts the existence of at least 27 regional 
organisations registered by the local au thorities18), it cannot 
be included on ballot form s.19 Therefore in the December
1995 elections to the Russian Parliam ent (Duma) Lim onov had
to stand as an independent candidate (in the Leningrad 
electoral district no. 194 in Moscow; he gained only 2% of the 
votes and lost to the dem ocrat V ladim ir Lysenko).20 In
October 1997 he tried to enter the Duma again, this time as a
candidate in the Georgievskii electoral district no. 52 (on the 
border with Chechnia), and lost again, now to the Communist 
Party candidate Ivan M eshcherin (this tim e Lim onov received 
2.5% of the vote).21 The Party newspaper L im o n k a ,  of which
15See Womack, 1993; Pribylovskii, 1994, pp.8, 14. Rosalind Marsh states, 
however, that Limonov 'stood for election in December 1993 as a 
member of Vladimir Zhirinovsky's neo-fascist Liberal Democratic 
Party' (Marsh, 1995, p.219). In fact, Limonov stood as an independent 
candidate in electoral district No. 172 in the Tver' region and lost to 
Tat'iana Astrakhankina, who was supported by the Communist Party o f 
the Russian Federation (see Pribylovskii, 1996, p .221).
16Khomchuk, 1995, p.42. An opinion poll conducted in Russia in July
1995 showed that only 0.2% out of 2 404 informants knew about the
existence o f the National Bolshevik Party (see http://www.ria-
n o v o s  t i.co  m /d r /1 9 9 6 /dd 1 0 0 9 5 .htm ).
17Likhachev and Pribylovskii, 1998.
18See Likhachev and Pribylovskii, 1998.
19See, for example, Dugin, 1995.
20See Gokhman, 1995.
21See RFE/RL Newsline of 15 September, 1997, v o l.l, no.117; Eliseenko, 
1997. In a desperate bid to obtain a seat in the Russian Parliament in 
the 1999 elections, Limonov has recently formed a coalition with two 
left-w ing political movements, the Officers' Union led by Stanislav
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Lim onov is editor-in-chief, is sim ilarly not very popular with 
the m asses,22 but, given its boss's energy and persistence, 
there is some chance that the size of the print-run and of the 
party 's m em bership will steadily increase .23 In the m eantim e 
Lim onov travels across the form er Soviet Union and appears 
on TV, propagating his radical nationalistic political view s.24 
As a result, he is liable to be charged under article 114 of the 
U krainian Criminal Code for instigating attempts to damage 
the territorial unity of the Ukraine (viz., for declaring that the 
U krainian city of Sebastopol is Russian property that has been 
captured by a hostile state and should be defended by force 
of arms, if necessary); he will be prosecuted if he enters 
U k ra in e .25
Terekhov and the Working Russia led by Viktor Anpilov (see  
Karam'ian, 1997; Zhelenin and Kamakin, 1997).
2 2 On 4 July, 1996, the Khamovniki office o f the public prosecutor in 
M oscow instituted proceedings against Limonov for his publications in 
L i m o n k a  which allegedly instigate war and national hatred (file no. 
202061). The file was closed on 3 September, 1996 (see the unsigned 
publication 'Kratkii kalendar' N[atsional-] B[ol'shevistskoi] P[artii] v 
1996' in Limonka,  no. 51, 1996, p.2).
23According to one source, in 1996 the circulation of L im o n k a  was 
5500 copies (see Grabel’nikov, 1996, p.45). If we are to believe 
L i m o n k a 's editor-in-chief, in August 1997 its circulation reached 
10000 copies (see Limonov, 1997).
24The frequent inconsistency o f these views often puzzles even the 
close followers of Limonov too. Thus, the OMRI Daily Digest of 12 
February, 1996, informed its subscribers that Limonov surprisingly 
called on nationalist forces to support President Boris Eltsin's 
candidacy in the Russian presidential elections in June 1996. This 
news led to the resignation of Limonov's party comrade Egor Letov 
(see Limonov, 1996). Then came the news that Limonov endorsed the 
candidacy of the Russian weight-lifter turned nationalist writer Iurii 
Vlasov (see Aleksandrov, 1996). As Paul Bailey puts it, Limonov 'seems 
to enjoy expressing calculatedly unpopular opinions' (Bailey, 1992).
25See Limonov, 1995d; see also the unsigned information 'Odin 
Limonov na dve prokuratury' in Moskovskie  novosti ,  no. 14, 1996, p .3,
All these facts strongly suggest that the Limonov 
phenom enon is marked by unusually solid bonds between the 
writer's politics and his poetics,26 his journalism  being alm ost 
inseparable from his fiction.27 W hat made Limonov what he 
is? W hat brought the son of an NKYD officer through years of 
m enial labour in the Soviet Union and the USA, through the 
hardships of three consecutive em igrations,28 to the offices of 
Liberat ion ,  P la y b o y , G lo be , Le Journal Litteraire, L ' Id io t  
In te rn a t io n a l  and, finally, to such newspapers as Den',
and the unsigned notice 'Grim po-limonovski' in A V m a n a k h  
P an oram a ,  no.834, 1997, p.4.
2 6 Cf.: 'It seems to me that poetry and politics are the same thing' 
(Limonov at a meeting with his readers in Ostankino (Russian TV) on 
13 September, 1992 (12.05-13.00)). One could indeed make out a good 
case for seeing Lim onov’s political views as an extention of his fiction. 
Limonov often seems to be driven by the need to shock and to outrage, 
and to that extent his political actions are part o f his art, as well as a 
political programme to be interpreted literally. On the kinship 
between Limonov's politics and poetics see also Dugin, 1997.
2 7 The violent outbursts in Limonov's writing sometimes affect real 
life  and inflict physical damage on Limonov's opponents, as well as on 
Limonov himself. Thus, he struck Paul Bailey on the head with a 
champagne bottle in the lobby o f the Hilton Hotel in Budapest in 1989 
(see Bailey, 1992). In 1996 he had a fist fight with a 'veteran of the 
Russian patriotic movement' in St. Petersburg (see Stepakov, 1996) and 
was badly beaten in Moscow by unknown assailants, allegedly for his 
journalistic attacks on General Lebed' (see Limonov, 1996f; A.F., 1996; 
Builo, 1996; E.K., 1996; for Limonov's anti-Lebed' articles see Limonov, 
1996b and Limonov, 1996c).
28Limonov emigrated to the West in 1974, partly against his own 
wishes, under the pressure of the KGB. He settled in New York City in 
1975 and then moved to Paris in 1980, where he eventually acquired 
French citizenship. Regularly visiting Russia since 1989 
(Soviet/Russian citizenship was returned to him in 1991; see V e d o m o s t i  
s'ezda narodnykh deputatov SSSR i Verkhovnogo Soveta SSSR of 25 
September, 1991, p. 1539), Limonov finally decided to move back to 
M oscow, where he resides for most of the time now.
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Izvesti ia ,  Komsomol'skaia p ra vd a , Krasnaia zvezda, N o v y i  
vzgl iad,  Sobesednik ,  Sovetskaia Rossi ia , Zavtra  and Soko l  
Z h i r in o v s k o g o l  W hat took him to the Croat- and Muslim- 
Serbian conflicts in the former Yugoslavia (1991-92), to the 
turm oil in Pridnestrov'e and in Abkhaziia (1992), and to 
Ostankino and the Russian 'W hite House' during the Moscow 
1993 uprising?29 The meticulous study of Limonov's 
biography seems to be no less significant for answering these 
questions than the search for the literary sources of his 
in tellectual background and artistic vision.
Chapter 1 deals with Limonov's (auto)biography,30 which, 
im pressive in itself, has been additionally fictionalized in his 
work (in it the protagonist and/or the narrator alm ost always 
carries the same name as the author). By recourse to methods 
which are perhaps more appropriate for crim inal 
investigations and court procedures than for literary criticism , 
that is, cross-exam ining all the inform ation available, we try 
to separate fact from fiction in Lim onov's countless stories 
about Limonov, and thereby piece together the true picture of 
Lim onov's real life. In particular, Lim onov's dependence on 
the writings of Iurii M iloslavskii is seen as circum stantial
29For some accounts o f Limonov's experiences at war see 
Aleksandrova, 1992; Limonov, 1993g; Limonov, 1993h. In quite a few  
instances Limonov did not merely write about what he witnessed, he 
actually took sides and fought as a soldier - for the Serbian cause, for 
example. Limonov's 'misbehaviour' in Bosnia caused public outrage 
(see, for example, Bailey, 1992; ironically, the writer recalls that in 
1989, at a writers' international conference in Budapest, Limonov 
suggested that Salman Rushdie should be publicly executed 'for 
insulting the Muslim people and their noble religion'). Arguably the 
most eloquent condemnation was provided by the writer Georgii 
Vladimov, the winner of the 1995 Russian Booker prize (see Vladimov, 
1993). Limonov's response is to be found in Limonov, 1993i.
30por an undeservedly brief account of it see Kasack, 1992, pp.663-65; a 
longer entry by Helen L. Tilly, regrettably, contains a number of 
factual errors (see Tilly, 1998).
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evidence in support of the reasonable doubt invariably 
aroused by Limonov's accounts of his own criminal past.31
The question of the literary origins of Limonov is especially 
im portant in the light of the alleged absence of any Russian 
precursors - a view shared by many critics.32 Chapters 2 and 
3 are devoted to the influence of the writers Petr Krasnov and 
V ladim ir M aiakovskii on Limonov. The methods of close 
reading and social and historical contextualization of 
num erous works by these three authors enable us to detect 
various aspects and consequences of this influence. The choice 
of Krasnov and M aiakovskii from 'Limonov's literary 
predecessors of varying calibre '33 was governed by the fact 
that, in contrast to Lim onov's own unequivocal statem ents,34 
he is often described as one of those who today stand 'on the 
extrem e rig h t'.35 What we actually encounter is in fact an 
unusual m ixture of conservative and revolutionary features 
in Limonov, as he equally favours the 'W hite' Krasnov and the 
'Red' M aiakovskii. Limonov's proxim ity to the ideology of the 
E urasian ist and National Bolshevik m ovem ents36 which 
em erged between the two Wars also proves the same point.
31A survey of the major writings by Limonov and his concept of the 
Hero, pivotal for an understanding of the Limonov phenomenon, is 
also given here.
32See, for instance, Vail' and Genis, 1982, p. 107.
33Bokov, 1979.
34Cf., for example, the following words by Limonov: 'the programmes 
o f the left and of the right are not so relevant today. Today's politics is 
made by leaders' (Bol'shakov, 1992). The critic Dmitrii Bykov notes that 
Limonov 'calls upon the extreme left to merge with the extreme right, 
uniting them on the basis of extremes' (Bykov, 1994). Limonov also 
calls his National Bolshevik Party 'the ultra-left among the right- 
wing parties and the ultra-right among the Left' (Limonov, 1996d,
p .2).
35Kartsev with Bludeau, 1995, p. 162.
3 6 See specifically Chapter 2. An analysis of Limonov's original 
concept o f Barbarity is also to be found here.
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Another unusual feature of Limonov - using the critique of 
his writings as a substantial source of inspiration - is given 
due consideration in Chapter 4. Its emphasis on the recently 
deceased Vladim ir Maksimov and Iosif Brodskii is dictated by 
the m aterial we analysed: both writers, in their own way, 
were m ajor exponents of aesthetics alien to Limonov. In our 
opinion, it was the constant polemics with M aksimov and 
B rodskii (now hidden, now explicit) which eventually turned 
Limonov him self into a critic. Then Limonov's literary 
criticism  developed into full-scale political journalism  (we 
touch on the latter only in passing), which in its turn eclipsed 
everything else Limonov has done so far.
This research was carried out within the traditional 
fram ew ork and methodology of literary history, with no 
intention whatsoever of making any contribution to literary 
theory. Our working definition of a literary source, which we 
follow ed throughout the thesis (tangible textual parallels 
between works by two authors, inherent to these two authors 
only, providing a reasonable likelihood of the acquaintance of 
the 'recipient' with the legacy of the 'donor') is by no means a 
discovery. However, from the point of view of the theory of 
literary influence - the discipline which is norm ally held 
responsible for literary sources - some methods of analysis 
applied in this research might seem incom m ensurate. On the 
one hand, the biographical m ethod, unavoidable in a 
m onographic study of one author, presum es the dom ination of 
the writer over his or her texts. On the other hand, the 
technique of close reading, indispensable in detecting literary 
sources, implies a significant degree of independence of the 
texts from  their authors, and, therefore, the relative 
irrelevance of the writer's biography.37 Is it possible to marry 
both approaches? This and other theoretical problem s are 
discussed in the Conclusion.
All translations from Russian are by the author, unless 
indicated otherwise. Russian words and names are norm ally
37See Clayton and Rothstein, 1991, p .14.
transliterated in accordance with- the Library of Congress 
system , unless they appear in quotations from the works of 
other scholars who have chosen a different system of 
transliteration. An exception has also been made for place 
names, such as Moscow, which have a commonly used English 
form. Translations of the original Russian titles of Lim onov's 
works are usually given in brackets when they appear in the 
thesis for the first time, and are accompanied by the date of 
first publication, if known. The poetry, as a rule, is quoted in 
the original Russian, with no translation and transliteration 
p ro v id e d .
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Chapter 1
DICHTUNG UND W AH RH EIT:
Limonov and Limonov
Q.: Mr Limonov, when are you really sincere - in 
your interview to M oskovski i  komsomole ts  and in 
Eto ia - Edichka, or in your articles published by
Sovetskaia Rossiial
A.: I am always sincere, although I guess I am more 
sincere in my articles, because in them I speak on 
my own behalf.
Limonov at a meeting with readers in Ostankino 
(Russian TV) on 13 Septem ber, 1992 (12.OS- 
13 .00)
1.1. EDUARD LIMONOV'S TRUE LIES.
1.1.1. Lim onov and his (autobiographical?) character.
W hen speaking of Limonov's prose and journalism , virtually 
everyone, whatever their background, asks the same 
questions: "Did it really happen as he describes?" and "Does he 
really mean what he says?". Even literary experts are baffled 
and cannot come to a definitive conclusion as to when exactly 
Lim onov's alleged autobiographism  gives way to fiction, and 
what exactly in his statements should be accepted as fact. 
Thus, David Lowe in his study of contemporary Russian 
writing, when analysing Limonov's novels Eto ia - Edichka, 
Dnevnik neudachnika, ili Sekretnaia tetrad'  (The Diary of a 
Loser, or The Secret Notebook, 1982) and Podrostok Savenko  
(Savenko the Raw Youth, 1983), classifies him as a non- 
fic tional w riter.38 Such an attitude is based on at least two 
significant assumptions: first, in the case of Limonov there is
38See Lowe, 1987, pp.39-40.
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no substantial difference between the author and his main 
protagonist, and, secondly, Limonov ignores the boundaries 
betw een life and art.
The point of view which identified Limonov the writer with 
Lim onov the character seems to have been introduced for the 
first time in an exegetic essay by Arvid Kron which 
accompanied the publication of an abridged version of Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  in the magazine K o v ch e g  and was intended to play 
the role of an air-bag for the reader, crushed by Limonov's 
abusive political incorrectness.39 Kron's interpretation m et 
with strong opposition, led by those for whom the clear 
distinction between the outlook of an author and that of any 
of his literary characters had been axiomatic. Leonid Geller 
grumbled: 'It is not clear on what grounds [...] the author and 
the main character of Eto ia - Edichka have been identified 
[with one another] in Kron's essay'.40
It is curious that the Kron-like treatm ent of Limonov's prose 
had been anticipated even before Kron's essay actually came 
out. When the excerpts from Dnevnik neudachnika, Hi 
Sekretnaia tetrad' appeared in the m agazine E k h o , V ladim ir 
M aramzin decided that it was necessary to attach to the 
publication an explanatory article, in which he stated:
The Russian reader has always been inclined to suspect 
that behind the narrator there is the author, with all [the 
narrator's] individual features. After finishing S e k r e tn a ia  
te trad '  you start worrying about Limonov: if only a rare 
reader does not inwardly blame the m oney-lender 
woman on Dostoevskii, what will people say about 
Limonov's loser who, above all, is devised as a first- 
person narrator? Does one really have to ask the reader 
not to confuse the writer with his characters?41
39See Kron, 1979, pp.89-96.
40Geller, 1980, p.87.
41Maramzin, 1978, p.69.
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The writer and critic Igor' Efim ov-M oskovit polem icized with 
M aramzin. He pointed out that literary characters vary a 
great deal, and
Gogol' did not need to turn into either Chichikov, or Vii; 
Dostoevskii did not need to rape a teenage girl and take 
an axe in his hands; Camus did not need to kill an Arab. 
But the Marquis de Sade had to be what he was, as well 
as [...] Louis Celine [, who] had to visit the end of the night 
in order to write his book. The same applies to 
L im o n o v .42
Needless to say, Efimov's words backfired. None other than 
Sergei Dovlatov accused Efimov him self of 'thinking that life 
and literature are the sam e'.43 U nfortunately, this did not 
help to solve the problem of pinpointing the real Limonov, as 
opposed to that of his principal character called Eduard 
L im onov /S  a v e n k o .44
42Efimov, 1978, pp.120-21.
43Dovlatov, 1978, p .122. See also Losev, 1978, p .125.
4 4 Apart from the first-person narration, in Eto ia - Edichka Limonov 
employs the E r - E r z a h l u n g  technique (for an analysis of the 
interaction between the two types of narration see Ryan-Hayes, 1995, 
pp. 137-38). Later on, in other autobiographical works, Limonov 
resorts to more and more advanced forms of third-person narration, 
but it does not alter the way his writings are read by the public, 
chiefly  because the fictional character continues to carry the name of 
his creator. Moreover, some critics tend to see Limonov's true T  
loom ing in the background even in those belletristic works w h ic h . are 
not part o f his autobiographical saga. For example, Mikhail Lemkhin 
noted that in Limonov's thriller Palach (The Executioner, 1986; in the 
1992 Dutch translation re-christened as De kus van de kakkerlak [The 
Kiss o f the Cockroach]), which was devoted to the life and death of the 
professional sexual sadist Oscar, 'it is very difficult to distinguish 
between the author and the hero o f the novel' (Lemkhin, 1987, p.396; 
see also Liamport, 1993; Remizova, 1993; Ponomarev, 1996, p.209). The 
sign ificance of this observation has recently been increased by 
Limonov's ex-w ife's interview, in which she asserts that her divorce
23
A slightly more sophisticated answer to this moot question 
has been offered by Inna Prussakova. Here is her judgm ent of 
all Limonov's prose to date:
All these stinking revelations have been perceived as a 
straightforw ard confession owing to the main intonation 
used, that of lacerating sincerity (n a d r y v n a ia  
i skrennost ' ) .  It works more effectively than any 
contrivances of 'neutral' prose! A lthough it is known that 
there is nothing more questionable truth-w ise than a 
confession, still a spontaneous confidence in the narrator 
springs up .45
In other words, Limonov only pretends from  time to time 
that it is just his namesake speaking. As Nina Voronel', in her 
analysis of Eto ia - Edichka, concludes, Limonov 'is talking 
about himself, not about his "lyrical hero '".46
A slightly different understanding of the same subject can be 
found in Igor' Shelkovskii's review of docum entary books by
with the writer was 'caused by cockroaches. This is a scourge in 
America. Limonov loved them. I could not stand it. The cockroaches 
would not leave, so I did' ([Shchapova De Carli], 1995, p.71). The key 
phrase in P a l a c h  belongs to Oscar's Polish friend Jacek Gutor, who 
pesters people with the question, 'Could you kiss a cockroach?'. Cf. also 
the following dialogue: 'I remember that Edik Good [i.e., Limonov in a 
good mood] came up to me at a party in New York and asked: - And you, 
Lena, could you kiss a cockroach? - I honestly answered that I could  
not. - You can see now that you are not emancipated enough' 
(Shchapova De Carli, 1984, no pagination). It is also worth mentioning 
that in one o f his interviews Limonov compares him self to a 
cockroach when referring to his first impressions o f New York: ‘I 
woke up early in the morning and went to Fifth Avenue. [...] I felt as if  
I was a cockroach walking amidst cupboards.’ (Iakushkin, 1989.) 
46Prussakova, 1995, p.200.
46Voronel', 1979, p.190. The title of this piece by Voronel' refers to a 
ridiculous poem in Dostoevskii's novel Besy .
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Lim onov, Ubiistvo chasovogo (The Murder of a Sentinel,
1993) and Limonov protiv Zhirinovskogo  (Limonov Versus 
Zhirinovskii, 1994). As the critic puts it, in his fiction Limonov 
made people believe that 'all his maxims should be treated 
leniently, as they were pronounced by a literary character. 
Well, then, what is [to be done] now, when Limonov [...] talks 
about current historical events and his attem pts to participate 
in them, somehow or other?'.47 According to Shelkovskii, 
L im onov only pretends that the opinions expressed by 
Lim onov the character do not necessarily belong to Limonov 
the writer, and at the same time uses his protagonist as an 
excuse and a shield to propagate (unpopular) views that are 
very much his own.48
Some W estern scholars see this problem  in a broader 
perspective. Limonov, they reckon, being only too well aware 
of the old controversy 'life versus art', simply plays with it, 
constantly changing the balance between fact and fiction.49 
For instance, Ann Shukman notes with regard to Eto ia - 
E d ic h ka  that 'Limonov's novel [...] plays with the genre 
boundaries between fiction, confession, and reportage: the I- 
narrator may or may not be identified with the real author, 
L im o n o v '.50 Karen Ryan-Hayes, referring to the same work of 
Lim onov, m aintains that his artistic m anner involves the
47Shelkovskii, 1995.
48Cf., however, the following assessment o f Limonov's social and 
political journalism: 'Perhaps the best that can be said o f these 
extraordinary outpourings is that their author's psychology does not 
permit him to distinguish between "literature" and "life", that his 
"word output" in toto can be perceived as an extended "happening", 
one o f those dramatic events of the 1960s and 1970s which involved 
shock tactics and audience participation' (Porter, 1994, p. 187).
49Essentially, the main body of Limonov's work is based on a well- 
known principle o f the so-called S c h l i i s s e l r o m a n  (or roman a clef),  
which features, under fictitious names, real people whom the reader is 
expected to identify. The reader is also expected to assume that the 
events described in such novels are historically authentic.
50Shukman, 1983, p.6.
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intentional 'obscuring [of] the line between art and life, 
between his Ich -E rzd h lu n g  narrator Edichka and h im self, 
with the occasional result that 'the distinction between author 
and narrator blurs to identity '.51 Evgenii D obrenko confirm s 
the validity of this opinion in his foray into another Limonov 
novel, U nas by la velikaia epokha (We Lived in a Great Epoch, 
1989), in which, he says, 'the author turns into a 
p ro ta g o n is t '.52 Dmitrii Lekukh even makes an effort to outline 
the general direction of Lim onov's m etam orphosis. The critic 
terms it 'the degradation of the writer Eduard Limonov to 
[the level of] his own fictional hero Edichka'.53
Perhaps the best illustration of the amazing scope of 
L im onov's 'author-cum -character' identity  is the view to 
which A leksandr Zholkovskii subscribes. His standpoint 
contrives to combine the two opposite approaches to 
Lim onov's output when stating, on the one hand, that 
'Limonov as a person and professional is by no means equal 
to the character Edichka whom he subjected to life 
experim ents in his w ritings',54 and, on the other, that 
'L im onov's inability to differentiate between art and life, 
unfortunately, has been preserved intact until the present 
d a y '.55
Because puzzling the critics and teasing the reader seem to be 
one of his favourite occupations, Limonov him self is unwilling 
to shed much light on the subject. In one of his interviews he 
answers the queries as to whether everything that happens to
5 ^ yan -H ayes, 1993, p p .l, 28.
52Dobrenko, 1990, p .172.
53Lekukh, 1993, p .155. See also Lekukh, 1992.
5 4 Zholkovskii, 1991, p. 17. This opinion has been independently 
confirmed by the emigre journalist Vladimir Kozlovskii in K ozlovskii, 
1982, p.7. Cf. also the confession o f a journalist who had imagined that 
Limonov did match the descriptions o f his fictional self in his books, 
until she came to interview the author and found out otherwise (see 
L eont’eva, 1992a).
55Zholkovskii, 1995, p.202.
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Lim onov's fictional namesake in Eto ia - Edichka actually took 
place in real life as follows: 'Yes. I am not afraid of saying so. 
People do certain things and then reject them, renounce them, 
when they are getting older. They become very virtuous and 
say: no, I never did this. I did! I did! Nothing is made up'.56 
(Above all, this answer implies that he comm itted sodomy 
with black drop-outs in the back streets of New York - quite a 
shocking confession in the eyes of a typical Russian audience!) 
In another interview concerning Eto ia - Edichka Lim onov 
contradicts himself, however: 'One should still distinguish me 
from  my hero, of course. I am definitely not a Trotskyite, 
n o '.57 In his letter to Nikolai Bokov of 5 March, 1979, when 
speaking about Edichka, Limonov goes even further: 'M any 
[political] invectives of my hero are unjustified, but he 
him self at every opportunity repeats that he is biased. It is 
somehow naive to make the hero (albeit with the same first 
name and surname as mine) responsib le '.58 In the 1990 
foreword to U nas byla velikaia epokha and P o d r o s to k  
S a v e n k o  he makes the following remark: 'I hope that even the 
m ost stupid reader will not ascribe to the author all the 
illusions of his characters'.59
Lim onov also distances him self from his hero when saying 
that the autobiographical character of his works is not a goal, 
but only the means for recreating something more am bitious 
than ju st the story of his own life:
The figure of Edichka is, of course, only the pretext for 
writing about everything else, about the world, about his
56Mirchev, 1989, p.89.
57Gidoni, 1980, p .157. Cf. also: 'Of course, the book [Eto ia - Edichka] is 
autobiographical. [...] When I finished it, I still hadn't outgrown that 
stage. I was that Eddie for another year or year and a half. But we all 
know  that for each of us every m om ent yields a m u ltitu d e of  
p e r s o n a l i t i e s  [here and henceforth the bold-face is mine. - A.R.]' 
(Glad, 1993, p.265).
58Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
59Limonov, 1994, p.7.
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friends or adversaries in the world, about that boiling 
broth named mankind. E.Lim onov, Edi-baby and other 
avatars... are a sort of capriciously shaped vessel into 
which the plankton of life is being poured each time. The 
pretext is less important, the vessel is less im portant 
than what is in it (the content). However, 
m ethodologically I prefer him/me myself: Edichka, Ed, 
Edi-baby... as though I have chosen m yself as the object 
of a critical biography. (This genre is now in fashion [...].) 
It is an ideal opportunity to show, first of all, the epoch, 
the landscape, the background, the decor.60
Then, in yet another interview, Lim onov declares his 
solidarity with his literary hero again: 'The process [of 
revolu tionary  changes per se] is dear to me as a writer and as 
a charac ter'.61 This is apparently an im portant part of 
Lim onov's general literary strategy. It is not by chance that 
he includes the following words of praise in his account of the 
poetic world of his old acquaintance Igor' Kholin: 'Kholin has 
the courage [...] to identify his [lyrical] hero with himself [...]. 
He does this with the aim of achieving a greater 
e x p re s s iv e n e s s '.62
In another interview Limonov claims that he has a m ultiple, 
and yet unified, personality: 'I have been changing masks 
very often and unashamedly. I am not afraid of undergoing 
yet another m etam orphosis and appearing in a different 
mask, [when] I am leaving one book and entering another. [...] 
However, all this is held together by me myself, by the way I 
see things. This vision remains practically unchanged in my 
num erous books'.63 Still, a consistent and harmonious picture
60Mirchev, 1989, p.96.
61Limonov, 1994a, p . l l .
62Limonov, 1980, p.318. Exactly the same observation is made by the 
critic Dmitrii Bykov with regard to Limonov: he 'found the courage to 
go to the end and to splice the fate of the author with the ideal fate o f 
his hero' (Bykov, 1994).
63Limonov and Erofeev, 1990, p .19.
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of Limonov's real life and real self is hardly ever attainable, 
especially because the degree of autobiographism in his 
novels varies significantly. For example, Limonov admits that 
Podrostok  Savenko  is more complicated than Eto ia - Edichka  
because it was created 'almost a quarter of a century after the 
events described. [...] [It] is not a carbon copy of reality. It 
represented a version of reality that existed at the moment it 
was written'.64 On U nas by la velikaia epokha , the subject of 
which is even more remote in time, he says: 'I am seeking the 
artistic and aesthetic truth [khudozhestvennaia i 
estet icheskaia pravda],  not the authenticity [pravda  
vrem eni] '  ,65
Limonov's deliberate elusiveness is intended to keep the 
reader permanently intrigued. Here the author's attitude 
clearly coincides with that of his fictional hero, who says: "As 
for me, I would prefer either not to have an official biography 
at all, or to have half a dozen of them, so that I could choose. 
The same facts, you see, can be represented in different ways, 
hence these six biographies will be altogether more truthful 
than one".66 Therefore, Limonov, let alone his protagonist, 
very rarely offers the ultimate naked truth to anyone, 
although he is remarkably good at convincing people that he 
comes clean every time he opens his mouth. This is why 
approaching Limonov in an attempt to clear out those
64Glad, 1993, p.265.
65Limonov and Erofeev, 1990, p. 18.
6 6E.Lim onov, 'Amerikanskie kanikuly' (The American Holiday), in 
Limonov, 1992, p .309. Limonov's desire to ascribe to his namesake a 
fictional biography can be spotted already in his poems 'Kto-to vrode 
Limonova' (Someone like Limonov) and 'Zhivet on u teplogo moria' (He 
Lives by the Warm Sea) - see Kuz'minskii, Tsvetkov and Limonov, 1981, 
pp.55, 69. The 'lyrical' hero of the first poem, Limonov, serves in 
Arabia, crosses the borders of Chile and is wounded in Beirut. In the 
second poem Eduard is a bisexual millionaire who lives in a submarine 
and in a palace inside a cliff. This kind of fictionalization had been 
abandoned by Limonov, perhaps because the fantasizing was too 
b lu n t .
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contradictions which emerge from his writing does not seem a 
particularly fruitful idea. The full truth might be unearthed 
by juxtaposing all available versions of this or that particular 
event (in particular, by tracing the possible literary origins of 
such events) and by studying various interviews, memoirs 
and archival documents, not necessarily written by Limonov 
himself. It goes without saying that information provided by 
Bohemians should not normally be taken as gospel, even if we 
find it in their private correspondence, because they are 
accustomed to mystifying people in any circumstances - not 
in order to harm anyone, of course, but simply because their 
artistic nature tells them to do so. Still, from time to time it is 
quite feasible to look into a mass of contradictory data and 
then to be able to expose facts more or less in complete 
accordance with the truth.
1.1.2. The 'Konkret' hoax.
Here is the story of the poetic group 'Konkret' [Concrete]. In 
1975 Limonov wrote a number of articles devoted to it, and 
published them in the Russian emigre newspaper N o v o e  
russkoe slovo.61 In 1977 they were printed in a heavily 
abridged version in Mikhail Shemiakin's almanach A p o l lo n -  
7 7 .68 In these articles Limonov wrote about a literary group 
supposedly formed in Moscow in 1971. According to Limonov, 
it was called 'Konkret' because its members (the poets 
Vagrich Bakhchanian, Igor' Kholin, Vladislav Len, Eduard 
Limonov, Vsevolod Nekrasov, Genrikh Sapgir, Ian Satunovskii 
and Elena Shchapova) wanted to return to Russian poetry its 
concreteness, 'the same as Catullus, the medieval lyricists, 
Derzhavin and people's folklore had'.69 Besides, the name of
67See Limonov, 1975g and Limonov, 1975h. Extracts from these two 
publications were reprinted in Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1980, v o l.l ,  
pp.283-84, 317-18, 323, 501-02.
68See Limonov, 1977.
69See Limonov, 1977, p.43. The poems by Bakhchanian, Kholin, Len 
and others can be found in Shemiakin, 1977, pp.47-89, along with the 
poems o f Evgenii Kropivnitskii, who influenced the members o f
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the group conveniently recalled that of an international poetic 
movement (led by Eugen Gomringer, with Carlo Belloli, Oyvind 
Fahlstrom, Ian Hamilton Finlay, H.C.Artmann and numerous 
other participants) which had become known in the late 
1940s in the West and, some twenty years later, in Russia.70 
Any speculations on the degree to which 'concrete' poetry had 
inspired the above-mentioned Russian poets71 would be 
fruitless, because 'Konkret' never existed. One of its alleged 
members, Vsevolod Nekrasov, called it 'pure fiction'.72 
Another poet who was named by Limonov as belonging to the 
group, Genrikh Sapgir, said:
I do not know when and how Limonov invented the title 
'Konkret'. At any rate, he did not tell us anything [about 
it], and we did not call ourselves 'concretists'. I do not 
think that Limonov had Western 'concrete' poetry in 
mind. You see, we understood 'concreteness' differently, 
as looking [at the subject] straight, with no 'bookishness'
( l i t e ra tu rshch in a ). And this really united us all, somehow 
or other.7 3
According to a recent account by Vladislav Kulakov, the poets 
who found themselves unauthorizedly 'united' in a literary 
group by their colleague Limonov indeed had something in 
common. The unity, if not union, was based on the so-called 
L ianozovo group,74 which consisted of a few artists (Oskar 
Rabin, Vladimir Nemukhin, Lidiia Masterkova, Nikolai 
Vechtomov) and poets, grouped around their m aitre  Evgenii
'Konkret1. Lim onov’s literary portrait o f Kropivnitskii is to be found 
in Limonov, 1975i (a shortened version of this piece also appeared in 
Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1980, v o l.l, pp.270-72).
70See Williams, 1967.
71C f.: '[Limonov's, Kholin's and Vsevolod Nekrasov's] creative activity  
is bracketed with what is termed "concrete" poetry in the West' 
(Kasack, 1981, p .129).
72Nekrasov, 1985, p.48.
73Kulakov, 1991, p.28.
74See also Sapgir, 1995.
Kropivnitskii, who lived not far from Lianozovo (a railway 
station on the outskirts of Moscow). Kholin and Sapgir were 
Kropivnitskii's poetic disciples, Vsevolod Nekrasov and Ian 
Satunovskii were merely close to the other three. To the 
Lianozovo poets Limonov wilfully added himself (he had been 
a disciple of Kropivnitskii, however),75 his then wife Elena 
Shchapova, Len and Bakhchanian. It is curious that the 
publication of 'Konkret' in A p o l l o n - 7 7  was illustrated by a 
slightly stylized group photo, taken in a Moscow studio on the 
Arbat, which pictured all the parties involved in Limonov's 
hoax, apart from Shchapova, Nekrasov and Kropivnitskii. 
Kulakov even suggests that 'for Limonov this very photo 
served as a pretext for inventing the never-existent 
"Konkret". The invention, however, turned out to be felicitous, 
and the title befitting'.76
7 5 See Bokov's obituary of E.L.Kropivnitskii (Russkaia my si', 8 
February, 1979, p .9). It is interesting that in Aleksandr Glezer's 
m agazine Tret'ia volna, which promptly reprinted Bokov's obituary in 
its fifth issue, the following phrase was omitted in the aftermath o f  
the publication of Eto ia - Edichka in K o v c h e g : 'Eduard Limonov, who 
has left for America and continues his rebellion over there, was 
brought up [...] under [Kropivnitskii's] undoubted influence.' Bokov  
protested (see his 'Zaiavlenie' in Russkaia mysl',  8 March, 1979, p.7). 
Glezer retorted: 'The editorial board o f Tret'ia volna reserves the right 
to [make] run-of-the-mill excisions, especially on the grounds that 
Limonov's work, published in K o v c h e g ,  only defiles the memory o f his 
teacher' (A.Glezer, 'Protest A.Glezera', Russkaia mysl', 22 March, 1979, 
p. 12). The editorial note to Glezer's 'protest' read: 'Reprinting an 
article, from which only one name is deleted, however odious this 
name seems to the publisher, is at variance with journalistic ethics' 
(ibid.). The full story was re-told in The New Leader  o f 21 May, 1979, by 
Abraham Brumberg, who commented: ‘I relate these tiresome details, I 
hasten to add, not because I consider them intrinsically fascinating or 
because I wish to side with one or another o f the injured parties, but 
sim ply because they illustrate the political and intellectual climate - 
indeed, the mentality - of so much o f the Russian emigre comm unity.’ 
(Brumberg, 1979, p.5.)
76Kulakov, 1991, p.6.
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Apparently not everyone shared this view, especially back in 
the 1970s. Vsevolod Nekrasov, for instance, filled his letters 
to Nikolai Bokov, the editor of K o v c h e g , with irate reproaches 
addressed to Limonov. In his letter to Bokov of 30 September, 
1979, Limonov, who had become aware of Nekrasov's opinion, 
gave the following explanation of the mystification, which he 
did not deny:
Nekrasov (Seva) has not the slightest understanding of 
what is going on here or why. This is why he is an active 
anti-Limonovian, I feel. I wrote about the group 'Konkret' 
for the local Village Voice, and they were interested in 
'Konkret' because a group is an interesting phenomenon 
in Soviet life. They are not interested in individuals, 
whether these individuals do creative writing or not.
Then, in 1975, we could not come to an agreement, and I 
passed my articles on to Novoe russkoe slovo.  Later these 
articles were shortened and reprinted by Shemiakin in 
A p o l lo n .  Maybe I am not perfect, but I had my reasons: 
Sapgir's, Kholin's, Bakhchanian's, Len's and my 
conversations and frequent meetings, often together with 
Satunovskii; [and] the book Svoboda est' Svoboda  by the 
six of us, published in Switzerland.77 The Austrian and 
Swiss Slavists wrote about us as if we were a group; they 
had published [our] poems and documents in the Swiss 
and Austrian press before I wrote about the group. On 
Seva's part (he has always been a coward, and when we 
were asked to send a group photo for an Austrian book 
he did not come to the meeting), this is a bit foolish, 
although he has the right to express his opinion.78
Whichever side one would prefer to take, Limonov's or 
Nekrasov's, one thing is perfectly clear: it is not always
7 7Limonov is referring to the book Freiheit  ist Freiheit: Inoffizielle  
sowje t ische Lyric  (Zurich: Die Arche, 1975), named after the line 
'Svoboda est' svoboda' in a poem by Vsevolod Nekrasov.
78Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
possible to find out the truth behind the artistically licensed 
fabrications of Limonov as easily as in the present example. 
Limonov's early years are poorly documented, at least to our 
knowledge, so that many of his declarations about himself, as 
well as about other people, will probably never be 
authenticated. We will try to list Limonov's most doubtful 
statements with regard to his .'autobiography' when analysing 
the novels and novellas of his autobiographical cycle, 
arranged not in the order of their publication, but in 
chronological order of their author's/hero’s progress from 
childhood through adolescence and youth to his current state 
of mind, as this has been presented in one of his latest novels, 
Inostranets  v smutnoe vremia (A Foreigner in the Time of 
Troubles, 1992).
1.1.3. The Great Epoch.
U nas byla velikaia epokha was written in 1987 to illustrate 
Limonov's argument that the 'world had lived for 40 years 
under the Ialta regime, and now, in the epoch of unrest, we 
can see what a quiet and happy time that was'.79 A good way 
to advocate this unusual standpoint was to choose a 
protagonist who was not older than ten in 1945, thus solving 
the problem of the labour camps (it is unlikely that a little 
boy would have noticed them, unless he or his close family 
had suffered themselves), which otherwise would have put 
Limonov's original thesis in jeopardy. Therefore the novel 
portrays the little Edik from his birth in 1943 until 1950, the 
year he went to school. The main events, however, are set in 
1947. The book is loaded with copious and minute details 
(concerning food, fashions, various forms of popular 
entertainment at the time in Khar'kov, formerly the capital of 
the Ukraine, etc.) which the memory of a four-year-old child 
simply could not retain, but which serve regardless as signs of 
the Great Epoch. The content of the novel leaves the 
impression that the scant reminiscences of Limonov's
79Limonov, 1993, p.55. Cf. also: 'the most powerful epoch in our history 
(1917-53) was branded the "bloody past" and "Stalinism"' (ibid., p.93).
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childhood were generously supplemented by what Limonov 
was told by his parents and, perhaps, by what a little 
subsequent research enabled him to discover.80 Therefore it 
is no surprise that U nas byla velikaia epokha is dedicated to 
Limonov's mother and father, Raisa Fedorovna Zybina and 
Veniamin Ivanovich Savenko, and starts off with the story of 
their marriage. As early as here, Limonov takes every chance 
to make his hero more interesting than he perhaps could be, 
when, on the shaky basis of a family legend, he claims that 
Edik has a dash of Ossetian and Tartar blood in his veins. This 
does not seem absolutely impossible, however; nor do the two 
sauciest scenes in the novel: little Edik sticking a pencil into 
the vagina of his thirteen-year-old neighbour Ida at her 
request, and little Edik dirtying his pants on New Year's Eve, 
just before the clock starts striking midnight.
Another family legend presented in the novel features the 
revolutionary romantic Russian poet Eduard Bagritskii (1895- 
1934) as the person after whom Limonov was allegedly 
n a m e d .81 This instantly attaches a special poetic halo to 
Limonov the child, virtually determining his future in general. 
As Limonov puts it elsewhere,
When they phoned and told him that he had a son, my 
Dad was sitting in his office and enjoying himself 
reading Bagritskii... The problem was what to call the 
child. Naturally, my Dad looked at the book cover and 
found the name for me... [...] My Daddy Veniamin 
believed that I became a poet [...] only because he had 
given me a poet's name.82
8 0 See, for instance, the episode with summer lightning entering the 
Savenkos' home, which Edik did not witness, and an extensive 
quotation from a secret report of the US Joint Security Committee 
(1945), taken by Limonov from the magazine Internat ional  Security  
(Limonov, 1994, pp .126, 102-103).
81Limonov, 1994, p .33.
82Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1986, vol. 3A, p.31.
All in all, U nas byla velikaia epokha is perhaps the most 
tranquil and innocent novel by Limonov, although it still 
carries a rebellious message, suggesting that ordinary people 
in the Soviet Union in the late 1940s were leading a 
predominantly happy life, being almost unaffected by 
Stalinism, at least to the extent usually assumed.83 Limonov 
tries to undo the effect of what he sees as an awry picture of 
Soviet life given by Russian dissident literature, and one 
cannot say that he does not succeed. It is truly amazing what 
a penetrating effect is produced by a disorderly sequence of 
corny pictures, such as of Edik's father, a lieutenant in the 
troops of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, cleaning his pistol 
in the lightspot of a desk lamp or soldering home-made 
radios; his mother reading George Sand; the solemn funeral of 
Major Soldatenko (Edik's first encounter with the 
phenomenon of death)... Being 'uncunningly' strung together, 
these nostalgic scenes appeal not only to anyone who lived 
through this time, but even to a person who has never had 
the slightest idea of what ordinary Russian existence, ever so 
charming in its petty trivia, was like. Besides, the narration is 
so cleverly balanced that it is not possible to blame Limonov 
for the misrepresentation of the Zei tge is t .  In response to such 
allegations he can always refer to a considerable distance in 
time, which normally helps us to look at the past through 
rose-tinted spectacles and reshapes the events as they really 
were; to the prejudices which Limonov's main informants, i.e., 
his parents, were doomed to share with the majority of ’law- 
abiding’ Soviet citizens of the time; to the clearly naive vision 
of a child who had only recently ceased to be a toddler and, 
therefore, can bear no responsibility for the idealization of the 
world surrounding him; and so on, and so forth. It is quite 
remarkable, though, that Limonov applies his favourite 
technique of making controversial statements about his 
namesake's ability to distinguish between reality and 
imagination even to the less-than-ten-year-old hero. On the 
one hand, Limonov characterizes Edik in the following fashion:
8 3Som e critics, on the contrary, sense a caustic irony in Limonov's 
definition of Stalin's epoch as 'great' (see Karpov, 1989).
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T h e  factual and the imaginary in him have n o t yet ag reed  
on where the line [between them] should be drawn'.84 Twenty 
pages later, when commenting on the episode in which Edik 
responds to a theatrical performance (Gliere's ballet K r a s n y i  
m a k )  as if it were real, Limonov says just the opposite: 'E v e n  
t h e n  [Edik] did not make any distinction between art and 
l ife '.8*
1.1.4. The adolescence of a bandit.
Podrostok  Savenko  was written in 1982, and, by contrast, this 
is probably Limonov's most cruel work. It pictures several 
days in the life of the fifteen-year-old Edi-bebi. The year is 
1958, and the site is a working-class area of Khar'kov, where 
almost every youth carries an offensive weapon. According to 
Limonov, this is a wrong time and place to live in. His hero 
desperately needs money to take Svetka, a fourteen-year-old 
girl he fancies, out (it is the eve of the anniversary of the 
October Revolution). However, he fails to borrow any roubles 
from his pals and has no other choice but to rob a canteen 
(such are the customs on the Saltovka housing estate). The 
robbery, however, brings the hero only a small sum of money, 
less than 30 roubles. Apart from working as a burglar, Edi- 
bebi masturbates, takes part in a brutal fight between 
drunken soldiers and the locals, wins a public open-air 
competition for poets and closely witnesses a gang rape and a 
murder. When he eventually gets to Svetka and has his first 
ever proper experience of sexual intercourse, he finds out 
that when she was twelve she lost her virginity to a drunken 
friend of her late father, and since then has been sleeping 
around. Edi-bebi's heart is broken, and he leaves town for 
Novorossiisk, a Russian city on the shores of the Black Sea.
84Limonov, 1994, p.79.
8  ^Limonov, 1994, p.99. It goes without saying, however, that the 
distinction between art and life is not always the same as between fact 
and imagination. For want of space, I would simply like to refer to 
several works which examine this problem from various angles (see, 
for instance, Wilson, 1936; Howell, 1945; and Smith, 1994).
Did these rites of passage really occur to the real teenager 
Savenko? In all honesty, masturbation appears to be the only 
one which raises no doubts. As for the rest, they do not seem 
very credible. Take, for instance, the public competition for 
poets (which was nearly replaced by a competition for 
readers reciting poems as there were not enough poets willing 
to compete). Edi-bebi is not on the programme, he is added at 
the last moment, straight from the audience, and all the 
censorship he is subjected to is a request to show, prior to the 
performance, a jotter with his poems to the compere. It is 
very unlikely that at the time such precautions would have 
been considered sufficient, if only because a person could 
read to a large number of people not the poem he claimed he 
would be reading, but another one (in fact, this is precisely 
what Edi-bebi does). This might cause a (political) scandal, 
and the 'offender' might disappear without trace, leaving the 
compere to bear full responsibility. Would such a person so 
carelessly risk his or her own neck so early on in the Thaw, 
with memories of prompt and cruel Stalinist punishment still 
alive? If so, it would have been extremely unusual. Besides, it 
is well known that the first unauthorized poetry readings in 
public took place in the summer of 1958 at the unveiling of a 
monument to Maiakovskii in Moscow, and these readings 
were stopped on orders from above as soon as they became a 
regular occurrence.86 The event in Khar'kov is said to be 
happening in the late autumn of 1958, which one might put 
down to an unexpectedly quick provincial response to a new 
fashion in the capital. However, the compere mentions that 
there had been a similar competition a year before, which 
makes the scene look even less plausible.87
It is also hard to bring oneself to believe in the burglary of 
the canteen. One does not have to be a professional law­
breaker to know that it is not safe to do such things 
completely on your own. Somebody has to stay on guard
86See Bukovskii, 1978, pp. 127-28.
87Limonov, 1994, p.346.
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when the others are breaking in, to start with. In addition, 
one could scarcely imagine a teenager having enough courage 
and skill to do it entirely by himself. (However, Limonov's 
claims in this respect might not be entirely unsubstantiated.
In his letter to Vladimir Maksimov of 2 November, 1977, 
(currently kept in V.E.Maksimov's collection in the 
Historisches Archiv, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, University of 
Bremen) Limonov states that he - and his friends - broke into 
a Khar’kov shop when he was fifteen years old.)
In a review of Podrostok Savenko  in Le Figaro a French critic 
remarks that Saltovka bears a suspicious resemblance to the 
workers' 'ghettos' just outside Paris. In the eyes of the critic it 
testifies to the non-documentary character of the book, which 
is regarded as a product of the novelist's imagination.88 
However, in our opinion the strongest argument in favour of 
the fictitiousness of certain aspects of Podrostok  Savenko  is 
provided by their evident literary dependence on the short 
stories by Limonov's old acquaintance from Khar'kov, Iurii 
Miloslavskii. Miloslavskii was born in Khar'kov in 1946, 
graduated from the Philological Faculty of Khar'kov 
University, emigrated to Israel in 1973, worked there as a 
journalist for a while, then voluntarily left what he called the
'middle-class establishment' and was even baptized. The
publication of his first novel, Ukreplennye goroda  (Jerusalem: 
Moskva-Ierusalim, 1980), caused an uproar in the Russian 
emigre press, comparable to that made by Eto ia - Edichka. A
collection of Miloslavskii's 1978-82 short stories, Ot shuma
vsadnikov i Strelkov (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1984), came out later 
than Podrostok  Savenko , but its contents had previously been 
printed in the Russian emigre periodicals Dvadtsat '  dva, E k h o  
and K ont inen t ,  and Limonov could not possibly have missed 
th em .
The best of these short stories, in our opinion, is the cycle 
'Gorodskie romansy', which comprises four narratives: 'Tolik 
Pravoturov', 'Foma', 'Vuliary' and 'Oruzhie'. Each story,
88See Limonov, 1994, p.6.
allegedly based on Miloslavskii's own experiences in the 
semi-underground world of Khar'kov’s crim inals,89 is attached 
to a specific period of time, so that the cycle can be read 
almost as a historical document rather than as a work of 
literature. 'Tolik Pravoturov' contains a sympathetic portrait 
of a local character, an ageing city wino with a criminal past, 
who was beaten to death by the police, just for the fun of it, 
in the winter of 1961. 'Foma' is set in the winter of 1959. It 
describes how a certain one-legged Foma, nicknamed 'God', 
who in his time had spent 10 years in labor camps for armed 
robbery, pitilessly tortures, together with his male lover 
Belka, a group of teenagers whom he happens to meet in the 
street. The story 'Vuliary' takes place in the spring of 1962. It 
presents an episode from the life of the Vuliar family, when a 
horny robber, who returns home after a spell in a labour 
camp, sleeps with his own prostitute mother, but does not pay 
her, so she accuses him of rape, reports him to the police, and 
he is sent to jail for 10 years. The events in 'Oruzhie' happen 
sometime in 1960 (one can calculate the date, assuming that 
the 'I'-narrator in this story is Miloslavskii himself, since he is 
no older than the other main characters in it, who are all 
under fourteen). It tells us about the thirteen-year-old son of 
a prosecutor who gets himself a pistol and kills one of his 
mates of the same age and wounds another, merely out of 
in te r e s t .90
The effect of the cycle is absolutely shocking. It is written in a 
detached, unemotional manner which recalls that found in 
medieval chronicles. And yet this is genuine art, and it leaves 
nobody indifferent. Limonov probably paid even more 
attention to these short stories than did the average reader,
8 9 An autobiographical entry preceding one o f M iloslavskii's 
interview s somewhat enigm atically informs the reader: 'In his early 
youth he had connections in Khar’kov criminal circles' (M iloslavskii, 
1982, p.49).
90See M iloslavskii, 1979, pp.33-40. A couple o f other short stories by 
M iloslavskii are adjacent to this cycle, most notably 'Smert' Manona' 
(see Sumerkin, 1982, pp.117-23).
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because they feature the milieu in which Limonov had grown 
up almost at the same time, which he knew down to a 't' and 
which would supply any writer with a multitude of original 
themes and off-beat characters. Furthermore, even the 
problem of the author-versus-narrator is similar in 'Gorodskie 
romansy' to the corresponding problem in Limonov. 
Miloslavskii's narrator appears in 'autobiographical' disguise. 
He says: 'Ah! I narrowly escaped the path of evil, because 
anti-Semitism stood in my way. I was forced to study in the 
university, write poems, fight for human rights... Only for 
three or four years did I live as a man [namely, among 
delinquents; presumably watching, not emulating them, - 
A .R .] ' .91 In Podrostok Savenko  Limonov adopts a practically 
identical attitude. However, he goes further than Miloslavskii 
and boldly declares that he not only smoked, but indeed 
inhaled, so to speak. Whereas a teenager in Miloslavskii's 
short story 'Syn Liudmily Ivanovny' is sentenced to two years 
just for touching a girl's bu ton  (naked breast) during a group 
r a p e ,92 Edi-bebi sticks his whole fist in someone's vagina 
during a gang rape - and gets away with it!93
In a way Limonov supersedes Miloslavskii, because, when 
working on the same material, he applies the same technique 
but on a much greater scale. The marks left by the genre of 
the novel normally last longer than those of the short story, 
and Limonov uses this truism to his advantage. Miloslavskii 
also feels the urge for some kind of generalization, otherwise 
he would not have tried to frame at least some of his stories 
into a cycle. Still, his manner is perhaps more suitable for 
sketches than for panoramas. Limonov's range of characters is 
wider, and he manages to find a place in Podrostok  Savenko
9 * M iloslavskii, 1979, pp.35-36.
92M iloslavskii, 1979a, p.76.
93Limonov, 1994, p .375. It is worth noting that Limonov, when asked 
specifically about the credibility o f the rape scene in P o d r o s t o k  
S a v e n k o ,  refers to it as to his hero's action, and underlines the fact 
that Edi-bebi only 'grabbed someone - and that was it' (Mogutin, 1994, 
p .169).
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not only for drunkards, felons and sluts, but also for all sorts 
of strange characters, such as the worker Bor'ka Churilov who 
buys and reads books, and the electrician Vovka Zolotarev 
who introduced automation into his flat, so that he does not 
even have to stand up to open the front door: he presses some 
buttons, sits back and relaxes. Another of Limonov's 
advantages is that he very seldom resorts to slang, whereas 
this slightly impedes the reading of many works of 
Miloslavskii, because quite often it is not possible to find the 
meaning of expressions like bak lany ,  tovary,  b u t o n , 
prigovarivat '  na palku  even in specialized dictionaries of 
Russian argot.
Miloslavskii's and Limonov's creative interaction should not 
surprise anyone. It started a long time ago. In Limonov's own 
words, in late 1966 - early 1967 he wrote a cycle of 'very 
surrealistic' short stories, one of which, 'The Butcher 
Okladnikov', was parodied by Miloslavskii.94 Miloslavskii was 
the first person who published an excerpt from the 
troublesom e Eto ia - Edichka; it appeared in the Israeli 
Russian-language newspaper Nedelia v Izraile when he was 
its editor-in-chief. He also wrote one of the few supportive 
and understanding reviews of Eto ia - Edichka , when a fuller 
version of the novel came out.95 An interesting passage on 
similarities in Limonov’s and Miloslavskii’s emigre prose can 
be found in the essay ‘Shramy rossiiskogo Odisseia’ by 
N ataliia  Gross.96 It is hardly a coincidence that at the 1987 
conference of emigre writers in Vienna both Miloslavskii and 
Limonov were defiantly dressed in greatcoats.97 Then again, 
both writers come from essentially the same background.
Here is a very characteristic note by Miloslavskii: Limonov, he 
asserts, 'possesses some subconscious Khar'kovian organs of 
ta s te ' .98 Hence it is only natural that a life-size figure of
94See Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1986, vol. 3A, p.29.
95See M iloslavskii, 1979b, pp.177-82.
96See Gross, 1980, p.202.
97See Vladimov, 1993.
98Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1986, vol. 3A, p. 108.
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Miloslavskii appears in the next part of Limonov's grand epos, 
Molodoi negodiai  (The Young Scoundrel, 1986). Miloslavskii 
once stated that in his short stories he tries to 'focus on the 
"lower" class when it is moving towards the "middle" c la s s ' ."  
This is exactly the main subject of the next novel by Limonov, 
which we will now be examining.
1.1.5. The making of a poet.
Molodoi  negodiai  was started in 1982, almost simultaneously 
with Podrostok  Savenko , but finished only in 1985. It is 
devoted to the process of turning the young offender Savenko 
into the poet Limonov (late 1964 - early 1965 are named as
the turning point). The sets change from Khar'kov working-
class suburbs to the city centre. Intellectual conversations, 
poetry readings and casual drinking in cafes and at friends' 
flats, amongst poetic rivals and admirers, replace the 
disturbing scenes of crime and alcohol abuse. The ruffians 
yield the stage to the bohemians. Only a number of flashbacks 
remind us of the hero's dubious past, such as his escape from 
a madhouse, to which he was consigned in the aftermath of an 
unsuccessful suicide a ttem pt.100 Eduard's criminal habits also 
make themselves felt when he sets on fire the flat of a 
hooligan who harassed his girlfriend, and thus takes his 
revenge. Apart from a limited number of similar excesses, 
Molodoi  negodiai  by and large is a story about the making of
a poet. Eduard, who has left his job in the foundry of the
'Hammer and Sickle' plant and become a bookpedlar, meets 
Vladimir Motrich, an unofficial, but popular local poet of 
Croatian origin, and feels so impressed that he vows to
" M iloslavsk ii, 1982, p .52.
lOOxhis suicide attempt may not be just a product o f Limonov's 
imagination. In a non-fictional publication he states: 'At the age o f  
eighteen, I cut open my veins reading Stendhal's The Red and the 
Black '  (Matich, 1984, p.230). In a different location he says, though: 'I 
never tried to commit suicide in my life. What is described in my books 
are merely the stories of my youth. I have never had a desire to die' 
(Limonov, 1993f, p .l).
become a poet himself, just like his new acquaintance. On a 
rainy night in a Khar'kov bell tower Eduard also addresses his 
prayers both to God and to the Devil, asking them to help him 
to be always an unusual person and a hero. With this three­
fold aim in view, Eduard is persistently enlightened by his 
friend Tolik Melekhov, a student of the Philological Faculty at 
Khar'kov University, from whom he learns the names of 
Vasilii Rozanov, Andrei Belyi, Khlebnikov, Khodasevich and 
Sigmund Freud. In search of a proper habitat, Limonov enters 
the circle grouped around the bookseller Anna Moiseevna 
Rubinshtein, who would like to play the role of Madame 
Recamier for the Khar'kov artistic Bohemia. Anna Moiseevna 
eventually becomes Eduard's common law wife, being 
responsible not only for his improvement as a poet, but also 
for his mastering of the sartorial profession, which helps them 
both to survive. It is she who calls Eduard 'the young 
scoundrel'. The other people surrounding Eduard include, in 
particular, his close friend, the avant-garde artist and writer 
Vagrich Bakhchanian, persecuted by the KGB,101 and Iurii 
Miloslavskii, portrayed here as a snooty leader of the local 
pro-Zionist literary youth who rediscovered their Jewishness 
after the success of the Six Days' War (the future Russian- 
language Israeli poet Aleksandr Vernik is among them ).102
Writers and artists would usually meet in the 'Avtomat' snack 
bar and in the Shevchenko park, or in Anna Moiseevna's 
'salon' at 19, Teveleva Square. They would drink coffee and 
port and gabble.103 From time to time they would also write
10 ^ n  Bakhchanian and his uneasy friendship with Limonov see  
K ozlovskii, 1997a.
102Limonov disapproves of M iloslavskii's 1967 position. He insists that 
'talent does not have the right to squeeze itself into the turret o f a 
national tank as yet another nameless hulk' (Limonov, 1992a, pp. 147- 
48). Maybe the present-day Limonov should be reminded of these 
words, given his current nationalistic escapades.
103The life of the Khar'kov Bohemia is by no means cloudless. The 
unexpected suicide of the poet and translator Arkadii Besedin 
unpleasantly reminds all concerned parties that some poets have to
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and paint. (Limonov describes one of the first exhibitions of 
unofficial contemporary Soviet Left Art, which took place in 
May, 1965, in Khar’kov, in the inner yard of one of the houses 
on Sumskaia street, with the participation of Bakhchanian, 
Irina Savinova, Mikhail Basov, Iurii Kuchukov, etc.). As for 
Eduard, he works harder than many others, forcing himself to 
write poems every day during the spring and summer of 
1965, until a unique manner of his own is developed. As soon 
as this happens, Eduard's idol Motrich is overthrown. The 
other Khar’kov poets are also surpassed. As if to crown 
Eduard for his victory, Bakhchanian invents for him a very 
unusual pseudonym, Limonov (a derivation from the Russian 
word for 'lemon'), which sticks to the poet. Thus Limonov 
acquires his literary name, and the formation of the writer is 
symbolically regarded as accomplished. Since Limonov now 
writes better poetry than anybody else in Khar'kov (how 
could it be otherwise?), and as his output has become too 
sophisticated to be fully understood by the provincial 
community, Moscow beckons him irresistibly, promising 
broader opportunities and proper recognition .104
The verification of Limonov's account of events demonstrates 
that he is genuinely trying to be accurate. Many names and 
facts concerning the literary Khar'kov of the 1960s and 
mentioned by Limonov can be checked against the memoirs 
of Iurii Miloslavskii, Aleksandr Vernik and Aleksandr 
Ocheretianskii which were written independently and
pay the ultimate price for living on the emotional edge. For Limonov 
this suicide also signifies the disintegration of his intimate poetic 
circle and the deadlock of his existence in Khar'kov (see Limonov, 
1992a, pp .157-58).
104Iurii M iloslavskii's letter to Konstantin Kuz'minskii o f 30 
Novem ber, 1982, (currently preserved at the Historisches Archiv, 
Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, University o f Bremen, in the collection of 
D.A.Tarasenkov) presents us with quite a different picture o f  
Limonov's stature in Khar'kov in the m id-1960s. M iloslavskii states 
that Limonov's presence on the Khar’kov unofficial literary scene 
was virtually imperceptible.
published in the same year as Molodoi negodiai  in a volume 
of The Blue Lagoon Anthology o f  Modern Russian Poetry. The 
original works of Bakhchanian, Basov, Kuchukov, Miloslavskii, 
Motrich, Savinova, Vernik and many others are also 
reproduced there .105 Of course, for objective reasons, 
Limonov's picture is not, and cannot be, complete. If Limonov 
in Molodoi  negodiai  barely touches on such an important 
phenomenon in Kharkov's artistic life of that period as the 
literary workshop of the poet Boris Chichibabin, a Stalin 
prisoner with the reputaton of being the 'Khar'kovian 
Solzhenitsyn', this is only understandable. Limonov was never 
close to Chichibabin (whereas both Miloslavskii and Vernik 
attended Chichibabin's workshop and owe a great deal to 
their mentor) and hardly knows what to say on the subject. 
However, there are certain things which Limonov omits 
deliberately, and not because they were forgotten by or 
unknown to him, or would overload the reader with non- 
essential information, but because they would undermine his 
already established literary image.
Before the publication of Eto ia - Edichka , when only a few 
people thought of its author as an eternal rebel and non­
conformist, Limonov's poems in the magazine K ov ch e g  were 
accompanied by the following detail in his biographical entry: 
'Studied at Khar'kov University '.106 Notwithstanding this, one 
cannot find a word about Limonov's time as a student in 
Molodoi negodiai,  although it would have provided the 
marker for his spiritual progress from the inferno of his 
adolescence to the paradise of his youth. Furthermore, in 
more than one of his interviews after Eto ia - Edichka 
Limonov declares that he did not graduate even from a 
secondary school.107 If this is true, Limonov could not have 
studied in university, because in order to be accepted by any
105See Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1986, vol. 3A, pp.23-266.
1 0 6 [N.s.] ,  'Kto est’ kto', Kov cheg ,  no. 1, 1978, p.95.
107See Mirchev, 1989, p.83; Khlystun and Shvets, 1990. On several 
occasions, however, Limonov stated that he did complete his secondary 
education (see Orekhanova, 1992; Limonov, 1993r, p.45).
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Soviet higher educational institution one needed a certificate 
testifying to one's completed secondary education. Unless 
such a certificate was forged, we are facing two contradictory 
statements here. Common sense prompts us to prefer the 
former version to the latter, because the latter was presented 
to the interviewers in 1983 and in 1990, when both 
Podrostok  Savenko  and Molodoi negodiai  had already come 
into being in this or that form, and therefore the writer 
needed to fortify the picture of his namesake as a self-made 
man who had not received much proper formal education.108
Likewise, Limonov's very first marriage, which had 
apparently preceded his alliance with Anna Rubinshtein,109 
was omitted from the book, probably because the writer 
wished to conceal something of which he would have been 
genuinely ashamed, had it become universally known. (We 
are confined to pure guesswork in this case, because virtually 
nothing has been said on the issue by the usually outspoken 
Limonov in any of his published works. It is possible that 
certain circumstances of Limonov's relationship with his first 
spouse were retold in flashbacks in a later novel.)110
In 1990 Limonov was asked: 'You have the reputation of 
being a trouble-maker. Do you confirm it, or have you gained 
it accidentally, not by your own volition?'. The writer 
answered: 'I have acquired [my reputation] purely by chance
108Cf. the legendary image of Maksim Gor'kii in his autobiographical 
book Moi universi tety  (1922). Incidentally, Gor'kii also claimed that he 
attempted suicide when he was young.
109Cf. Edichka's phrase 'I have been married three times' (Limonov, 
1993a, p .35), coined when his marriage with Elena Shchapova fell 
apart. However, in one o f his journalistic works Limonov still calls 
Anna his first wife (see Limonov, 1993j). Limonov's letter to Vladimir 
Maksimov of 2 November, 1977, confirms that the 'Jewish woman', as 
Limonov refers to Anna, was his second wife (Historisches Archiv, 
Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, University o f Bremen, the Maksimov 
c o lle c t io n ) .
110See Limonov, 1994b, pp.15, 263-64.
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and did not realize that for some time. Now I am aware of it, 
and it is difficult to say whether I foster it or not.
Circumstances [...] quite often force me to conform to it '.111 We 
dare to suggest that the above-mentioned contradiction 
concerning Limonov's formal education emerged as a result of 
such circumstances.
1.1.6. The Moscow period.
Limonov's novel Inostranets v smutnoe vremia, written in 
1990 and published in full in 1992,112 and several short 
stories reflect the next stage of Eduard's adventures, namely, 
his stay in Moscow at the end of the 1960s. When checked 
against Limonov's own documentary memoirs of the Moscow 
period of his life, 'Moskovskaia bogema' [The Moscow 
Bohemia], which were published in 1980, these fictional texts 
become easier to understand, but also disclose various 
alterations made by Limonov in his 'true' stories (apparently, 
Limonov's memoirs were commissioned by Konstantin 
Kuz'minskii for his monumental project The Blue Lagoon  
Anthology o f  Modern Russian Poetry, which immortalized 
unofficial culture in the USSR by the meticulous collection of 
its artefacts and the intelligent commentaries on them; one 
should assume that this time Limonov did not want to 
mislead anybody and tried to fulfil the commission with the 
appropria te  p rec is ion).113 Thus, on the one hand, without the
11 L im on ov  and Erofeev, 1990, p .19.
112This work includes the excerpts from Limonov's novel M o s k v a  
m aiska ia  (Moscow in May), devoted to Edichka's first year in Moscow. 
Limonov considered this novel a failure and decided not to publish it 
(see Mogutin, 1994, p .159). Pictures of M oscow in the mid-1960s 
alternate in Inostranets  v smutnoe vremia with pictures o f M oscow in 
the late 1980s - early 1990s. The second, most recent, stratum of time in 
the novel w ill be analysed separately later in this chapter.
113Unless he wanted this 'documentary' autobiography to be the 'best' 
source for future historians. In that case it should look particularly 
dubious. It is not without reason that Limonov's short story 
'Obyknovennye shpionki' (Ordinary Female Spies) suggests that the
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information provided in 'Moskovskaia bogema' it would not 
be easy to recognize in the fictional artist Petro Kozak 
( Inostranets v smutnoe vremia)  his prototype, the artist Petr 
Belenok. Petro Kozak comes from a village in the Kiev region, 
he keeps a clay sculpture of the Russian Civil War hero Vasilii
Chapaev in his bathroom and translates French poetry. Petr
Belenok comes from the Western Ukraine (the village in the 
Kiev region provides him only with lard); in his bathroom he 
keeps a sculpture of the dystrophic Nikolai Ostrovskii, a 
celebrated Soviet writer; and Belenok's translations of French 
poets are made not from the originals, but from someone 
else's Polish word-by-word renditions. Still, the general 
resemblance of the two portraits is undoubted.114
On the other hand, an anecdote about the unofficial artist 
Igor' Voroshilov is cut by half in Inostranets  v smutnoe
vrem ia ,  as opposed to 'Moskovskaia bogema'. According to the
memoirs, the poor drunkard Voroshilov is going to visit his 
parents, who reside in Alapaevsk, in the Urals. He needs some 
new clothes to convince them that he is doing well. Limonov 
makes a pair of corduroy trousers for him and insists that 
prior to his departure Voroshilov takes a bath at Limonov's 
home (they use a metal wash-basin instead of a proper bath). 
Three days later Limonov meets Voroshilov in a pub. 
Voroshilov is drunk and filthy. He had not gone to his parents, 
after all. However, in the novel the story ends before the 
meeting in the pub, perhaps because Limonov wants to 
rectify the reputation of his, now deceased, friend, and/or 
because he wishes to emphasize that not only do other people 
take care of Limonov, but Limonov takes care of others too.115
’M oskovskaia bogema’ was originally commissioned by the CIA, not 
Kuz’minskii (see Limonov, 1995b, pp.217-40).
114See Limonov, 1980a, pp.341-42; and Limonov, 1992b, pp.127-28. Dr 
John Dunn (Department of Slavonic Languages and Literatures, 
University of Glasgow) recalls that in 1974 in M oscow he briefly met 
Lim onov through Belenok (Limonov's home telephone number at that 
time was 138-53-17).
^ ^ S ee  Limonov, 1980a, p.338; and Limonov, 1992b, p.232.
The atmosphere of a miserable but exciting existence led by 
the unofficial Moscow artists and writers is recreated in the 
short story 'Etiudy' [Sketches]. In these circles it was 
generally accepted that an artist should not have either 
money or property. The artist and poet Mikhail Grobman 
(now an Israeli citizen) taught that one should live on one 
rouble a day, which meant on the verge of starvation. Such a 
modus vivendi  produced 'an idiosyncratic aesthetics of 
unkindness and poverty '116 in the works of those involved. It 
also helped to unleash their imagination. 'The world we 
imagined', says Limonov, 'was much more interesting and 
frenzied than the real world, and its dangers seemed real to 
us, because we wanted them to exist'.117
In Moscow Limonov's chief character also meets some poets 
and artists who have already achieved fame and enjoy their 
considerable well-being. The short story 'Fragment' [A 
Fragment] contains snapshots of Aleksandr Galich,118 Il'ia 
Kabakov, Ernst Neizvestnyi, Andrei Voznesenskii and other 
representatives of officially (or semi-officially) recognized 
Soviet art. Most of them are treated by Limonov's namesake 
as members of the artistic establishment, that is, with 
suspicion and contempt, perhaps unjustly. Among the few 
exceptions is Limonov's friend Julo Sooster, an Estonian 
surrealist painter, who dies early from a heart attack caused 
by an alcohol overdose. This is yet another of Eduard's 
encounters with death, and he cannot hold back his tears, for 
now he understands that one should be prepared to die at 
any moment, and behave accordingly.119
An episode from Limonov's stoic-heroic existence at this time 
is retold in the short story 'Kogda poety byli molodymi' [When
116Limonov, 1994c, p.71.
117Limonov, 1994c, p.72.
118Accompanied by a caustic description of Galich's friend Elena 
B o n n e r .
119See Limonov, 1987, pp .134-54.
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the Poets Were Young]. Limonov's alter ego suffers from 
scurvy, or maybe from some sort of severe gum infection. 
Instead of going to a doctor, he fights the disease by rinsing 
his mouth with a manganese-and-salt solution, drinking 
alcohol and eating garlic. He gets rid of his high body 
temperature (39,2 C) by putting on two shirts, a sweater and 
a jacket and making himself soak with perspiration when 
undertaking a fifteen-kilometre-long walk. All you need to 
survive is an iron will - this is what appears to be the 
message of the story.120 Thanks to this kind of will, Limonov, 
when in Moscow, writes poems for ten hours a day and 
becomes (primarily in his own eyes) one of the most skillful 
and original Russian poets of his generation.
Inostranets  v smutnoe vremia  records Limonov's other heroic 
deeds of the period. Limonov enters the poetic workshop 
conducted by the famous poet Arsenii Tarkovskii, and 
instigates a rebellion against the maitre .  Tw o-hour-long 
weekly meetings, exclusively devoted to the analysis of the 
poetry of one particular, each time different, person, do not 
satisfy the participants. However, it takes the newcomer 
Limonov to challenge Tarkovskii by suggesting that the pace 
of the workshop is too slow and that the meetings should last 
longer. Tarkovskii ignores this suggestion. The young poets 
have to take the reins of government into their own hands. 
They start reading their poetry in turn, two poems each, to 
get to know each other. When Limonov's turn comes, his 
colleagues are so struck by his verses that they keep asking 
for more and more.121
Apart from his victory over the other writers, Limonov 
conquers the heart of a married woman he loves - by cutting 
his veins in her presence, out of jealousy. This woman, Elena 
Shchapova, will become Limonov's next wife and the f e m m e - 
f a ta le  heroine of Eto ia - Edichka. In her recent book N ic h e  go  
krome khoroshego  (Nothing but Good, 1995) Shchapova offers
120See Limonov, 1991, pp.301-19.
121See Limonov, 1992b, pp.173-80, 189-96.
a slightly different recollection of this suicide attempt by 
Limonov, who is here called Ochkasov (a derivation of the 
Russian word for 'spectacles'; Limonov is extremely short­
sighted). She insists that when it happened there was nobody 
in her flat but Ochkasov and herself (Shchapova's fictional 
male double, the narrator Daniel, does not count),122 whereas 
Limonov mentions the presence of a 'future popular actor' 
who was apparently invited by the hostess to spend a night 
with her.123 What Limonov considers a 'romantic scene' with 
a few pathological details,124 Shchapova sees as an act of 
madness ('Is it not a swinish trick to cut one's veins in 
another person's flat?', her autobiographical heroine, 
Anastas 'ia , w onders).125 Strangely enough, 'pleading' insane 
proves to be a smart move at the end of the day, because the 
girl of Limonov's dream finally abandons her well-to-do 
husband for the indigent poet (although she will regret this 
fairly soon).
From various sources it is known that Limonov and 
Shchapova lived happily together in Moscow. Eduard 
continued to earn money as a tailor.126 He was also selling 
typewritten collections of his poetry for several roubles a 
copy (according to one source, there were eight such 
collections sold in 8 000 copies altogether).127 His attempts to 
publish his poems in Literaturnaia gazeta  (using
122See Shchapova [De Carli], 1995a, pp.73, 111.
123Limonov, 1992b, p .113.
124See Limonov, 1992b, p .114.
125Shchapova [De Carli], 1995a, p.76.
126Thus, in her letter to me of 25 November, 1996, the photojournalist 
Marianna Volkov writes that Limonov made a pair of jeans for the poet 
Anatolii Naiman, former secretary o f Anna Akhmatova, in exchange 
for his agreement to read Limonov's poems, and a pair of brown 
corduroy trousers for the literary critic Vasilii Abgarovich Katanian, 
Lilia Brik's husband. Andrei Sergeev, a Russian Booker Prize winner, 
recalls that Limonov made a pair o f trousers for the wife of the poet 
Boris Slutskii (see Sergeev, 1997, p.389).
127See Volin, 1975.
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Bakhchanian's connections: the artist worked there),128 
Iu n o s t '  and S m e n a  (on the recommendation of the influential 
Boris Slutskii) were not successful. The couple met the 
Venezuelan ambassador, who patronized Soviet 
counterculture and invited dissidents to his parties. Limonov 
and Shchapova were approached by the KGB and invited to 
become its inform ants.129 Both declined. Unfortunately, 
Limonov did not have a Moscow residence permit (the 
notorious p r o p i s k a ) and kept his Samizdat materials at home. 
Then again, his ways of making ends meet conflicted with 
Communist laws. After his refusal to cooperate with the KGB, 
he faced a choice: either to emigrate, or to go to prison. This is 
how, in 1974, Shchapova and Limonov found themselves in 
V ie n n a .130
In a fanciful piece entitled 'My - natsional'nyi geroi' [We are 
A National Hero, 1974] and written before his departure, 
Limonov tried to anticipate how he would be received in the 
W est:
The Russian popular poet and national hero, Eduard 
Limonov, and his wife, the female poet and a national 
woman, Elena Shchapova, have arrived in Paris today at 
the personal invitation of the President of the French 
Republic. At 18.30, Paris time, at the Paris municipality, 
a reception took place to honour the Russian national 
hero, Eduard Limonov, and his wife, Elena, who 
personifies the national type of Russian woman. 
Prominent diplomats, industrialists, pop stars and 
distinguished contemporary French writers attended. 
Smiles and champagne formed the style of this 
celebration! On behalf of the French nation the mayor of
128For an English translation of a 1971 humoresque by Bakhchanian 
originally published in Literaturnaia gazeta  see Vishevsky, 1993, 
p .163.
129See, for example, Limonov, 1998a.
13(^See Matich, 1984, pp.225, 228; Matich, 1986, p.527; [Shchapova De 
Carli] , 1995, p.71.
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Paris handed French passports and 'Honorary citizen of 
France' certificates to the Russian national hero and his 
w ife .131
Needless to say that in reality the path of Limonov the 
emigrant was not strewn with rose petals. Curiously, he did 
indeed become a French citizen (what prophetic foresight!), 
but only some fifteen years later and after a bitter struggle 
(the French government was reluctant to grant him 
citizenship). France was not even the first country in which 
Limonov tried to settle down. In February 1975 the couple 
arrived in New York.
1.1.7. Limonov's American years.
At first Limonov had a stroke of luck. He was employed as a 
proof-reader by the Russian emigre daily Novoe russkoe slovo 
(approximately from March 1975 to January 1976, only). In 
this newspaper he occasionally published some of his 
journalistic  w orks.132 His article 'Razocharovanie' 
[Disillusionment], published by Novoe russkoe slovo on 21 
November, 1979, as a basis for discussion, touched on the 
problem of those Russian emigrants in America who failed to
131Limonov, 1977a, p .57.
132Limonov's time in Novoe russkoe slovo  is described in his short 
story 'Kon'iak "Napoleon"' [The Napoleon Cognac], see Limonov, 1993b, 
pp.239-69. The newspaper here is named as Russkoe delo,  and its 
editor-in-chief, Andrei Sedykh (Iakov Tsvibak), is called M oisei 
Iakovlevich Borodatykh. Thanks to the unsigned picture story 'Odin 
den' v zhizni "Novogo russkogo slova'" (A Day in the Life o f N o v o e  
russkoe slovo),  published in Novoe russkoe slovo  o f 13 April, 1975, we 
can hypothetically identify several minor characters featured in 
'Kon'iak "Napoleon"'. A.S.Gerenrot, V.Ia.Vainberg and I.G.Panovko 
have been respectively caricatured as the ch ief news editor Solomon  
Zakharovich Plotskii, the director of the printing-house Evg.
Vanshtein and the type-setter Kruzhko. The deputy editor-in-chief, 
Iu.S.Srechinskii, appears in Limonov's short story under his real 
n a m e.
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settle down in their new country and blamed anti-Soviet 
propaganda for suppressing news of everyday difficulties in 
W estern soc ie ty .133 Limonov apparently considered himself 
one of the disillusioned. Thus, he signed a collective letter, 'Ot 
gruppy literatorov iz N'iu-Iorka' ['From a group of writers in 
New York'; the group also included Shchapova, Bakhchanian, 
Irina Savinova, Iurii Mamleev, Genrikh Khudiakov and Viktor 
Tupitsyn], which appeared in Russkaia my si ' of 4 September,
1975, and pointed out that some contemporary Russian 
writers could find no other ways of publishing their works in 
America except by continuing their Samizdat activities.134 
Moreover, in an open letter to academician Andrei Sakharov 
Limonov urged the famous human rights' activist to support 
not only the people who were refused permission to leave the 
Soviet Union for good, but also those former Soviet citizens 
who wanted to go back to the USSR in the aftermath of their
133The debate provoked by 'Razocharovanie' was rather stormy and 
lasted for two months; see Grossman [Sedykh], 1975 (the real identity 
of the author has been established thanks to Limonov's letter to 
V.E.Maksimov of 2 November, 1977, now held in the Historisches 
Archiv, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, University o f Bremen, the 
M aksimov collection); Aleksandrovich, 1975; Subbotin, 1975; Davydov, 
1975; Tetenov, 1975; Gurvich, 1975; Zlotina, 1975; T.M., 1975; Ustimovich, 
1975; Kocharian, 1975; Semenova, 1975; Bondarenko, 1975; Kreps, 1975; 
Tsukerman, 1976; Tsion, 1976; Slavinov, 1976. Limonov summed up the 
discussion in an article significantly entitled 'Neterpimost" 
[Intolerance]; see Limonov, 1976.
134Limonov's own poetry apparently attracted very little attention in 
New York. Thus, a recital o f Limonov's poems by the author him self 
took place on 11 October, 1975, at 15.00 in the Rakhmaninov Hall at 
St.Seraph's Foundation (322 West 108 Street), in front o f a very small 
audience (mostly consisting of Russian emigres, no doubt). For an 
advertisement see Novoe russkoe slovo of 21 October, 1975, p.4; for a 
review see Volin, 1975. The entry fee was $3 per ticket. Another 
Limonov recital (this time a deux with Shchapova) apparently took 
place in the same venue at 15.00 on 10 January, 1976 (see the 
chronicle of forthcoming events in Novoe russkoe slovo  of 7 January,
1976, p.4).
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unsuccesful emigration. The letter was also signed by 
Valentin Prussakov, Limonov's colleague in Novoe russkoe  
s l o v o , who helped him to compose the letter, and by 
B a k h c h a n ia n .135
After The [L o n d o n ]Times's  rendition of the main content of 
the letter to Sakharov (American newspapers were not 
interested in publishing it) ,136 the trio encountered ostracism 
from many fellow emigres. It was assumed that Limonov's, 
Prussakov's and Bakhchanian's action played straight into the 
hands of the Communist regime. Besides, the Soviet press was 
not long in recycling 'Razocharovanie' for the edification of 
Soviet citizens.137 As a result, Limonov was fired from N o v o e  
russkoe slovo.
According to The Soho Weekly New s , during his four years in 
New York he changed jobs thirteen times, working as a 
waiter, a housepainter, a furniture remover, a bricklayer, a 
carpenter and, of course, a tailor. 'He prefers to keep silent 
about his other jobs', noted the newspaper.138 Limonov's anti­
135For the full text see Prussakov, 1983, pp.84-88. (Prussakov is the 
prototype of the character Alik (Aleksandr) L'vovskii who appears in 
Eto ia - Edichka and in the short stories 'Kon'iak "Napoleon"', 'My 
priveli iz razvedki dvukh plennykh' [On Reconnaissance We Took Two 
Captives], 'Ekh, barin tol'ko v troechke promchalsia...' [Oh, the 
Landowner Only Sped Past in a Troika] and 'Mussolini i drugie fashisty' 
[Mussolini and Other Fascists]. See Limonov, 1993b, pp.366-82;
Limonov, 1995b, pp. 241-54, 333-59.) At the end of 1977 Limonov and 
Prussakov wrote at least one more open letter in similar vein, along 
the lines that 'even in America, which is supposed to be fighting for 
human rights all over the globe, it is dangerous to express publicly 
one's independent opinion' (for a rendition see Prussakov, 1991, 
p.225). This time the letter was addressed to President Carter. President 
Carter did not reply.
13^See Strafford, 1975.
137See Dzhalagoniia and Chekhonin, 1976, p. 17.
138Volkov, 1979, p.22. Self-originated information about Limonov as a 
'handy-man' has been reinforced by Mar'ia Rozanova, the editor of
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establishment pathos was growing accordingly. He 
worshipped Chairman Mao and Colonel Quaddafi, attended 
meetings of the American Trotskyites and managed to draw 
the FBI’s attention to his immodest person.139
These facts form the background to Limonov's first novel 
about his American experiences, Eto ia - Edichka , which was 
finished by December 1976.140 They all withstand cross- 
examination, as well as information about Limonov's and 
Prussakov's demonstration against The New York Times for 
systematic rejection of their m aterials .141 Even the existence 
of Limonov's as yet unpublished piece Peredacha n'iu- 
iorkskogo radio [The New York Radio Broadcast, 1976], which 
recounts an imaginary revolution and public executions in 
New York, led by the 'General Leader' (general1hyi vozhd') 
L im o n o v ,142 and which is mentioned in Eto ia - Edichka more 
than once,143 has been confirmed by our recent archival
the magazine S in taks i s .  In one o f her interviews she awards high 
marks to the performance of Limonov the cleaner and Limonov the 
stitcher (see Bondarenko, 1994, p .6).
139Limonov was interrogated by the FBI at the end of January or at 
the beginning of February, 1977. See his letters to Nikolai Bokov of 2 
April, 1977 (Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection), and to 
Vladimir Maksimov of 2 November, 1977 (Historisches Archiv, 
Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, University o f Bremen, the Maksimov 
collection), as well as Limonov, 1998a.
140See Limonov, 1993a, pp. 12, 70, 91.
141See Limonov, 1993a, pp.98, 102, 199 et al\ Strafford, 1976. On 27 May, 
1976, the two writers spent four hours outside the entrance to The New 
York Times  building, distributing leaflets in which the main reasons 
for their protest were listed - to no effect. (A copy of the leaflet is 
reproduced in its entirety, with all its mistakes and misprints, in 
Prussakov, 1983, p. 107). An FBI agent came to chase the demonstrators 
away .
142In particular, Limonov's troops cerem onially burn down the N e w  
York Times  building.
143See, for instance, Limonov, 1993a, pp.71, 96.
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f in d s .144 Most Russian emigrants in Eto ia - Edichka are 
engaged as 'extras', and in the novel their surnames, as well 
as their misfortunes, appear to be only slightly changed: 
Katrov, a former editor on Soviet TV, is turned into Bagrov; 
the form er GULag prisoner Komogor becomes K osogor;145 the 
painter Zbarskii is called S tarskii.146
In the light of what has been said above, one might assume 
that Edichka's homosexual adventures, described in Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  with such gusto, were also based on real 
e x p e r ie n c e .147 (The writer ostensibly fell into this way of life 
after Shchapova, exhausted by the misery of their fam ily's 
beggarly existence, abandoned h im .)148 However, Karen Ryan-
144A typewritten copy of this work has survived in the Leeds Russian 
Archive, in the K o v c h e g  collection. Its exact title reads K polozheniiu  
v N'iu-Iorke: Dnevnaia peredacha n'iu-iorkskogo radio (otryvki)  [On 
the Situation in New York: Extracts from a Daytime Broadcast of the 
New York Radio].
145For Limonov's real-life interview with Leonid Aleksandrovich  
Komogor see Limonov, 1975f. For Komogor's own publications (mostly 
journalism  and sem i-fictional sketches [o c h e r k i ]) see, for example, 
Komogor, 1975; Komogor, 1975a; Komogor, 1976.
146For the sources of information see Strafford, 1976; Prussakov, 1983, 
pp.84, 99-102; Dudinskii, 1995, p .31.
147 However, certain Russian emigres residing in New York, in 
contexts completely unconnected with Limonov, make one believe that 
the famous sexual encounter between Edichka and a black hobo (see  
Limonov, 1993a, pp.79-81) is very possibly a mere figment o f  
Limonov's imagination. None other than Brodskii, asked by the 
m usicologist Solomon Volkov whether any hom osexual had ever 
proposed to him in New York, replied: 'Not even once. Except for a 
very drunk black man who started to talk to me to that effect, more 
because o f his inebriated eloquence than because o f his passionate 
feelings, I think.' (Volkova and Volkov, 1990, p.50.)
148Shchapova gives her reasons for the divorce in her book Eto ia - 
Elena  (It's Me, Elena, 1984): 'She [Elena] fled from him [Eduard] 
because [...] suddenly she just could not see him any more, and that's 
all. All his inner self represented her past. But her past had been
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Hayes branded Eto ia - Edichka 'pseudo-autobiographical' not 
for no th ing .149 A closer look enables us to establish the 
literary origin of Edichka's hom osexuality (it does not 
necessarily  mean, of course, that the heterosexual preferences
destroyed by nostalgia for the future, and the very place o f this past 
had vanished. [...] He will accuse her o f 'betrayal (thus summer and 
winter accuse the evergreen plant). She w ill blame him for lack of  
wisdom' (Shchapova De Carli, 1984, no pagination). The motivations for 
writing Eto ia - Elena are given clearly at the beginning of the book: 'I 
am writing this story because I hate you [Eduard]. You were on my 
nerves to such a degree that I fell in love with you, out o f malicious 
anger. Oh my God, what I endured because o f you' (ibid., no 
pagination). From the book we learn something which is evidently  
intended to ruin Limonov's reputation: he was sick on Shchapova's 
white fluffy carpet in Moscow and threatened her with a knife at a 
party in New York, when he was drunk. We also learn that Shchapova 
is lesbian, although I personally would not give such a declaration 
any more credit than any of Limonov's statements about his 
homosexuality. As far as the artistic merits o f Shchapova's book are 
concerned, the best way to characterize them is probably to quote 
from a review of Eto ia - Elena: 'Reading it is not a must. I would 
recommend rereading Limonov['s Eto ia - Edichka] instead' (N.N., 1985, 
p.266). For a recent parody of Eto ia - Elena in verse see V al’shonok, 
1995, pp.215-16.
149Ryan-Hayes, 1995, p. 101. The scholar points out that 'the versions 
of some events from his "past life" which Limonov provides in It's Me, 
E d d ie  [Eto ia - Edichka] differ substantially from versions adumbrated 
in his other ostensibly autobiographical works [...]. Probably the most 
notable example is Edichka's account o f his first sexual experience. In 
It's Me, Eddie, he recalls being seduced by a prostitute in Yalta, 
whereas in Memoirs of  a Russian Punk [Podrostok Savenko],  he 
consummates his childish romance with Svetka at the conclusion of 
the book' (ibid., pp. 119-20). To this we can add the following. In his 
short story "'Deshevka nikogda ne stanet prachkoi'" (A Prostitute Will 
Never Become a Laundress) and in Molodoi  negodiai  Limonov gives 
two opposite reasons why his autobiographical character quit his job 
in the 'Hammer and Sickle' factory (see Limonov, 1992a, pp.24-29; 
Limonov, 1995b, pp.35-57).
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of Lim onov had never been challenged earlier, although one is 
haunted by the feeling that the scenes of sodomy in Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  hardly betray first-hand know ledge). The prim ary 
m otivation for adopting the values of a sexual minority, 
perhaps, could be seen in the fact that an affectionate form of 
Lim onov's first name, Edik, commonly rhym es with 'pedik', a 
dim inutive of a Russian word for hom osexual, ’pederast'. 
Compare, for example, the following extract from a clicheed, 
and thereby representative, piece by an obscure m inor 
w rite r :
Those with smarmed-down hair jum p up and stretch 
their palms: Vova, Petia, Garik, Edik...
- Edik - pedik  [Edik is a poof].
- He is remarkable as a poet, - says Marina,- and he is 
constantly engaged in a search for new rhym es.150
Konstantin Kuz'minskii also rhymes the two words in his 
poem  'K har'kov', dedicated to Lim onov and Bakhchanian:
Ew/ieTaMM T o p r y e T  3 a m k  
A pflAOM BbeTCH TMXMUt JieAWK151
An expert opinion by Limonov's fourth wife, N ataliia 
M edvedeva, also should not be ignored. In her novel M o i a  
bor 'ba  [Mein Kampf, 1994] the heroine M ashka (M edvedeva 
herself) thus comments on the alleged hom osexuality of the 
hero, who is called the W riter (alias Limonov):
Is the W riter really a sodomite, or is this all [intended] 
only to shock [the public]? [...] M ashka, then a beginning 
author, had still been able to understand, with the help 
of her nerves and intuition, that if the W riter writes 
denunciatory, insulting and denigrating things about
150Kushev, 1974, p.58.
151K.Kuz'minskii, 'Khar'kov', in Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1986, vol.3A,
p .21.
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himself, this is not because he stands for the truth, but 
because he has made his aesthetic cho ice.152
Logically, there could not be a better explanation for 
Lim onov's 'coming out'. He detests capitalist society for the 
hypocrisy of its moral values and denigrates them by saying 
'I am an outcast even sexually, because I do not want to have 
anything in common with your enslaving ethics' (one should 
not forget that homosexuality was a hot issue in the 1970s).
In 1992 Limonov publicly denied that he had ever been 
hom osexual: 'I have been married three times, I am m arried 
right now, and all the time, and look at my women, they are 
all beautiful women. That is, I am quite the opposite [of being 
hom osexual], I would say. If I wrote a novel with homosexual 
scenes, it does not necessarily mean that I am homosexual 
m y s e lf . '153 In 1993 he confessed to a W estern journalist that 
‘the gay sex in his novel [Eto ia - Edichka] was [...] merely a 
form  of pro test’.154 In 1995 Limonov told a Russian journalist: 
'They tried to pin homosexuality on me, but they failed. It's so 
silly. People get confused because of my books'.155 In 1996 he 
said to another Russian journalist: 'I am not hom osexual'.156 
W hen asked, why then the scene of hom osexual love-m aking 
in Eto ia - Edichka leaves an impression that it was written by
152Medvedeva, 1994, p. 120. Cf.: 'His Bohemian style o f life is decorous, 
his mutiny is well-organized' (Galei, 1985, p. 115). Shchapova gives one 
more 'reason' for Limonov's 'queerness'. In Eto ia - Elena the heroine 
asks the chief male character (the alter ego o f Limonov): 'It was Genka 
Shmakov [a literary critic and specialist on Mikhail Kuzmin], wasn't it, 
who told you that you had been homosexual, but you just didn't know 
about it? Shmakov says this to all males.' (Shchapova De Carli, 1984, no 
p a g in a t io n .)
153Leont'eva, 1992.
154Tien, 1993, p.34.
155Levina, 1995.
156Trukhachev, 1996. S ee also Limonov, 1996a.
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an expert, Limonov answers: 'It only proves that I am a good 
w r i te r '.157
Lim onov's alleged homosexuality seems to be only one of the 
fantasies of a loser who longs to get his revenge on the hostile 
world, blaming its structure, not himself, for all the 
m isfortunes he endures. Such fantasies constitute half of 
Lim onov's next American book, Dnevnik neudachnika, ili 
Sekretnaia tetrad'. W ritten in the form of a notebook, rather 
than a diary, it creates an image of a loser in transition, from 
being a pariah to becoming a 'useful' member of society. The 
other half of the book consists of the dreams of a hard worker 
who would like to climb up the social ladder as far as 
p o s s ib le .158 (The loser and the hard worker are one and the 
same person, called Eduard Limonov, of course.) On the one 
hand Lim onov imagines his alter ego being a dread and 
im placable executive of the m ythic League of Destruction, 
fancies the lot of a guerrilla and swears to be faithful to the 
idea of perm anent revolution. On the other hand Limonov 
readily  betrays his im aginary fellow rebels in a non-existent 
L atin-A m erican-like country 'for the fifteen-year-o ld  
daughter of the [imaginary] President Alberti [...], for the sake 
of her little fanny and her always pinched earlobes, for the 
sake of the hedgehogs in her father's garden, for those
157Trukhachev, 1996. However, in his short story 'Syn ubiitsy' (The 
Son of a Killer; see Limonov, 1995c, pp. 191-95) Limonov mentions that 
his fictional namesake made love to the emigre ballet dancer Leshka 
Krants ('I went to bed with Leshka. Because of my hooliganism', 
Limonov, 1995c, p. 192). According to Marianna Volkov's letter to me of  
25 November, 1996, the real name of Leshka Krants was Sasha Mints, 
originally from the Kirov Ballet in Leningrad (he died o f AIDS in New  
York at the end of the 1980s).
158It goes without saying that not only reveries and mirages fill the 
diary's entries. Reality also makes itself known from time to time. For 
example, Limonov notes that his hero installs and repairs X-ray 
apparatuses (see Limonov, 1992c, p.226). The same information can be 
found in Limonov's letter to the writer Nikolai Bokov of 23 May, [1978] 
(see Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection).
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hedgehogs and snails on the fence'.159 It is very characteristic 
that an extract from the 'diary', entitled 'The reform ed one', 
directly links the intensity of the homosexual aspirations of 
Lim onov's hero to his social status:
Those times, when I fucked male strangers in the back 
streets (out of loneliness, though) and collected my dole 
money, those days have gone. Now I am working class, a 
rightful m ember of American society, a production unit;
I am even trying to pay taxes. And I stopped having 
homosexual relationships a long time ago .160
V ladim ir Bondarenko ponders whether the fictional author of 
the diary is akin to the real author of Dnevnik  neudachn ika : 
'The loser who kept his diary has gone [...]. However close the 
writer was to his hero at the time, today [the loser] is 
definitely  just a literary character, whatever subject he 
touches o n '.161 There is at least one fact in support of this 
insight, which proves that regardless of how far Limonov 
made his hero go in his ravings, the writer himself never lost 
touch with reality. In the first edition of Dnevnik  neudachnika  
the loser says: 'Mum, ah Mum. I despise you. And Dad. It is as 
if both of you belong to a different race, not just to a different 
tr ib e '.162 This passage was removed from the 1992 Moscow 
edition, apparently because Limonov did not need to provoke 
people any more for the sake of provocation, with the 
purpose of making himself better known. W hat his hero could 
easily afford in an emigre book with a lim ited circulation 
would have undoubtedly hurt the feelings of Limonov's 
ageing parents ten years later, if it had been published in 
Russia with a print run of 50 000 copies.
The sufferings of a society slave, who is equally tempted by 
the desire to become a m aster and by the will to destroy this
159See Limonov, 1992c, pp.53, 57, 64, 65, 199.
166Limonov, 1992c, p .176.
161 Bondarenko, 1992, p.24.
162Limonov, 1982, p .81.
63
unjust and indifferent world, are exam ined more thoroughly 
in the next part of Limonov's American chronicles, Istoriia ego 
s lugi  (His Butler's Story, 1993; the initial version of the title 
was V briukhe zveria , In the Belly of the B east163). In April, 
1977, Lim onov's fictional protagonist meets Jenny Jackson, an 
A m erican girl, who is fifteen years younger than himself. 
Limonov the hero has such a poor knowledge of English that 
he m istakes her for the hostess of a big house in a fashionable 
area of New York City, whereas she only works there as a 
housekeeper. Limonov becomes her lover with the aim of 
m arrying her. When the m isunderstanding is cleared up, he 
does not leave Jenny, although it is obvious that a 
m oonlighting unemployed (form erly Russian) poet and a maid 
born in the state of Virginia make an odd couple.
Jenny works for Stephen Grey, the owner of a m ulti-m illion 
car business. Through her Limonov gets a part-tim e cleaning 
job  in Stephen Grey's house, and finally, in early 1979, after 
the cleaner and the maid split (she went on holiday to 
California, fell in love with a printer, became pregnant and 
left her job in New York), he replaces her as the full-time 
h o u se k e e p e r .
L im onov rem ains a 'servant of the world bourgeoisie '164 for 
about two years. The relationship between him and his 
m aster cannot be called ideal. It is neither the salary ($9 000 
per year) nor the hardships of domestic work which dissatisfy 
Lim onov the butler. His sensitive and ambitious ego cannot 
stand the very idea of having a boss. Stephen Grey knows 
that Limonov is an author, and treats his servant with 
unusual respect (the m illionaire does not hum iliate the writer, 
as is customary for him with yet another of his employees, his 
secretary Linda). Limonov pays him back with disdain. He 
sarcastically dubs his boss the 'G reat Gatsby', after Francis
163See Limonov's letters to the poet Aleksei Tsvetkov of 29 June, 1981, 
and 22 July, 1981 (Historisches Archiv, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, 
University o f Bremen, A.P.Tsvetkov's collection).
164Limonov, 1993a, p.438.
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Scott Fitzgerald's hero, and mocks his bad temper, small- 
m indedness, the way he runs his business (wasting a great 
deal of time and energy), and his inability to face day-to-day 
kitchen-sink problems. At the same time Limonov would not 
m ind belonging to the same class as ’Gatsby’ and his friends, 
but he realises that his background holds him back.165 
Lim onov's I-narrator comments on the episode when Stephen 
Grey, his guest, the Russian' celebrity Efim enkov (an 
inoffensive caricature of Evgenii Evtushenko), and Limonov 
have a drink together at three o'clock in the morning:
[Efimenkov and Grey] com pletely understood each other 
and needed each other, whereas I sat there and 
gloomily thought that I would like to join them, but, 
alas, I couldn't. I am thirty-five, and I've been earning 
my bread with physical labour since I was seventeen, so 
their pseudo working-class slogans won't fool m e.166
Limonov is obsessed with success, which, he hopes, will make 
him a peer among peers, but it does not come. For the butler 
who tries to make his way to the top writers' league and faces 
one rejection of his manuscript after another, sex is the only 
vengeful weapon (one should not treat seriously such forms
of Eduard's protest as wearing a T-shirt with an East Side
subway lines advertisem ent on it, when serving at a bosses'
dinner). As his social position has been more or less stabilized,
the book is free of homosexual pretensions. This time 
Lim onov's autobiographical character focuses on being 
abusive to women. He plods through them relentlessly, 
quoting their pathetic farewell letters in his bitter tale of 
unquenched pride. One of Limonov's cherished objectives is to 
possess, albeit briefly, a woman of higher social rank. At a 
teenage party in the house of Eduard's boss, full of the 
carefree children of wealthy parents, the butler's dream 
finally comes true. A young beauty, a friend of the
165Cf.: 'I wanted to be like 'Gatsby', and I did not want to' (Limonov, 
1993a, p.492).
166Limonov, 1993a, p.320.
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m illionaire's son Harry, catches Limonov's eye and boldly 
takes him to the basement, where the couple ostensibly have 
the sexual intercourse of the century. Im mediately after the 
act the girl disappears without a trace. Limonov will never 
see her again, and the constant agony of his soul, torn 
betw een conform ism  and non-conform ism , is driven to look 
for another way of achieving relief and satisfaction.
At last, Limonov's class hatred takes its toll, and he confronts 
the dilemma whether or not to kill the UN Secretary General, 
whose party he observes through the telegraphic sights of an 
autom atic rifle, stuck to the rear window of Stephen Grey's 
house. Thanks to a lucky phone call, the housekeeper does not 
pull the trigger (after all, he muses, political murders do not 
solve people's problems). The idea of assassination was 
prom pted by a publisher who suggested to the butler that at 
the end of the book Eto ia - Edichka its hero should resort to 
po litica l v io lence .167 We are not certain whether the 
assassination plan had indeed existed, but such a publisher 
undoubtedly had. The following lines from Lim onov’s letter to 
Bokov of 30 September, [1979], testify to this: 'A liberal 
Am erican publisher has made me an offer to print the book, 
but he suggests that at the end the hero should either commit 
a political assassination or kidnap a public figure. As for me, I 
think that he is an idiot, never mind his big name and liberal 
m e r i ts '.168 From  other letters by Limonov to the same 
addressee (for example, of 2 July, 1978, and of 12 February, 
1979) we learn that the writer worked as a housekeeper for 
the businessm an P.Sprague, who lived at 6, Sutton Square,
New York City, New York, 10022, and whose garden was 
overlooked by the houses of Kurt W aldheim  and Aristotle 
O n a s s is .169 These facts, however, do not shed any light on the 
probability of Limonov's close encounters with the gorgeous 
female teenager. Let us once again fall back on Nataliia 
M edvedeva's expertise. She says about Limonov: 'Having
167See Limonov, 1993a, pp.564, 568-70.
168Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
169See Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
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described so many cunts, he did not know anything about 
their s tru c tu re '.170 This phrase makes one seriously doubt if 
Limonov has really had as much sex as he claims.
Lim onov's relatively safe and secure life in the m illionaire's 
house came to an end when the abridged version of Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  was finally published by the Parisian Russian emigre 
m agazine Kovcheg (no.3, 1979). One of the editors of K o v c h e g , 
the w riter Nikolai Bokov, who became Lim onov's literary 
agent in W estern Europe, sold the rights for the French 
edition of Eto ia - Edichka to the publisher Jean-Jacques 
Pauvert, a specialist on the Marquis de Sade, for 6,325.77 frs. 
Bokov received 30% of the royalties.171
W hen Pauvert's publishing house suddenly went bankrupt in 
spring, 1980, Limonov flew to Paris in order to save his book. 
He m et Pauvert, the two men liked each other, and Pauvert 
prom ised to publish Eto ia - Edichka as soon as he became an 
associate publisher in any other publishing house. In the 
sum m er Pauvert agreed on a m erger with Jean-Pierre 
Ramsay, and in November, 1980, the French version of the 
novel came out. As Limonov's literary affairs in France, in 
comparison with the USA, seemed to be booming (in his letter 
to Aleksei Tsvetkov of 29 June, 1981, Lim onov m entions that 
his royalties for Eto ia - Edichka amounted to alm ost 
$ 1 5 ,0 0 0 172), he eventually decided to stay in France for good. 
The Parisian life of Eduard the struggling w riter is described 
in the novel Ukroshchenie tigra v Parizhe  (The Taming of a 
Tiger in Paris, 1994), which was written in 1986 and in which
1711Medvedeva, 1994, p.232.
171See the Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection, for 
Limonov's authorization for Bokov of 16 May, 1979, in Russian and in 
French; his contract with Bokov as Limonov's representative in 
Western Europe o f 28 July, 1979; Limonov's contract with the 
publishing house Simoen (J.-J.Pauvert was the associate o f J.- 
C.Simoen) of 25 May, 1979, and a copy of the cheque.
172See the Historisches Archiv, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa,
University o f Bremen (A.P.Tsvetkov's collection).
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I c h - E r z a h lu n g  for the first time takes turns with E r-  
Erzahlung.
1.1.8. Limonov in Paris.
'T iger' is the nickname of the foul-m outhed Russian divorcee 
N atasha (Limonov's real-life wife, N ataliia M edvedeva), whose 
appearance is described as sim ilar to that of 'Brazilian 
t r a n s v e s t i te s '.173 In the early 1980s she meets Eduard in Los 
Angeles, to which she had emigrated earlier with her first 
husband. Natasha and Eduard fall in love, and Eduard invites 
her to follow him to Paris. Natasha accepts. Once in the French 
capital, she tries to get a modelling job and then becomes a 
singer in a Russian restaurant. N atasha is disorderly, Eduard 
is highly organized. Usually she comes home from work very 
late at night, drunk and abusive. Eduard prefers to get out of 
bed early in the morning to work on his prose. He is forty, she 
is twenty four. When they do not make love, they fight.
One of the numerous fights is caused by the sight of the 
naked and drunk Natasha, whose body was painted red and 
gold by the avant-garde painter Krupnyi (Biggy). Eduard 
perm itted Natasha to take part in this unconventional artistic 
perform ance, but his open-m indedness was stretched to its 
lim its when he found out that his girlfriend not only served 
Krupnyi as a canvas, but also dared to help herself to hot 
refreshm ents in the course of the creative process and m issed 
her night shift at the restaurant. Limonov makes a scandal, 
hits Natasha and kicks Krupnyi out of his fla t.174
173Limonov, 1994b, p .178.
174See Limonov, 1994b, pp.229-33. This episode is based on a true story. 
The photographs of Nataliia Medvedeva in Eve's costume, covered with 
paint, which was provided by the artist Vladimir Kotliarov, alias 
Tolstyi (Fatso), can be found in the almanac Muleta B, ed. Tolstyi, Paris: 
Vivrisme, 1985, pp.256, 261. See also Konstantin Kuz'minskii's poem 'Na 
rospis' vtoroi Natali khudozhnikom Tolstym' (ibid., pp.261-65).
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Among the other methods of Eduard the tiger-tam er are the 
following: if he and Natasha are at a party and he thinks that 
it is time to leave, and she does not want to leave, he leaves
alone; he does not sleep with her for several days if  she
comes home seriously drunk; and he slaps her in the face as a 
rem edy against her strong language (this purist, who made 
his nam e in Russian literature by being among the first to use 
the tabooed four-letter words, forbids his girlfriend to curse, 
because 'she should not forget that she is a w om an'!)175. 
Eduard also reads Natasha's intim ate diaries to find out 
whether she is cheating on him, and as she knows about her 
boyfriend's habits, she has to keep two diaries: the allegedly 
private (for Eduard's attention) and the genuinely private (for 
h e rs e lf ) .176 Given all this, one cannot comprehend why it is 
that the hero of Ukroshchenie tigra v Parizhe  thinks that he is 
more civilized than his lady.
Eventually the situation ends in stalemate:
All of a sudden, it became clear that neither the writer
could tame the tiger and turn him into a domestic 
animal, nor the tiger could seduce the tamer by his 
tiger-like way of life. Both sides were too strong to win. 
This is why their life together (in its third year 
already!) turned into a tormenting series of less and less 
reasonable quarrels, argum ents and fights. The 
argum ents were pointless, because they could not 
change anything. Those involved stuck to their own 
o p in io n s .177
At this point Eduard and Natasha decide that enough is 
enough. Thus in 1986 Limonov had predicted his split with
175Limonov, 1994b, p. 133. One might consider that if  homosexuality is 
old hat for the Western reader these days, why not try the shocking 
power o f sexism?
176See Limonov, 1994b, pp.6, 251-52.
177Limonov, 1994b, p.279.
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M edvedeva, which in reality happened only at the end of 
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In her novel Moia bor'ba M edvedeva offers her own version 
of her first years together with Limonov. The provocative title 
of the book is intended to remind the reader of Hitler's M e i n  
K a m p f .  However, M edvedeva's struggle has nothing to do with 
the Nazis. This is the struggle for her man, M onsieur Limonov, 
who is pictured here under the fem inine code name Puma 
(this is apparently in revenge for the m asculine nickname 
'Tiger' given to Medvedeva in Ukroshchenie tigra v Parizhe).  
M edvedeva's autobiographical character - a singer in a 
Russian restaurant in Paris - is called Mashka. The epigraph 
to the novel reads: 'The struggle for a man always turns into a 
struggle with the man'. According to M edvedeva, Puma, or the 
W riter, or Li, is very self-centered, strict, detached and 
dem anding. He does not quite understand his girlfriend 
M ashka's constant need for courtship and sympathy. Puma 
not only lives like a soldier in his barracks, he expects 
M ashka to stick to the same life-style too. Besides, he is 
practising double standards: what is allowed to him is not 
perm itted to Mashka. Driven by her passion for attention, 
M ashka leaves the W riter and starts an affair with a 
Frenchm an. M oreover, M ashka sleeps with the W riter's ex- 
wife Anele (an anagram of the name 'Elena'), because she 
begrudges the W riter's attachm ent to Anele, and not w ithout 
c a u s e .179 This incident seems to be for real. One can come 
across more or less covert accounts of it in Limonov's and 
Shchapova's p ro se .180 In her interview s M edvedeva 
acknowledges that this was a true even t.181 W hatever the
178See Levina, 1995; and the unsigned note 'Limonov razoshelsia s 
M edvedevoi... Bespovorotno' in Komsomol'skaia pravda,  27 October - 2 
November, 1995, p.7.
179See Medvedeva, 1994, pp.112, 226.
180See Limonov, 1994b, pp.262, 264; Shchapova [De Carli], 1995a, 
pp. 104-09.
181See Medvedeva and Efimova, 1994, p. 12; Medvedeva and Maliugin, 
1996, p .6.
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real-life consequences of it were, the W riter in Moia bor'ba 
appears to be unimpressed by his women's one-night stand. 
(At this stage, in accordance with Eduard's position in society, 
his hom osexual extravaganzas are dram atically reduced 
simply to making fools out of the ageing homosexuals whom 
he occasionally meets at social events.)182 He becomes jealous 
of the Frenchman, though, changes some of his nastiest - in 
M ashka's eyes - behavioural patterns and asks the happy 
M ashka to return. The shrew is finally tam ed.183
1.1.9. Moscow revisited.
The confrontation between two strong, more or less male and 
fem ale, characters is also the leading theme of Limonov's 
la test autobiographical novel Inostranets  v smutnoe vremia,  
part of which has been studied above. The main hero revisits 
Russia, his home country, after a long absence, in the times of 
p e re s t ro ik a ,  which are termed here 'the Time of Troubles' 
(Lim onov is drawing a parallel with an episode in the history 
of early seventeenth-century Russia, when the unfortunate 
rule of Tsar Boris Godunov (1598-1605) led to starvation, 
riots and bloodshed). The protagonist, a Russian emigre and 
French subject, an author called Indiana Ivanovich, is invited 
to Russia by a powerful French-Russian jo in t venture, which 
is m ysteriously referred to as the O r g a n iz a t io n , to take part in 
the prom otional campaign for the bulletin Zapreshcheno k 
p e c h a t i ,  issued by the Organ iza t ion  (a literary almanac, owned 
by the Organization,  has earlier published a short story by
182See Limonov, 1994b, p .106.
1 8 3 To complete the snapshot of the family o f authors prone to self­
exposure, M edvedeva recently published a fictionalized account of 
how she cheated on Limonov with Mikhail Trofimenkov, a young 
critic from Leningrad/St.Petersburg, shortly before the collapse o f  
the Soviet Union. In the piece entitled 'A u nikh byla strast'...' (Oh,
They Loved Each Other with Passion, 1991) Limonov is called 'the 
Writer' and Trofimenkov 'the Critic', or 'Mashka' (see Medvedeva, 1997, 
pp.7-114). For the disclosure of Mr Trofimenkov's identity we are 
grateful to Mr Jukka M allinen, Limonov's translator into Finnish.
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Indiana, which signified his return to his origins). He also has 
a personal interest in this trip: his girlfriend, a Russian 
em igree whom he calls Ms Hyde for her evil character (as in 
the story T he  Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde' by 
Robert Louis Stevenson), has gone to Russia before him and 
disappeared. Indiana hopes to find her and patch up their 
stormy relationship. The roots of this conflict are ever the 
same: the author pays more attention to his typew riter than 
to his woman, or so the woman thinks. Indiana also plans to 
visit his parents, whom he has not seen since the day of his 
em igration, in Khar'kov. In his travels, searching for the lost 
Ms Hyde, Indiana sees enough to judge the current situation 
in Russia on the basis of first-hand experience.
Among the most m emorable scenes in Inostranets v smutnoe  
v re m ia  are Indiana's encounter with a Chechen m a f i o s o , who 
nearly kills him in order to get his French passport; his visit 
to an influential 'thick' literary journal, whose office is 
located in a block of flats reeking of urine; and the funeral of 
academ ician Sakharov, whom Indiana does not fail to call 
'Father Frankenstein ', not only for fathering the hydrogen 
bomb, but also for instigating peres tro ika .  Piecing his 
im pressions together, Limonov portrays Russia as a drab and 
dejected country, destroying its own past with manic frenzy. 
Lim onov's explanation of the ongoing struggle for power 
suggests people's ambitions as the principal driving force. The 
conflict between the Communist bosses and the so-called 
dem ocrats is described in the book as one between the 
privileged aristocracy (the Com m unists) and the 
underprivileged bourgeoisie (the dem ocrats). The clashes 
betw een the democrats and the so-called Red-and-Brow n 
patriots are defined as 'a rebellion of teachers, directors of 
studies, ordinary engineers, m ajors and lieutenant-colonels, 
m inor poets and writers [the latter group] against the 
'progressive people': academ icians, directors of factories and 
m ajor poets and w riters '.184
184Limonov, 1992b, p.242.
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In the course of tracking down Ms Hyde, Indiana becomes 
aware of the unfathomable num ber of her infidelities. The 
w riter finds out that one of Ms Hyde's lovers is a Russian 
crim inal. At one point he even watches her copulating with 
her own brother. It is hardly surprising that in Indiana's 
m ind the image of Ms Hyde is superimposed on the symbolic 
image of his Motherland. His diagnosis of the unbridled 
conduct he observes is fear:
The woman... Fear and masochism forced her into the 
hands of strangers. [...] One had to admit that she had a 
fresh, w ell-preserved instinct of self-preservation. She 
has appropriated what she was most of all scared of in 
her former Motherland. These people. The jackals. [...]
No, not nymphomania, but f e a r  was the main m otivation 
for her behaviour. Out of fear she was acting meanly 
and spreading her legs. In order to feel absolutely 
secure, when filled with the membrum.
M otherland... The tough fathers, the Chekists, had 
become older, burnt out by vodka and gout, their 
jackboots and shoulder-belts had shrunk, and the whole 
nation, shepherded by no one, had gone wild and was 
rushing about on the snow-covered streets and fields. 
Who are we?! What are we?! Where is our father?!  - 
cries every eye. We do not understand ourselves, we do 
not understand the world... They are all scared .  The 
half-w itted M otherland rushes about, and out of fear 
she acts meanly and gives herself to the pseudo­
fa th e rs ...185
The content of Inostranets v smutnoe vremia is close enough 
to real life for us to recognize in the 'thick' literary journal the 
m agazine Z n am ia ,  which in 1989 published a censored version 
of Lim onov's U nas byla velikaia epokha; in the enigmatic 
Organization  - the MADPR, Mezhdunarodnaia assotsiatsiia  
detektivnogo i polit icheskogo romana  (In ternational
185Limonov, 1992b, p.251.
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Association of the Detective and Political Novel); in its bulletin 
Zapreshcheno k pechati  - the newspaper S o v e r s h e n n o  
sekretno' ,  in its unnamed almanac - the almanac Detektiv i 
p o l i t i k a , in which some of Limonov's short stories 
a p p e a re d ;186 and in the figure of the front man of the 
O rg a n iza t io n  - Iulian Semenov, the author of a popular series 
about the intelligence officer Isaev.
And yet Limonov's main character in Inostranets  v smutnoe  
v re m ia ,  Indiana Ivanovich, is bigger than Limonov himself. It 
is not by chance that in this novel for the first time Limonov 
did not give his autobiographical hero the same name as 
before, although he passed on to him, among other things, the 
w riter's own parents, his glorious past in Khar'kov and 
M oscow, and his profession. The leading character here is 
named after Indiana Jones, a professor with the skills of a 
secret agent, the hero of some famous films by Stephen 
Spielberg. A man of culture, who feels as comfortable with a 
typew riter as with a machine gun, to a certain degree 
encapsulates Limonov's personal view of him self as a hero of 
m odern times, which, in turn, affects Lim onov's general idea 
of what the Hero is.
1.2. LIMONOV'S CONCEPT OF HERO.
In a conversation with Iaroslav M ogutin Limonov says: "I am 
a supporter of heroism. Roughly at the end of the 1970s I 
adopted the 'heroic vision' of the world, and since then it has 
been the basis of my W elta n sc h a u u n g 'A * 1 Memory lets 
Lim onov down here. The concept of the Hero had started to 
em erge from Limonov's works at least by the end of the 
1960s. The poem 'V proshlyi prazdnik rovno v ponedel'nik' 
(On the last holiday, right on M onday) in the m anuscript 
collection of Limonov's poems Tretii sbornik  (The Third 
Anthology, 1969) provides the reader with the pivotal
186See, for example, Detektiv i pol it ika , 4, 1989, pp.115-44.
187Mogutin, 1994, p .171.
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opposition of the bright Hero and the grey m asses,188 
accom panied by the belief that Limonov's lyrical hero is the 
Hero. In the final stanza of this poem talent (d a r ) is named as 
a criterion by which the Hero should be singled out from the 
crowd, and the would-be death of the Hero is treated as his 
m ost im pressive ach ievem ent:189
...EecnomaAHO Bbime/i npM3paK nanbi
M cypoBO npowsHec
« R yM a/i Tbi oam h - a Mbi pacinnbi?!
H y Ham poA B03Hec?!»
«HeT He yAaAOCb Te6e h  Bwacy 
CiaHOBMCb b Ham CTpoft. 
riOXBa/lHACH Tbl 6eCCTbl3CMft - 
Mbi - pa6bi. A Tbi - repoft!»
Bo3pa3MTb He 3Haw hto, m enny  AMiiib:
- H repoft! TepoK! 
noroAM-Ka nana h to  Tbi Ty/iwmb 
M eH H  b  oGmwft CTpoft
06/iaAaio AapoM o6yiaAaw 
riponaAM OTeLt!
H yM py w Bcex Bac H anyraio 
HaKOHey!190
The image of the Hero finds its further development in the 
already mentioned piece 'My - natsional'nyi geroi'. The 
additional features of the concept include dynam ism  (making 
changes for the sake of changes), the unification of the poetic 
and the social in one's fate, the praiseworthy desire to become 
fam ous and, above all, the enviable aptitude for sexual
188Cf.: 'I most definitely prefer the "heroic" man to the "digesting" 
man' (Limonov, 1994, p. 12).
189Cf. Limonov's recent statement: 'Death is the Hero's profession' 
(Limonov, 1993, p.204).
190Limonov, 1979, pp.47-48.
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intercourse. Limonov the National Hero claims: 'When I am 
m aking love, I symbolize the gigantic eroticism  of my 
n a t io n '.191
Lim onov's heroic vision of the world was strengthened by his 
em igre experiences. Vladim ir M aramzin offers the following 
explanation of the nature of the link between Limonov's 
em igration and Lim onov's 'heroic' standpoint:
We emigres, as no one else, would like continually to 
dem onstrate to the M otherland that all those expelled by 
the authorities are the nation's best people. The 
authorities m ight take pity on us and summon us back. 
For the writer it is very difficult to free his mind from 
the atmosphere of this universal sublim ation. One is 
tempted to picture heroes, not living people with 
f a u l ts .192
M aybe this is why Limonov's main character, Edichka, insists 
so passionately: 'My profession is a hero. I have always 
thought of m yself as a hero and have never tried to hide 
i t ' .193 Moreover, the creator of Edichka considers his novel E to  
ia - Edichka to be an example of heroism. In his 1988 
interview  to Aleksandr Mirchev he says:
I think many people realized that it was a new book of 
a new literature. But they were baffled by the obscene 
language, sexual scenes and all that heavy stuff which 
fell onto the head of the Russian reader. All Russian 
adults knew very well that such things existed, but
191Limonov, 1977a, p.58.
192Maramzin, 1978, p .69. Limonov indirectly confirms this 
observation when he says that his heroic attitude to life helped him to 
see through the worst years o f emigration (see Limonov, 1993, pp. 103- 
07).
193Limonov, 1993a, p .131.
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[they could not imagine it] in a book... I turned out to be 
the boldest one, that is .194
There were also purely artistic reasons for Limonov's 
addiction to the hero ic.195 In his 1983 interview with 
A leksandr M irchev he declares that literary  characters reveal 
them selves best in scenes of war, in heroic and terrorist 
actions, namely, when personal courage (or the lack of it) 
m anifests itself. The sexual episodes are also included here .196 
In another interview Limonov professes: ‘I am none too 
pleased with the grotesque and the caricatures which 
dom inate in contem porary Soviet and anti-Soviet literature. 
[...] I think that it is the figure of the lyrical, tragic hero which 
m akes Russian literature really in te resting ’.197
Lim onov juxtaposes his notion of hero to the typical heroes in 
the works of many other contem porary Russian writers. In 
his opinion, their favourite positive character is a traitor, 
whom they glamourize. Limonov says, for example:
The hero of the majority of the songs by Vysotskii and 
Galich is, as a matter of fact, a caricature of the hero. He 
reports him self [to the authorities], he does not believe 
in his own tragic nature, but, on the contrary, he is sure 
that he is a caricature, a boor and a lout. He is an eternal 
provincial from the outskirts of the world (Europe is the 
centre of his empire), he always admits that he is 
provincial, and rushes to caricature (to report) his 
people and his country [in order] to emphasize the 
difference between him and them, to distance him self 
from them. He betrays in order to not belong to them.
In order to say: 'I realize that they are poor, rude, 
provincial, and since I realize this, I am not like them'.
194Mirchev, 1989, p .103.
195Cf. 'I was attracted to leaders, heroes and dynamic people' 
(Limonov, 1994d, p.57).
196See Mirchev, 1989, p.92.
197Gidoni, 1980, pp.155-56.
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Because the Russian traitor suffers from an inferiority 
co m p lex .198
However, as has already been dem onstrated more than once, 
Lim onov's autobiographical hero him self is not exactly a 
paragon of v irtue .199 His heroism too often has nothing to do 
with eth ics,200 i.e., as Limonov would put it, moral values 
approved by society, in which hypocrisy reigns. Edichka 
ignores the taboos of such a society when, driven by 
circum stances, he swears in public and makes inspiring 
speeches in support of sexual perversion. The hero of 
Lim onov's non-autobiographical fiction goes even further in 
his challenge to the moral standards of society. Analysing one 
of the few experimental novels by Limonov which are not 
based on the intimate life of Edichka (and, therefore, are not 
very successful) - the novel P ala ch  - Iaroslav Mogutin notes 
that the author's principle of focusing the narration on his 
namesake is abandoned here not without reason: "'He" can do 
what no "I" in Russian literature could ever do. He can be a 
hero, the Hero, while remaining the Executioner. Or, to be 
m ore precise, he can be the Executioner while rem aining the 
H ero '.201
In 1986 Limonov wrote another novel, Smert '  sovremennykh  
geroev  (The Death of Contemporary Heroes, 1992), which
198Limonov, 1992d, pp. 119-20. The same belittling characteristics 
apply to the main hero of the so-called democratic press in the times 
of p e r e s t r o i k a ,  who, according to Limonov, is also a traitor (ibid., 
p .171).
1 " L im o n o v  believes that being a hero is not necessarily the same as 
fighting for the right cause. For example, he sincerely brands the 
special militia forces which guarded the access to Manezh Square in 
the very centre o f Moscow during the violent protest march on 23
Febrary, 1992, 'their heroes', i.e., those supporting Limonov's political
opponents (see Limonov, 1993, p .62).
200The critic Evgenii Ponomarev labelled Limonov's heroes 'anti-
cultural scum' (Ponomarev, 1996, passim).
201Mogutin, 1993, pp.310-11.
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stands out from the Edichka cycle. It tells the story of three 
reluctan t adventurers on holiday in Venice: the half-English, 
half-Scottish  Edinburgh-born drug-trafficker Fiona Evans, the 
Colom bian ex-shoe-salesm an Victor and the Am erican editor 
of an English-language literary m agazine in Paris John 
G a lla n t.202 In a conversation with Iaroslav Mogutin, Limonov 
says about these characters: T hree  losers with banal 
biographies are heroes in inverted commas. They do not know 
who they are, why they live, who sleeps with whom; nothing 
is known, even who killed two of them. They are our 
contem poraries in a total mess, which is of little interest.
W hen I finished the book, I thought: "God, I do need a 
H ero !" '.203
John Gallant, the only survivor of the bloodshed in Venice, 
apparently raises his voice in favour of sim ilar persuasions. 
According to Limonov, Gallant 'was firmly convinced that 
absorbing, heroic characters do not live in the civilized 
countries. That the heroic characters have become extinct in 
Europe and its 'colonies' - Northern America, Australia, Russia 
and the others. That the hero is hostile to the modern white 
civilization of the average man. That the hero can be found 
only on the outskirts of Asia, Africa and Am erica'.204
2 0 2 It appears that the only autobiographical line in this novel is to be 
found in the description of John Gallant's creative method. When 
Fiona and Victor, John's casual friends, are murdered by a drug- 
related assassin almost before his eyes, he tries to give way to his 
emotions in an essay, but after a while realizes that he is working on 
an autobiographical novel (see Limonov, 1993b, p. 140). Apparently 
Limonov him self applies the same method. Thus, in the 1991 preface to 
Eto ia - Edichka and Inostranets  v smutnoe vremia he confesses that 
the latter novel 'stems from my sketch "Vozvrashchenie v SSSR" [Back 
in the USSR], written for the French edition o f the magazine R o l l i n g  
S t o n e , March 1990' (Limonov, 1992b, p.4).
203Mogutin, 1994, p. 164.
204Limonov, 1993b, p.29. This aspect o f Limonov's heroological studies 
is closely  connected to his concept o f modern barbarism, with which 
the present work deals in its next chapter.
Still, there is something in all three characters which makes 
them different from average people. Fiona Evans says to John
We are all outsiders, the m a r g i n a u x , don't you 
understand? I rejected the upper-class m orals with all 
their cerem onies and conventionalities; you repudiated 
the morals of the family of a p e t i t -p ro pr ie ta ire \  for the 
sake of an unpredictable future you declined the 
predictable future of an owner of garages and petrol 
stations; Victor fled from his family, although he does 
not quite understand what he has to do with 
h im se lf...205
N evertheless, being an individualist does not autom atically 
guarantee a character a place in the category of heroes. 
Organic unity with the masses sometimes helps, in spite of 
our expectations (in his journalistic works Lim onov usually 
anathem atizes the inactive Philistines who make up the 
masses and 'treat heroism with disgust').206 Thus, Lim onov 
says about the rallies of the so-called Red-and-Brown 
patriotic forces in Moscow in the summer of 1992, in which 
he took part: 'Heroic is the enthusiasm, the heroism of the 
c ro w d '.207
N otwithstanding this, no heroic actions, such as participation 
in dem onstrations and m ilitary assaults, can on their own 
resolve the matter of the making of a hero. A person in 
constant pursuit of heroic deeds m ight simply look 
r id ic u lo u s .208 Moreover, in L im onov’s view, coping with
205Limonov, 1993b, p .65.
206Limonov, 1994e, p.4.
207Limonov, 1994d, p.66.
2 0 8 Such is the character of Lieutenant Agibenin in U nas byla 
velikaia epokha : ‘Beyond all doubt he was a heroic type who had 
always been hastily searching for heroism and finding him self in 
preposterous situations because o f his haste and resoluteness’ 
(Limonov, 1994, p.71).
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ordinary life might often be more difficult than facing mortal 
danger. Eduard the housekeeper confesses:
As the months and years come and go, it is genuine 
heroism to stand one's ground in the tasteless syrup of 
the daily routine, which has no smell. In contrast to 
received opinion, to rush forward when they shout 
'Hurrah' and to stand up to attack under bullets is easier 
than that, I am sorry. That [sort of] feat needs a brief 
exertion of the will. I am sure that I can stand against 
the brick wall before a firing squad, smiling, my hands 
in my pockets, a cigar in my lips. I am serious, I can do 
this, I will have enough strength for a smile, for the 
cigar, for my hands in the pockets, for keeping my eyes 
open. It seems to me that I will hardly have enough 
strength for the ghastly everyday routine. I will break 
loose and start doing silly things.209
In this context even possessing an artistic gift (the quality 
which made Limonov so proud of himself at an early stage of 
his career) is not enough for one to become someone really 
special. This is why, at present, Limonov is making a serious 
endeavour to overcome the lim itations of his profession by 
entering the field of politics. He says: 'I am trying to break 
free from  the fate of the writer. The writer as a character in 
History is pathetic, even if he is a great w riter'.210 A short list 
of Limonov's personal idols shows that for him life had 
becom e larger than literature a long time ago. He admires 
men of action like Che Guevara and Muammar Quaddafi,211 as
209Limonov, 1993a, p.556. A role model for exemplary struggle with 
the 'ghastly everyday routine' is outlined in Limonov's short story 
'Smert' rabochego' (The Death of a Worker; see Limonov, 1995b, pp.5 8- 
76) which describes the last months in the life o f a metal worker 
(Edichka's neighbour in M oscow) who is dying of cancer. The title of 
the story clearly refers to the book Death of  a Hero (1929) by Richard 
A ld in g to n .
210Mogutin, 1994, p .171.
21 *See Limonov, 1994a, p .11; Mirchev, 1989, p .97.
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well as the Russian extreme nationalists V iktor Anpilov and 
A leksandr B arkashov ,212 whereas the w riter Solzhenitsyn is 
term ed by him 'a heroic anti-hero’.213 It is not for nothing 
that certain critics call Limonov ‘a literary man of action’.214
On the other hand, it is curious that, according to Limonov's 
account, his early poems owed a great deal to anti-heroic 
aesthetics a la Vasilii Rozanov, and he felt attached to such 
aesthetics even at the beginning of the 1990s.215 In his letter 
to Bokov of 10 April, 1978, Limonov calls the main character 
in his book Dnevnik neudachnika, ili Sekretnaia tetrad' an  
'a n ti-h e ro '.216 In Inostranets v smutnoe vremia Lim onov says 
about his collection of short stories 'O byknovennye intsidenty' 
(Ordinary Incidents): 'The heroes, or, to be precise, the non­
heroes of these stories, are habitually mad people of the 
W estern world, the castrated and tamed inhabitants of New 
York, Vienna, Paris and C alifornia'.217 Inna Prussakova even 
generalizes, perhaps too hastily, that 'in the centre [of 
L im onov's artistic universe] are the heroes who are opposed 
to everything heroic, on principle '.218
In other words, neither m orality, nor im m oralism , neither 
gregariousness, nor individualism , neither the ordinary, nor 
the extraordinary - none of these notions assists us in 
accurately defining Lim onov's idiosyncratic concept of 
heroism , which he defines rather obscurely as 'human 
sp iritual energy’.219 To cut a long story short, when Limonov 
says 'the Hero' he implies 'Limonov', seeing him self as an
212See Limonov, 1994f, p.3.
213Limonov, 1992d, p. 114. See also Limonov, 1994g, p.3.
214Tien, 1993, p.34.
215See Limonov and Erofeev, 1990, p .18.
216See Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
217Limonov, 1992b, p .183.
2 18Prussakova, 1995, p.200.
219Limonov, 1993a, p .539. It is not by coincidence that Limonov calls 
Iurii Gagarin, the first man in space, a 'pseudo-hero', because 'he did 
not possess any spiritual qualities' (Limonov, 1977a, p.39).
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alm ost ideal epitome of his own postulates. In one of his 
interview s he presents us with yet another self-portrait of 
the hero:
I am an active man. [...] But there are only a few people 
like me. I realize that the m ajority always needs a 
norm al stable life, w ithout ruptures and nervous 
breakdowns. People need to lead a m easured existence, 
to inherit property; they need certainty, guarantees, 
comfort... I am of a different breed. My world is still full 
of beasts, beauties, collisions, eruptions...220
Has Limonov succeeded in making people believe that he is a 
real Hero? Here are two m utually incom patible answers to 
this question. Nataliia M edvedeva says: 'As a woman, I 
wanted to have a hero, and Lim onov has been matching up to 
my expectations for twelve years already '.221 Elena 
Shchapova de Carli disagrees: 'He has invented one half of his 
life, and in it he wants to play a role which he cannot cope 
w ith '.222 Aleksandr Dugin, until recently one of Limonov's 
closest colleagues in the National Bolshevik Party, supports 
M edvedeva's point of view:
Limonov is a tough man, and he is a man of his word. He 
said: 'I will go to the front' - and he fought in Serbia and 
took part in an attack. He said: 'I support the patriots' - 
and he was in the front row at the barricades, under the 
truncheons, and in Ostankino - under the bullets. He 
said: 'I will torture the traitors of the M otherland' - and 
he will... One should not drive him to do it.223
It appears that Medvedeva and Dugin are closer to the truth 
than Shchapova. Suffice it to mention that one of Limonov's
220Limonov, 1994a, p. 11.
2 2 M edvedeva and Efimova, 1994, p. 12.
222Shchapova [De Carli], 1995a, p.92.
223Dugin, 1995, p.6.
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aspirations was to found a political party224 - and he did this 
approxim ately ten years after this unusual ambition had been
p u b lic iz e d .225 However, the choice of the posture of the Hero
itself looks highly questionable. Apart from the opinion of 
Bertold Brecht (who believed that unhappy was a country 
which needed heroes), one might refer to a recent 
authoritative judgm ent given by Iurii Lotm an in a letter to 
Boris Egorov in the summer of 1992: 'On the whole, it seems 
to me that the history of mankind has become less
interesting, and this is a very good sign. The more boring it is,
the less heroic it is, the less blood [will be spilt]. We have seen 
enough of blood, and our grandchildren will be better off 
being bored '.226
However, if we adopt a cultural, not moral or historical, 
approach to Limonov's stance, we will see that Limonov, who 
constantly moves the boundaries between life and art in any 
way he likes, simply could not embrace anything but the 
mask of hero. When characterizing the psychological and 
cultural type of hero, Ernest Becker pointed out that the 
'heroic' type of person creates a second world, a world of 
hum anly created meaning, a new reality that he can live, 
dram atize, nourish him self in, and that for the hero illusion 
means creative play at its highest level.227 The content of this 
illusion is a heroic legend, and this is what Limonov has 
triggered off and then allowed to develop on its own. For the 
aim of the hero is to overcome death, if not literally, then by 
means of a legend (Limonov's attitude to death is discussed in 
detail in Chapter 3).
224Limonov, 1993a, p.458.
225The French version o f Limonov's third book of prose, Istoriia ego 
slug i ,  appeared in 1983.
226Egorov, 1994, p .167.
227See Becker, 1973, pp.171-75.
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The best confirm ation of the fruitfulness of Lim onov's heroic 
legend about him self228 is that of late it has been spreading 
and evolving entirely by itself. Thus, the image of Limonov as 
a literary man of action, who means and does exactly what he 
says, has recently received strong independent support in an 
‘E astern’ by Aleksandr Chernitskii, ‘My m ozhem vse’ (We Can 
Do Anything, 1994).229 This mediocre satire is about an 
im aginary covert military operation, ‘Tuziku pora na tsep” 
(Time to Chain the Dog), allegedly m asterm inded by Vladim ir 
Zhirinovskii. The aim of the operation is to destroy a police 
station in Latvia in retaliation for the system atic requisition 
of products from illegal Belorussian vendors carried out by 
the Latvian police. The squad of Z hirinovskii’s ‘com m andos’ 
chosen for the raid includes the w riter Erik Veniam inovich 
(i.e., Limonov), the TV journalist A.N. (i.e., Aleksandr 
N evzorov, an ultra-right nationalist and anchor man of the 
fam ous St.Petersburg news program m e ‘600 Seconds’), 
Chernitskii him self and two ‘groupies’, Tanechka and Anek. 
The operation, which costs the lives of a number of Latvian 
policem en, goes successfully, and the trium phant terrorist 
unit is decorated with ‘shadow’ awards. The whole story is 
devised as a warning and aims to dem onstrate just how far 
certain journalists and politicians are prepared to go in their 
actions. It is interesting that Limonov and his team are not 
only aware of Chernitskii’s piece, but have already called it ‘a 
friend ly  carica tu re ’ !230 If this is friendly, what would 
L im onov term ‘unfriendly’? The mind boggles.231
2 2 8 He says that he is the only emigre writer who has become idolized 
(by the Russians, apparently?) - see Bol'shakov, 1992.
229See Novyi mir, 1994, 10, pp.12-59. There was an earlier attempt by 
Aleksandr Kabakov to picture Limonov as the Writer in a satirical 
fantasy 'Vid na ploshchad" [Overlooking the Square] published in 
Moskovskie  novosti  (no.7, 1993).
230Gryzunovy, 1995, p.3.
231 Judging by newspaper information, Limonov's public image is 
undergoing similar treatment in recent French fiction (see Kokh, 
1996).
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A nother proof of the viability of L im onov’s legendary 
im a g e 232 is that it has become the object of rumours, 
anecdotes and even Russian folklore songs.233 A passage in 
L im onov’s unpublished piece Peredacha n'iu-iorkskogo radio 
on burning down the building of The New York Times , which 
declined Lim onov’s articles, led to rum ours that he genuinely 
tried to set fire to the offices of the American Russian- 
language newspaper Novoe russkoe s lovo , from which he was 
f ire d .234 In his letter to Limonov of 26 April, 1977, Nikolai 
Bokov informed him:
People are joking that now everyone will publish your 
works, as you have got into the habit of visiting editors 
with a m anuscript in one hand and with a jerrycan [of 
inflammatory liquid] in the other. You are also the hero 
of various rumours. Among them are [the following]: 
you allegedly beat up officials from the Russian 
R efugees’ Aid Bureau and appropriated the money 
which was given to you by [the musician] Rostropovich 
for Shem iakin’s [almanac] A p o l l o n .235
232Limonov has acquired such status that sometimes even his absence 
at public gatherings is considered to be worthy of note. Cf., for 
example, the following words from the poem '18-20 sentiabria 1989 
goda' by Lev Losev, devoted to a conference o f Slavists organized by 
the School o f Slavonic and East European Studies (University of 
London): «A 3/iecb jim  3 . / I m m o h o b ? »  /  « y B b i, J Im m o h o b  npw6biTb H e Mor» 
(Losev, 1996, p.20).
2 3 3 Some critics have already noted that Limonov's manner displays 
certain characteristics o f folklore (in particular, the hyperbolization  
o f actuality). Thus, Vladimir Bondarenko says about the narration in 
Eto ia - Edichka and Podrostok  Savenko : 'The author him self is in doubt 
whether the events that are occurring are real. The author him self 
aspires to the folklore version' (Bondarenko, 1992, p.24).
2 3 4 See the article 'Variatsii na temu o podzhoge' in Novoe russkoe 
s lo v o  of 11 January, 1977, by the editor of Novoe russkoe slovo, Andrei 
Sedykh, and K.Kuz'minskii's letter to Sedykh in Kuzminsky and 
Kovalev, 1986, vol. 3A, pp. 168-69.
233Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
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In his letter to Bokov of 2 April, 1977, Limonov said: ‘As you 
can guess yourself, I did not set the newspaper[‘s office] on 
f i re ’.236
Limonov is also featured in the anecdote 'Sonet Shekspira' 
[Shakespeare's Sonnet, 1986], published in the Paris Russian- 
language newspaper Vechernii zvon:
In a sleeper Limonov and Turgenev were in the top 
bunk, and Dzhugashvili and Ordzhonikidze were in the 
bottom one. Turgenev wanted to spit. He bent over, spat 
and hit Ordzhonikidze on the face. Ordzhonikidze's 
friend Dzhugashvili was surprised. He asked: K to  
nakhark iv?  (Who gobbed [at you]?). Limonov stuck his 
neck out [and said]: la na Khark iv  (I am going to 
Khar'kov), because he was born there. Then 
Dzhugashvili hit his gob with all his might.237
Limonov has even become the hero of a sympathetic 
ch a s tu sh k a  (Russian short folk song, reflecting events of a 
domestic and political nature), composed by the former 
variety manager Pavel Leonidov:
SCTeTMMKa M 3TMHKa 
B COMTMM BHe crcaAeH - 
3HaTOK «0<l)CaftT0B» SAMMKa 
VI npeoTAMHHbiffi JiapeHb 238
One might say that these texts are not genuine folklore 
articles, because they were written by our contemporaries, 
who signed their names, whereas the authors of folklore 
genres are not only anonymous, but unknown.239 However, in
236Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
237Dranker and Polev, 1986, p .l.
23^Leonidov, 1981, p .157.
2 3 9 Being aware of this fact, Limonov 'helps' to strengthen the folklore 
infrastructure which surrounds his name by launching the
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this case the choice itself of the folklore genres of anecdote 
and c h a s tu s h k a , deliberately made by L.Dranker, L.Polev and 
P.Leonidov, demonstrates the level of popularity which the 
legend of Limonov enjoys.240 It is known that in Russia 
Limonov has turned into a role model, especially for the 
young. For instance, Dimka, a young hero in a short story by 
Sergei Kaledin, ‘learned how to make jeans. He read Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  by Limonov. Limonov writes there that he used to 
make extremely fashionable trousers for the Moscovites. So 
Dimka has become really good at it. However, he did not make 
much money, because now you can buy jeans at any k iosk’.241
Unfortunately for Limonov, the bitter truth is that his legend 
also has its dark side, which too often backfires and eclipses 
the bright one. Thus, the statement that Limonov has been
anonymous song 'Bat'ka Limon' (probably written by Limonov 
him self), in which 'father' Limonov is glorified by the implicit
comparison with the other bat'kos,  i.e., the leaders of the military
opposition both to the Reds and to the Whites at the time of the Russian 
Civil War (see Limonka,  19, 1995, p.4). The song is intended to become a 
hymn for the masses.
240Limonov says: 'I am not afraid of mockery. Mockery is a good sign. 
The highest form of mockery is the anecdote. Find me a politician who 
would not like to become the subject of anecdotes' (Limonov, 1993i, 
p . l ) .
2 4 K a led in , 1995, p. 103. Limonov's idiosyncratic charisma casts an 
unexpectedly irresistible spell on various groups o f Russian youth. By
courtesy o f Dr Ekaterina Rogachevskaia, I have in my possession a 
typescript o f several unpublished poems by an immature student, Ol'ga 
Kuznetsova, dated April-May 1994 and dedicated to Limonov. In one o f  
these poems Limonov is likened to an angel playing the flute. In the 
eyes o f a different group of Russian youngsters, however, Limonov 
represents an eminent public figure who should be subjected to
attacks for the sake of sheer self-assertion (in other words, Limonov's 
own favourite tactic is being used against him). A.Brener's insulting 
poem 'Preduprezhdenie Leidermanu' (A Warning to Leiderman), 
published in the Moscow magazine Ra d e k  (1997, n o .l, p .37), may serve 
as an example.
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living on royalties since he quit his job at the millionaire’s 
house in New York has become an inextricable part of 
L im onov’s myth about Limonov, regardless of whether or not 
this statement is true. The very same Sergei Kaledin, who 
knows Limonov personally ,242 was stunned when he watched 
Limonov in Paris:
Limonov says about himself that he is a professional 
writer and lives on royalties. This is rubbish. At the 
very best this is what is called existence, not life. [...] He 
is deceiving the Moscow girls [when he says] that he 
lives on literary royalties! He could not even invite me 
to his home when we met in Paris. We sat in a cafe for 
some time and then he said: ‘Damn it, I'd like to invite 
you to my place, but...’. I suspect there was hardly 
anything to invite [me] to.243
Other gaps between the image and the reality can be even 
more damaging for Limonov than this 'seamy side' of his 
noble posture as a literary man with independent means. He 
who has spent so much time cultivating the self-image of a 
rebellious rogue became furious when the Russian media 
readily accepted it and started to ridicule Limonov, thus 
threatening his political reputation. Pending the December 
1995 elections to the Russian Parliament, Limonov addressed 
his potential electorate with the following statement:
Over the past few years the media have been libelling 
me so much that they created an image of me which is 
the complete opposite of the truth. I am being
242Kaledin compiled the literary almanac Piatyi ugol  (Moscow: 
Knizhnaia palata, 1991), in which an abridged version of U nas byla 
vel ikaia epokha was printed (pp. 137-241),
243Kaledin, 1995a, p.23. This guesswork has recently been confirmed 
by Nataliia Medvedeva in her recollections about her life  with 
Limonov in Paris. In particular, she states that Limonov gave up 
smoking because he did not have enough money for cigarettes (see 
Medvedeva, 1996, p . 17).
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portrayed as some light-headed Edichka, whereas I 
have written several serious and public-spirited books, 
such as Ischeznovenie  varvarov, D is t s ip l in a rn y i  
sanatori i ,  Ubiistvo chasovogo, Limonov protiv  
Zhir inovskogo .  [...] I am being misrepresented as a 
brawler, whereas I am impeccably polite and on formal 
terms even with my intimate friends. The media say 
that I live in France, whereas I have been staying in 
Moscow for the last few years. [...] They say that I am 
rich, that politics is my 'whim', whereas I do not have a 
flat of my own and have to rent [one] here and there. 
Any Moscow Philistine is better off than me. [...] I am 
being introduced as a writer who has gone into politics, 
which is allegedly none of my business, whereas I have 
a unique experience of living in two Western countries, 
the USA and France, where I participated in opposition 
movements. [...] History will not forgive the ill-natured 
media for lying about me. History will reward me 
according to my deserts.244
The most graphic example of how the real Limonov was 
victimized by Limonov the fictional character occurred in 
November, 1995, when the Moscow Regional Electoral 
Committee refused to register Limonov (who was going to 
stand in the elections as an independent candidate) as 
Limonov in the ballot papers, because the surname in his 
passport reads Savenko. This would have reduced Limonov's 
chances of being elected, because his real surname is not 
generally known. Limonov protested, but his protests did not 
do him any good, and he was not elected, anyway.245
Thus, after completing a full circle we are back to square one 
in our (often futile) attempts to distinguish between Savenko 
and Limonov (or between Limonov and Limonov, to 
emphasize once again the difficulty of pinpointing the true
244L[imonov], 1995, p.4. For an attempt to discredit Limonov the 
politician as a supposed bisexual see Tuinov, 1995, p.5.
245See [Limonov], 1995a, p. 1; Mitrofanov, 1995, p.2; Gokhman, 1995, p.2.
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nature of a man who is playing with multiple 
p e rs o n a l i t ie s ) .246 The only thing we can establish for certain 
at the end of this long investigation is that Limonov the 
writer and Limonov the character are not the same thing. The 
real Limonov invents for himself a complimentary, heroic 
autobiography (loosely based on 'real' facts), because this is 
his way to force the publisher to accept his manuscripts and 
the reader to buy his books. They might ask: why choose 
Limonov in the ocean of fiction flooding the market? And 
Limonov's answer, possibly, would be: because I am a 
phenomenon, a personality, a man with a biography, whereas 
most other competitors are only good writers. As Vladimir 
Bondarenko puts it, 'now it is difficult to understand who has 
become more popular, Edichka the hero or Edichka the 
a u th o r ' .247
Although we tried hard to discover where the fine line 
between Limonov's D ich tung  and Wahrheit  lies, it is not 
always possible to do so, because of the inconsistency of the 
data and the lack of empirical evidence. As if to sum up the 
results of our efforts, the outspoken exhibitionist Limonov 
says about his fiction, all of a sudden: 'What is 
[auto]biographical in it, and what is not, will forever remain 
my private affair, which I do not have to disclose to you 
a ll '.24*
The search for Limonov's literary sources and influences 
appears to be much more rewarding than solving the mystery
2 4 6 On the question as to what holds Limonov's multilateral personality 
together, let us once again draw the reader's attention to the extract 
from Limonov's conversation with Viktor Erofeev quoted on page 27 of 
the present work (Limonov and Erofeev, 1990, p. 19).
247Bondarenko, 1992, p .23.
24^Quoted from Mogutin, 1994, p. 162. Cf. also Limonov's statement made 
elsewhere: 'Almost all my work is autobiographical. I don't think, 
however, that this matters to the reader: it would hardly be possible 
for him to check [what is true and what is not]' (Khlystun and Shvets, 
1990).
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of his true inner self. Let us now turn to this very promising 
s u b je c t -m a t te r .
9 2
C hapter 2
L E S  L IA IS O N S  D A N G E R E U SE S:
Eduard Lim onov and A tam an K rasnov
JTio6 aio onacHbie CBH3M...
CaaflKM onacHbie c bh3m ... 
S A y a p A  TTm m o h o b , «)KeHa 6aHAMTa»
2.1. LIMONOV'S LITERARY ROOTS.
'The newly-born writer, as you know, has to be 
c a te g o r iz e d '.249 No wonder, then, that the success of Eduard 
Limonov's unabashedly provocative novel Eto ia - Edichka 
forced critics to try to fit his controversial literary manner 
into a certain artistic tradition. The long list of Limonov's 
would-be non-Russian predecessors was embellished with the 
names of the Abbe Prevost,250 the Marquis de Sade,251 Jean- 
Jacques Rousseau,252 Celine, Flaubert, Ralph Ellison,253 Goethe, 
Stendhal, Balzac, Jack London, Martin du Gard,254 Edgar Allan
249Limonov, 1993b, p .190.
25^See Mokrousov, 1991, p.5.
251See Efimov, 1978, p. 121. In 1993, a piece o f fiction called ‘Klod- 
Fransua, ili Iskushenie dobrodeteli’ (Claude-Frangois, or the 
Temptation of Virtue) was published in M oscow as a Russian 
translation of an unfinished novel ascribed to de Sade. Upon 
examination, ‘Klod-Fransua’ proved to be a pastiche drawing heavily  
on certain scenes in Eto ia - Edichka. This can be treated as recent 
evidence o f the affinity between Limonov and the Marquis. The real 
author o f the pastiche was the critic and poet Aleksandr Shchuplov.
His hoax was exposed in Davies and Rogachevskii, 1997.
252See Zinik, 1984.
253See Matich, 1986, pp.527-28, 536.
254See Vail’ and Genis, 1987, pp. 122, 126-27.
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P o e ,255 Henry James,256 George Bataille,257 William 
S.Burroughs, James Baldwin, Jean Genet, Marek Hlasko, Jerzy 
K o s in sk i ,258 Pierre-Paolo Pazolini,259 Pauline Reage (the 
pseudonym of the author of the Story o f  0) ,  Philip Roth, Tama 
Jano v itz ,260 Anthony Burgess, Woody Allen,261 J.D.Salinger,262 
Henry M iller263 and Norman Mailer.264 Limonov himself 
modestly added to this list Oscar Wilde, Yukio Mishima, 
Lautreamont, Nietzsche, Remarque, James Joyce, Knut 
Hamsun, Heinrich Boll, Charles Bukowski, Truman Capote, Jack 
Kerouac and Ernest Hemingway.265
As far as Russian literature is concerned, Limonov has 
persistently denied any dependence on this cultural 
b a c k g ro u n d .266 Some critics have agreed.267 The majority, 
however, rightly perceived these statements as challenging 
and tried their best to place Limonov among Lomonosov,268
255See Zholkovskii, 1990, pp. 157-58.
256See Zholkovskii, 1995, pp.80-82.
257See Ogibenin, 1992, pp.210-11.
258See Geller, 1980, p.85.
259See Mogutin, 1994, pp.170-71.
260See Porter, 1991, pp. 66, 71.
261See Porter, 1994, pp.176-77.
262See Gidoni, 1980, p. 159.
263See Kornilova, 1980, p .91.
264See Ryan-Hayes, 1988.
265See Matich, 1984, pp.226, 228; Mirchev, 1989, pp. 101-02; Limonov 
and Erofeev, 1990, p .18; Aleksandrova, 1992; Leont'eva, 1992; Vladimov, 
1993; Glad, 1993, pp.260-61.
266He makes an exception only for Gogol', Bakunin, Konstantin 
Leont'ev, Rozanov, Khlebnikov, Platonov and Nabokov. See Matich, 
1984, p.229; Limonov, 1985, pp.35-38; Mirchev, 1989, pp. 91,101;
Khlystun and Shvets, 1990; Limonov and Erofeev, 1990, p. 18; Leont'eva, 
1992; Glad, 1993, p.261.
267See, for instance, Voronel', 1979, p .187.
268See Brodskii, 1978, p .153.
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T re d ia k o v s k i i ,269 Barkov,270 Derzhavin,271 Pushkin and his 
u n c le ,272 Dostoevskii,273 Sergei Aksakov, Lev Tolstoi,274 
G o r 'k ii ,275 Chekhov,276 Gleb Uspenskii, Skitalets,277 Nekrasov, 
Blok, Zoshchenko,278 Igor' Severianin,279 Fedor Sologub,280 
M ikhail Kuzm in,281 Mandel'shtam and the Acmeists,282 
Maiakovskii and the Futurists,283 Kharms and the OBERIU,284 
Anastasiia Verbitskaia, Vaginov, Erenburg, Malyshkin, 
Romanov, Aleksandr Zinov'ev,285 Olesha,286 Anton
269See Titunik, 1984.
270See Gidoni, 1979, p.236; Bondarenko, 1992, p.8.
271 See Zholkovskii, 1989, pp.344-46.
272See Shukman, 1983, p.2; Zholkovskii, 1990, p. 158; Kustarev, 1983, 
p .204.
273 See, for example, Matich, 1986, pp.533-35; Ryan-Hayes, 1988, 
pp.445-46; Porter, 1991, p.65; Simmons, 1993, p .183.
274See Lautredou, 1987; Ryan-Hayes, 1993, p .8.
276See Matich, 1986, p .535; Lautredou, 1987; Vail' and A.Genis, 1987, 
pp.122, 125; Carden, 1990, p.228; Bondarenko, 1992, p .3; Bogomolov, 
1992.
276See Vail'-and Genis, 1984c, p.29.
277See Zinik, 1984.
278See Kustarev, 1983, p.204.
279See Piatnitskii, 1975.
280See Lekukh, 1992.
281 See the unpublished review o f Limonov's collection of poetry 
R u s s k o e  (1979) by Igor' Burikhin (Historisches Archiv, 
Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, University o f Bremen, V.R.Maramzin's 
c o lle c t io n ) .
282See Zholkovskii, 1991, p .16; Porter, 1991, p .64.
283See, for instance, Matich, 1986, pp.526, 528, 535; Zholkovskii and 
Shcheglov, 1986, p.278; Carden, 1984, p.226; Dreizin, 1988, p .66; 
Simmons, 1993, pp.184-85.
284See Brodskii, 1978, p.153; Carden, 1984, p.226; Matich, 1984, p.225.
285See Geller, 1980, pp.85-87; Epshtein, 1994, p .176.
286See Ashkenazi, 1979, p. 197.
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M a k a re n k o ,287 Vasilii Aksenov, Gladilin,288 Shukshin,289 
E s e n in 290 and Pasternak,291 more or less all at the same time.
Naturally, the diversity of a literary assembly like this 
arouses doubts. Thus, Alla Binder insists that any quest for 
literary sources is senseless in itself because a book clogged 
up by ideological labels and notable names simply ceases to 
ex is t .292
2.2. SIMILARITIES AND DISSIMILARITIES IN EDUARD 
LIMONOV'S AND ATAMAN KRASNOV'S LIVES AND WORKS.
Although common sense prompts us to abandon any further 
search for other literary borrowings by Limonov, an extra 
item would hardly make their surplus weight exceed the 
critical mass. I am venturing to introduce, then, yet another 
credible model for Limonov's writings, namely, the journalist, 
novelist and Cossack Ataman, General Petr Nikolaevich 
Krasnov. Krasnov's life itself could well have attracted the 
attention of Limonov, who has always had a special penchant 
for heroic figures293 and has sympathized with the 
C o ssac k s .294 The son of a Lieutenant-General and Cossack
287See Vail' and A.Genis, 1987, p .127.
288See Gidoni, 1980, p. 159.
289Bondarenko, 1992, p .5.
290See Porter, 1994, pp .180-81; Bondarenko, 1992, p.3.
291 See Shukman, 1983, pp.5-6.
292See Binder, 1979, p .192.
2 9 3 Cf. 'Makhno always stirred his [the journalist Limonov's] 
imagination, and those small details like the alleged bat'ko's  anti- 
Sem itism  would hardly have changed his opinion' (Limonov, 1993b, 
p .244).
2 9 4 It is not by chance that the Cossack folk song 'Pei i nadeisia, chto 
Rus' bezopasna' (Drink and Hope That Russia Is Safe) became a kind of 
an anthem, sym bolizing for Limonov the strength and reliability of  
the Russian state, not excluding the Soviet period of its history (see  
Limonov, 1992d, pp.63-64). He also speaks approvingly o f the Cossacks' 
reckless gallantry in his journalistic commentaries from
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historian, Nikolai Ivanovich Krasnov (1833-1900),295 Petr 
Krasnov was born on 10 (22) September 1869 in 
St.Petersburg. He graduated from the Aleksandr Cadet Corps 
in 1887 and after that went through all the subsequent stages 
of military service from Sergeant Major of the Pavel Military 
School to full General, the commander of the Third Don 
Cossack division, of the Second Cossack Composite division, of 
the First Kuban Cossack division and of other units. Before the 
October Revolution Krasnov was a member of the Russian 
military mission to the court of the Ethiopian negus Menelek 
in 1897296 and took part in the Russo-Japanese war of 1904- 
OS and in World War I, during which he was promoted from 
Colonel to General. Together with Kerenskii he directed the 
unsuccessful campaign of autumn 1917 (undertaken to regain 
control of Petrograd just after the Bolsheviks' coup d'etat). 
Later he was elected as the Don Ataman by the Cossack k r u g  
(parliament). Planning and supervising the anti-Red struggle 
on the Don, he remained at this post from 17 (30) May, 1918, 
until 1 (14) February, 1919, when he resigned in the wake of 
internal intrigues, to some extent inspired by General Denikin, 
his ally.297 After the collapse of the White movement Krasnov 
emigrated to Germany, where he lived from 1920 to 1923
Pridnestrov'e (see Limonov, 1993, pp. 114, 123-24), and with warm 
affection o f their generous hospitality in the account of Zhirinovskii's 
and Limonov's visit to the Krasnodar region in the summer o f 1992 
(see Limonov, 1994d, pp. 112-13).
29^N.I.Krasnov’s major works include Zemlia voiska Donskogo  (The 
land o f the Don Army, 1863), Voennoe obozrenie zemli voiska 
D o n s k o g o  (A Military Review of the Land of the Don Army, 1870), 
Kazaki v nachale XIX stoletiia (The Cossacks at the Beginning of the 
Nineteenth Century, 1896), and numerous articles and essays for 
Russkaia s tar ina , Voennyi sbornik, Russkaia rech', Donskie  oblastnye  
v e d o m o s t i  and other periodicals. See Istoriia Dona: Ukazatel' l iteratury 
v dvukh chastiakh. Chast' pervaia.  Dorevoliutsionnaia literatura,  
[R ostov-na-Donu], 1968.
296See Krasnov, 1899.
297See Krasnov, 1922, pp.190-321; Denikine, 1930, pp .149-52, 238, 241- 
42; lasskoe soveshchanie, 1992, pp.259-60, 271, 284.
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and from 1937 until the beginning of Hitler's Eastern 
campaign. From the middle twenties to the middle thirties the 
General lived in France as an advisor on Cossack affairs to 
Grand Duke Nicholas. Hoping to restore the former way of life 
in the Cossack lands with the help of German troops, Krasnov 
eagerly responded, despite his age, to the offer of the German 
authorities to become the Head of the Cossack central 
administration on German-controlled territories. In 1944 he 
assisted the Germans in the creation of a Cossack 'state' in 
exile (at Tolmezzo, in the Italian Alps). At the end of World 
War II the Cossack Corps surrendered to the British armed 
forces. Following the Ialta agreement between the USA, Great 
Britain and the USSR, which provided for the return of 
displaced persons of former or present Russian/Soviet 
citizenship captured in the Western theatre of operations, 
General Krasnov, together with other Cossacks, was extradited 
to the USSR.298 He was hanged for treason on 17 January,
1947, at the age of seventy-seven.
Some details of Krasnov's biography, as well as some features 
of his personality, are strikingly similar to those of Limonov. 
Krasnov was a prolific writer (twenty-one novels and a huge 
number of essays and short stories) who became known in 
the West in translations (his epic Ot dvuglavogo orla k 
krasnomu znameni, (From the Two-headed Eagle to the Red 
Banner, 1918-30), for instance, appeared in fifteen 
languages). As a journalist (he worked for the Russkii invalid 
newspaper and the Voennyi sbornik  m agazine) he submitted 
reports on the Boxer uprising in China (1901) and on the 
Russo-Japanese war. As a political activist, he formed a strong 
anti-Bolshevik Cossack group in Germany in the early 1920s 
and become one of the leaders of the Bratstvo Russkoi  
P ra v d y ,  a terrorist organization operating against the USSR 
with its centre in Germany.299 His strong-willed character
298See Newland, 1991, pp .171-72; Krasnov-mladshii, 1959, pp.84-86.
299 See Cherniaev, 1993, p.356. The outstandingly valuable material 
relating to the Bratstvo russkoi pravdy  society is kept at the Library of 
SSEES, University of London (letters to A.V.Amfiteatrov from
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resembles some distinctive features of Limonov as reflected 
in Limonov's autobiographical im age.300 Krasnov married a 
singer and died childless.301
The two writers' political views are also to a certain degree 
compatible. Both were passionate patriots.302 Both favoured a 
type of authoritarian democracy (where a single ruler 
responds to the expectations of the common people), although 
Krasnov remained deeply affected by the concept of 
m o n a r c h is m ,303 whereas Limonov rather sympathizes with 
revolutionary  chaos.304 Limonov calls himself a 'nats ional-
S.A .Sokolov-K rechetov and from a conspirator called 'Iziumets', 
Manuscripts, shelfmark C 1/7).
300Cf. Limonov, 1991. On the intentionally invisible border between 
Limonov-the-author and Edichka-the-hero see Chapter 1 o f the 
present work.
3 0 ^ o r  more details on Krasnov see Voennaia ents iklopediia,  vol.XIII, 
St.Petersburg, 1913, p.257; Kazachi i  s lovar'-spravochnik,  vol.II, San- 
Anselmo, 1968, pp.73-81; Russkie pisateli,  1800-1917, Biograficheskii  
slovar',  vol.3, Moscow, 1994, pp.133-35; Ushakov, 1993, pp.108-113 (the 
last work, however, suffers from serious scholarly inadequacies). As 
for Limonov, he has recently come up with the statement that he has 
'roughly two' illegitim ate children (see Trukhachev, 1996; see also 
Markina, 1998).
302Cf. Limonov’s various declarations: 'I am a Soviet patriot, like the 
authors of “Borodino” and Voina i mir, who were Russian patriots. I 
am the same kind of "imperialist" as Pushkin' (Limonov, 1992d, p .177); 
'I always worked for Russia and I will work for it until the last moment 
o f my life' (Limonov, 1994f, p.3). Limonov's repetitive and seem ingly  
contradictory declarations that he has 'nothing to do with Russians at 
all' (Glad, 1993, p. 120) chiefly refer to the ramshackle Russia of the 
Communist decadence between 1953 and 1988. These statements could 
also be predetermined by Limonov's position as an exiled writer, 
whose works were recognized primarily through translations into 
foreign  languages.
303See Krasnov, 1923.
304See Limonov, 1992c, passim.
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B o l ' sh e v ik '305. Krasnov was dubbed a 'BoVshevik sprava 306 
Both writers combine, somewhat extravagantly, a populist 
t e n d e n c y 307 with sheer contempt for what Limonov terms 
' chud ishche  People'.308
Both authors belong to the league of top-notch adventurers 
with a romantic and heroic attitude towards human life.309 
They praised the soldierly feat of valour310 and accepted the
303See Limonov, 1994f, p.3.
306See Krasnov, 1922, p.261.
30 7 Cf. the countless references to the people's point o f view made by
Krasnov in his writings on the Civil War in Russia and Limonov's anti­
establishment pathos, notable already in Eto ia - Edichka.
308See Limonov, 1993, pp.212-20. Cf. 'A collective would destroy, not 
create. [...] Raphael's Madonna was created by Raphael, not by a 
Committee o f Artists' (Krasnov, 1922, p. 197).
309Compare 'General S.L.Markov was killed and died beautifully, like a 
true hero [...]. Another hero and knight o f the Volunteer Army, 
Drozdovskii, was wounded in the leg and died from a blood infection' 
(Krasnov, 1922, p.257) with '...a hero does not die in his bed, he dies in 
the park, being drunk [...]. And if  he did not die beside a street door, if  
he did not freeze to death in the Shevchenko park, if he did not fall 
through the ice into the Lopan' river, I ignore such circumstances' 
(letter from Limonov to K.Kuz'minskii, in Kuz'minskii and Kovalev, 
1986, vol.3A, p.30).
310Suffice it to mention only 'Venok na mogilu neizvestnogo soldata 
Imperatorskoi Rossiiskoi armii' by Krasnov (Russkaia letopis',  6, 1924, 
pp. 13-60). As for Limonov, he admits, though with a slight self­
directed humour, that it is a military barracks that embodies his ideal 
(see Beliak, 1994, p .8). He shows him self off in a Soviet Army soldier's 
uniform on the cover of Ischeznovenie  varvarov .  His defiantly 
apologetic novel about post-war Stalinist Russia U nas byla velikaia 
e p o k h a  (see Limonov, 1994), permeated with childish admiration for 
the military, is also very characteristic. Even the relationships with 
women are no exception. Limonov says that in them he has always 
followed the pattern of 'a soldier and a whore' (see Trukhachev, 1995).
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ruthless violence of war.311 Both of them are extremely 
suspicious about those Western governments which claim to 
be Russia's allies and friends. This is how Krasnov described 
Russian/British relations from the Crimean campaign in 1853- 
56 up to the Russian Civil War:
...things labelled 'Made in Russia' [...] started to 
penetrate to places where 'Made in England' was put 
before. Russia became dangerous to the English purse. 
And its purse means everything to England... [...]
England became a natural enemy of Russia. [...] One 
should speak openly and clearly about the active 
preparation of the Russian revolution by the British 
am bassador B uchanan .312
Limonov is no less categorical:
The West is not a friend of ours... [...] ...are the USA and 
Europe interested in lifting the USSR up to their level? 
We were already convinced that they could not have
done this without economic detriment to themselves. [...]
...it is instability in the USSR, and desirably an 
overwhelming one, that the W est was aiming at over 
the Cold War years. It would be naive to assume that 
the goal of the West has been changed merely because 
‘new thinking’ now dominates in the USSR. Facts prove 
that, no, the goal has not been changed.313
Krasnov's misgivings about the dubious role of Western 
'inimical friends' did not prevent him from collaborating with
311See, for instance, 'Kogda Bog ostavil...' by Krasnov (Istorik i 
s o v re m e n n ik ,  4, 1923, pp.172-77) and the following passage by 
Limonov: 'I have grown accustomed to barracks during this year. I 
have grown accustomed to the clear, free air o f war. When in Paris, I 
am struck by the emasculated banality o f peaceful life. It is tasteless,
like distilled water' (Limonov, 1993, p .159).
312Krasnov, 1921, pp.187-88.
313Limonov, 1992d, pp.136, 160-61.
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the Nazis during World War II. For this Limonov could have 
treated Krasnov like a traitor, if he had not partly identified 
himself with the Fascists in his notorious short story 
'Mussolini i drugie fashisty'.314 It is no surprise that Krasnov 
and Limonov seem to be moderate anti-Semites, that is, those 
who never instigate pogroms.315
314See Limonov, 1995b, pp.333-59. Early vestiges o f Limonov's 
partiality to Fascism and Nazism can be discerned in his poem 'Gering 
daet press-konferentsiiu v dushnom mae' [Goring gives a press 
conference in stifling May] (Limonov, 1980b). However, Limonov 
cleverly avoids any direct manifestation o f his proximity to Fascism, 
retaining some room for political manoeuvre: 'I ask myself: am I a 
Fascist? And I answer: NO, neither in the strictly terminological sense 
('Fascist' - a member of the Fascist party ran by M ussolini, 1919-45), 
nor in everyday usage; I am not a 'brutal rapist' - these are the lines 
along which Fascists are defined in dictionaries' (Limonov, 1994f, p.3). 
As for Krasnov's literary reflections on this delicate subject, Professor 
Kleist, one of the 'positive' characters in his novel Za chertopolokhom  
(Beyond the Thistle, 1922), which will be discussed later, is a member 
of the Deutsche National-Partei ,  which had a swastika as its emblem. It 
is noteworthy that several pieces by Krasnov appeared in the R u s s k i i  
k o lo k o l  magazine (Berlin, 1927-30), the editor and publisher of which, 
Professor I.A.Il'in, was for a time quite an ardent propagandist o f  
Russian Fascism, to judge by his article 'O russkom fashizme' (R u ss k i i  
ko loko l , 3, 1928, pp.54-64).
315Limonov asks himself: 'Am I an anti-Semite?', and he answers: 'I 
have never been, but I am becoming one' (Limonov, 1994f, p.3); for 
further light on this subject it is worth comparing Limonov's short 
stories 'Pervoe interv'iu' (First Interview), P a n o r a m a , 553, 1991, pp.22- 
3, 'Iubilei diadi Izi' (Uncle Izzy’s Anniversary), Nash sovremennik,  3, 
1992, pp. 126-36, and his own footnote to his poem ‘Liudi, nogi, 
m agaziny’ (People, Legs, Shops), Kontinent ,  25, 1980, p.154). Almost 
immediately he steps back, though, denying his would-be anti- 
Semitism in an interview with Dmitrii Bykov (see Limonov, 1994a, 
p. 11). Krasnov expressed his views on this matter more openly (see his 
correspondence with Father Ioann (Shakhovskoi) in the late 1930s - 
early 1940s, at the height o f the German persecution of the Jews, in
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Perhaps the most valuable bench-mark for a valid 
comparison between two artists is the distinctive concurrence 
of their artistic manner, which in this case is extremely 
encouraging. The common ground between our two authors is 
formed not only by the combination of Ich -E rz a h lu n g  in some 
parts of Krasnov's and Limonov's autobiographical narrations 
with E r -E r z a h lu n g  in other parts of them ('Na vnutrennem 
fronte' versus 'Vsevelikoe Voisko Donskoe' and Eto ia, 
E d ic h ka ,  Dnevnik neudachnika, Istoriia ego slugi versus U nas 
byla velikaia epokha, Podrostok Savenko, Molodoi negodiai,  
Inostranets  v smutnoe vremia, et al in Krasnov's 
reminiscences and in Limonov's fictional memoirs 
respectively). It is marked not only by barbarisms scattered 
all over those texts which are somehow related to life in the 
W e s t .316 It is supported not only by similar literary allusions 
- to Lev Tolstoi, for a start.317 It is Krasnov's aesthetic credo
Strannik, 1988), though often through the words of his characters. 
Here is an example. One of the characters in Za cher topolokhom  
speaks o f a novel written by another character: 'I do not share the 
author's view completely. He blames Jews for the downfall o f Christian 
culture all too indiscriminately, although one cannot help agreeing 
that Jews have played an important role in the destruction of what was 
created by Christians' (Krasnov, 1922a, pp.376-77; cf. ibid., p.92; see  
also pp.72, 162-63). Krasnov's negative attitude towards pogroms is 
expressed, for instance, in his article 'Armiia', Russkii kolokol,  3, 1928,
p .10.
316For example, Wandern, Ausflug, Nachtlocal,  Vaterland,  and so on in 
Za cher topolokhom ; on Limonov's anglicisms see Levin, 1984, pp.266- 
68; Dreizin, 1988, pp.55-67.
3170 n  Lev Tolstoi as a key figure in Krasnov's literary background see 
Popov, 1934. It is worth noting an episode from Za chertopolokhom  
which recalls the opening of Tolstoi's K h a d z i - M u r a t :  'An old thistle 
like this sometimes stands on a winter field. It has become dry, faded, 
warped, wrinkles run along its stem, its flowers have become grey and 
dry, and yet so straight and proudly it stretches its calyx towards the 
sky. And it is impossible either to break or bend it' (Krasnov, 1922a, 
p.218). As for Limonov, he fairly frequently uses Tolstoi's favourite
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itself as expounded to his younger relative Nikolai 
Nikolaevich Krasnov-mladshii (1918-1959) that appears to be 
shared to quite an extent by Limonov the writer.
In his book N e za b y v a e m o e  (The Unforgettable, 1959) 
Krasnov-mladshii recalls his last encounter with 'Grandfather', 
as the Ataman is called here (although he was not the b o n a  
f ide  grandfather of the narrator), in the Lubianka prison 
baths in 1945. 'Grandfather' instructs his younger fellow 
prisoner, who had been arrested together with the other 
Cossacks who had served in the German army:
Describe everything you'll go through, what you'll see 
and hear, everyone whom you'll meet. Describe it as it 
is. Do not embellish the bad. Do not lay it on thick. Do 
not curse the good. Don't lie! Tell only the truth, even 
when it hurts somebody. Bitter truth is always better
devices o f 'unmasking' (V.I.Lenin) and 'defamiliarization' 
(V.B.Shklovskii); take as an example the description of the guests at 
the Mendelsons' party in Limonov's Palach:  "’A parade of monsters!", 
decided Oscar in fear and, as if  his sight had been recovered, he saw 
greedy, widely opened mouths, red for women, withered for men, 
where monsters were pouring the light-yellow  champagne and 
thicker whiskey. Somebody even greedily crackled the ice-cubes.
Saliva and alcohol glittered on the corners of the mouths. Looks and 
facial expressions, that is, the ways by which the wrinkled skin of 
faces was composed, were bestial and breathed with lust. Hands and 
necks, emerging from under the clothes, exhibited knots o f veins and 
were ill-coloured. People's ill-health was visib le even through the tan. 
Men's faces against the background of white shirts, tightened with the 
funeral bow-ties, were shot with graveyard blue. Cheeks and chins, 
shaved only a couple o f hours ago, were already being split apart by 
hairs and covering over with bristle before one's eyes... Women's eyes, 
surrounded by capricious circles o f wrinkles, by pieces of weary 
powdered skin, were either protruding far away from the eye sockets, 
or, on the contrary, were sinking down deeply into their caves... The 
throng looked like ironed-out cannibals, gathered for the feast' 
(Limonov, 1993c, p.47).
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than sweet lies. [...] Don't fancy yourself a writer, 
philosopher, thinker. Don't draw any conclusions out of 
what is not clear to you. Let others do that. Don't run 
after the sharpness of a phrase, the beauty of words.
Not everyone has a talent for this. Just be Nikolai 
Krasnov, and not an artist and a writer. Simplicity and 
sincerity will be your best advisors.318
There is hardly anything in the above statement which might 
have em barrassed  L im onov-the-d irty -rea lism -supporter,  who 
prefers the 'documentary' Moi pokazaniia  (My Testimony) by 
Anatolii Marchenko to Solzhenitsyn’s V kruge pervom  (First 
C irc le ) .319 However, more surprising is the fact that the 
contemporaries of both Krasnov and Limonov have 
discovered the same contradiction between the writers' 
intentions (or pretensions) and their practice. General Denikin 
wrote on Krasnov's reports from the Russo-Japanese theatre 
of war:
Krasnov's articles showed talent but they distorted 
facts. Every time he sacrificed the real truth to 
departmental interests and fantasy, Krasnov would 
interrupt his reading for a moment, and say, 'Here, if 
you please, gentlemen, is poetic licence, for a more 
dramatic effect'... The element of poetic licence to the 
detriment of truth ran throughout Krasnov's entire 
life .320
Professor Zholkovskii's conclusion concerns the short story by 
Limonov entitled ’Krasavitsa, vdokhnovliavshaia poeta' (The 
Beauty Who Inspired the Poet, 1990), but it could be applied 
to Limonov's creative activity in its entirety:
318Krasnov-mladshii, 1959, pp.82-3.
319Gidoni, 1980, p.155.
320Denikin, 1975, pp.102-03. (The translation has been slightly  
amended - A.R.)
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The above structural analyses of this short story could 
puzzle a reader sure in his belief that Limonov could 
only describe simply 'what had happened'. [...] However, 
not everything 'had happened' exactly in the way it was 
told, and not everything that 'had happened' was 
included in the story.321
Even so, there is no doubt that Krasnov and Limonov also 
have their differences. First of all, a common approach to the 
material does not necessarily mean affinity in style. Then, 
under no circumstances would Krasnov accept Limonov's 
contempt for Christianity322 and Limonov's view of the Civil 
War as a struggle between Red patriots and White patriots.323 
Nonetheless, this serious divergence does not outweigh what 
both belletrists agree on, either in life or in art. What is 
especially convincing here is that Limonov's pamphlet 
'Ischeznovenie varvarov' was created under the apparent and 
strong influence of Krasnov's novel Za chertopolokhom.
2.3. 'ISCHEZNOVENIE VARVAROV' BY LIMONOV AND ZA 
CHERTOPOLOKHOM B Y  KRASNOV.
'Ischeznovenie varvarov' (The Disappearance of the 
Barbarians, 1984) was first published in the French periodical 
Z o u lo u .3 24 In it the author tries to imagine what would 
happen to the world if all the Russians suddenly disappeared 
from earth without a trace. Krasnov's futuristic novel, 
published in Berlin in 1922, is based on the assumption that
321Zholkovskii, 1990, pp .158-59.
322See Limonov, 1994a, p .11.
323See Limonov, 1993, p.96.
32^We have not been able to see either this publication or the Parisian 
almanac Muleta T>, in which Limonov's piece appeared for the first 
time in Russian. In 1988 'Ischeznovenie varvarov' was re-told, in great 
detail and not without excitement, by the Soviet propaganda 
newspaper Golos rodiny  (see Kozlov, 1988) and then re-published in 
the first issue o f the Moscow newspaper Sovershenno sekretno  in 
June, 1989 (pp.20-21).
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Russia remains unvisited virtually by anybody for nearly half 
a century, being hidden behind impregnable thickets of 
thistles (the rest of the world in the meantime published 
maps where, as Krasnov puts it, 'there is a huge black blob 
instead of the Russian Empire and an inscription with 
ominous red letters: "the plague!"'.325 Krasnov is mainly 
preoccupied with the events and changes Russia underwent 
during this imaginary period of its history rather than with 
the political and economic processes that affected Western 
society as a result of Russia's self-removal (which became the 
almost exclusive focus of interest for Limonov). Krasnov takes 
an 'inside' look at Russian internal affairs, whereas Limonov 
mainly concentrates on an 'outside' view of the Western 
reaction to the mysterious disappearance of the Russians. 
However, the starting point for both authors is identical:
325Krasnov, 1922a, p.8.
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Za chertopolokhom Ischeznoven ie  v a r v a r o v 326
In 19** a Frenchman called On the early morning of 29
Potin reached the longitude September 19** an Air France
Pskov-Kiev on a special 001 plane, after flying
aeroplane. He noticed a accurately over the required
continuous green sea, number of kilometres from
interspersed with black spots of Paris to Moscow slit through
soil burned under the sun. the dense clouds and began to
There was no sign of life (p.27). descend in order to land at
Sheremet'evo airport, but 
neither the airport nor the 
capital of the USSR were in 
their usual places. Through the 
heavy rain pouring on the 
territory of the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics, the pilots 
could discern only the white 
firmament, rem iniscent of 
freshly-dried plaster (p .17).327
According to both Krasnov and Limonov, a world without 
Russia is a world in disarray. Incurable unemployment, 
destructive clashes between competing political parties, the 
incompetence of the authorities and upheavals in Third World 
countries are presented in both works as proof of the inability
3 26From now on the pages of the quotations taken from both texts are 
shown in the essay in brackets according to the Berlin 1922 edition of 
Za chertopolokhom  ('Ol'ga D'iakova i Co' publishing house) and to the 
M oscow 1992 edition of Ischeznovenie varvarov  ('Glagol' publishing 
h o u s e ) .
3 2 7 It is remarkable that neither of the writers mentions the exact 
year. What stopped them from indicating the precise date, as George 
Orwell and many others Utopian and anti-Utopian authors did? This 
detail could be regarded as a piece of circumstantial evidence of 
Limonov's awareness o f the novel by Krasnov.
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of the leading Western democracies, which Krasnov with great 
originality calls 'gniloi Zapad' (the rotten West), to solve 
problems of any kind, and as a reason for distracting the 
attention of the population from domestic troubles by 
creating a myth of enigmatic and dangerous aliens.
This is, according to Krasnov, an ordinary day in late 
tw en tie th -cen tu ry  Britain:
England. London. Eight thousand dead bodies and 
twenty one thousand wounded (eleven thousand - 
seriously) were picked up after yesterday's brawl 
between the Sinn Fein supporters and the Red Lion 
groups, the representatives of the English People's 
Party. The Opera Theatre, where a show for children 
was in progress, was blown up under the supervision of 
Roid-Morzh, the leader of the Labour Party. About six 
thousand children of the local bourgeoisie died. The 
miners' strike continues (p. 182).
The disproportion between the abnormally exaggerated 
figures of victims and the routine experience of everyday life 
which those figures are meant to represent produces a comic 
effect, although in poor taste. In his turn, Limonov, hardly 
more subtle, illustrates the disorder in British society through 
the improbable three-week delay in the broadcast 
announcement of the Russian 'withdrawal'. No less hyperbolic 
in terms of violence, Limonov's description also raises the 
question of moral disorientation in what constitutes the 
notion of 'an important event' in public opinion, as the 
disappearance of a whole country is the equal here of the 
running nose of Lech Walesa and of the equestrian mishap of 
Prince Charles:
And only after checking the facts out, after careful 
weighing of pro and contra, after getting special written 
permission from madame Prime Minister, the BBC 
announced the super-disappearance on the 20th of
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October. 'The news is read by Eugene Long. Headlines 
first: the leader of the independent trade-union 
'Solidarnoszcz' Lech W alesa is ill. He has a runny nose... 
The unexpected disappearance of the Soviet Union... 
Prince Charles fell off a horse (p.24).
First, it is worth noting that both writers mention in these 
extracts (indirectly, but in an easy-to-guess manner) two 
British Prime Ministers, Lloyd George and Mrs Thatcher. 
Moreover, it is not by chance that Limonov chooses the device 
of 'mock news' here. In this episode he simply follows 
Krasnov, who claims that the information about England was 
extracted from the Pskovskie oblastnye vedomosti  
newspaper. The modern media source (BBC) in the text by 
Limonov replaces the traditional one from the novel by 
Krasnov and the angle of the presentation turns 180 degrees 
(it is not Russia that comments on Britain, but vice versa).
Still, the main idea remains the same. By the way, advanced 
media technology is already present on the pages of Z a  
chertopolokhom  in the shape of the s v e to d a r  (remotely 
resembling TV) and dal 'noskaz ,  which is something like radio. 
Limonov only takes advantage of knowing what was really 
invented by mankind, not what was expected to be invented.
Some of Krasnov's motifs are transformed by Limonov for 
more serious reasons than just the technical progress of the 
twentieth century. An example is the scene of the solemn 
entrance of the Tsar and the Patriarch of the future Russia in 
Krasnov's book:
The Tsar was wearing a dark green caftan in the 
German style with a wide blue ribbon across his 
shoulder and high leather Wellington boots; the 
Patriarch - a black monk's mantle with a diamond cross 
and a white hood (p.251).
For Limonov with his cautious assessment of the monarchy 
and the Orthodox church as the possible foundations of
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tom orrow 's R ussia ,328 the very appearance of the royal 
garments of Peter the Great's epoch, piously transferred to 
the modern age, would seem irresistibly funny. This subject is 
particularly sensitive for Limonov, as he formerly earned his 
living making clothes.329 Consistent in his denunciation of the 
West, Limonov rearranges the theme into the motif of those 
at the’ helm who dressed up quite unsuitably (the most 
famous example of which is the tale by Hans Christian 
Andersen, The Emperor's New Clothes), and aims it at 
President Reagan and Mrs Thatcher:
...The President of the United States, on this occasion 
dressed in a red-and-blue Superman suit and escorted 
by Bionic Woman and Spiderman... madame Prime 
Minister of England, dressed in an S-and-M three-piece 
black leather outfit... (p.25)
On the other hand, Krasnov and Limonov unanimously 
caricature the dubious role of Jewish intellectuals in the West. 
Both authors find the alleged Jewish leadership in Russian 
emigre and French national thought ridiculous:
328See Limonov's invectives against Solzhenitsyn in Limonov, 1986, 
pp.2-3; Limonov, 1994g, p.3; and Limonov, 1994h, p.23.
329Limonov even devoted several pages, full o f feeling, to the specific 
role o f dress in our society (see Limonov, 1993, pp.302-04). To Krasnov 
clothing also means something special. He colourfully describes the 
fashions o f Utopian Russia (Krasnov, 1922a, pp. 197, 251) and earnestly 
discusses the benefits of Russian attire in contrast to European dress 
(ibid., p .247).
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Za chertopolokhom Ischeznoven ie  va rv a ro v
...a plump Jew, the Chairman of 
the Union of R uss ia n  writers in 
Germany... [the emphasis is 
mine - A.R.] (p.45)
On photos this new philosopher 
[Andre Glucksmann - A.R.] 
would always stand on the 
right side of the late Sartre and 
on the left side of the late 
Raymond Aron. (Not to be 
confused with yet another new 
philosopher, Bernard Levy, who 
is placed on photos on the left 
side of the late Sartre and on 
the right side of the late Aron) 
(p.23).
Such a coincidence, however, belongs to the category of 
predictable kinship, i.e., the closeness which is predestined 
either by the emigre status of the writers or by the situation 
when the whole state is in absentia. Hence, some of the points 
listed below can be occasionally spotted somewhere else, not 
only in Krasnov's and Limonov's works. Still, it is hardly 
possible that one could 'find  a third text which contains all 
these minor details in a similar context. So, it would not be 
unwise to add to the category in question, as a mark of 
genetic succession from Krasnov to Limonov, the abundance 
of Western (mostly North American, German and French) in­
details; the sneering depiction of the fictional Russian emigre 
salon  of Viktoriia Dvorokonskaia in Berlin (Za  
c h e r t o p o l o k h o m , pp.30-40) and of the real Russian dissidents 
from Bukovskii to General Grigorenko ('Ischeznovenie 
varvarov', p.23); the reaction of the frontier guards of the 
adjacent countries who saw Russia vanishing, and of their 
governments (is it not strange that the unnecessary 
tautological use of the word gra n i t sa ,  'border', and its 
derivatives can be observed in both texts?):
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Za chertopolokhom
Bordering states had to move 
their towns and villages away 
from the border. [...] Polish 
troops rebelled against their 
government and, still under 
arms, left for home [...] because 
of the dreadful scenes they saw 
( P - 2 7 )
Ischeznoven ie  v a rva ro v
Mass madness seized the 
border guards of the East 
European countries bordering 
on the Soviet Union. Platoons, 
companies, even entire 
battalions were plunging into 
senseless frenzy and 
aggression, when they saw how 
the sappy meadow grass and a 
birch grove, spreading towards 
the border from their side, 
stopped suddenly and on the 
Soviet side... changed into white 
matter of unknown origin. This 
matter was stretching deep into 
Soviet territory, as far as the 
eye and the Zeiss binoculars of 
the border guards could reach. 
East European governments, 
shocked by the events, 
managed somehow to hush the 
affair up, after the immediate 
replacement of the military on 
the border with the [...] white 
plaster desert (p .19).
To this should be added the westward-bound rumours about 
the long-covert existence (Krasnov) and about the unexpected 
disappearance (Limonov) of Russia, which proved to be 
reliable in both cases (Za chertopolokhom,  p.51;
'Ischeznovenie varvarov', p.20); the handful of Westerners, in 
both works following the same route (via Poland) with the 
aim of rediscovering the Russian paradise lost; and the 
readiness (Krasnov) and the need (Limonov) to welcome the
discovered / missed enemy of yesterday, without whom 
something very essential is lacking:
Za chertopolokhom
Germany was in the middle of 
active preparations to receive 
Russia, and in the evening in 
the Potsdam Sans Souci park 
the children who broke away 
from their minders sang: 
Deutschland, Russland iiber 
alles, iiber alles in der Welt 
(p .296).
Ischeznovenie  varvarov
'Give us back the Soviet Union 
[...] shouted the demonstrators 
[...] '...Find the bloody fucking 
Russians!' demanded [...] the 
President of the United States 
[...]. 'If there aren't any 
Russians any more, maybe it's 
worth inventing them?' asked 
Liberation  (pp.24-5, 29-30).
Although the idea of deserted Russian territories which 
turned out to be a paragon of prosperity was in the air at 
least since the time of Khrushchev,330 there is a motif in both
330See, e.g., 'At this time the West European intelligentsia discovered 
for itself with excitement a new field o f activity in the East. Yves 
Montand and Jean Vilar and Charles Aznavour appeared one after the 
other on M oscow and Leningrad stages. Politicians, journalists, 
writers, businessmen, sportsmen follow ed them... The fearful crimson 
Russian desert turned out to be a hospitable and fertile field' (Aksenov, 
1991, p .275). Similarly, the poetical metaphor o f poisonous weeds seems 
to be quite common in the political context of the 1920s. A poem by 
Aleksei Gessen could serve as an example:
Pa3pocyiMCb, pa3ryyifl/iMCb Ha BOAe 
JTe6eAa, Aa peneft, Aa 6ypbHH...
BbiineA ceflTeA b b  HHCToe n o A e ,
B3HA AyKOllIKO 3aMOpCKMX COMflH. [ . . . ] 
H e  AOJKAaACH t o t  ceH T eA b  B c x o A a  -  
EytfHbi TpaBbi, 6ecnAOAHbi necKM...
JlMllIb H p e 3  AOATMe, AOJXTVie TOAbl 
PI3 3eM AM  JIOKa3aAMCb pOCTKM.
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pieces which seems to be purely original, viz, a demand for a 
special breed of Russians who can participate in the process of 
the resurrection of the country:
Za chertopolokhom
[Ataman Anichkov, heading the 
revival of Russia,] learned how 
to convey his thoughts at a 
distance, and in an obscure 
dungeon a one-hundred-and- 
tw en ty -year-o ld  m onk 
revealed to him the Book of the 
Future and the list of honest 
men, pleasing to God. By means 
of hypnosis Anichkov 
summoned these people from 
all over the world (p .117).
OTpaBMAM Ab MX ropbKMe TpaBbl,
HanoMA am mx haom necox - 
TOAbKO IlOAOH KOBapHOtf OTpaBbl 
CyiaAKOBaTblft M AMJIKMtt MX COK.
Oh cy/iMT He6biBayibie MyKM 
TeM, kto  BbinbeT ero HeB3Hanait,
Ho ho Aenbi coSpaAM, a BHyKM 
C HAOBMTbix noAett ypoacatf... [. . . ]
Pycb! HapoA TboR rAyMMTCH m nAHineT,
riO C A e XCaTBbl AMXOft OXMOAOB...
K to-to HMBbi tbom JiepenaiueT 
nO A  MHOft, 6AarOAeTOAbHblK COB...
(Gessen, 1924, pp .l, 2, 26; the poem was written between June 1921 and 
January-February 1923.)
Ischeznovenie  varvarov
...special agents are already 
searching high and low for 
biologically pure Russian 
emigres to recruit them for the 
troublesome role of the would- 
be progenitors of the revived 
Russian nation... (p.30)
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Yet as a rule, and as in part was demonstrated above, 
Lim onov is repeating Krasnov's moves not literally, but as if 
reflecting them in a m irror.331 The image of a mirror is yet 
another link in a chain connecting the two authors together. 
Being a kind of trademark for Lim onov's writings with its 
alm ost obligatory narcissistic associations,332 the mirror 
structure is no less significant in Krasnov's novel, because the 
U topian genre often involves the 'from : the-opposite' logic in 
the description of an ideal society: what is no good here and 
now must be changed for good - somewhere, som etim e.333
Trying to discern the future of Russia from the present, both 
writers resort to the art of m iracle-w orking and prophecy (to 
which a mirror is also not an entirely alien accessory), 
although what exactly they predict is two diam etrically 
opposite events. At the beginning of the twenties, when 
Russia lies in ruins, Krasnov foresees its resurrection in all its 
previous glory and even more, so that other peoples and 
countries seek for Russian help and advice and thrive after 
getting them .334 As for Limonov, at the point of what seems 
to be the peak of Communist strength he predicts the total 
disintegration of the Soviet empire. W hat Krasnov reckons to 
be the natural phenomenon of Russian political expansion,335
33 does the same to Pasternak’s Doktor Zhivago,  to Nabokov’s D ar ,  
and to the Norman Mailer novel An American Dream.  See Shukman, 
1983, pp.5-6; Ryan-Hayes, 1988, pp.438-59.
332See Smirnov, 1983.
333The Utopian aspect o f Za chertopolokhom  is thoroughly examined 
in Waegemans, 1990. On the Utopian thinking of Russians in general 
see, for instance, Kleberg and Stites, 1984; Stites, 1989; Baehr, 1991; 
Clowes, 1993; and Paperno and Grossman, 1994.
334 ’The Russian example seems sobering to many. The pro-monarchic 
movement gets stronger in France, Italy sends all its socialists to 
Eritrea in Africa, and God knows what's going on there [...] ...ration 
cards were cancelled last week, and now, thanks to Russian flour and 
poultry, Berlin is flooded with food' (Krasnov, 1922a, pp.376-77).
3 3 5 In one of the episodes of Za chertopolokhom  there is a map in the 
voivode Shuiskii's office, on which 'there was a fresh-made
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Lim onov overturns as the voluntary 'exit' of one sixth of the 
Earth. Limonov's forecast has already proved to be correct - 
at least partly, at least for the time being. W hether or not the 
dreams of Krasnov come true rem ains to be seen.
As a more experienced prophet, Lim onov is well aware of the 
fact that the less detailed the prediction, the more acceptable 
it may be.336 Probably because of this he prefers not to 
reflect every single trifle of Krasnov's futuristic vision in his 
artistic 'm irror', but to put the m ajority of them onto the 
other side of the looking glass, so to speak (namely, to omit 
th e m ).337 In his turn, Krasnov would also completely ignore 
certain elements of Limonov's outlook, such as avant-gardism  
(to which Limonov paid due deference while he was an 
underground poet)338 or his homosexual bravado (it does not 
m atter w hether genuine or phoney).
inscription on the Gobi desert: the Dalai Lama province' (Krasnov, 
1922a, p.222); cf. also 'Poland fell into Russian arms like a ripe fruit [...] 
Russia restored itself to its 1914 borders, extended by important 
acquisitions in Central Asia' (ibid., p .375).
336This might also be a reason why the positive programme of 
Limonov the politician is so vague.
337It might even be the genre o f Utopia itself that has squandered all 
its credit, in Limonov's opinion. Note his hesitating tone in the 
follow ing sentences: '...or was it the idea of organizing the human 
masses by human intellect that turned out to be a false idea? Did the 
combination of Utopian tales with the medieval skeleton of the state 
have its effect?' (Limonov, 1993, p .287). Limonov's ironic response to 
Krasnov, who attributed the presence o f the Russian Utopia to the 
second half of the twentieth century and ascribed its Utopian roots to 
the 1917 Revolution and the Civil War, could also be tracked down in 
the following passage: 'We are, yes, living in the UTOPIA. Hip-hip- 
hurray! But this splendid Utopia has had a criminal past' (ibid., p.351).
338The Head of the St.Petersburg School of Fine Arts, a certain 
Samobor, condemns the Imagists, the Cubists and the Futurists as ugly 
and lunatic art movements (Krasnov, 1922a, pp.325-26; see also ibid., 
pp.149-50, 339, 380).
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In 'Ischeznovenie varvarov' this bravado is reduced to the 
size of an epigraph deriving from the poem 'W aiting for the 
B arbarians' (1904) by C.P.Cavafy (1863-1933), the celebrated 
G reek author internationally famous for his openly autoerotic 
and hom osexual verses:
And some of our men just in from the border say
there are no barbarians any longer.
Now what's going to happen to us w ithout barbarians?
They were, those people, a kind of solution.339
The meaning of these lines is not limited, of course, to being a 
sign of the hom ophilia of the poets referred to. It introduces 
questions which have engaged Limonov for a long time: what 
is the true content of the concepts of 'civilization' and
'barbarity ', and what is their m utual relationship?
2.4. CIVILIZATION AND BARBARITY A LA LIMONOV.
Sum m arizing the commonly accepted view of these two 
notions, Lim onov finds very superficial and insufficient their 
juxtaposition as denoting a society with a high level of 
cultural and social organization, and som ething rather 
am orphous, rude and wild. In the eyes of a priggish W estern 
in d iv id u a l,340 the best representative of the civilized world is 
the W est itself (i.e. W estern Europe and the USA, despite all 
their differences). In this case, Russia (or the former USSR), 
which is still fighting for the right to be regarded as a 
European state, is a good example of a big scary barbarian. A
339The quotation is taken from the book Cavafy, 1984 (p. 15), and 
differs from the one Limonov uses in Limonov, 1992d (p. 17). Either 
Lim onov relies on another translation, unknown to me, or his memory 
lets him down.
340Limonov characterizes him thus: 'The world [...] for him is 
Barbaria, where (he sees it on TV) wicked dictators rule the poverty- 
ridden masses and where only tragic events could happen: riots, death 
sentences and murders' (Limonov, 1993, p.253).
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half-R ussian, half-U krainian by orig in341 and a W esterner by 
the two-fifths of his life spent in the USA and France,
Lim onov willingly plays with such an opposition, but sees its 
danger at the same time. His autobiographical character tries 
on the clothes both of a barbarian and of a civilized person. 
Savenko the adolescent, encountering a Russian girl from 
France, says, 'How do you do, m ademoiselle!'. She answers: 
'How do you do, barbarian!'.342 Limonov in the short story 
'O byknovennaia draka' (An Ordinary Fight) says: 'I am sick 
and tired of being civilized, of pretending to be submissive, 
e m a sc u la te d ... '.343
The last statement m ight lead the reader to the conclusion, 
first, that civilization is not always a wonderful thing, and 
second, that the border between civilization and barbarity is 
very fragile indeed.344 Limonov describes how he sees typical 
W estern  m iddlebrow s:
[they] condescendingly despise b lood-th irsty  'outdated ' 
barbarians, forgetting sim ple-m indedly that no 
slaughter by the non-civilized 'underdeveloped' world 
has so far exceeded the European Guinness Book of 
Records achievement - 49 m illion, killed in 1939-45;345
of an episode experienced in France, he writes:
Once, in a discotheque in Nice, someone learned that I 
was Russian and called me a pig. Graciously, I forgave
34 *Cf. the Cossack (that is, not entirely Russian) ethnic background o f
K ra sn o v .
342Limonov, 1994, p.214.
343Limonov, 1993b, p.227.
3 4 4 Cf. the reflections of one of Limonov's fictional characters: 'What a
monotonous barbarity our civilization is, as a matter of fact!'
(Limonov, 1993b, p. 106). Cf. also the oxymoronic nickname invented 
by Eduard the housekeeper for his boss the multimillionaire: 
varvarski i  baron (Limonov, 1993a, p.301).
343Limonov, 1993, p.231.
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this untypical representative of the French people his 
b a rb a r i ty ;346
of post-Com munist Moscow, full of W estern goods of poor 
quality, he says:
Fuck civilization (Tsivilizatsiia, ebi ee m a t ').347
Lim onov also objects to the contrasting of civilization and 
barbarity, because the former can easily be dism antled to the 
level of the latter, whereas the latter, taken as savagery by 
error, m ight turn out to be the former. The death of W estern 
civilization, threatened by the USSR, is what the Americans 
and Europeans fear in ’Ischeznovenie varvarov’:
...and then all of us will end up in the death camps 
under the red banner. And bearded barbarians will be 
gobbling up our pate and drinking our French wine in 
cafes on the Boulevard Saint-Germ ain and the Champs 
d ’Elysees... and reading our Proust... (pp.23-24)348
346Limonov, 1990, p.51. See Limonov's short story 'Salat Nisuaz' (The 
N ice Salad) in Limonov, 1995c, pp.225-42.
34^Limonov, 1993, p .170.
348Som e of the extremists may even welcom e the forthcoming 
collapse. As John Galant, one of the characters in another of 
Limonov's works, says about his comrade: 'I imagined him to be a 
healthy contrast to us, a representative of a barbaric tribe with fresh 
blood. Who comes to oust our tribes, tired and exhausted by vulgar 
materialism and a food surplus...' (Limonov, 1993b, p .60). John Galant 
continues: 'I don't even fear death, I can't understand what danger 
means, because civilization and discipline shielded me up from 
m yself... It is worthwhile razing the civilization we have - the 
civilization of the intentionally sim plified man - to the ground...'
(ibid., pp. 105-06). Cf. an opinion of Eduard the housekeeper: 'our 
civilization deserves to be destroyed because it enslaved man, deprived 
him o f himself, deprived him of his free mind' (Limonov, 1993a, 
p .391).
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Lim onov's position is ambiguous. Sometimes he shows 
solidarity  with the W estern apprehension: 'The W estern 
European countries will have a lot of trouble with the millions 
of barbarians who will flood their lands, attracted by W estern 
w ealth  and im petuous boasting ...'.349
Sometimes, as in his essay 'Thirteen Studies on Exile', he 
teaches 'a W estern philistine’ a lesson in history:
And what about the Soviet threat to the W est? I don't 
believe it exists. The USA and Europe, together, are 
twice as strong as the USSR. The two world wars were 
launched by W estern democracies, and not by the USSR. 
No Soviet soldier has ever occupied one inch of U.S. 
territory, whereas in 1919 the United States sent an 
'expeditionary force' into Soviet territory. The USSR has
never used nuclear weapons, whereas in 1945 the
United States introduced a sinister era by dropping 
atomic weapons on the civilian populations of Hiroshim a 
and Nagasaki. If we dig deeper into history, we will 
uncover other invasions of Russia by the West: 1812, 
1855, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1941... Any objective 
observer would have to conclude that it is Russia who 
should fear the West, and not the contrary.350
Judging by all this, Limonov is more concerned with the 
destiny of world civilization as a whole than with that of a 
particular country, and he expects the catastrophe to break 
out soon: 'it seems that entire peoples will die or end up in 
barbarity [...] in these years of turm oil'.351
He warns, however, that post-Com m unist Russia is already on
the way to disaster: 'We are contemplating the death of
349Limonov, 1993, p.33.
350Limonov, 1990, p.52.
35 L im on ov , 1992a, p.284 (the quotation is taken from the 1990s 
epilogue to the 1986 novel).
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c iv iliz a tio n '.352 Defending Russia's originality, its unlikeness to 
the W est, which might be termed ’barbarity ' by those who are 
not as civilized as they probably imagine, Limonov claims: 
'Russian civilization is one of the great civilizations of our 
t im e ',353 and even more: 'Soviet socialism  and [...] W estern 
regim es are branches of the tree of the same civilization '.354
Returning to Za chertopolokhom , Krasnov's treatm ent of the 
subject is very similar. Professor Karl Theodor Kleist says to 
him self about Russia: 'This is an ideal state... people live here 
enjoying Nature and Beauty... The country is wild, yes, but it 
is so splendid!' (p.248).
Seeking for the formula which would allow Russia to keep its 
non-W estern individuality without detrim ent to its w orld­
wide reputation, Krasnov and, following him, Lim onov borrow 
heavily from  the ideas developed by the Russian intellectual 
m ovem ent called 'Eurasianism ', established in the 1920s in 
e m ig ra tio n .355 One of the central tenets of the Eurasian 
doctrine claims that Russia belongs neither to Europe nor to 
Asia, but constitutes something in the m iddle, the continent of 
Eurasia. Krasnov articulates this peculiar m ixture:
352Limonov, 1993, p.95. The demise of civilization is not an unfamiliar 
subject to Krasnov, in whose Za chertopolokhom  Professor Waegemans 
reveals some knowledge o f Spengler's book Der  Untergang des 
A b e n d l a n d e s  (in Russian translated as Zakat Evropy).  See Waegemans, 
1990, p .146.
353Limonov, 1993, p.96.
354Limonov, 1993, p.259. For more on the question of Barbarity versus 
Civilization from the point of view of Limonov see Limonov, 1993a, 
p.391; Limonov, 1994b, p. 118.
355For more on Eurasianism see: Mirsky, 1927; [H.N.Spalding], 1928; 
Riazanovsky, 1967; Sobolev, 1991; Sobolev, 1991a; Gumilev, 1991; 
Kozhinov, 1992; Ignatow, 1992; Ochirova, 1993 (the last work, however, 
suffers from serious scholarly inadequacies), et al. On Eurasianism in 
Za chertopolokhom  see Waegemans, 1990, pp.149-50.
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The true holy Russia was standing in front of Kleist, 
with her quiet rivers and quiet life, with her deep 
thousand-year-old thought, which had gained a special 
wisdom. It was not Asia, because it was radiant with a 
vivid mind, a witty word, games of youth, sparkled with 
inventions of human thought and a huge masterful 
machinery. It was not Europe, for it froze in religious 
adoration of God, Nature and Beauty, in quiet 
contem plation of misty dawns and bloody sunsets, in 
the m oonlit reverie of Eastern philosophers and in the 
quest for God. It was Eurasia itself - the very centre of 
two great, ancient worlds, where the inquisitive 
philosophy of the wise men of Tibet and China and the 
negative mind of the far W est flow together in a strange 
harm ony (p .263).
Lim onov's concept of 'Eurasianism ' is less expanded and, 
therefore, less clear. However, 'Russia as a sentinel of the 
Eurasian terrain' is one of the key images of Limonov's book 
Ubiistvo chasovogo . As his 'M anifest rossiiskogo 
natsionalizm a' (The M anifesto of Russian Nationalism , 1992) 
d e m o n s tra te s ,356 Limonov the atheist accepts the Eurasian 
motto more in a geographical and political sense than 
re lig io u s ly .357 Krasnov also treats some ideas of the Eurasians 
with scepticism  and reservations.358 W hat is more im portant 
than these negligible (for our im m ediate purpose) issues and 
what unites both artists is that they use the Eurasian
356See Limonov, 1992g.
3 57Orthodox Christianity for most o f the Eurasians was a corner-stone, 
in contrast to other varieties o f National Bolshevism  (see Agurskii, 
1980, p .98). Cf. a fragment from Limonov's poem 'Sebe samomu' (To 
M y self):
B o r a  to ace H eT y,
JlMlUb MHTe/iyiMreHTbi 
B ep flT  b  6acHK> 3 T y ,
21a e m e  CTyAeHTbl (Limonov, 1986a, p.5).
358See Krasnov, 1928, p.8.
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term inology and ideology to sustain a simple idea, which, 
nevertheless, is far from being an axiom for everybody.
Russia is a self-reliant and a self-respecting state with its own 
cultural m aturity, a country which nobody should either 
threaten or be afraid of; which has as much right to teach 
others how to behave as have other countries to teach her;359 
and the loss of Russia would leave an irreparable void in the 
innerm ost self of the planet.360
339Limonov ironically suggests, on behalf of a fictional French 
journalist, a possible reason for the disappearance o f Russia: 'Maybe 
we drove them up the wall with our reprimands, just as an old, puffed- 
up, grumbling and vice-ridden teacher pesters lively  and cute 
children? And so, they escaped from the sticky classroom, not w illing  
to "behave themselves"?' (Limonov, 1992d, p.30). Cf. the reaction o f a 
St.Petersburg student after the lecture on the situation in Europe by 
Professor Kleist: 'Yes... That is what you call Europe! Thank God, we're 
fenced o ff from it here by thistles' (Krasnov, 1922a, p.206). Once again, 
we face a mirror-like situation here; only this time the 
teacher/lecturer uses Europe as a negative example. Cf. also an extract 
from the conversation between Kleist and a chemist called Dmitrii 
Ivanovich Berendeev: 'We present ourselves to Europe not like poor 
relatives, not like pupils and adolescents, but like benefactors and 
teachers' (ibid., p.209). I am indebted to Mr Dewhirst from the 
University o f Glasgow (Department o f Slavonic Languages and 
Literatures) for pointing out that a book by the Russian chemist 
Dmitrii Ivanovich M endeleev (an obvious prototype for Berendeev), 
entitled K  poznaniiu Rossii  [1906] (Munich, [1924]), might rightly be 
seen as anticipating the Eurasian doctrine.
360This last presumption by both writers arises in accordance with 
the pattern created by Saltykov-Shchedrin in his tale entitled 'Dikii 
pomeshchik' (The Wild Landowner) (special attention should be drawn 
here to the adjective dikii ,  a synonym for v a r v a r s k i i ) .  The story is 
about a landowner who treated his peasants in such a way that they 
prayed to God to spare them their burden. God transported all the 
peasants to another place, whereupon the landowner became wild and 
b arb a ro u s.
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Now it is high time to explain why I regard the assumed 
liaisons between Krasnov and Lim onov to be 'dangerous'. F irst 
of all, the juxtaposition of the two remains risky, as, to the 
best of my knowledge and despite the many facts m entioned 
above, there is no direct evidence of Lim onov's acquaintance 
with any texts by Krasnov. A direct appeal to Limonov would 
hardly be of any help.361 However, we can try to establish the 
truth by recourse to his autobiographical confessions. In 
Podrostok  Savenko  Limonov depicts a girl called Asia, a 
daughter of recent Russian repatriates from  France then 
living in Khar'kov. Among the m ultilingual library which 
A sia's fam ily contrived to retain despite their wanderings, 
there are some Russian books published in emigration. Asia 
lends these books to Ed for reading.362 Presuming this is not 
pure invention and bearing in mind that Za chertopolokhom  
happened to be a very popular novel with a print-run far 
exceeding the usual number of copies of ordinary emigre 
books, we would consider the chances of Eduard Savenko the 
adolescent flipping through the pages of at least this Utopian 
fiction as quite a strong possibility. For Limonov the grown­
up living in emigration the chances increase: it is not for 
nothing that Limonov boasts in his Ubiistvo chasovogo  that he
36 lC f. unsuccessful attempts to resolve the analogous difficulties by 
Olga Matich: Limonov's Eto ia - Edichka seems 'to be linked with 
Venedikt Erofeev's M oskva -P e tu s h k i  [...]. The name Edichka sounds 
like Venichka, the childish, Christ-like, and Dostoevskian hero o f  
Erofeev's novella. When asked about the similarity in a private 
conversation, Limonov said that he had never considered the 
resemblance' (Matich, 1986, p.358; see also Epshtein, 1994, p. 176); and 
by A.Zholkovskii: Limonov, 'when asked who influenced the poem  
'Zhena bandita' [The Bandit's W ife], answered challengingly: "The 
bandit's wife'" (Zholkovskii, 1992, p. 18). See Limonov's teasing lines 
dedicated to Zholkovskii:
...PeuiM, npo<tieccop Aamk,
Kto noBYiMflyi - E o A /ie p  m/ im P eM 6o
M/IM /K W Ab-BepH ? (Limonov, 1986b, p.6)
362Limonov, 1994, p.208.
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has read thousands of books in several languages.363 Even the 
present writer, who has not read as much - so far - knows 
who Ataman Krasnov was.
Secondly, in the event that after these speculations the 
influence of Krasnov on Limonov can now be taken for 
granted, the quintessence of their links so unequivocally 
relates to the notion of an impending cataclysm  that it is 
alm ost impossible to pass it off as merely the result of a 
purely  abstract m editation. (There apparently exists, 
how ever, som ething that m ight perhaps be termed the 
general Russian fixation with approaching doom. It would be 
sufficient, for example, to m ention Solzhenitsyn and A m al’rik  
in the second half of the twentieth century alone.)
Finally, if  my hunch about the Krasnov and Limonov creative 
link is correct, we might expect a last resemblance, dotting all 
the 'i's, that is, a violent death for Limonov, comparable to 
that of Krasnov, the heroic type of death which Limonov so 
obviously admires and aspires to. Though this final touch, if it 
happens, would probably confirm  in a m ost visual way that 
the worlds - and not only the poetic worlds - of Krasnov and 
Lim onov are kindred phenomena, I would not wish it on the 
author of 'Ischeznovenie varvarov', not for the world. We 
cannot, however, rule out the outrageous possibility of a
363Limonov, 1993, p.9. Nataliia Baschmakoff, Professor o f Russian in 
the University o f Joensuu (Finland), a Finn of Russian descent who 
lived for a considerable period o f time in Great Britain, Finland and 
France, assured me that practically every Russian emigre family o f  
earlier generations used to own books by Krasnov. As far as Z a  
c h e r t o p o l o k h o m  is concerned, it is mentioned in la.A.Bromberg's book 
Zapad, Rossiia i Evreistvo (Prague: Izdanie evraziitsev, 1931, p .6) in 
connection with the ‘illegal’ trip o f the emigre V.V.Shul'gin to Soviet 
Russia: the destination of the trip is called 'beyond the "thistle"' {za  
'c h e r to p o l o k h ' ) .  Neither Krasnov him self nor the title o f his book is 
named specifically, which prompts us to believe that Bromberg was 
referring to something com m only known.
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danger like this. For patterns repeat themselves, in life as 
well as in literature.
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C hapter 3
THE DOPPELGANGER, OR THE QUEST FOR LOVE: 
E duard Lim onov as V ladim ir M aiakovsk ii
n o c / i e  C M e p m
HaM
CTOHTb JIOHTM HTO pftAOM ...  
B /ia A M M w p  MaHKOBCKMft, «I0 6 M A e ftH o e »
3.1. GENERAL BACKGROUND.
Unlike the problematic influence of Krasnov, M aiakovskii's 
im pact on Limonov's writings is not to be questioned.364 In 
fact, this topic alone is so extensive that it m ight become the 
subject for a separate Ph.D. thesis or a book. Surprising 
though it may seem, no one has spoken about it at length, 
although some passing rem arks on this issue have been made 
in the course of the last few years.
3 6 4 Som e scholars mention it rather briefly, without providing any 
proof (see, for instance, Zholkovskii and Shcheglov, 1986, p .278). 
A.Kron, who seems to be the first to put the names o f Maiakovskii and 
Limonov together (in his critique o f Limonov's novel Eto ia - Edichka),  
does not develop the comparison, confining him self to the title o f and 
the epigraph to his essay, taken from Maiakovskii's poem 'Nate' (see  
Kron, 1979). E.Tikhomirova appears to be the only person who denies, 
for no apparent reason, Limonov's and M aiakovskii's affinity: "the 
model for [the] poetic conduct [of Limonov's Eto ia - Edichka] does not 
come from the 'great poet Vovka Maiakovskii'" (Tikhomirova, 1994, 
p.62). Cf., however, the opinion o f the critic Benedikt Sarnov:
'Limonov is no Maiakovskii, o f course1 (Sarnov, 1993, p.43).
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Thus, P.Carden, analysing Eto ia - Edichka , points out that one 
can 'hear in the narrator's voice [...] the frank megalomania of 
M a iak o v sk ii '.365 Z.Zinik is convinced that the idea of Eto ia - 
E d ic h ka  owes its very existence to M aiakovskii’s poem 
Vladimir I l ’ich Lenin (1924):
M ayakovsky, whom Lim onov clearly  admires, once 
stressed the stereotype of the m orally invincible 
bolshevik: ‘If a weeping bolshevik were exhibited in a 
museum, gawpers would stare at this rarity from dawn 
to dusk.’ Limonov has decided to exhibit a weeping 
dissident; and gawpers have not hesitated to come and 
s ta re .366
C.Sim m ons posits that Lim onov's autobiographical protagonist 
inherited  (not w ithout reservations, though) M aiakovskii's 
provocative literary pose, together with his 'poetization of his 
own vu lnerab ility '.367 O.M atich finds sim ilarities in the types 
of lyrical hero (including his attitude to the idea of proletarian 
revolution) in M aiakovskii's long poems Oblako v shtanakh  
(Cloud in Trousers) and F le i ta -p ozvo n ochn ik  (The Backbone 
Flute) and in Limonov's novel Eto ia - Edichka, as well as in 
their p lo ts .368 F.Dreizin asserts that Lim onov's frequent use of 
foreignism s for satirical purposes continues this tradition, of 
which M aiakovskii was one of the chief advocates.369 In 
connection with Limonov's novel Palach,  an account of the 
career of a professional sexual sadist, Ia.M ogutin (perhaps 
unjustly) claims that sadistic m otifs were introduced into 
Russian literature for the first time in the 1920s by 
M aiakovskii (and some other poets).370
365Carden, 1984, p.226.
366Zinik, 1984.
367See Simmons, 1993, pp.102, 184-85.
368See Matich, 1986, pp.528, 535.
369Dreizin, 1988, pp.55, 57, 66.
370Mogutin, 1993, p.312.
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All these observations look fairly predictable, because 
M aiakovskii's legacy, 'having been brought in by force, like 
potatoes during the reign of Catherine the Second',371 had 
becom e part and parcel of the cultural luggage of every 
Soviet/Russian citizen even before Lim onov came into the 
world. One of Limonov's contem poraries has written:
M aiakovskii is not simply a literary fact, he is a part of 
our everyday life and, as they say, our biography. As 
we were not born yesterday, we could say, in 
M aiakovskii's own words, that we studied his poetry not 
through M aiakovskii himself. We studied it through the 
governess in the kindergarden, through the teacher in 
the classroom, through the leader in the pioneer camp. 
W e studied it through actors' and announcers' voices, 
through newspaper headlines, through banners in our 
factory workshop, and through posters in the m ilitia 
passport office.372
That sort of publicity might indeed take away the taste for 
any work of art, regardless of its value. It is not for nothing 
that in the middle of the 1980s Lim onov regards 
M aiakovskii's poetic influence as 'perennial'373 (implying that 
it has lasted too long) and rates the Futurist Velimir 
Khlebnikov (whom he sees as M aiakovskii's m entor) much 
higher, because M aiakovskii 'tidied up the powerful Futurism  
of his teacher, made it Soviet-like and comme il f a u t \ 374 
Limonov also says that M aiakovskii, in his public readings, 
when answering questions, used a repertoire of jokes 
prepared well in advance.375 These statem ents, however, do 
not disprove Lim onov's reverence for M aiakovskii, because 
for the young poets in the 1960s, when Limonov moved from 
provincial Khar'kov to Moscow in search of a proper poetic
371Pasternak, 1982, p.458.
372Karabchievskii, 1985, p.7.
373Limonov, 1985, p.37.
37^Limonov, 1985, p.36.
375See Limonov, 1994d, p.43.
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m ilieu, a recently erected statue of M aiakovskii, located near 
the Kremlin, symbolized the spirit of the anti-establishm ent 
rebellion, in politics as well as in aesthetics. Another of 
L im onov 's contem poraries recalled:
The statue of M aiakovskii was unveiled in the summer 
of 1958. During the official opening ceremony the 
official Soviet poets read their poems. After the 
ceremony those members of the public who wanted to 
also started to read aloud some poetry. Such an 
unexpected and non-planned turn of events pleased 
everybody, and it was decided to have m eetings here on 
a regular basis. [...] People (m ainly students) started to 
m eet almost every day. They would read poems by 
forgotten and repressed poets, som etim es - poetry of 
their own. Occasionally debates about art and literature 
would occur. It turned out something like an open-air 
club, something similar to Hyde Park. The authorities 
could not tolerate these dangerous initiatives for long 
and banned the meetings fairly soon. [...] At the 
beginning of 1965 a new wave of young poets emerged 
with the intention of regenerating the activities at 
M aiakovskii Square. They arranged several 
perform ances and [public] disputes and again started to 
distribute their collections of poems via S a m i z d a t , etc. 
They called themselves by the strange word SMOG, 
standing for 'smelost', my si', obraz, glubina', and for 
'samoe molodoe obshchestvo genieV . [...] Of course, they 
were not recognized by official Soviet literature, their 
writings could not be published, their public 
perform ances were banned, but, on the other hand, the 
authorities could not bring themselves to jail such a lot 
of people at once. These poets had wide connections 
and, together with the circle formed at the time of the 
'First' M aiakovskii Square, they amounted to a 
significant force.376
376Bukovskii, 1978, pp.127-28, 218-19.
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Although it is not quite clear whether Limonov him self was a 
'full mem ber' of the SMOG m ovem ent,377 he definitely rubbed 
shoulders with sm ogis ty ,  and some of them (Leonid Gubanov, 
V ladim ir Aleinikov) can be found among his one-time friends. 
A leinikov's name is mentioned in the fictional account of the 
F u tu rist A leksei Kruchenykh's (1886-1968) crem ation 
attended by the young Ed Limonov and his circle. The event 
itself is m eant to signify Limonov's line of descent from the 
Futurists, whom  he deferentially calls the representatives of 
the 'm ovem ent which blew Russia up in the old days'.378 This 
is indicated by a conversation between Lim onov and his 
acquaintaince M orozov. During the crem ation, M orozov
spoke about Futurism  and historical continuity. That the 
epoch would be over in a quarter of an hour. Ed 
objected: - The epoch had been over for a long time, 
since the end of the 1920s and even before 
M aiakovskii's death. Apart from some fifty Moscow 
intellectuals, the country does not have the faintest idea 
that Kruchenykh had been alive for the last 40 years 
and could be seen in a snack bar on Sretenka Street.
Just stop anybody who happens to be about, and he will 
tell you that the Futurists passed away sometime 
straight after the [Russian] Civil W ar.379
In a more straightforw ard form the fact that Futurism  
became a source of inspiration for Lim onov and his associates 
was articulated in 1977 in the m anifesto of the 'Konkret' 
group, to which Limonov allegedly belonged:
The 'Konkret' group m aintains the tradition of the old 
Russian a v a n t - g a r d e ,- not the m ost w ide-spread 
tradition of Acmeism, but the rarer tradition of
377For more on SMOG see Grani,  61, 1966, pp. 14-24; Mishin, 1994; 
Krokhin, 1994; Shokhina, 1995.
378Limonov, 1987, p .150.
379Limonov, 1987, p .147.
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Futurism  and, in some points, the tradition of the 
OBERIU movement which followed the Futurists.380
3.2. LIMONOV ON MAIAKOVSKII.
W henever Lim onov m entions M aiakovskii,381 he almost 
always adds the epithet velik i i  (great) to his name382 and 
tries to establish personal bonds with M aiakovskii's life and 
legend. Limonov's autobiographical hero acts as if he and 
M aiakovskii were on friendly term s383 (he often calls the poet 
in a friendly way 'Volodia' or, with affection, 'Volodichka', or 
even slightingly - 'Vovka'). He meets two (out of the m any384)
380Limonov, 1977, p.44. On the 'Konkret' mystification see Chapter 1 o f  
the present work.
38 Ht may be necessary to say a few words here about Maiakovskii's 
position with respect to the Futurist movement. The gist of the 
discussion concerning the relationship between M aiakovskii and the 
Futurists could be reduced to two contradictory standpoints: 1) 
Maiakovskii's poetics were very largely Futurist (see, e.g., Stapanian, 
1986), and 2) Maiakovskii had only a brief and stormy romance with 
the movement and betrayed it fairly soon (see, e.g., Khodasevich, 1954, 
p.223; cf.: Limonov 'betrayed [...] the poetics o f modernism which 
nurtured him as a poet', Vail' and Genis, 1987, p. 120). The truth seems 
to be somewhere in between, as usual: Maiakovskii was too exceptional 
to lim it him self entirely to Futurist aesthetics, although it was an 
integral part o f his artistic manner. Here is an example o f what is 
different and what is common: 'the Futurist 'word as such' or 'self- 
sufficient word' is relevant to Maiakovskii as well as to these poets 
[Khlebnikov and Kruchenykh], only it takes metrical, not 
morphological or phonological, form' (A izlewood, 1989, p .l) .
382See, for example, Limonov, 1993a, pp.66, 321.
383Maiakovskii's lyrical hero does almost the same to no less a person 
than Pushkin in the poem 'Iubileinoe' (1924), a line from which has 
been used as the epigraph to this chapter.
384See Katanian, 1993; Katanian, 1993a. Cf. also Anna Akhmatova's 
opinion: 'I think Maiakovskii was in love with these three [Lilia Brik,
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m ajor muses of M aiakovskii, Lilia Kagan-Brik385 (in Moscow) 
and T atiana Iakovleva-L iberm an386 (in New York City), and 
ponders: 'It is strange how fate persistently links Edichka 
with the sexual legends of another great poet'.387 In the novel 
Inostranets v smutnoe vremia Limonov's young alter ego (this 
time he carries the name 'Indiana', just for a change) 
introduces him self to the poet Arsenii Tarkovskii: '-Indiana?- 
asked Tarkovskii again. - Yep... - Sounds like the 
'e lectro technician  Jean' in M aiakovskii's verses388,- the 
m aster burst into laughter'.389 Years later, giving a public 
reading in M oscow, Indiana emulates M aiakovskii's behaviour 
on stage: '- Hello, Russians!- he said and stuck his hands in his 
pockets, as M aiakovskii used to do '.390
The real Limonov does not seem to be willing to disprove the 
attitude of his autobiographical counterpart. Characterizing 
his political opponents (whom he loaths), he notes that they 
'sw ear by M andel'shtam  and curse by M aiakovskii'.391 He also 
says in one of his interviews:
...even my prose has been compared several times to
M aiakovskii's works by the French [critics], in respect of
its spirit.392. I don't think it's accidental. Again, that
Tatiana Iakovleva and Veronika Polonskaia], and with another thirty 
three' (Chukovskaia, 1980, vol.2, p .271).
383See the description of Lilia Brik in Limonov, 1987, pp .150-51.
386See Iakobson, 1942, pp.57-59; Iakobson, 1956, pp .173-206.
387Limonov, 1993a, p.239.
388See Maiakovskii's poem 'Marusia otravilas" in V.V.M aiakovskii, 
Polnoe sobranie sochinenii v trinadtsati tomakh, M oscow, 1958, vo l.8, 
pp. 188-95. All quotations from Maiakovskii's works are taken from this
edition, and further references to it are given in the text, citing
volum e and page numbers only.
389Lim onov, 1992b, p .180.
39^Limonov, 1992b, p.24.
391Lim onov, 1993e.
392According to Limonov's letter to the poet Aleksei Tsvetkov of 17 
February, 1981 (see the Historisches Archiv, Forschungsstelle
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Siniavskii used to tell me more than once: in some 
episodes of your Dnevnik  neudachnika  there is 
something close to M aiakovskii in spirit. [...] That 
rebellious spirit (no, 'rebellious' is not the right word), 
that revolutionary spirit (in the philosophical sense of 
the word) I probably do possess. I like some things by 
M aiakovskii. I like his Oblako v shtanakh.  Save that, I
like only some bits and pieces, here and there. I like his
Levyi marsh  (The Left M arch) like mad. I don't care
w h a t  it was written about, but this is a terribly
powerful poem. Nobody will ever surpass the line 
'Vashe slovo, tovarishch m auzer’. This is a fact. I m yself 
would like to have composed those lines.393
3.3. LIMONOV'S TEXTUAL BORROWINGS FROM MAIAKOVSKII.
The shrewd rem ark about the proxim ity of Lim onov's prose 
and the spirit of M aiakovskii’s poetry w ithstands attem pts at 
verification, as direct borrowings from  it in Lim onov's fiction 
are m inim al. M aiakovskii's notorious line 'Ia liubliu sm otret', 
kak um iraiut deti' (I, 48) undoubtedly lies behind the 
following passage in Limonov: 'I like those who are dying [...] 
She is in bed on the third floor, she is moaning, groaning and 
reading the children's poet A .A .M ilne'.394 M aiakovskii's poem
Osteuropa, University o f Bremen, A.P.Tsvetkov's collection), the 
French critic Alain Bosquet called Limonov 'possibly a scandalist o f  
M aiakovskii's stature'. Limonov comments: 'Aleksii, my friend, this is 
the highest [praise] that one can receive from a journalist'.
393Mirchev, 1989, p.87. Later Limonov says it again: 'the lines "Tishe, 
oratory, vashe slovo, tovarishch Mauzer" by the revolutionary poet 
M aiakovskii are my favourite' (Limonov, 1994i, p .21). It is symbolic 
that an exhibition devoted to Limonov's life and work took place in 
November, 1993, in the Maiakovskii Museum in M oscow. The real 
Limonov him self was one of the exhibits there (see Shokhina, 1993; 
Stomakhin, 1993).
394Limonov, 1992c, p .150.
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'K huligan' (VII, 180-83) may have been a literary source for 
Lim onov's novel Podrostok Savenko.  Another M aiakovskii 
poem, 'Ko vsemu' (To Everything), looks almost like a digest of 
another Limonov novel, Eto ia - Edichka. The lover of the 
lyrical hero leaves him for m ercenary reasons, as becomes 
clear from the description of the 'sumptuous habitat' of the 
lucky rival:
B MflrKOtt nocTeyiM
OH,
(JipyKTbi,
BMHO Ha ZiaflOHM HOHHOrO CTO/lMKa (I, 104).
The lyrical hero's reaction to what happens is exemplary for 
Edichka the desperado (he seeks the solution of his personal 
problem s in revolutionary circles):
3aTpaB/ieHHblM 3BepeM HaA MMpOM BblCTOH) [...] 
b nepHbix Ayuiax y6wtfij m aHapxMCTOB 
3aa :ry cb  KposaBbiM bmaohmom ! (I, 105-06).
So is the confessional tone of the first-person narration:
Ho Kpan no/iHoe cepAite 
Bbi/ibio
B MCJIOBeAM! (I, 106).
The final scream of the lyrical hero to some extent clarifies 
the meaning of the title Eto ia - Edichka , dictated by the 
unquenchable thirst for the im m ortalization of every single 
experience of the artist's dearly beloved self:
rpflA ym w e aioam!
KTO Bbl?
B ot - R,
B ecb
6oAb m yuiM6.
BaM saBemaio h caA (J)pyKTOBbiJt
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Moeft BeyiMKotf Ayurn (I, 106).
In addition, one can see a rem ote resem blance in Limonov's 
Ukroshchenie tigra v Parizhe  to the picture of the night sky in 
M aiakovskii's 'Pis'mo tovarishchu Kostrovu iz Parizha o 
sushchnosti liubvi' (in both extracts the image of the comet is 
accom panied by unusual 'culinary ' connotations):
VI BOT
c KaKOtt-TO
rpOUIOBOtt CTOAOBOtt,
K oraa
AOKMJie/lO 3T0,
M3 3£B a
AO 3B03A
B3BMBaeTCfl CAOBO 
3OA0T0pO3CAeHH0ft KOMOTOft.
P acn A acT aH
XBOCT
H e 6 e c a M  Ha TpeTb,
6AeCTMT
m ropMT o n e p e H b e  e r o . . .  (IX, 384-85)
a n d
The stars, opaque and shaggy, were fuming. [...] Comets 
were flying right past his face. Their splashes covered a 
large piece of sky, like the m ilk spilled from a glass onto 
the kitchen floor.395
The very title Ukroshchenie tigra v Parizhe - a novel about 
the subduing of an ill-behaved Russian girl who shares her 
life with the principal character - is probably a topsy-turvy 
version of M aiakovskii's lines
T a x o r o  AH)6MTb?
H a 3TaKMft pMHeTCH!
395Limonov, 1994b, pp.277-78.
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ZIoti:*cho, yKpoTMTeyibHMLta.
H oyixho , M3 3BepMHija! (IV, 92),
the only difference being that in M aiakovskii's poem it is a 
woman, not a man, who is the tamer. Then, one of 
M aiakovskii's neologisms 'm assom iasaia' (I, 215) in a slightly 
m odified form ('m iasom assaia') is used in the description of 
L im onov's 'sister in arms' Anna R ubinshtein.396 This is 
practically all the available evidence on this point. (It m ight 
be useful to recall, however, that M aiakovskii intended to 
move to writing prose fiction.397 M oreover, there is a strong 
chance that M aiakovskii's novel, had it been written, would 
have proved to be very instructive for Limonov. M aiakovskii 
confessed: ’I wrote up my novel in my mind and did not put it 
down on paper because, while writing it up, I became filled 
with hatred of the fictitious and started to demand from 
m yself something which is based on facts and surname' (I,
28). Is it not interesting that the first novel by the former 
poet Limonov, Eto ia - Edichka, was devoted to his own 
experiences as a Russian emigre in New York City and even 
included, in its first version, the real surnames of the people 
he m et?398)
3.4. SIMILARITIES IN LIMONOV'S AND MAIAKOVSKII'S 
ARTISTIC PRINCIPLES.
396Limonov, 1992a, p.219.
397He declared: 'I want to and I will switch from verse to prose. I 
should finish my first novel this year [1925]' (I, 27).
398At the latest stage these names appeared in easily recognizable 
disguise (e.g. 'Aleshka Slavkov' = the poet Aleksei Tsvetkov, 'Efraim 
Veselyi' = the writer and film director Efraim Sevela, 'Erast 
Provozvestnyi' = the artist Ernst Neizvestnyi, etc.). Since then Limonov 
has been applying the same technique, e.g. 'Efimenkov' (the writer 
Evgenii Evtushenko) and 'Lodyzhnikov' (the dancer Mikhail 
Baryshnikov) in other parts o f his autobiographical saga.
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N otw ithstanding the paucity of textual sim ilarities, 
M aiakovskii's and Lim onov's poetry appears to be very close 
in the way it was written. In his well-known essay 'Kak delat' 
stikhi' (How Are Verses M ade?) M aiakovskii confessed that 
while working on his poetry he heard a sort of rhythmical 
rum ble (g u l ) first, and only later did the rumble m aterialize 
into specific words. He adduced a 'half-baked' stanza of his 
poem  'Sergeiu Eseninu' as an example:
B b i  y i im M  p a  p a  p a  p a  p a  b Mwp mhoA.
M oaceT  6biTb, .neTMTe p a  p a  p a  p a  p a  p a .
H m aB aH ca b b m , hm 6a6bi, hm JiMBHOft.
P a  p a  p a  
p a  p a  p a  p a
Tpe3BOCTb (XII, 102).399
Lim onov exposes the same device in his poem 'Letit volna ot 
berega drugogo' (A Wave Is Rolling from  Another Shore):
KorAa-HM6yflb mohh  3a 3T0 m HaKpowT 
TpaM-TaTa-TaM!
K orA a-H M 6yA b m s h h  3 a  3T0
Y6bi0T HaBepHO T p aM -T a-T aM !400
399Cf.: ’In summer 1919 on the platform of the carriage of the 
suburban train M aiakovskii mumbles with concentration: 'Ta-ta-ta, ta- 
ta-ta, ta-ta, ta-ta-ta, ta-ta-ta, ta-ta. What is this metre? Hexameter? It is 
good to start an epos with a hexameter!' That's how the beginning [of 
the poem 150 000 000] 'Sto piat'desiat millionov - mastera etoi poemy...' 
appeared' (Iakobson, 1942, p.58).
^OOLimonov, 1977b, p .64. Cf. an extract from Limonov's composition 
'My - natsional'nyi geroi': ’[Limonov] is becoming drunk and starting 
to sing 'Iz-za ostrova na strezhen', na prostor khmel'noi volny 
vyplyva-aiut raspisnye - ...tritatata - tritata" (ibid., p .60). It is curious 
that Limonov uses a 'sound-like' association, akin to Maiakovskii's, in 
his explanation of how he works as a writer: 'It is very important to 
find the right key (t o n a l ' n o s t I was a poet for a long time, and 
because o f that it is very important for me to find the right key' 
(Limonov, 1994j, p.5).
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In both examples the rhythm looks as though it is som ewhat 
more im portant than the words, and besides, in Limonov only 
those words remain on display without which it would not be 
possible to understand the m eaning of the poetic message.
W hat seems to be another im portant point is that Limonov 
belongs to the Russian literary tradition of treating poetry as 
a w eapon,401 a tradition which can be traced back at least to 
Pushkin and Lermontov and of which M aiakovskii was 
perhaps the closest to Limonov in time and therefore the 
m ost influential representative. M aiakovskii demanded:
H  x o n y ,
hto6 k lUTbiicy
JipwpaBHfl/iM  J iep o  (VII, 94)
and proclaim ed:
HbiHMe
HaniM nepbtf -
lHTbIK
Aa 3y6bH bmyi (VI, 54);402
C T p o K a  -  
n a i p o H .
CTaTbfl -
o6ottMa (IX, 111)4°3
Further study of M aiakovskii's and Lim onov's verse reveals 
m ore of their partial interchangeability in terms of topics and
40 ^ f .  his words: 'It's no coincidence that I wrote poetry for all those
years. It was the only weapon I had with which to fight the world'
(Glad, 1993, p.265).
402Cf. Limonov's statement: 'I see my books as bayonets thrust into the
belly o f Russian literature dozing' (Matich, 1984, p .230).
4 0 3 For a more elaborated metaphor o f poetry turned into an arsenal 
see Maiakovskii's poem Vo ves' golos (X, 282).
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aesthetics. Both poets dedicate many poetic lines to New York 
and Paris.404 In their poetry they quite often combine the 
tone of the ode with the content of a satire (cf. the titles of 
M aiakovskii's poems 'Gimn vziatke', 'Gimn kritiku', 'Gimn 
sud'e', etc., with Limonov's 'Oda Sibiri', 'Oda armii'; it is 
notew orthy that Limonov's m anuscript collection of poems for 
1969-70 carried the title Ody i otryvki). The tradition of 
M aiakovskii's satire was developed by Lim onov in his long 
poem  G U M  (the abbreviation stands for 'gosudarstvennyi 
universal'nyi m agazin'), where he portrays a gallery of 
Russian characters with the help of their 'telling' surnames: 
e.g., the military man M ordailov (from m o r d a , mug), the 
youth Prytkin (from the pry tk i i ,  lively, sharp, agile) and 
o th e rs :
T yT  j io K y n a e T  Ma/ieHbKMft Kotitm a kh h  
E o / ib in y io  YiaMiiy a / ih  H on ett .
VI JioK ynaeT  3Aecb Co iia m b k m h  
Ha KyXHK) HOBbltf BblKAIOHaTeAb.
VI JioKynaeT TyT Xo3hKkmh 
ZlBepHbie pyMKM nonpo^H ee
VI noKynaeT TyT klHaceHepKMH 
KapHM3. TOpniep. W AIOCTpbl Tpw 405
M aiakovskii him self had readily used this device, e.g.,
'dvornik Sluzhbin', 'kvartkhoz Ovechko' (VII, 142), etc. It is 
more im portant, however, that the whole poem  by Limonov 
continues and develops M aiakovskii's poetical advertisem ents
404See Maiakovskii's poetic cycles Par i zh  (VI, 197-227) and Stikhi ob 
A m e r ik e  (VII, 7-95); Limonov's Parizhskie stikhi  (Limonov, 1982a, 
pp. 110-16) and some parts of the untitled cycle with the dedication 
'Elene ot ee byvshego muzha i neizmennogo druga' (appended to 
Shchapova de Carli, 1984, no pagination).
40^Limonov, 1979, p.43.
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w ritten in 1923 on a commission from GUM to promote its 
clothes, tobacco, watches and food (V, 274-76).
It is curious that in some other contexts both M aiakovskii and 
Lim onov describe food with the only purpose of making the 
reader feel sheer disgust. Compare:
JIonayiMCb a w a h ,
IipoeBlilM Cb H3.CK.B03b,
M COMMAOCb CKB03b TpeiitM H bl C a /1 0 ,
M yTHoft p e K o tf  c s o t n a a c e t t  CTexaAa  
BM ecTe c wccocaHHOft 6 y A K o f t  
xeBOTMHa CTapbix KOT/ieT (I, 191-92)
a n d
Oh  3acoBbiBaeT b  noyiocTb p i a  
n ep eM a A b m a eT  A ecH oft  
h t o - t o  B p o A e  6bi T B o p o r a  
H6HT0 6 y A T 0  6bl TBOpOXOK 406
Because of many characteristic features of their work, both 
M aiakovskii and Limonov deserve to be called poets of the 
disgusting and revolting. In the following example the motifs 
of prostitution, sacred objects and signs of decay on someone's 
faces are skilfully intertw ined by the two rhym esters. 
C om pare:
B ee  3TM, JipOBaAMBllIMeCfl HOCaMM, 3HaH)T: 
h  -  Bain no3T .
[...] MeHH OAHOrO CKB03b ropflllJMe 3AaHMfl 
npocTMTyTKM, KaK CBHTbiHio, Ha p y x a x  noHecyT... (I, 62)
a n d
EeccTbiAHbie pacK paineH H bie  a s b k m  
Ae p a c a  3 y 6 a M H  BeTXMMM rHMAbiMM
406Limonov, 1979, p.7.
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a  b B o / io c a x  B e 3 A e  M y a c c K o e  c a / i o  -  
yieiawT c 6eAOKpbiAbiMM MeMTaMM - 
o Aa!
Aa!Aa!
npeACTaBbTe! HapaBHe.407 
Or take the m otif of being a proud rapist with no remorse: 
...M3HacM/iyio
VI b  cepAAe HacMeniKy n/iiOHy eft (I, 105)
a n d
M3HacMAOBa/i M Horwx b KycTax  
B ecb  mohoE r  n p o n a x 408
Lim onov follows M aiakovskii not only in his inclination to 
surprise the reader with unconventional statem ents, but also 
in making up new words.409 Thus, one of Lim onov's rare 
neologism s, d re m a e t  (instead of d r e m l e t , 3 person singular of 
the verb drem at ' ,  to snooze), was at first glance invented 
exactly for the same reason that many of M aiakovskii's 
neologism s were, that is, for rhyming words which in their 
natural form did not quite match the required m etre or 
sequence of sounds:410
- Mto MopraeT oh - hto HaAo - nero  oh aceAaeT?
HwHero oh He ace/iaeT - To/ibico oh ApeMaeT411
However, in this particular case this reason for bending the 
rules of grammar becomes unconvincing, because, unlike 
M aiakovskii, Limonov norm ally does not have any problems
407Limonov, 1977b, p .64.
408Limonov, 1979, p .80.
409See Humesky, 1964.
410Cf.: 'I always put the most characteristic word at the end of the line 
and find the rhyme for it at any cost' (XII, 106).
41 L im on ov , 1979, p .88.
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with writing unrhymed verse412 (e.g., lines 5-10 of the same 
poem  '-Kto lezhit tarn na divane? - Chego on zhelaet?’ rem ain 
u n rh y m e d ) .413
3.5. THE COMMUNITY OF LIMONOV'S AND MAIAKOVSKII'S 
CULTURAL CROSS-REFERENCES.
One can find that M aiakovskii and Limonov have many things 
in common by exploring their literary allusions, both in verse 
and in prose.414 Let us take the figure of Lev Tolstoi as an 
illustration. It is more than simple coincidence that his much 
celebrated reputation becomes a landm ark for these authors' 
excessive ambitions. In his poem  Voina i mir  (War and Peace) 
M aiakovskii 're-wrote' Tolstoi's world-fam ous epic. Pavel 
Lavut, M aiakovskii's impresario, recalls that once at a public 
perform ance M aiakovskii received a note from  the public
4 1 2 Cf.: 'Maiakovskii's verse may strike a reader as free o f the 
conventional restraints o f meter and rhyme, yet close analysis o f his 
lines reveals a carefully structured and com plex poetic artifice 
concealed but not destroyed by the breakup of the line into the 
conversational phrase patterns' (B[rown], 1985, p.277). These words 
apply equally (if not more so) to Limonov's verse (see the analysis of 
Limonov's poem 'la v mysliakh poderzhu drugogo cheloveka' in 
Zholkovskii, 1994, pp.148-63).
4 1 3 Such minor coincidences in M aiakovskii's and Limonov's poetic 
practice as using untranslated foreign words in Cyrillic, e.g. 
M aiakovskii's R iv -g o s h  (from the French la rive gauche; IV, 77) and 
Lim onov's l e z a r b r y  (from the French les arbres  ; Limonov, 1979, 
p .137), or the fact that Limonov's line 'V moikh briukakh ogromnyi 
polovoi organ' (ibid., p.80) was inspired by the title o f Maiakovskii's 
long poem Oblako v shtanakh do not need to be discussed further.
4 14D ostoevskii and Gor'kii have already been named among those who 
formed Maiakovskii's and Limonov's artistic background (see Otsup, 
1961, p .155; Humesky, 1964, p.4; Corten, 1968; Pasternak, 1982, p.453; 
Maramzin, 1978, p.69; Matich, 1986, pp.531, 533-37; Ryan-Hayes, 1988, 
pp.445-46; Limonov, 1990, p.49, etc.).
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saying, 'Comrade M aiakovskii, you are a rem arkably 
interesting [person]. It is obvious from your writings that you 
have an outstanding talent. I am sure that you will be the 
Tolstoi of our epoch, about whom you said that he had to 
appear'. M aiakovskii answered: 'I have no objections, apart 
from  wearing the beard '.415 As for Limonov, in his 
autobiographical saga he successfully revived the Tolstoyan 
pattern Dets tvo  - Otroches tvo  - Iunos t '  - [M olodost 'Y  
(according to Tolstoi's drafts of 1851-52, his autobiographical 
trilogy at first was designed as a tetralogy, Chetyre epokhi  
razvi t i ia ,  with M o lo d o s t '  as a fourth part).416 All that, 
however, did not stop either M aiakovskii or Limonov from 
constantly placing the name of Lev Tolstoi in a pejorative and 
hum iliating context. Employing parallels with the idol of 
several generations of the Russian intelligentsia, M aiakovskii 
used to make fun of himself:
npeBpamycb
H e  b  T o a c to to ,  T a x  b  T O A C T o ro  (VII, 17)
or of others:
A c He6a cMOTpeAa KaxaH-TO ApflHb
B e /iM H ecT B e H H O , K a K  J l e B  ToACToft (I, 63)
Ha cTeHe
p o c / i a  
y  M a p K c a  
n o A  T o A C T o r o
6opoAa (IX, 32)417
415Lavut, 1969, p.78.
416See Tolstoi, 1930, pp.241-45; the French critic Florence Lautredou 
seems to be the first to point to Limonov’s dependence on Tolstoi, as far 
as their autobiographical series are concerned (see Lautredou, 1987).
417See also Maiakovskii's poems 'Lev Tolstoi i Vania Dyldin' (VII, 192- 
95) and 'Vegetariantsy' (IX, 308-09).
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Limonov, who always wants to be second to none, says in one 
of his interviews:
Lev Tolstoi would look like a dreadful poseur and 
pretender today. Many of the ideas of his time are dead, 
life consists of entirely different conglom erations, so one 
can find a hundred authors who could write like Tolstoi 
and sometimes do so, but it is lifeless.418
He is far more eloquent in his fiction, though. Limonov's 
au tobiographical character says grudgingly:
If Lev Nikolaevich Tolstoi was alive, I would have given 
him a bash on the head with a log for his kitchen-sink 
m oralism  and unparalleled sanctim oniousness. For he 
did not write in his great works about the fair number 
of peasant girls he fucked on his estate.419
The disrespectful aggressiveness of this assessm ent m ight be 
in part explicable by the following rem ark by Limonov about 
one of his behavioural patterns:
I feel great because my name is a kind of punk name. I 
adopted it in 1964 when no punk m ovem ent existed, [...] 
and at the end of the 1970s I discovered that it was 
very fashionable to have a name like that - Sid Vicious, 
Johnny Rotten...! Eduard Limonov is less frightening, but 
it's artificial enough. In Russian, it sounds even more 
artificial then it does in English [as has been pointed out 
in Chapter 1, it derives from the Russian word for 
'lem on']. It indicates acidity .420
As if to support Limonov's self-assessm ent, the English 
version of his book Podrostok Savenko  was called Memoirs o f  
a Russian Punk. Oddly enough, punk culture constitutes yet
418Mirchev, 1989, p .103.
419Limonov, 1992c, p .168.
420Limonov, 1990a, p.415.
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another link between M aiakovskii and Limonov. The film 
director Slava Tsukerman, who shot a feature about American 
punks, testifies:
Punks were the only ones who held their breath 
listening to the records of M aiakovskii's voice. They 
were interested in the same things; they regarded 
M aiakovskii as the founder of their m ovem ent and first 
punk. The art of the 1920s was extremely close to them, 
as well as to me. We had many points of contact in that 
re s p e c t .421
3.6. MAIAKOVSKII, LIMONOV AND THE ART OF CINEMA.
A nother context dem onstrating Lim onov's dependence on 
views expressed by M aiakovskii is that of film. M aiakovskii 
appreciated cinem atography as a technical device which 
enabled the artist to reflect the versatility  and changeability 
of the modern age. In a speech given early in 1914 he 
com pares present-day conditions to the art of the cinema: 
'Everything has become [...] as on a motion picture film '.422 
M aiakovskii vigorously participated in the process of film- 
m aking as a theoretician and practicioner: he wrote critical
4 2 1 Mirchev, 1989, p.210. It is curious that in his short story 'Pervyi 
panic' (The First Punk) Limonov describes a musical and poetical show 
in the famous rock club 'CBGB' in New York which he attended in 1978. 
The program included Elvis Costello, A llen Ginsberg, Andrei 
V oznesenskii et al. John Ashbery read to the crowd of punks 'Levyi 
marsh' by Maiakovskii and was received exceptionally w ell (see  
Limonov 1995c, pp.206-16).
422Katanian, 1985, p.87. Cf. some poetic reverberations o f the topic: 
...riOflblMaiOCb CeHCKOH) ceHbio, 
cMHeMaTorpa<J)CKoft cepoft TeHbio (IV, 173).
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essays and screenplays, he acted in films and he tried to do 
som e d irecting .423
Lim onov has not been involved with the film  industry 
directly so far, and cinema certainly does not retain even half 
the novelty for him that it did for M aiakovskii. Limonov 
points out that 'cinema has always been an ersatz- 
entertainm ent and has rarely been raised to the level of art. 
[...] Cinema at its best has been sentim ental, and that's it’.424 
This tallies with M aiakovskii's standpoint, though: 
'C inem atography and art are different phenom ena' (I, 283); 
'The cinema is ill. [...] Cunning entrepreneurs lead it by the 
hand through the streets. They collect money by touching 
people 's hearts with sob-stories' (XII, 29).
Lim onov dislikes the illusory character of the cinema. He says: 
'The reality of the cinema is not real. It is a substitute. [...] So 
m any conventionalities have been bared during the less- 
than-a-hundred-year active history of the cinem a that they 
them selves destroyed the fundam ental illusion of the reality 
of film '.425 In Edichka's eyes the heroine of Limonov's Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  Elena made a terribly dangerous m istake by 'taking
423See, for example, Henderson, 1973; Polianovskii, 1983. According to 
E.J.Brown, there are some vestiges o f cinematographic influences to 
be found in Maiakovskii's poems 'Utro', 'Iz ulitsy v ulitsu', Oblako  v 
sh ta n a k h ,  F le i t a -p o z v o n o c h n ik ,  Voina i mir  (see Brown, 1973, pp.319- 
2 0 ).
424Limonov, 1993, pp.288-89.
425Limonov, 1993, p.322. Cf. the lyrical treatment o f the same subject: 
m e  Bee stm Good bad girls[...] 
m e  My JKvotHbi c 6necTflmMMM npoSopaMM [...]
Tne inyMHafl 3K30TMMecKan TOYina [...]
Mto cnyMMJiocb 3a Hannwcbio The End?
Ohm - cTapbie m He3aMeTHbie 
Tpflcn o6yie37ibiMM ro i^oBaMM 
atMByT Ha Central Park South[...] 
(Limonov, 1982a, pp.111-12).
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films seriously. She energetically tried to look like sexy film  
s ta r s '.426 This coincides with the position of the later 
M aiakovskii, who generally favoured docum entaries and 
new sreels to the detriment of feature films and, in particular, 
objected to the fact that in Eizenshtein's film  Okt iabr '  (1927) 
the part of Lenin was played by the (unprofessional) actor 
N ikandrov, whereas documentary footage of the real Lenin 
could have been used instead (see XII, 147).
A lthough Limonov admits that he is 'thousands of m iles away 
from  film-making in the scorching desert of the literary 
b u s in e s s ',427 his critics point to a certain cinem atographic
426Limonov, 1993a, p .130.
427Limonov, 1993a, p.369. However, the novel Inostranets  v smutnoe 
v r e m i a  informs the reader that Limonov was approached by the Odessa 
studios with an offer to make a film based on Podros tok  Savenko  
(named Self-portrait of  the bandit as a young man here). Limonov 
allegedly accepted the offer (see Limonov, 1992b, p.45). In May, 1998, 
the Russian version of the women's magazine El le  informed its readers 
(see p .56) that preparations are underway in Hollywood for a feature 
film based on Eto ia - Edichka, with Momo Mrdakovic as director and 
starring M illa Jovovic (we are grateful to Dr Margaret Tejerizo 
(Department o f Slavonic Languages and Literatures, University o f  
G lasgow) for bringing this information to our attention; however, in a 
personal communication Dr Robert Porter suggested that this might be 
a m ystification, because the surname Mrdakovic reminded him of the 
Czech m r d a t  'to fuck'). In addition, according to the short story 
'Veselyi i moguchii russkii seks1 (Russian Sex, Merry and Powerful), 
after the success o f Eto ia - Edichka a rookie Russian emigre producer 
tried to persuade Limonov to write a script for the first Russian 
pornofilm , whereas Limonov him self would clearly have preferred to 
be involved in the project as an actor (see Limonov, 1992, pp.432-46).
It is curious that Limonov rather unexpectedly associates his would-be 
casting in the film with the name of none other than Maiakovskii:
'With this pornofilm I can knock them out in one blow, so that these 
flipping sons of bitches could not whisper about me, as they did about 
Maiakovskii: 'Well, the poet had a small dick, and, you know, he could 
not really give his best as a lover'" (ibid., p.442).
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aura em anating from his works. An American scholar notes: 
'The story of Eddie and Anna [in Limonov's novel M o lo d o i  
negodia i]  is robust, even Bocaccian (one wishes that these 
characters could find their Fellini to recreate their adventures 
on film )'.428 The writer him self does not deny that the 
Sw edish film  director Ingmar Bergman has influenced his 
creative activ ity .429 It is probable that Lim onov's novel 
Istoriia ego slugi [His Butler's Story] was partly inspired by 
Frank Borzage's musical His Butler's Sister (1 9 4 3 ).430 One can 
argue that the title of Limonov's collection of short stories 
’A m erikanskie kanikuly’ [American Holiday] refers to W illiam  
W yler's classic comedy Roman Holiday  (1953).431 Captain 
Zil'berm an in Podrostok Savenko  is compared to Charlie 
Chaplin. The hero of Inostranets  v smutnoe vremia is named 
after Stephen Spielberg's adventurer Dr Indiana Jones. 
M oreover, in his pipe-dream  piece 'My - natsional'nyi geroi' 
Lim onov makes a confession regarding his fantasies about 
being appointed as 'an actor of world class' and claims that he 
was offered a role in the (non-existent) picture My iz Moskvy  
(We Are from Moscow) by no less a director than 
M ichelangelo  A nton ioni!432 As a French author summarizes, 
'[Lim onov] creates a cinem atography of his own'.433
428Carden, 1990, pp.230-31.
429See Zholkovskii, 1992, p. 18.
4 3 0 N.Sharymova's slip o f the tongue is revealing in this respect, as 
she asks the writer Evgenii Evtushenko whether he has seen a new 
book by Limonov which had recently appeared in French, and calls it 
’Sestra ego dvoretskogo’ (see Sharymova, 1985)!
43 * The romantic atmosphere of the old Hollywood pictures is re­
created by the author with a good pinch of salt in the title story o f the 
collection (see Limonov, 1992, pp.308-10). On Limonov's unsuccessful 
attempts to publish 'Amerikanskie kanikuly' as a separate book in the 
'Sintaksis' publishing house see [Kotliarov], 1986, p .l .
432Limonov, 1977a, p .58.
433Zand, 1985, p .l 16. For other important discussions of the art of 
cinem a and various examples o f cinematographic technique applied 
by Limonov in his books see Limonov, 1993a, pp.492, 496, 502, 506, 508, 
513, 521, 522, 525, 527-29, 531; Limonov, 1994b, pp.177, 253-59.
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It is not by chance that Limonov peoples his works with 
'foreign ' cinem atographic rem iniscences. M aiakovskii was also 
attracted to the cinema due to its international nature and 
because it was not as hampered by linguistic barriers, 
especially in the epoch of silent films, as public readings were 
(see XII, 125). The great self-prom oter stated quite plainly: 
'R ealizing that cinem atography serves m illions [of 
m oviegoers], I want to inculcate my poetical abilities into it. 
[...] I will write two hundred scripts, all by m yself (XII, 359).
It is amazing that the screenplays for three 1918 films in 
which M aiakovskii took part (Zakovannaia fil 'moi, Baryshnia i 
khu l igan  and Ne dlia deneg rodivshiisia , see XI, 481-85; cf. 
also the later version of Zakovannaia f i l 'moi  called S erd tse  
k ino ,  XI, 67-90) are all in tune with many of Limonov's 
dom inating motifs. The feature Zakovannaia f i l 'moi  touches on 
the them e of the artist's love for an unfaithful m ovie star and 
provokes a recollection of Edichka's passionate feelings over 
the infidelity of his wife and (photo)model Elena in Eto ia - 
E d ichka .  Baryshnia i khuligan pictures a young delinquent 
from  the workers' area of a city, and it is tempting to draw a 
parallel between the film script and Lim onov's P o d r o s to k  
S a v e n k o ,  a disturbing narration about life in the working class 
outskirts of Khar'kov during the first post-Stalin years. N e  
dlia deneg rodivshiisia tells the story of a young uneducated 
w orker turned poet who longed for success and recognition, 
m anaged to gain it in the world of capital, and m et with a 
bitter disappointm ent at the end of the day. The same 
m otivation (i.e., grandiose am bition mingled with feelings of 
love for somebody hardly attainable) drives Lim onov's 'o ther 
self', which seems to be rather unsophisticated in its early 
days, from provincial Khar'kov to Moscow and then to New 
York City and Paris, where our hero finally becomes a 
respectable but disillusioned writer (it is worth noting the 
apparent autobiographical subtext attached to the libretto of
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Ne dlia deneg rodivshiisia, which in the first instance was 
m eant to be based on Jack London's Martin Eden).434
An autobiographical hero appears in M aiakovskii's scripts at 
least twice: in the Ideal i odeialo and Kak pozhivaete?  (XI,
487, 129-48). The latter opens with a stunning scene when 
two M aiakovskiis m eet in the street and repeat each other's 
gestures. In the light of the constant reappearance of the self- 
im age in M aiakovskii's and Lim onov's works, the scene leads 
us to the heart of what these men of letters share, namely, 
the m otif of the D o p p e lg a n g e r  (the double), which dauntingly 
stands out from their other favourite themes.
3.7. IMAGES OF DOUBLES IN MAIAKOVSKII’S AND 
LIMONOV'S ARTISTIC UNIVERSE.
3.7.1. M aiakovskii’s doubles.
A natolii Lunacharskii perspicaciously stated:
M aiakovskii had a double, and that was his m isfortune. 
[...] Maiakovskii sensed him, was afraid of him and did 
not like him, but the double was im portunate. The worst 
of it all was that the double was also attractive, which 
scared M aiakovskii more than anything else (because if 
you had an antipathetic double, it would be relatively 
easy to brush him aside). It is the attractiveness of the 
double which proves that he is real, that he incorporates 
some of your own features: you oust them  from your 
mind, and precisely because you expel them  from  your 
consciousness, they condense nearby into another, 
ghostly person who does not actually follow you, but
434For the comparison between Limonov's Molodoi  negodiai  and 
London's Martin Eden see Vail' and Genis, 1987, p. 127.
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lives inside you as a subconscious, half-conscious and 
supplem entary  in d iv id u a l.435
Lunacharskii's observations can be reinforced by some other 
sim ilar statem ents. Boris Pasternak perceived the 
unsurm ountable barrier dividing the early and the later 
works by M aiakovskii.436 M ark Slonim published an article 
entitled 'Dva M aiakovskikh' (Two M aiakovskiis).437 Count 
Sviatopolk-M irskii reckoned that M aiakovskii had 'two 
so u ls '.438 The artist Iurii Annenkov wrote: 'he represented a 
far too rare example of the split personality. M aiakovskii the 
poet m oved alongside with M aiakovskii the person; they 
walked side by side alm ost w ithout coming into contact'.439 
Indeed, M aiakovskii him self encouraged his readers to see 
him  as a frame for m ultiple personalities in the essay 'O 
raznykh M aiakovskikh' (On D ifferent M aiakovskiis; I, 344- 
48 ).
The image of the D o p pe lg a n g er  in M aiakovskii's works is so 
overw helm ing (som etim es it is transform ed into another 
m anifestation of the same concept - the image of tw ins)440 
that it even appears in hardly imaginable contexts, e.g., in
435Lunacharskii, 1957, pp.402-03.
436See Pasternak, 1982, pp.456-58.
437See Slonim, 1992.
438Iakobson and Sviatopolk-M irskii, 1975, p .44.
439Annenkov, 1966, p. 192. Cf. the following lines by Maiakovskii:
H Kax HanBoe pacKOAoncfl b Bonne (I, 207)
an d
ce6e HaBCTpeMy
caM
m y
c nonapxaMM noAMbiinxaMM (IV, 159).
Likewise, in his poem 'la ne veriu uzhe v etu damu' (I Do Not Believe in 
this Lady Anymore) Limonov says:
CaM C C060W CM3ty C 6e3AOHHblM 
(Kuz'minskii, Tsvetkov and Limonov, 1981, p.54).
440See Abramian, 1977, pp.60-77.
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treating a political party and a human being as something 
id en tica l:
napTMH M JleHMH -
6/iM3Hei^bi-6paTbH (VI, 267),
m ocking those bureaucrats who attend too m any business 
m ee tin g s:
...CMAHT AIOAeft JIOAOBMHbl.
0 AbHBoyibiitMHa!
TAe ace JioAOBMHa A p y r a n ?
[...] Ohm Ha AByx 3aceAaHMnx cpa3y [...] 
riOHeBOAe JipMXOAMTCfl pa3ABOHTbCH [...] (IV, 8),
rid iculing the idea of building m onuments to contem porary 
w rite rs :
CKy/ibJiTop
JIOMHMT Haul peaCMM 
(He AenMTb h t o 6  
ABa
AMLta),
/KapOB-YTKMH
C A enA eH  mm
C p a 3 y
b BMAe 6AM3Heita (IX, 146),
or picturing two suns in the sky in the futurological poem 
Letaiushchii  proletarii [The Flying Proletarian] (VI, 325).
3.7.2. Lim onov's doubles.
The m otif of the double is also extremely im portant for 
Lim onov. To start with, the apparent and pretentious pen- 
name he assumed has a great deal to do with the massive
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double identity (as in the case of Abram  Terts/Andrei 
S iniavskii). Lim onov's allegedly autobiographical novels 
produced a whole trainload of speculation on whether indeed 
the real Eduard Lim onov/Savenko had black male lovers in 
New York and whether he robbed shops and took part in a 
gang rape in Khar'kov.441 Then those critics who were 
shocked by the eccentricities of Eto ia - Edichka and its 
sequels tended to separate Lim onov the poet from  Limonov 
the prose w riter (this erroneous approach was splendidly 
refuted in a brilliant essay by A leksandr D onde).442 Sim ilarly,
as the critic Dmitrii Bykov noted,443 those appalled by
Lim onov's bizarre public activity were ready to praise his 
fiction but condemn him as a politician,444 ignoring the fact
that one can hardly oppose various facets of the same
individual to each other, because they are always bound 
together with an inner logic. In his short story 'Salat Nisuaz' 
L im onov's autobiographical character admits that he is often 
engaged in an internal dialogue with his 'eternal opponent 
E d u a rd -2 '.445 A substantial part of this story is presented as 
one of such dialogues.
Lim onov's short story 'Dvoinik' (The Double), published in the 
journal S in taks is  in 1985, gives us a chance to penetrate into 
the depths of his obscure behavioural m otivations (including 
their artistic aspect, of course). The character called 'the 
w riter Eduard Limonov' describes his encounter with a 
paedophilic preacher John in New York City. John turns out to 
be the writer's double:
441This problem is examined in detail in Chapter 1. Aleksandr 
Zholkovskii, for his part, assured the reader that the real Limonov 
cannot be identified with Limonov the fictional character (see 
Zholkovskii, 1991, p .17).
442See Kustarev [Donde, A.], 1983.
443See Bykov, 1994.
444See, for example, Iarkevich, 1993, p .14.
445Limonov, 1995c, p.227.
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W ith tremendous difficulty and effort I found on his 
face the features of my own. His lips and nose, his hair 
and the structure of his cheek-bones were the same [...] 
Finally I realized fully that John's face is not only John's 
face but also a copy of the writer Eduard Limonov's 
face. I was stunned by this simple discovery.446
John, who read Limonov's book, confesses his sins to the 
w riter and invites him to a hotel - maybe to make love, but 
this is not directly stated. The writer declines. Apart from 
that, nothing happens in the story, and the only possible 
reason for writing it seems to be not the introduction of an 
unusual human type (after all, hom osexual priests can 
surprise no one these days), but the disclosure of Limonov's 
basic creative principles.
3.7.3. M aiakovskii's and Lim onov's doubles versus the 
w riters' true selves.
It is noteworthy that both M aiakovskii and Lim onov 
em phasize their desire to portray as the main object of their 
art either their own emotions, ideas and adventures, or those 
borrowed from other people's experiences but ascribed to 
M aiakovskii's or Limonov's self - their fictional self, to be 
p re c is e ,447 because life and art are never equal. Here are 
some titles of their books: la  (1913), Vladimir M aiakovsk i i : 
T raged i ia  (1914), Maiakovskii  ulybaetsia, Maiakovskii  
smeetsia, Maiakovskii izdevaetsia  (1923), Eto ia - Edichka 
(1979), Podrostok Savenko  (1983). The depiction of the world 
through the prism of his (or her) own soul is only natural for 
any writer, but not everyone chooses to nam e his/her 
im aginary characters after him self or herself. M oreover, even 
when the subject of a particular piece by M aiakovskii or 
Lim onov seems to be short of their usual 'selfish' treatm ent,
446Limonov, 1985a, pp.106-07.
4 4 7 Nam ely, their double.
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this is deceptive. Lawrence Leo Stahlberger pointed out that 
the characters in the tragedy Vladimir M aiakovsk i i , i.e., 'the 
various cripples, the Man without an Eye and a Foot, the Man 
w ithout an Ear, and the others were only so many doubles of 
the Poet'.448 Professor Jakobson said about M aiakovskii's 
poem  150 000 000 : 'Even when in M aiakovskii's poem the 
role of the hero is played by a group of 150 million people, it 
[...] acquires the fam iliar features of the poet's se lf .449 
L ikew ise, M ikhail Lemkhin noted about Lim onov's thriller 
P a la ch ,  which was not devoted to the life of Edichka:
The problem is, however, that [...] Limonov [still] looks 
like his hero, and not only because of some trivialities, 
customs and predilections [they share]. The resem blance 
between the author and the character in his book lies in 
something else, [viz,] in open and absolute 
im m o ra lity .450
In other words, M aiakovskii and Lim onov make the explicit 
or covert portrayal of their alter ego the corner-stone of their 
work. Both writers were severely criticized for this and had to 
try to justify  their standpoint. Pavel Lavut recalled some of 
M aiakovskii's answers to written questions posed at the 
poet's public readings:
'Comrade M aiakovskii, how to explain that you put your 
ego at the centre of everything?' - 'It is more noticeable 
at the centre', smiled M aiakovskii. Then he said more 
seriously: 'The most im portant thing you have to 
remember once and for all is that 'T" means "the citizen 
of the Soviet Union". "I" could also be a convention [i.e., 
a literary device]. And finally, why do I have to speak, 
say, on your behalf when I am speaking about m yself 
and for m yself?'451
448Stahlberger, 1964, p .25.
449Iakobson and Sviatopolk-M irskii, 1975, p. 11.
450Lemkhin, 1987, pp.396-97.
4 5 ^Lavut, 1969, p.26.
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Cf. also a glimpse of the same polemics in the form of poetry:
CKO/lbKO HM 3aM eHfltf «R»  -  «Mbl»,
He Bbiyieseiiib M3 /iMpMHecKOtt h m u  (IV, 122).
L im onov's attitude towards personal pronouns as som ething 
rather relative and conditional is very much the same, as can 
be dem onstrated by juxtaposing the titles of his two 
'autobiographical' texts Eto ia - Edichka  and 'M y - 
natsional'nyi geroi' (bold-face is mine. - A.R.). Besides, 
com pare Lim onov's response to an interview er's question, 
'Does it not seem boring to you to write about the same 
character, Edichka?':
The figure of Edichka is, of course, only the pretext for 
writing about everything else, about the world, about 
his friends or adversaries in the world, about all that 
boiling broth named mankind. [...] It seems to me 
horribly stupid for some reason to use the m anner of 
old novelists by inventing a character for my purposes 
[...]. I try to imagine some Tarasov in the place of 
Limonov and I burst into laughter.452
There was also a personal reason why M aiakovskii and 
Lim onov chose the double as one of their central images. 
N either writer even finished high school (or gymnasium) and 
both became what is called 'self-m ade m en'.453 W hile
452Mirchev, 1989, p.96. An extract from this passage has already been 
quoted in Chapter 1.
4 5 3 Som e scholars rate M aiakovskii's educational horizons highly.
Thus, Irina Podgaetskaia points to his encyclopedism , especially in the 
sphere o f the social sciences (see Podgaetskaia, 1978, p .171). As for 
Lim onov, in an ambitious attempt to intellectualize his work he 
produced a whole sociological treatise 'Distsiplinarnyi sanatorii' [The 
Disciplinary Sanatorium] (see Limonov, 1993, pp. 179-360). It is curious, 
however, that from time to time Maiakovskii and Limonov make 
similar mistakes in using specific professional term inology. For
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becom ing somebody they inevitably had to look at 
them selves as if from a certain distance. Hence, the concept of 
the D o p p e lg a n g e r  received an additional boost.
3.7.4. The mythological subtext of the doubles in M aiakovskii 
and Limonov (The twins cult).
The idea of twins (or doubles) as something very 
extraordinary and special stems from the depths of time. It 
appears that the cult of divine twins played an im portant role 
in the religions of all ancient peoples,454 but 'the most famous 
pair, the Spartan Dioskouroi [Kastor and Polydeukes], best 
rep resen t the Indo-European trad ition '.455 This is the 
tradition within which M aiakovskii's and Lim onov's works 
should be interpreted, and when these writers speak about 
'myth' it is the Indo-European myth p ar  excellence.
One of the Futurist m anifestos (1913) which says: 'We 
consider the word as the creator of the myth; when dying the 
word gives birth to the myth, and the other way round'456 
was signed, among others, by M aiakovskii. It dem onstrates 
that the notions of myth and art were intertw ined in 
M aiakovskii's consciousness and form ed the foundation for 
his artistic practice from the very start. This fact has not 
passed unnoticed by critics and scholars, who mentioned it
example, no Russian military man would use the word dulo  (muzzle) to 
mean s t v o l  (barrel). M aiakovskii demonstrates his incom petence in 
the follow ing lines:
n nynaM 6payHMHroB b npoBan 
pyxHy.no pwMCKoe npaBO.
Limonov does exactly the same in the phrase 'letting the first 
cartridge into the muzzle' (Limonov, 1993, p. 125), which comes as a 
surprise, given his sympathy for military service and the army.
454See Shternberg, 1936, pp.73-108.
455Ward, 1968, p.9.
45 6 [From the almanach Sadok sudei  2], in Markov, 1967, p.52.
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with regard to M aiakovskii's allusions to some specific myths 
(of Greek origin, for example), as well as his mythological 
vision in general; and both in connection with the poet's 
writings and in search of the essence of his achievements as a 
whole. Stahlberger, for instance, pointed to the dependence of 
the tragedy Vladimir Maiakovskii  on Greek tragedy and 
D ionysian ritua l.457 N.Otsup summed up M aiakovskii's destiny 
quite poignantly: 'He failed to turn his fate into a religious 
m y th '.458
Lim onov also claims that his creative interests lie in the 
sphere of 'unm asking sim plistic myths and replacing them 
with more sophisticated ones'.459 M oreover, it is the 
m ythological context of ancient Greece that he uses to make a 
particu lar reference to M aiakovskii's intim ate circle: 'Leda's 
daughters, Helen and Clytem nestra (one caused the Trojan 
war, the other, together with her lover, calmly kicked the life 
out of her husband Agamemnon), and Lilia Brik and El'za 
T riolet are very much alike'.460 Limonov is certainly aware of 
the belief that Leda was also the mother of the so-called 
Heavenly Twins, Kastor and Polydeukes!
A ccording to Shternberg's analysis of ethnographic data from  
around the world, 'there was the pretext for a new object of 
worship in every case of the birth of twins. Every twin [was
457Stahlberger, 1964, pp.28-34.
4580tsup, 1961, p .170.
459Mirchev, 1989, p .96.
460Limonov, 1994b, p.247. The following quotation might serve as 
proof that the myths o f ancient Greece bore a topical significance for 
M aiak ovsk ii:
ZlyMan - [...] 
cn n y  Ha TpOH,
M3HexeHHblJt TeJlOM rp©K (I, 170).
Limonov, for his part, compares his lover Elena to the Trojan Helen 
and calls him self the son of the nymph Echo in his idyll 'Zolotoi vek' 
[The Golden Age] (Limonov, 1979, p .l 18). He also calls the god Pan “my 
double from ancient Greece” (Limonov, 1980c, p .155).
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treated] as a divine creature upon his b irth '.461 In this event, 
it is psychologically understandable and hardly surprising 
that M aiakovskii, with his obsession of vanquishing time and 
becom ing im m ortal,462 and Limonov, with his desire to make 
m ore than simply his mark during his lifetim e,463 recreate in 
their writings (either the two together, or individually) 
virtually  all the attributes of the com posite twin cult.464
Twin cults were often linked to the images of animals or 
heavenly bodies because of the zoomorphic and celestial 
beliefs of ancient tribes. This is the reason why M aiakovskii 
compares his lyrical hero to the bull (I, 105), bear (IV, 146- 
48), horse (II, 11) and wolf (X, 68) (all these animals are 
regarded as generally accepted representations of the twin
461Shternberg, 1936, p .82.
462For more on this well-studied point it is sufficient to refer to 
Pomorska, 1981; and M asing-Delic, 1992 (index).
4 6 3 'Drink something to my bones, to the fact that I did not become God' 
(Limonov, 1979, p. 120).
464M aiakovskii's and Limonov's enthusiasm for the cinema could be 
interpreted in the light o f their profound concern about their 
mortality. Film allows one to keep and re-run one's attempts to 
impersonate other people, or, in other words, it gives the illusion of 
extra-life to extra-lives imitated by Thespians. M aiakovskii would 
simply enjoy his screen appearances in disguise. As Lilia Brik 
recalled, she wrote the scenario Liubov' i dolg, ili Karmen, which 
encapsulated four different versions o f the same story. Maiakovskii 
was to play four different parts consecutively. These roles included a 
philandering public prosecutor dressed up as an apache, a 
revolutionary disguised as the apache for conspiratorial reasons, a 
man who leads a double life (!!! - A.R.), and so on (see Brik, 1993, p. 164). 
The screenplay was never filmed. Limonov would be happy to have 
some acting engagements too. It is not for nothing that he fantasizes: 
'In the moving pictures Limonov played Stepan Tim ofeevich Razin, 
Emel'ian Pugachev, Vasilii Ivanovich Chapaev, Sergei Esenin and 
him self in the film "A National Hero". He also wanted to play the part 
of ataman Antonov' (Limonov, 1977a, p.60). This passage reads like an 
amplification of Maiakovskii's line 'Segodnia ia - Napoleon' (I, 73).
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b re th re n ) .465 The real M aiakovskii was also fond of domestic 
a n im a ls .466 This appears to be a sensitive m atter for 
Lim onov's counterpart too. In the novel Ukroshchenie tigra v 
P a r i z h e  the writer Limonov buys a kitten, which soon starts 
to suffer from some sort of virus. The writer comments: 'I 
cannot even have a pet. I sympathize too much with what 
happens to them ...'.467
The connection of the twin cult with the sky is also quite 
strong (sometimes twins were worshipped as gods of light). 
That is why Maiakovskii associates his poetic T  with the sun 
and the moon:
CBeTMTb -
M HMK0.KMX r B 0 3 f le t f !
B o t /io 3 y H r MOtf - 
m co/iH ita! (II, 38);
3T0 K,  B306paBlliMCb T yaa  BblCOKO,
yiyH ott tomaio, acAyniMft m ro/ieHbKM tf (I, 204).
It is significant that M aiakovskii chose the word 'dvazhdy' 
(tw ice), not 'trizhdy' (thrice), which would also be appropriate 
for the rhythm , to describe an unprecedented natural 
occurence - the moonrise which allegedly happened two times 
during the same night (VI, 325). In my opinion, it points once 
again to the dual foetus of twins, which has been perceived as 
som ething extraordinary in natural history.
465 See Shternberg, 1936, pp. 79-80, 85, 96; Ward, 1968, pp.11-12. Our 
further account of the main features and functions of the 'integrated' 
cult o f the heavenly twins relies heavily on these two authorities.
466See Brik, 1993, pp.107-15. The 'twin' roots o f the canine 
metamorphosis of Maiakovskii's literary 'I' is apparently missing from  
the otherwise impeccable essay by Smirnov, based on the mytho- 
poetical analysis o f the phenomenon (see Smirnov, 1978).
467Limonov, 1994b, p.207.
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The sun and the moon in ancient beliefs could symbolize 
opposite sexes, especially in the case of 'cross' twins (one 
male, one female). One of the aspects of these beliefs suggests 
that twins make incestuous love inside their m other's womb 
(cf. M aiakovskii's
m ast TiyHa - 
a c e H a  m o h  (I, 46)).
A lthough Limonov's m etaphors relating to the heavens do not 
seem  to be specifically elaborated, he takes full advantage of 
unifying the opposite (this is a traditional m ythological 
device) and ascribes the female sex to his fictional male 
double. This is where Edichka's notorious bisexuality comes 
f ro m .468 A token of the same m otif in the form of developing 
certain  secondary characteristics of the fem ale sex can be 
seen in the following passage by M aiakovskii (note the 
'celestial' comparison between the process of switching sexes 
and the phenomenon of changing colours in the sky in the 
first line):
-  m , k b k  H e 6 o , M eH flf l  TOHa -  
XOTMTe -
6 y A y  6e3yK opM 3H eHH O  HeacHbift,
H e  M y JKHMHa, a  -  o 6 A a x o  b u iT a H a x  (I, 175).
4 6 8 Some critics sagaciously call it 'intermediate sexuality' (see 
Siniavin, 1982, p.260). Some use this easy opportunity to punish the 
real Limonov by accusing him of sexual deviations (see Tuinov, 1995, 
p.5; the article, written by Limonov's political adversary, is entitled 
'Est' Edichki v russkikh selen'iakh', so that the headline itself, being a 
periphrasis o f Nekrasov's well-known 'Est' z h e n s h c h i n y  v russkikh 
selen'iakh' (italicized by me. - A.R.), is intended to indicate the writer's 
treacherously androgynous nature).
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The 'bisexual' potential of the twin m ythology is realized 
com pletely in the description of the hosts' daughter in the 
poem  Pro eto:469
HoHKa,
TOHb-B-TO'ib
B MeHfl, BMAHO -
ceMHazmaTb c jioaobmho# toaohkob (IV, 160).
The case of parallel twins (children of the same sex) leads us 
to the m otif of narcissistic love which both M aiakovskii and 
Lim onov m ercilessly exploited (see, e.g., the titles of 
Lim onov's poem 'Sebe samomu' (S in ta k s i s , 15, 1986, pp.4-5) 
and M aiakovskii's poem 'Sebe, liubim omu, posviashchaet eti 
stroki avtor' (I, 126-27)).470
One of the most important functions of the divine twins was 
the role of cultural heroes and legislators. As his satirical 
verses testify, M aiakovskii did not flinch from considering a 
hypothetical stepping into the shoes of senior Soviet officials:
3x!
IIOCTaBb MeHtf
nacoK
469Pro eto is packed with D o p p e l g a n g e r s . For the precise meaning of 
the image of the double in the poem see Everts-Grigat, 1975, pp.141-43.
470 it is also worth mentioning the essay by Smirnov, 1983, and the 
fo llow ing lines by Maiakovskii:
K t o  u e y i o B a y i  m o h h  -
cxaxeT,
ecTb /in
c,/iame cniOHbi Moeft coxa (I, 248), 
as well as Limonov's poem dedicated to 'E.L.', that is, ’E[duardu] 
L[imonovu]' (see Kuz'minskii, Tsvetkov and Limonov, 1981, p.71). In 
his later work Igor' P. Smirnov briefly examines the whole gallery o f  
Limonov's doubles in Molodoi  negodiai  (these doubles, Smirnov 
maintains, owe their existence to Limonov's narcissistic inclinations; 
see Smirnov, 1994, pp.340-41).
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Ha MecTo PbiKOBa,
h  6
k BecHe
AeKpeT 3ce/ie3Hbift BbiKOBa^i (VII, 169).
The authoritative tone of a m ilitant law m aker m anifests itself 
in the poems 'Prikaz po armii iskusstva (II, 14-15) and 
'Prikaz No.2 armii iskusstv' (II, 86-88). Stahlberger 
generalized: 'In [the] poetry of M aiakovskii [...] the "I" of the 
poet aspires to the position of a "culture-hero" of modern 
tim es, to establish a meaning for life for him self and others. 
[...] The myth may be religious, social or scientific and the 
corresponding "culture-hero" will be the one who can 
convince him self and others of the significance of his 
m y th '.471 As far as Limonov is concerned, his double says: 'If 
all of a sudden I have lofty dreams of establishing a new 
party, state or religion, I have to do it by 2001-2005 AD, 
g e n tle m e n '.472 V ersatile and num erous legislative and 
political initiatives by Limonov the private person, as well as 
L im onov the leader of the National Bolshevik Party (including 
his and Aleksandr Dugin's 'Prikaz o sozdanii natsional- 
bo l'shev istskogo  fron ta ')473 have gained considerable 
publicity, although they do not look very realistic at the 
m o m e n t.474
A part from  civil laws and regulations, the cultural hero 
norm ally introduces the whole package of professional skills 
and m ethods of exploiting natural phenom ena, resources and 
m aterials (soil, iron, fire, etc.), thereby vastly increasing the 
m ultiplicity of his probable D o p p e lg a n g e r s . (Sometimes the 
doubles could even be inanim ate.) This helps us to
4 7 Stah lb erger , 1964, pp. 12-13.
472Limonov, 1993a, pp.458-59.
4 7 S o m e  of these initiatives were called 'orders a la Maiakovskii' 
(Likhachev and Pribylovskii, 1998).
474See, for instance, Limonov, 1992e; Limonov, 1994d, pp.160-61; 
Lim onov, Barkashov, Letov, Dugin, Bakhtiiarov and Morozov, 1994; 
Limonov, 1994k; Deinego, 1994; Amelina, 1994; Radikaly, 1994.
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understand why the personality of M aiakovskii's lyrical hero 
splinters alarmingly, almost at the very edge of sanity:
H pa6oHMft - 
3 tot Matt Mott! [...]
H KpeCTbHHKH [...]
H co/iAaT [...]
f l x e / i e 3 0  [...]
fl seM/iH [...] (IV, 30-31).
L im onov echoes:
>Kw3Hb MeHH A e / i a / i a  He TOAbKO
ho m A eyiayia MeHH K o n erap oM
a  w rpy3HMKOM 6biA Ha J iA en ax
BOT M C MHCHMKaMM HOSblBaA B A p y 3bHX.475
The picture of twins in their cultural-heroic function, as 
represented in M aiakovskii's and Lim onov's w ritings, would 
not be complete if we omitted to discuss its religious aspect in 
favour of vocational and legal ones (or scientific and social, as 
Stahlberger puts it). Such an approach m ight provoke a 
reproach, because both writers could be justly  blamed for 
theom achism , if not blasphemy. M aiakovskii's lyrical hero 
expresses his disenchantm ent with God:
H A y M a A  - Tbi BcecwAbHbitt 6oacH m e,  
a Tbi H eA o y H K a , KpoxoTHbitt 6 o :km k  ( 1 , 195).
In his later works M aiakovskii often found him self involved 
in anti-religious agitation of the m ost undem anding character 
(see his poems 'Nashe voskresen'e', 'Ni znakhar', ni bog, ni 
angely boga - krest'ianstvu ne podm oga', 'Tovarishchi 
krest'iane, vdum aites' raz khot' - zachem  krest'ianinu 
spravliat' paskhu?' (V, 28-30, 193-95, 212-14).476 As far as
47^Limonov, 1979, p.22.
476For more on the anti-religious works o f M aiakovskii see Ruzhina, 
1967.
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Lim onov is concerned, he says in an interview: 'I detest Jesus 
Christ. He is a victim, and I don't like victim s'.477 His poetry 
proclaim s that only students and the in telligentsia believe in 
(the non-existent) God.478
On the other hand, the situation is much more complicated 
than it seems at first glance. It is relatively easy to come, 
across an equals sign being placed between M aiakovskii's and 
Lim onov's fictional selves and the figure of Jesus Christ:
Cjiy  luatfTe!
HoBan JiponoBeflb H aropH an (II, 211),
exclaim s M aiakovskii's lyrical hero. Limonov's alter ego 
n a r ra te s :
MHe JtpMXOAMAOCb pa6oTaTb XpMCTOM 
VI He c OAHOtt MarAa/iMHoJ* npMTOM [...]
U e /ian  onepeAb 6/ieAHbix 6 a y a h m u,
X y y z e  neM b xyAineit M3 xyALHMX 6oAbHMit 
Mmmo npouiAM. H paGoTaA XpwcTOM 
)KMA 3TMM TH3KKMM TpyAOM 479
In conversation M aiakovskii and Lim onov adm itted that their 
inner m otivations were religiously inform ed. V eronika 
Polonskaia recalled that not long before the suicide an 
exclam ation broke from Maiakovskii: 'Oh God!'. She said to 
him: 'It is unbelievable! The world turned upside down! 
M aiakovskii appeals to God!! Are you a believer?!' He 
answered: 'Oh, I m yself can't understand now what I believe 
in ! .. '.480 In one of his recent interviews Limonov assures us
477Limonov, 1994a, p. 11.
478See Limonov, 1986a, p .5.
479Limonov, 1982a, p .l 11. Cf. an excerpt from Limonov's documentary 
prose: 'I might never have returned [from the war in Abkhazia], for I 
came under heavy fire, but God decided otherwise' (Limonov, 1994d, 
p .147).
480Polonskaia, 1983, p.89.
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that he is religious and even had a wedding in church in 1973 
(at that time in Soviet Russia this was quite dangerous) and 
continues with the following statement: 'I am not a 
sanctimonious person, I think that God is inside us. [...] I 
reckon one should converse with Him in private'.481
Literary critics have already pointed out that the atm osphere 
of condensed religiosity is displayed in many of M aiakovskii's 
and Lim onov's works, together with contradictory irreligious 
pronouncem ents. Stahlberger affirm s: 'W hether M aiakovskii, 
with his avowed atheism, could seriously believe in [the] 
existence of a God or not, is not the question. The poetry of 
M aiakovskii assumes a God'.482 Siniavin noticed in Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  the 'resurrection [...] of the more than thousand- 
year-old  versions of the perverted "candid repentance" [that 
is, confession in front of the whole Christian congregation]'.483 
The root of the (anti)religious ambivalence of M aiakovskii and 
Limonov is once again to be found in the logic of the twin cult. 
As the delivery of the twins was alm ost invariably 
accom panied by their deification, they were regarded as 
divine creatures (the piety of the writers follows from  this), 
and at the same time they challenged the existing pantheon 
(the theom achist pathos of M aiakovskii and Limonov derives 
from  this).
The fictional doubles of the poets carry the light of the new 
know ledge elsewhere, em ploying various m ethods of 
spreading their doctrine. Thus, the press was expected to 
m ake an essential contribution to M aiakovskii's and 
Lim onov's m issions of enlightenm ent. At one time 
M aiakovskii, together with the literary group LEF, advanced 
the slogan, 'The newspaper is the only literature'. He 
published many of his poems in newspapers, maintaining:
B ra3eTbi!
481Limonov, 1994j, p.5.
482Stahlberger, 1964, p .94.
483Siniavin, 1982, p.258.
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He noTOMy, hto KHMra JiYioxa,
MHe a k 6o
c ra3e ioK  6oApcTBOBaTb! (IX, 112).
Lim onov has asserted more than once that his true vocation is 
journalism  (he even started his own Russian newspaper 
Limonka: Gazeta priamogo deistviia in December 1994),484 
and his 'favourite literary genres are appeals and political 
le a f le ts '.485
M aiakovskii and Limonov, as well as their D o p p e lg a n g e r s , also 
need to travel a great deal in order to carry out their 
propaganda m ission, for no journalistic article, however 
in telligently  and belligerently written, could replace the 
im pact of personal contacts between cultural heroes and their 
thereby ennobled flock. M aiakovskii's legendary 'business 
trips' across Russia, Europe and Am erica, where he functioned 
as a spokesman for Futurism  and Communism, are something 
that Lim onov's record of public readings and meetings, 
although quite impressive in itself, will probably never 
match, especially given that the luxury of television 
appearances was unknown to M aiakovskii. (Perhaps this is 
why Lim onov is sometimes prone to ascribe to his double a 
fictitious curriculum vitae according to which 'somebody like 
Limonov' not only visited Paris, New York and Rome, but also 
Arabia, Chile and Beirut, as in the poem 'Kto-to vrode 
L im o n o v a ') .486 Both writers try to tell their W estern 
audiences about their Russian experiences as well as to 
inform  the Russians about life in the W est, and they feel 
com fortable in their role as cultural m ediators (or m alevolent 
libellers - for those who have grounds to suspect that their 
accounts of Russia and/or the W est are biased).
484For reviews see Coudenhove, 1994; Prikhodin, 1995; Gokhman, 
1995a; Politkovskaia, 1995.
485Mirchev, 1989, p .102. See also Limonov, 1992f.
486See Kuz'minskii, Tsvetkov and Limonov, 1981, p.55.
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The duality of the twins allows them to travel and to be the 
protectors of the travellers at the same time. In particular, 
the divine twins are regarded as saviours at sea. The 
aw areness of this function explains M aiakovskii's inadequate 
statem ent 'ia matros' (IV, 31) and an unusual comparison of 
L im onov's autobiographical character Indiana to 'a sailor 
deprived of the ocean's good graces'.487
3.8. THE DARK SIDE OF THE PERSONALITY SPLIT.
It is the duality again that affects the feelings of a ’rolling 
stone' hero who enjoys his status as a wanderer and 
im personator of others nearly as much as he hates it, having 
no place and face of his own (cf. M aiakovskii's verses:
H - JI03T, 
h  pa3H M ity  CTep
M eatfly AMflaMM cbomx m nyacw x (I, 159))488
This brings us to the writers' increased interest in the 
question of citizenship, which secures for the individual a 
place to which he or she is attached with formal but stable 
bonds, and which he or she longs for (including the ID which 
reinstates the authors' true identity, so easily dissolved in 
their D o p p e lg a n g ers ) .  It would not be easy to name even a 
few other Russian writers who share, along with M aiakovskii 
and Lim onov, such a strong concern with the purely 
bureaucratic aspects of their nationality. M aiakovskii's poetic 
variation of the theme, 'Stikhi o sovetskom pasporte' (X, 68- 
71), nicely corresponds to its wording in prose: 'The red 
passport of the RSFSR is a noteworthy object with which you 
can live [in Paris] for about two weeks and rem ain the centre 
of attraction, having no other m erits but only showing this 
red docum ent all the time' (IV, 218; see also ibid., pp.206-08,
487Limonov, 1992b, p. 12 and following.
488Irina Podgaetskaia registers the 'indissoluble unity o f "I" and "we" 
in the disposition o f [Maiakovskii's] lyrical hero' (Podgaetskaia, 1978,
p. 186).
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221). Limonov, who was an a pa tr id e  for thirteen years and 
has been compensated for this now with dua l  citizenship 
(French and Russian), devotes the m ost passionate pages of 
his documentary, as well as fictionalized, works to the emigre 
Mr Savenko's visa problems in Rome and Vienna, the abuse of 
pow er which the U.S. Im m igration and Naturalization Service 
resorted to when issuing Mr Savenko a 'green card' and 
reentry perm it, and the tricks which Mr Savenko him self was 
forced to fall back on while seeking from  the French 
authorities an exceptional leave to rem ain in France.489
3.8.1. The Doppelganger  and the quest for love.
A nother thing which assists in restoring the writer's (or his 
im aginary double's) self, shattered into sm ithereens, is love. 
M aiakovskii said to his close friends at the end of the 1920s: 
'Only a good big love can still save m e'.490 It has been noted 
about Lim onov's Eto ia - Edichka that 'the pivot of the novel is 
LOVE. It is love that saves the hero Edichka from final decay, 
and it is love that saves the novel for literature'.491 The same 
observation appears to be equally applicable with regard to 
other works by Limonov. The pubescent love of Edi-bebi and 
Svetka became the main subject for the book P o d r o s t o k  
S a v e n k o .  The love story of the mature writer Limonov and 
the young singer Natasha is placed at the centre of the novel 
Ukroshchenie tigra v Parizhe. In the adventure story 
Inostranets  v smutnoe vremia  the principal character Indiana 
comes back to the country of his youth to look for his lover 
lost somewhere in the Soviet Union. The plot of the last piece 
can serve as a m etaphor for the leitm otiv running throughout
489See Limonov, 1990, pp.54-55; Limonov, 1990a, pp.416-17; Limonov, 
1991a, pp.59-66.
4911Iakobson, 1956, p .184.
4 9 lSiniavin, 1982, p.257.
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Lim onov's (and M aiakovskii's) creative activity. This leitm otiv 
may be called 'the quest for love'.492
In his letter to Lilia Brik dated 1-27 February, 1923, 
M aiakovskii wrote:
Love is life, love is the main thing. My poetry, my 
actions, everything else stems from it. Love is the heart 
of everything. If it stops working, all the rest w ithers, 
becomes superfluous, unnecessary. But if the heart is 
working, its influence cannot but be apparent in all the 
r e s t .493
M aiakovskii's poetic practice does not contradict the 
declaration cited above. The title of his program m atic essay 
'Kak delat' stikhi' itself contains a reference to the process of 
m aking love, supported by the reference to the 'sexual 
shudder and dying down', i.e. orgasm (XII, 82), which shows 
that for M aiakovskii to write and to chase women was nearly 
the same thing (the comparison between the poet and the
4 9 2 In both cases the theme of love is closely linked with religious 
feelin gs, e.g.:
B o t  r  6 o r o x y y iM /i.
O p a n , hto  6 o r a  hot ,,
a  6 o r  TaK yw  M3 neKyioBbix r /iy 6 M H ,
hto n e p e n  Hett r o p a  3aBon.HyoTCH m aporH O T,
BbiBeyi m Beyieyi: 
yuo6w! (I, 2 0 0 ).
See also Limonov's poem 'Za raskrytoi Gospodom stranitsei' in 
Shchapova De Carli, 1984, no pagination (printed in 'the Appendix'): 
Haao 6bt/io rocjioay MoyiMTbcn 
3a ceroflHH, 3aBTpa m B H epa  
Hano 6bk/io ao6 pa36MTb KO/ieHM 
Haao 6bk/io k  nbHBOJiy m a th  
MTo6bi Koacy Ha Moeft E/ieHe 
rnanM Tb TporaTb BMAOTb m G aioctm
493Mayakovsky, 1986, p .127.
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cheap hooker, where the poet is depicted as a female whore 
and the art of poetry acquires the characteristics of a man, is 
no less eloquent:
JI03T, KaK 6YiHAb pySyieBan,
/KMBOT C C/L0B140M AI06blM (VI, 206)).
M aiakovskii's lyrical hero runs not only after earthly women 
who are compared either to bundles of m eat and clothes (IV, 
172) or to the dynasty of tsarinas (I, 193), but even after the 
non-existent Georgian Tsarina Tamara. This is how our 
courteous lady-killer addresses her:
JIw6 bm h 3a3CAaACH,
MHO TpMALtaTb AeT.
IIoaio6mm A p yr A pyra.
nonpocTy (VI, 77),-
He says about himself:
...CKB03b 3CH3Hb r  T a m y
MMAAMOHbl OrpOMHbIX HMCTbIX AI0 6 OBeJt
M MMAAMOH MMAAMOHOB MaAOHbKMX TpH3HblX AH)6HT (I,
1 9 2 -9 3 ).
Since twins, above all, were worshipped as divinities of 
fertility, one can hardly be surprised by the fact that the 
astonishing procreative capability of M aiakovskii's double 
takes its origins from the twin cult again. A couple of lines by 
M aiakovskii pictures his D o p p e lg a n g e r  perform ing the 
function of a fertilizer:
Bcfl 30MAH JIOAflJKOT XeHliJMHOft,
3aep3aeT MHcaMH, xoth OTAaTbcn (1 ,187).
The 'fertilizing' aspect of the twin complex implies not only a 
positive effect - the substantially increased ability to steal 
other people's hearts - but also a negative one. The poet is
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possessed by a hypertrophic passion because he is bound to 
share it with his double(s), each time dividing the love he 
receives by two (or more). As a result, neither he nor his 
D o p p e lg a n g e r  can ever get enough. Lilia Brik maintained that
Maiakovskii felt lonely not because he was not loved 
and recognized or did not have friends. He was 
published and read and listened to in such a way that 
the venues [for his public readings] were mobbed. One 
could not count those who loved him and were devoted 
to him. However, all that was a drop in the ocean for the 
man who had an 'insatiable thief in his soul'. He needed 
those who did not read [his works] to start reading, 
those who did not come [to his public appearances] - to 
start coming, those who he thought were not in love 
with him - to fall in love.494
If Lavut's rem iniscences are anything to go by, M aiakovskii 
was only too aware of the fact that his worst rival was his 
own double. The poet answers a question during one of his 
m eetings with his readers: 'Why do you speak about yourself 
so often?' - 'I speak for myself. For example, I cannot say to 
the girl I am in love with: "We love you". It is to my 
disadvantage. In the end, she may ask: "How many of 
y o u ? " '495 The fact that a plural personal pronoun was used is 
especially significant, bearing in m ind M aiakovskii's verses in 
the poem K horosho /:
ITOHHTHOtt
d a y ia
MHO
T o n / io ia
vflI060Betf,
APY2K6
m ceMeft (VIII, 291).
494Brik, 1993, pp.133-34.
495Lavut, 1969, p .185.
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It is worth noting that the words 'love', 'friendship' and 
'fam ily' in the quoted passage are also put in the plural. 
M aiakovskii's biography gives us a clue as to what this is all 
about. M aiakovskii's D o p p e lg a n g e r  drove him into such a state 
that the poet, in his demanding search for an ever increasing 
abundance of love and care, was subconsciously forced to jo in  
already existing family units, such as Osip and Lilia Brik 
(M aiakovskii owed these two Jews a great deal in his poetic 
career; the love alliance between Eduard and Anna 
M oiseevna, a Jewish woman who polishes the rough diam ond 
of the young i n g e n u e 's talent, is described in Limonov's novel 
Molodoi  negodiai), the Mexican artist Diego Rivera and his 
wife; Elly Jones (the American m other of M aiakovskii's child) 
and her husband, the actors' fam ily of Ianshin and Polonskaia, 
etc. Although Olga Matich assures us that M aiakovskii's affair 
with, say, Lilia Brik could not have been a menage a trois ,496 
it does not really matter, since the act of becoming the third 
part of an intimate union, initially m eant for a couple, in itself 
epitom izes the power of loving energy which the twin cult 
a cc u m u la te s .
It was probably the same power that inspired Limonov to 
write a short story 'Velikaia mat' liubvi' (The Great M other of 
Love) where, briefly touching on the m otif of the 
D o p p e lg a n g e r  (the narrator says: 'I discussed, with my 
personality  splintered, the problem  of "those girls", that is, the 
prostitutes. [...] I found myself (or us, I used to have a split 
personality  before, it was not my first experience) sitting at 
the fragile door of the studio...'),497 the author shifts to the 
story of a Parisian menage a quatre  involving the lonely 
Russian writer Limonov, the Yugoslav writer Brancic, his Latin 
A m erican wife Isabel and the couple's eight-year-old 
daughter (the last does not participate in the group sex orgies 
of the adults, to the great disappointm ent of herself - and 
perhaps the reader). The story, which could have been 
repulsive, becomes, in fact, a kind of symbolic song of praise
496See Matich, 1991, pp.82, 83-84.
497Limonov, 1993b, pp.146-47.
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to the all-consum ing one-hundred-percent-pure em otion of 
love and devotion. Happiness and paradise in 'V elikaia m at’ 
liubvi' do not last long, though. The narrator condemns 'envy, 
arrogance and e g o i s m '498 (italics are mine. - A.R.) for the 
breakup of the relationship, thus coming back to square one 
of the unresolved problem  of the w riter's solitary T .
3.8.2. The D o p p e lg a ng er  and mortal danger.
W hat happens when the individual's dem ands for love and 
compassion fail to be met? A good example of this is given in 
M ary Shelley's F r a n k e n s t e in 499 in the episode where the 
French fam ily which the loathsom e m onster wanted to 
befriend rejected him. The m onster speaks for himself: 'All, 
save I, were at rest or in enjoyment: I, like the arch-fiend, 
bore a hell within me; and, finding m yself unsym pathized 
with, wished to tear up the trees, spread havoc and 
destruction around me, and then to have sat down and enjoy 
the ru in '.500 In other words, the victim  of unrequited love 
seeks consolation in revolution, which represents the highest 
and final stage of the process of the quest for love.501 
According to M ariia Burliuk, 'Young M aiakovskii loved people
498Limonov, 1993b, p .170.
4 " S in c e  the image of the self-educated Frankenstein monster is 
loaded with the concept o f denying culture and civilization (see 
Freeborn, 1994), it is very much akin to the nihilistic standpoint 
exibited from time to time in the writings o f Maiakovskii (H H a n  B ceM ,  
mto c n e / ia H O , / /C T a B / i io  'nihil' (I, 181)) and Limonov ( r o p m e ,  npoK JiH Tbie  
k h m s k m u j m  !) ('Knizhishchi', in Limonov, 1979, p. 19).
500Shelley, 1977, p.143.
501 T he world is without love and must be brought under the rule of 
love',- that is how Stahlberger formulates one o f Maiakovskii's leading 
imperatives (Stahlberger, 1964, p.91). See also Denisova, 1963 (this 
book is devoted to the innovations in M aiakovskii's post-revolutionary 
p o e t r y ) .
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m ore than they loved him '.502 Maybe that is why he started 
to take part in revolutionary activity and ended up in the 
Butyrskaia prison, where he served time from  August 1909 to 
January 1910. Later the poet expressed the main em otional 
resu lt of his imprisonm ent in words of love:
M eH fl BOT 
/lIOSMTb
ynwnw.
b E yT bipK ax (IV , 87).
The same complex of revolution intertw ined with love is one 
of the basic characteristic features of Lim onov's artistic world, 
as becom es apparent from the following passage:
I kiss the sweaty boyish fair curls of my Russian 
Revolution [...] I kiss her scratched white Russian hands,
I cry and I say: 'White you my white! Red you my red! 
My merry and beautiful - forgive me! [...] Speaking 
Russian, with her badly scratched hands on the rifle belt
- this is Revolution, my love!503
It is curious that Igor Efimov, discussing Limonov's 
revolutionary  sym pathies, directly linked them  to the im age 
of the double: 'The Soviets [...] are a political m anifestation of
a certain state of soul. The state of soul which Limonov
describes when he looks at the mirror (italics are mine. - 
A.R.). One can see only one type of stars from such an 
underground - the stars of the K rem lin '.504 Sim ilarly, Lev 
Trotskii pointed to the fact that M aiakovskii was very 
subjective in his interpretation of the revolutionary them e, 
which epitom ized for the poet some reverberations of his own 
'I' (see our comparison of M aiakovskii's view point to the
502Burliuk, 1993, p .36.
503Limonov, 1992c, p .64. It is interesting that Maiakovskii uses the 
same possessive pronoun for the October revolution in his 
autobiography: 'My revolution' (I, 25).
504Efimov, 1978, p .121.
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m ythic beliefs of the ancient Greeks): 'M aiakovskii was the 
M aiakom orphist who inhabited the squares, streets and fields 
of revolution with his own Self like the Greek 
anthropom orphists who naively equalled them selves to the 
forces of nature '.505 Another m ythological link between 
revolution and the concept of the double is represented by 
the im age of the double-faced god Janus Pater, or Janus 
Gem inus. According to legend, he comm itted the 
revolutionary act of transform ing chaos into cosmos and 
becam e the symbol of the Universe and the God of time (let 
us recall that it is time itself against which the uprising of 
M aiakovskii and Limonov is directed, as im m ortality is what 
they are preoccupied with).
The duplicity of Janus Geminus reveals yet another aspect of 
the twin cult so well preserved in M aiakovskii's and 
Lim onov's works - namely, the duality of their fictional 
counterpart. The scholarly explanation of the double­
sidedness of the twin mythology rests on the phenom enon of 
asym m etry which is supposedly concealed in any given pair 
of sym m etrical objects, opposed to each other.506 If the 
hypothesis of M iliavskii, Duganov and Radzishevskii 
concerning M aiakovskii's probable authorship of some twenty 
articles on cinema published in the K in e - z h u r n a l  in 1913-15 
and signed by various pen-nam es is correct,507 the 
pseudonym  'V ladim irov' allowed M aiakovskii to express a 
view of the art of cinema quite opposite to what he was 
saying in the same magazine in the articles published under 
M aiakovskii's own nam e.508 As for Limonov, his dual attitude 
to the Russian Revolution and Civil W ar is very characteristic:
505Trotskii, 1991, p .119.
506See Ivanov, 1968.
507See [M iliavskii, Duganov and Radzishevskii], 1970; on the weakness 
o f some arguments in support o f the hypothesis see Eventov, 1971; 
Brown, 1973, p.319.
508See [Miliavskii, Duganov and Radzishevskii], 1970, pp. 150-53.
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Sometime in the past, in the spring, Limonov was 
crossing the Bay of Biscay on the cargo boat 'Baron 
Ungern' and found the Russian W hite Guard's 
amm unition in the hold. 'D efeat them!', said Limonov 
and surreptitiously  threw the am m unition overboard 
during the night. That is how Lenin and the revolution 
gained victory over the W hite Guards and 
interventionists. But, you know, Lim onov could have 
supported the opposite side.509
The ability to experience diam etrically opposed feelings 
towards the same object can be viewed as a heritage of the 
duality of the twin cult where one of the twins could 
personify good and the other - evil (e.g., Ahura Mazda and 
Ahrim an in Zoroastrianism ). Thus, the real Lim onov admitted 
that in the 1960s he felt sim ultaneously love and hatred for 
the M oscow underground poet Leonid Gubanov.510 The 
dissim ilarity between the two sides of the one Self (or 
betw een the doubles, if you prefer) is often underestim ated 
to the advantage of their likeness. E .J.Brown stated about 
M aiakovskii: 'when his "lyrical I" speaks of a razor and a 
throat we may be certain that the razor and the throat are 
his, and that if blood flows in the poem, it will be real, and his 
o w n '.511 As has already been mentioned in Chapter 1, Dmitrii 
Lekukh points to the 'degradation of the w riter Eduard 
Lim onov to the level of his own fictional hero Edichka'.512 
This does not clash with M aiakovskii's credo, to which 
Lim onov seems to have subscribed: 'Even the poet's outfit, 
even his domestic conversation with his wife should be [...] 
determ ined by all his poetic production' (XII, 117). On the 
other hand, the non-m erger of the doubles is as im portant for 
an understanding of the twin phenomenon as a whole, with 
its various ram ifications, as is their inseparability. Jakobson 
pointed out: 'If one decided to put the m ythology of
509Limonov, 1977a, p.58.
510See Limonov, 1994d, p.24.
511Brown, 1973, p.7.
5 l2 Lekukh, 1993, p .155.
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M aiakovskii into the language of speculative philosophy, the 
exact correlation [...] would be the antinomy of the "I" and the 
" n o n -I" '.513 M aiakovskii him self perfectly well realized this, 
as becomes obvious from the phrase 'la  - ne iaT (IV, 169) (cf. 
Lim onov's 'Eto ia ili ne ia? Zhizn' idet moia?' in his poem 
'V eter. Belye tsvety. Chuvstvo toshnoty ').514 It is not for 
nothing that Lunacharskii em phasized the differences 
between M aiakovskii and his D o p p e lg a n g e r :
[M aiakovskii's double] was made of the Philistinism  
which was left in M aiakovskii's personality.
M aiakovskii's Philistinism  was not repulsive, though. [...] 
It consisted of a great pity for his associates and a 
strong thirst for love, tenderness and a very intim ate 
compassion. [...] In his poetry M aiakovskii was afraid of 
this very gentle, intim ate and incredibly, painfully 
sensitive double. [...] He tried to get rid of this mildness 
in his poetry, but sometimes he failed, and then his 
double started to sing along with him .515
If it was not for the fear of the double, who began to threaten 
his own creator by underm ining the very foundations of his 
existence, M aiakovskii would not have w ritten the following 
verses perm eated with the horror of visualising his own 
Doppelganger  (all the subsequent italics are mine):
B nocTeyiw  OHa.
OHa TLO/KMT.
Oh .
Ha CTO/ie Te/ieiJiOH [...]
CTpauiHO t o ,
HTO «OH» - 3T0 *
M TO, HTO «OHa» -
m o *  (IV, 140);
513Iakobson and Sviatopolk-M irskii, 1975, p. 14.
5 14Kuz'minskii, Tsvetkov and Limonov, 1981, p.49. 
5 Lunacharskii, 1957, pp.403, 405.
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ZIo Hero ac 
Ha MeHH n oxoac!
Y x a c  (IV, 156);
Ho caM oe CTpauiHoe: 
no p o c T y ,  
no Koace
OAeJKAOft,
caMa noxoAKa moh! -
B OAHOM
y3HaA -
6AM3HeAaMM noxoacM  - 
c e 6 f l c a M o r o  -
caM
a  (IV, 161).
In the short story 'Dvoinik' the writer Limonov also cannot 
avoid some kind of a shock when he meets his double: 'I felt a 
sudden fever and started to wipe the cold sweat off my 
forehead  co n tin u a lly '.516 It is noteworthy that Limonov's 
double is often pictured as a character loaded with 'negative' 
features, e.g., in the poems 'Zhivet on u teplogo moria' and 
'M oi otritsatel'nyi geroi':
3AO Aeft -  oh MMeoT p a ft  [...]
Oh aHoprwHHbiit - a coAHije yciayio  
MrpaTb Ha ero 3aom AMije;517
and:
MoUt OTpMijaTeAbHbift r e p o ft  
B cerA a  HaxoAHTCH co  mhoJI
H nMBO nbio - oh hmbo nbeT 
B MoeJt K B apT w pe oh ^cmbot
516Limonov, 1985a, p .107.
5 17Kuz'minskii, Tsvetkov and Limonov, 1981, p .69.
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C  MOMMM AeBOMKaMM CIIMT
Mott TeMHbitt H /ieH  c H ero bmcmt  518
The awareness of the potential danger of having a double is 
expressed in Limonov's work 'The Death of [a] Teenage Idol'
partly based, it seems, on the story of the pop group
'R a m o n e s ',519 the members of which, Limonov claims, were 
once good friends of his. The career and reputation of Douglas, 
the bass guitarist of the successful punk group named 'K illers', 
are endangered by the deeds of his double, who appears in 
fashionable venues dressed and having his hair done as 
Douglas and passes him self off as the musician. Even some 
m em bers of the group are unable to spot the difference. Out 
of curiosity, Douglas's girlfriend finds the double, makes love 
with him and, since the double is younger and more likeable, 
she leaves Douglas for his counterpart. Douglas electrocutes 
him self by his guitar in the bathroom, and it is not clear 
w hether it was suicide or an accident.520
The suicide (or provoked m urder)521 becomes an 
id iosyncratic  rem edy from  the unw anted 'boom erang' effects
518Kuz'minskii, Tsvetkov and Limonov, 1981, p.43.
519For more details see Miles, 1981.
520See Limonov, 1993b, pp.283-98. The theme of the doubles of the 
celebrities is also touched on in passing in Limonov's short story 
'Ekstsessy' (see Limonov, 1992, p .398).
5 2 1 It is obvious from Maiakovskii's and Limonov's works and 
biographies that they (or at least their D o p p e l g a n g e r s )  contem plated  
and even rehearsed both the above-mentioned possib ilities o f losing  
their lives. Lilia Brik recalled that Maiakovskii tried to commit suicide 
several times before he finally succeeded; in M aiakovskii's screenplay 
'Ne dlia deneg rodivshiisia' his alter ego Ivan Nov 'simulates suicide: 
he puts the skeleton wrapped in paper into the bed and sets it on fire' 
(XI, 481). Maiakovskii's symbolic desire deliberately to stand in the 
line o f gun-fire (tantamount to suicide) is expressed in the following  
w ords:
CO B c e x  BM HTOBOK,
co  bcox  6 a i a p e t t  [ . . . ]
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of the double life. The twin cult has always been surrounded 
by a deadly atm osphere because, considered as an anomaly, 
the twins could not only be deified by the tribe, but also 
killed by it (this may also explain the old superstition: 
m eeting your double means that you are about to die). Both 
M aiakovskii and Limonov load the m otif of the twins' violent 
death with the notion of the restoration of self-identity, which 
was previously lost in the multiplicity of the D o p p e lg a n g e r -  
ish imagery. As Abramian puts it, ’the restoration of the 
prim al division into two becomes feasible only at critical 
m o m e n ts ’.522 It is very characteristic that M aiakovskii's 
suicide was interpreted by his contem poraries in terms of the 
anim osity between M aiakovskii's self and 'the other' (the 
D o p p e l g a n g e r , in our terminology) and the subsequent 
'resurrection ' of the integrity of M aiakovskii's T . Mikhail 
Kol'tsov commented: 'M aiakovskii was busy up to his ears 
with private, group and general literary and political issues. It
b  y n o p  -
3a 3ap*AOM 3apnfl (IV, 176);
cf. also:
BC TpeTW T b r  x o M y
MOft CMepTHblft Mac
Tax,
XaX BCTpOTM/l CMepTb
TOBapwm Herre (VII, 164).
As for Limonov, he proclaims that absolute freedom is possible only 
'on the brink of suicide' (Limonov, 1994i, p.20); he is an emigre, and 
'emigration is a rehearsal for your own death, something like a p e t i t e  
mort'  (A.Genis, 'Amerikanskaia azbuka', quoted from Pann, 1995; 
Limonov com pletely solidarizes him self with this view in his short
story 'Mother's Day', see Limonov, 1995b, p .157); one o f Limonov's 
doubles, Savenko the adolescent, cuts his veins; another double,
Edward the housekeeper, says, referring perhaps to the typical pose o f  
Maiakovskii: 'I am sure that I can stand against the brick wall before a 
firing squad, smiling, my hands in my pockets, a cigar in my lips'
(Limonov, 1993a, p.556; I have already cited these lines as part of a
longer quotation in Chapter 1).
522Abramian, 1977, p.76.
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was somebody else, temporarily in possession of the 
w eakened psyche of the poet, public figure and revolutionary, 
who fired the shot'.523 M arina Tsvetaeva said: 'M aiakovskii 
killed  him self as an enem y'.524 Lunacharskii stated:
'Regardless of the fact that M aiakovskii sym pathized with his 
double and thought from time to time: 'M aybe this double is 
me m yself', he trod on his double's throat. And M aiakovskii's 
double killed him for that'.525 On the other hand Arkadii 
Belinkov pointed out that the best of M aiakovskii eclipsed his 
w orst part after his death: 'A shot in one's chest can be an 
excuse for many things, and the man who shot him self in the 
chest imm ediately ceased to be the author of the poem  "Stikh 
ne pro drian', a pro driantso" and became the author of 
Oblako v shtanakh  again'.526 In his stylistic analysis of 
M aiakovskii's suicide note527 Sergei Eizenshtein observed that 
there the temporal bifurcation (norm ally arising in the case of 
tw ins', as long as two similar human beings are doomed to 
lead m ore or less different lives) had been overcome: 'I think 
that the last thing written by M aiakovskii gives us one of the 
m ost tragic and majestic examples of the internal 
synchronism  achieved through the seem ingly non-related 
im age and subject'.528
3.8.3. The D opp e lg an g er  and immortality.
Thus the temporal aspect (the problem  of earning victory 
over tim e)529 becomes incorporated in the theme of suicide 
and/or provoked death, together with the task of recovering
523Quoted from Iakobson and Sviatopolk-Mirskii, 1975, p.29.
524Tsvetaeva, 1979, p.23.
525Lunacharskii, 1957, p.406.
526Belinkov, 1976, p.584.
527Even the title o f Maiakovskii's autobiography, 'Ia sam', could be 
read as a suicide note.
528 Quoted from Chertok, 1983, p . l l l .
529Cf. Limonov's line 'Vremeni bol'she net' in Limonov, 1978, p.26.
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one's damaged identity. The m oment of the 'time trial' is also 
closely linked to the motifs of love,530 revolution531 and 
im m ortality . Lilia Brik characterized M aiakovskii's usual 
behaviour in this way: 'If somebody is late for a game of 
cards, for M aiakovskii it means that nobody needs him. If a 
girl M aiakovskii knows does not phone him when he waits 
[for her call], it means that nobody loves him. And if so, it is 
m eaningless to live '.532 Some of M aiakovskii's pre-suicidal 
statem ents show that the poet considered death as a means 
for attracting additional love from  his contem poraries and 
securing the awe of future generations:533 'Only after my
death will you say what a rem arkable poet has passed away'
530Love, suicide and the twin myth are combined in the famous poem  
'Bliznetsy' (1852) by Fedor Tiutchev:
VI k t o  b  M 36b iT K e o iq y m e H M f t ,
Korna kmjimt m CTbiHeT K p o B b ,
He B e n a ^ i  B a n iw x  M C K y m e H M ft -  
CaMoy6MitCTBO m  Y i io 6 o B b !
5 3 1 'There are only two unique events that can overcome this flow of 
time, the revolutionary leap into the Future in the social-historical 
sphere, and suicide in the individual-existence sphere' (Stahlberger,
1964, p .131).
532Brik, 1993, p .171. Cf. also a quotation from the play 'Klop': You
shot yourself? [...] Because of carelessness? - No... Because of love' (XI,
251). Som e of his contemporaries, however, believed that Maiakovskii 
shot h im self for political reasons. Thus, the historian Lev Nikolaevich  
Gumilev in a private conversation suggested to me that Maiakovskii 
commited suicide because he had praised Trotskii in his poetry and was 
afraid o f Stalin's revenge after Trotskii fell out of favour. As Dem'ian 
Bednyi's joke demonstrates, even the atmosphere o f Stalinist terror 
could be seen in terms of the D o p p e l g a n g e r  complex: 'A scared man 
learned that every other person in the Soviet Union is an OGPU agent. 
Once, when drunk, he looked at a mirror and saw his own reflection. 
His hair turned grey from horror and he exclaimed: "O God, I'm dead! 
One of us is a spy!"' (Iordanskaia, 1994, p.225).
5 3 3 Jakobson notes that Maiakovskii 'looks at his last lines with the 
eyes o f the reader from the day after tomorrow' (Iakobson and 
Sviatopolk-M irskii, 1975, p .10).
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(XII, 398); 'when I am dead, you will read my poems and 
shed tears of em otion'.534 Lim onov echoes:
Xopomo yM ep eT b  m o a o a h m
H T 06 bl X eHlltM Hbl H A aK aT b 6bl CTaAM ;535
B 3T0ft 3CM3HM TOAbKO M OCTaAOCb 
>KecT KpacMBbiJt. P aH a Ha rp yA M  
PacnOA3aiOLLie^CH KpOBM BAOCTb
VI cMeniHan CAaBa BnepeAM.536
The act of suicide, which is termed 'prem editated' by 
Jakobson, signified for M aiakovskii the trium ph over time and 
an access to the pantheon of immortal gods. Otsup tends to 
assess M aiakovskii's suicide in religious terms: 'Does the 
bullet which went through his heart mean that he finally 
understood?.. One cannot hide oneself from  God'.537 That is 
why the image of Christ is crucial for the understanding of 
M aiakovskii's suicide: like Christ, the poet sacrifices him self 
(to his D o p p e lg a n g e r  and for his own sins) and ultimately 
gains im m ortality. The figure of Christ conveniently serves as 
a comm only perceived symbol of eternal life and a cover for 
the features of the 'twin religion', rather than a sign of 
M aiakovskii's Christian faith.
To conclude our extensive com parison, the nature of the 
im pact of the properties of the twin cult on M aiakovskii's and 
Lim onov's creative activity makes it relatively easy to assume 
that the final destination of the latter author may not 
seriously differ from that of the former. Since Limonov has 
follow ed so many of M aiakovskii's recom m endations already, 
from choosing scandal as a crucial point for his literary
534Katanian, 1985, p.497.
535E.Limonov, 'Eti pary likuiushchikh dnei!1, in Shchapova De Carli, 
1984, no pagination (printed in 'the Appendix').
5 3^E.Limonov, 'Lenochka! Ved' byli Vy poet', in Shchapova De Carli, 
1984, no pagination (printed in 'the Appendix').
5370tsup, 1961, p .176.
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c a re e r538 to sticking a portrait of Feliks Dzerzhinskii, the Head 
of Lenin's secret police, on the wall of his studio,539 one can 
only wonder how long Eduard Veniam inovich, who seems to 
be m ore emotionally stable than his role m odel,540 will
5 3 8 M aiakovskii used to say that literary scandal 'is not an offensive  
thing, but very estimable' (XII, 111).
539Cf.:
KlHome,
o6nyMbiBaiomeMy
XMTbS,
peinaio ineM y -
cae/iaTh 6bi )KM3Hb c Koro,
CKaaiy,
He 3anyMbiBa*cb -
«ZIe,naft e e
c TOBapwma
H3ep3CMHCKoro». (VIII, 319)
5 4 0 Among other common features, two appear to be o f particular 
interest: the writers' penchant for marches (see IV, 229; Limonov, 
1994a, p. 11; Limonov, 1994i, p.21) and for drawing. Maiakovskii's 
activity as a painter is well-known. Limonov informs the reader about 
the artistic connections and talents o f his fictional double in Limonov, 
1987, p .154; Limonov, 1994b, p .180; Limonov, 1994c. In May, 1981, the 
real Limonov, together with Nikolai Bokov, Iurii Lekht, Elizaveta 
M natsakanova, Vagrich Bakhchanian, Vladimir Kotliarov and others, 
took part in the art exhibition 'L'emigration russe: L'art en voyage’ in 
the 'Galerie TRANS/FORM' in Paris, introducing his composition 
'Performance a New York'. For a photograph certifying Limonov's 
participation in an artistic performance o f the members of the 
movement 'Vivrisme' in February, 1983, see the almanac Muleta A, ed. 
Tolstyi, Paris: Vivrisme, 1984, p. 144; see also Limonov, 1980a. The 
reader can compare the artistic manner o f M aiakovskii and Limonov 
on the basis of the two sketches appended at the end of this chapter 
(see figures 1 and 2). For other sketches by Limonov see, for instance, 
Sem' dnei [New York], 1984, no. 27 (p.33) and no.32 (pp.27-29).
m anage to keep balancing on the edge before experiencing 
death  and resurrection .541
F ig . l .  E.Limonov, “An illustration to the book Eto ia - 
E d i c h k a ”, A-Ia: Literaturnoe izdanie , 1 (1985), p. 104.
5 4 A n o th er  link in the endless chain o f coincidences entangling 
M aiakovskii's and Limonov's personae is the 'doughnut' theme. 
M aiakovskii's mother recalled: 'Volodia loved doughnuts' 
(Reformatskaia, 1963, p.49). Limonov asserts that his grandmother 
used to address him as 'Edin'ka - charm, joy and doughnut (p o n c h i k ) 
(Limonov, 1977a, p.59).
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F ig .2. V.M aiakovskii, “A picture from a letter to L .Iu.Brik 
circa 15 July, 1925”, V.V.Maiakovskii i L.Iu.Brik: Perepiska  
1 9 1 5 - 1 9 3 0 , ed. B .Jangfeldt (Stockholm: Alm qvist & W iskell 
In ternational, 1982), p .138.
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Chapter 4
IA  E B A L  VAS VSEKH, E B A N Y E  V R O T  S U K I : 
Limonov and his critics
Let's talk about critics, about what we do, 
and not have another boring academic 
con fe rence .
From Lim onov's speech at an emigre 
writers' conference in Vienna in 1987
4.1. LIMONOV AND HIS LITERARY CRITICS: MUTUAL 
DISTRUST.
L im onov's attitude to his num erous and often unrestrained 
critics was also partly shaped by M aiakovskii, who reportedly 
'did not fear them and could defend him self if they were 
unfair to him '.542 In one of his interviews Limonov responds 
to the question as to whether he is affected by the fury which 
usually accompanies the appearance of his publications: 
'Absolutely not! I laugh at all these nonsenses and foul things 
which are told about me, I even enjoy them!'. Then the 
journalis t asks how the writer has acquired such an 
im m unity. Lim onov explains:
[I] don't know. Perhaps all these attacks confirm  my 
presence, my s trong  presence in this world. My 
existence is noticeable, if  I cause such anger. The most 
dangerous thing for anyone is indifference. It is like a 
grave without an epitaph. This is what is horrendous for 
e v e ry o n e .543
542Shamardina, 1993, p.33. See also Maiakovskii's poem 'Gimn kritiku' 
(I, 82-83).
543Limonov, 1994j, p.5.
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Likew ise, Lim onov's autobiographical character, the writer in 
Ukroshchenie tigra v Parizhe, is sobered up by the shower of 
com plim ents, rather than becoming excited by it: 'Very often 
recently they have started to praise him. And this is 
suspicious. And it may be worth paying serious attention to 
this fact'.544
On a similar occasion the real Limonov behaves exactly like 
his hero when he says in a conversation with the editor-in- 
ch ief of the Canadian Russian-language m agazine 
S o v r e m e n n ik  A leksandr Gidoni: 'I read the essay by Karmazin 
[one of the very few positive reviews of Eto ia - Edichka 
which was published in S o v r e m e n n i k , 1979, 42, pp .l 11-15],
of course. It is not badly written, although its author 
'overpoliticized' my book. However, I prefer to be sworn at'. 
(Gidoni comments: 'Haven't you had enough of that?')545
Lim onov's feelings about his critics have become legendary, 
as the following anecdote by Sergei Dovlatov confirms:
It happened at a literary conference. Limonov and [the 
poet] Korzhavin took part in it, among others. At the end 
a discussion took place. Every discussant could speak for 
seven minutes. It was Korzhavin's turn. For seven 
minutes he was cursing Lim onov for amoralism. At last 
the chairman said: - Your time is up. - I haven't finished 
yet. - But your time is up...
Limonov intervened: - Do I have a slot? - Seven 
minutes. - May I pass them on to Naum Korzhavin? - 
You have that right.
And Korzhavin continued to condemn Limonov for 
amoralism for another seven m inutes. This time - at 
L im onov's own expense.546
544Limonov, 1994b, p .155.
545Gidoni, 1980, p .159.
546Volkova and Dovlatov, 1992, p. 16.
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However, this legend does not quite match the reality. 
L im onov is very well aware of the power of positive reviews. 
After the publication of the shortened version of Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  in K o v c h e g , he asks his then representative in 
W estern Europe Bokov to arrange, if possible, for the novel to 
be reviewed in the W estern press, especially in the London 
T i m e s , which is regarded as one of the main literary 
authorities in the USA.547 In the 1989 afterword to the first 
m etropolitan edition of Eto ia - Edichka he boasts that the 
foreign and Russian reviews of this book could cover the 
pavem ent of a fairly long Parisian street.548 It goes without 
saying that many of these, and subsequent, critiques were far 
from being very laudatory, and Limonov, in fact, was not too 
happy about this. In his early days he even tried to be careful 
with his words and attempted not to provoke people ju st for 
the sake of it, because so many of his critics (especially 
Russian emigres) needed very little to see red. For example, 
when talking to Gidoni, Limonov coins a thoughtfully balanced 
phrase about Solzhenitsyn, as he fears that if he does not 
adm it Solzhenitsyn's historical significance, 'they will start 
again: Limonov is this, Limonov is that'. (Gidoni remarks:
'W ell, haven’t you become accustomed to what they say about 
you?’. Lim onov concludes bitterly: 'I have, indeed '.549)
Since then things for Limonov have been showing very little  
im provem ent. The American critique of his first novel was 
ra ther scath ing .550 The British were not particularly
5 47 See Limonov's letter to Bokov of 21 June, 1979 (Leeds Russian 
Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection). The Times Li terary Supplement  did 
indeed review the English translation by S.L.Campbell of Eto ia - 
E d i c h k a , published by Picador, but this happened only in 1984 (see 
Zinik, 1984).
548Limonov, 1993a, p.284.
549Gidoni, 1980, p .154.
550See, for example, Smith, 1981; Smith, 1981a; Bayley, 1984, pp.28-29; 
Leont'eva, 1992; Limonov, 1993a, p .284. One critic, however, views the 
reception of Eto ia - Edichka as 'mixed', with the 'most friendly'
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appreciative either: on 8 March, 1984, The Guardian  stated 
that 'the Russian emigre author of It's Me, Eddie and his 
p icaresque howl register chiefly as noise.' The English 
translation of Istoriia ego slugi (published by Abacus under 
the name His Butler's Story) was praised, however, in the 
Sunday  Times  of 3 December, 1989, as 'a very funny send-up 
of the mega-rich in New York society'.551
Lim onov's relationship with the French critics was not much 
of a honeymoon either, although in general they were 
friendlier than their colleagues in other countries.552 Thus, 
the French translation of Podrostok  Savenko  (published by 
Albin M ichel under the title Autoportrait d'un bandit dans
judgements in the Wall Street Journal  and New Yorker  (see Campbell, 
1984).
5 5 1 ‘The English [meaning ‘British’, presumably] critics [...] can be 
rather arrogant. Encouragingly, sort of, arrogant, this is their sty le ’, 
says Limonov (see Leont’eva, 1992).
5 5 2 With the exception of Germany and the Scandinavian countries, 
which have proved to be fairly susceptible to Limonov's peculiar 
charm. The appearance o f Eto ia - Edichka in K o v c h e g  was greeted by 
the German critic Helen von Ssachno, in whose opinion contemporary 
Russian literature had not witnessed anything of this kind before (see 
Ssachno, 1979). The Swedish journalist Disa H&stad assured readers that 
Eto ia - Edichka caused a sensation not only because o f the sexual 
prom iscuity o f its protagonist and o f the abundance o f expletives that 
it contains, but also because it was the first publication which 
supported neither East nor West (see Hastad, 1980). A lengthy semi- 
scholarly article about Limonov's first novel was published in the 
Sw edish-language Finnish journal Finsk Tidskrift.  The author o f the 
article, Janina Orlov, then at the Swedish University o f Turku, paid 
particular attention to what she termed Limonov's mastery o f the 
Russian language (see Orlov, 1991). Even the political views of 
Lim onov have been taken very seriously in these parts o f Europe (for 
discussions o f Limonov's political position see, for example, an article 
by K.Holm in the German newspaper Frankfurter  Al lgemeine Zeitung  
o f 18 December, 1990, p.27, and a comment by A.Sinnemaki in the 
Finnish periodical Y l io pp i la s leh t i  of 17 March, 1994, p.5).
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son adolescence),  as well as Limonov's collection of short 
stories Salade Nigoise, released by the ‘Le D ilettante’ 
publishing house, received a warm welcome from Le Monde  
in 1986.553 In 1987, upon the release of the French 
translation of Palach  (re-christened as Oscar et les femmes) ,  
Le Figaro Litteraire interviewed Lim onov and compared him 
to Lev Tolstoi and Maksim Gor'kii.554 The publication of 
L im onov's tenth book in French was even favoured with 
praise both from the left (L 'H u m a n i t e ) and from the right {Le  
F ig a r o ) .555 The French translation of Inostranets v smutnoe  
v r e m ia  was awarded the Jean Frostier Prize.556 But the good 
graces of the French critics did not last. By 1992 Limonov 
noticed that he started falling out of favour because of his 
unguarded political remarks (at the beginning of his literary 
career in France the author of Eto ia - Edichka, according to 
his own confession, tried to watch his m outh).557 Lim onov 
says about his current literary reputation in France:
There is a real crusade against me in the press, and I 
know very well how it feels to be badgered. If I could 
take pity on myself, [this situation] would have seemed 
a tragedy to me. But as I am not prone to shed tears 
over myself, I endure it quite calm ly.558
For this situation Limonov chiefly blames his strongly 
opinionated journalistic  publications which used to appear
553See Zand, 1986.
554See Lautredou, 1987.
555See Limonov, 1991b, p .36.
556See Limonov, 1992f; Mogutin, 1992.
5 5 7 See Leont'eva, 1992. Limonov's 1985 attack against those French 
intellectuals who thought o f the then Soviet Union as of something 
similar to Dante's Inferno (see his passage in the July-August issue of
Le magazine litteraire devoted to literature in exile, pp.61-62) could
serve as a relatively early example of his 'unwise' political statements
made in France about the French.
558Limonov, 1994a, p .11.
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regularly  in the French periodical L'Idiot  In ternational .559 In 
it Lim onov, a member of its editorial board, criticized French 
politics and politicians with no less strength than he 
bludgeoned the USA in his anti-Am erican w ritings560 (in 
particu lar, he compared President M itterrand to B rezhnev).561 
P resum ably the above-m entioned cam paign had undercut 
L im onov's publishing opportunities in France to the extent 
that the writer had to turn 'back to the USSR' in his search for 
a new market. In Russia he enjoys the benefit of easier access 
to the TV, the role of which in the promotion of contemporary 
litera ture  he does not underestim ate.562 Speaking about the 
im pact of the media on the literary situation in the W est, 
L im onov judges it as mostly negative, perhaps because he 
was not a frequent guest on W estern literary program m es563 
(the passage below is based on his French experiences):
Unfortunately, the TV has already created its false [...] 
hierarchy in literature [...]. Are Nourissier, d'Orm esson, 
Philippe Labro really the best writers? (In general, it 
would be healthier for literature if the TV left it alone.) 
The totalitarian TV recom m ends the ready-m ade 
geniuses of today to the population. [...] The TV geniuses 
do not have competitors, because nothing is more
559For more details, see Limonov, 1998c.
560For an example of Limonov's anti-American attacks see Limonov, 
1993n .
561 See Limonov, 1992f.
5 6 2 Describing his current situation in Russia, Limonov says:
'Hundreds o f journalists ask me for interviews. I do not agree to do this 
too often, and I try to avoid banalities. To get access to a TV programme 
is difficult for people like me, but in principle it is also difficult to 
deny [me such access], because I am a personality and a newsmaker. 
Many people want me, but they are afraid of me, whereas I would like 
to take part in all sorts of TV discussions' (Limonov, 1993f, p .l).
563However, according to the information o f the ITAR-TASS news 
agency o f 10 March, 1992, Limonov signed a contract with Channel 2 
of French TV to make a documentary about the right-wing opposition 
in the former USSR.
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powerful and totalitarian [...] than TV. This is why one 
can say with no exaggeration that the influence of 
Bernard Pivot on French literature was more harmful 
than the decrees of Stalin's M inister of Culture Zhdanov. 
For fifteen years Pivot has been fabricating phoney 
literary geniuses, five a week.564
The tone of this extract leads us to assume that Limonov's 
nam e was missing from the list of outstanding contem porary 
French writers. However, since his return to Russia the author 
of Eto ia - Edichka (a line from which is cited in the title of 
this chapter) has been m aking regular appearances on 
R ussian T V ,565 mainly as a politician rather than as a writer 
of fiction, but it still helps him to sell his books.566 His
564Limonov, 1993, p.321. Limonov is not quite correct here. In fact, 
Andrei Aleksandrovich Zhdanov (1896-1948) was a member of the 
Politburo (from 1939) and a Secretary o f the Central Executive 
Committee o f the All-Union Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(from 1944). He supervised ideological issues.
5 6 5 Thus, in the course o f only one month he took part in the 
programme 'Potselui v diafragmu' (K-2) on 1 October, 1995, and crossed 
swords with the journalist Aleksandr Liubimov in the programme 
'Odin na odin' on 3 November, 1995. On 28 November, 1996, he 
celebrated the second anniversary o f the existence o f his newspaper
L i m o n k a  in Andrei Egorshev's TV programme 'Press-ekspress'. For a
review o f one of the very first Limonov's appearances on Russian TV,
see Troitskii, 1992.
566 Limonov's methods o f self-prom otion do occasionally misfire.
Limonov's translator into Finnish, Mr Jukka M allinen, told me that on 
one o f Limonov's political tours in Russia, the author o f Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  spoke in front of Communist sympathizers (mainly 
pensioners) in the Siberian city of Krasnoiarsk (the bottom line of his 
speech was 'your cause is not yet lost'). Inspired by Limonov's 
appearance, the pensioners rushed to buy his books which were put 
on sale outside the hall where the meeting took place. However, 
Limonov's newly acquired readership did not find what they expected 
in these books. Within a week, the local Communist party bureau was 
deluged with complaints. The local Communist leader had to come
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reputation in Russia, of course, is no less tainted than in 
F ra n c e ,567 but he has enough sympathizers to ensure the sell­
out of a considerable print run (his latest 1995 collections of 
short stories, Chuzhoi v neznakomom gorode  and K o n ' ia k  
N a p o l e o n , were both published in 30 000 copies; his latest 
novels, Poslednie dni Supermena  (1996) and 316, punkt "V" 
(1998), had print runs of 15 000 and 10 000 copies 
respectively; and even the collection of his 1976-82 poems 
Moi otritsatel 'nyi geroi, written in New York and Paris and 
published in Moscow in 1995, had a circulation of 1 000 
copies, which is truly astonishing, given the fact that poetry 
now does not sell well at all;568 on the whole, these sale 
figures are rather im pressive for today's book trade in Russia, 
which finds it hard to make a profit on anything other than 
th r il le rs ) .
4.2. LITERARY CRITICISM AS A SOURCE OF LIMONOV'S 
INSPIRATION.
W hether reviews are good or bad, it is known that Limonov 
follows them intently and keeps them all on record. He has 
his reasons for this:
I read the reviews of my books. Then I begin to 
understand what I am doing. [...] It does not help in the 
actual writing, but it does help you to define your path.
forward with an official explanation: 'Comrades, you've got to 
understand. Limonov is our  author. His books demonstrate what 
capitalism does to human beings. It reduces them to giving blow-jobs 
to Negroes.'
567See L[imonov], 1995, p.4.
5 6 8 The trouble with this fine collection o f poetry was that apparently 
it had not been read even by those who reviewed it. For instance, an 
anonymous review of Moi otritsatel'nyi gero i , entitled 'Eduard 
Limonov vspomnil, chto on... poet' and printed in the magazine 
O g o n e k  (1996, no.45, p.53), stated that Limonov's poems included in this 
collection are devoid of obscenities and sexual episodes. This is not true 
(see, for example, Limonov, 1995g, pp.92, 95).
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It helps you to understand som ething, even if you do 
not use your understanding for many years or books 
ahead. But you can define who you are, at least for the 
time being.569
H ere are several examples of how Lim onov uses the critique 
of his works as a source of inspiration. The alleged 
autobiographism  of Eto ia - Edichka caused speculation over 
the possible link of this novel to the ancient Greek myth 
about Narcissus, who fell in love with his own reflection in the 
w a te r .570 Limonov was evidently fascinated by the idea that 
Eto ia - Edichka  has its roots in narcissistic writing (e.g., the 
novel's denouem ent is a m irror reflection of its opening), 
since in 1985 he published a short story 'Dvoinik', in which 
the idea of identical reflection m aterializes in the image of 
F ather John .571 In Chapter 3 of this study we argued that 
'D voinik' represents the quintessence of Lim onov's artistic 
m e th o d .572
The idea of the 'sadomasochistic' novel P a la c h  appears to have 
come to Limonov, at least partly, as a result of the following 
comment on Eto ia - Edichka:
By W estern standards [...] Edichka has a curious 
innocence: it is quite w ithout sadism for one thing.
There is no rape, no sexual violence, not much 
domination of one sex over the other [...], no power 
struggle between the sexes. The sexuality described is 
not particularly neurotic or obsessional, and it is often 
very funny. [...] Unlike the m ajority of W estern
569Glad, 1993, p.268.
570See Bokov, 1979, p .12; Smirnov, 1983, pp.21-45.
57 ^ e e  Limonov, 1985a.
572For a similar understanding o f 'Dvoinik' see Matich, 1986, p.537.
This essay, however, does not name the works of Bokov and Smirnov as 
a likely source for Limonov's short story.
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erotic/pornographic books, it is not concerned so much 
with fem ale sexuality .573
It goes without saying that all the features listed above are on 
hand in Limonov's fourth novel.
In Limonov's opinion, even a hostile analysis can be utilized 
to good effect. Thus, Igor' Efimov disparagingly called D n e v n ik  
neudachnika, Hi Sekretnaia tetrad' 'a portrait of the bandit as 
a young m an'.574 It is very possible that Limonov had this 
phrase in mind when he was thinking over the plot of 
Podrostok  Savenko  (in the interview to Gidoni he confesses 
that he was 'madly pleased' with Efim ov's 
c h a ra c te r isa tio n ) .575 The same review by Efim ov m ight also 
have influenced the short story 'Dvoinik' and the novel 
P a la c h : Efimov insists that in Dnevnik neudachnika  Lim onov 
describes a certain state of the human soul while 'looking in 
the mirror'; the critic also dubs the fruits of the fertile 
im agination of the loser 'the fantasies of an executioner'.576 
P a la c h  also appears to be affected by the rem ark of Nina 
VoroneF, for whom spiders and cockroaches sym bolize the 
image of Limonov's protagonist in Eto ia - Edichka.511 One can 
trace a polemic with this rem ark in the phrase of the Polish 
underdog Jacek Gutor, who keeps wondering whether a 
human being can kiss a cockroach. M oreover, a cockroach is 
found in the mouth of the dead body of the sadist Oscar, the 
leading character in P a la c h .578
573Shukman, 1983, pp.1-18.
574Efimov, 1978, p .121.
575Gidoni, 1980, p.159.
576Efimov, 1978, p .121. In pendant to Efimov, the problems 'Limonov as 
an executioner' and 'Limonov and sadism1 were discussed in Losev,
1978, p .125.
577See Voronel', 1979, p. 190.
5 7 ^The real-life origins of the image o f the cockroach in P a l a c h  were 
given in Chapter 1 of our work.
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A nother short story by Limonov, 'M utant' [The Mutant], 
seems to be an answer to Mikhail Lemkhin's review of P a l a c h , 
entitled 'Inoplanetianin Limonov' (Lim onov the Alien, 1987). 
The critic m aintained that Lim onov's hero in this novel 
'interacts with the world exclusively on the level of 
physiology. He does not live, he does not even exist, he carries 
out evolutions which are linked to physiological activities'.579 
Then Lemkhin suggested that Limonov is ju st like his hero, 
and that he might ju st as well be an alien. 'M utant' offers the 
reader a sketch of the American model Sally, an acquaintance 
of Limonov. She is ignorant (mistaking Notre Dame for the 
E iffel Tower) and lacks human emotions ('makes love as if 
fulfilling a social duty ')580, and she prefers cars to dogs and 
human speech on the radio to the sound of music. Something 
is wrong even with the structure of her body ('All her body is 
unusually  hard. Her underdeveloped breasts, "underopened" 
for some reason, are no exception. [...] Her body is as cold as 
dead wood. [...] Sally the mutant isn 't a woman any longer, 
and yet she is one').581 Still, she makes more money from a 
few days in a show than Limonov makes from his lengthy 
work on a book, and the future clearly belongs to her. 
Lim onov's comments are filled with indignation: 'She uses 
everything, while having no right to have anything. Is it for 
people like her, for the walking stomachs with the eyes of a 
cow, that the tragic history of m ankind has taken place?'582. 
However, Sally's agent, the Russian Sashka Zhigulin, rates 
Sally higher than the narrator, called Limonov, and himself: 
'We are the neurotic children of an old-fashioned civilization. 
She is a new woman. We, full of artificial knowledge, gleaned 
from books, we have to disappear in order to give way to new 
people. To thousands and m illions of Sallys'.583 By this means
579Lemkhin, 1987, p .396.
580Limonov, 1995c, p.223.
581Limonov, 1995c, pp.222-23.
582Limonov, 1995c, pp.223-24.
583Limonov, 1995c, p.221. In these words one might see an allusion to 
Zavist '  (Envy, 1927) by lurii Olesha. See, in particular, Ivan Babichev's
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Lim onov is objecting to Lemkhin's definition, as if 
readdressing it to the appalling newcom ers from the future. 
Lim onov clearly disagrees with Lem khin on the central point: 
he is not an alien or mutant, he is human.
The neurotic 'Chekhovian' self-consciousness of Lim onov's 
alter ego in Eto ia - Edichka has been duly registered by the 
experienced critics Petr Vail' and A leksandr Genis. They style 
Edichka as a 'lost, lonely, confused and pitiful' individual and 
define him as an 'anti-Superm an'.584 Faithful to his habit of 
taking his readership by surprise, Lim onov, however, appears 
to challenge this definition in his novel Poslednie dni 
S u p e r m e n a  (The Last Days of a Superman, 1996; written 
apparently at least a decade earlier). The novel features a 
forty-five-year-old Russian emigre, Genrikh, who used to live 
in England and now resides in Paris. Limonov generously 
endows Genrikh with details of his own appearance (a crew 
cut), habits (regular long walks and w eightlifting) and 
biography (G enrikh's father, whose m oralizing apparition 
haunts Genrikh at nights, is a m ilitary officer).585 Genrikh 
learns that he is terminally ill and decides to spend his last 
days robbing banks and restaurants, rather than on a hospital 
bed. He meets a fourteen-year-old girl called Alice who 
becomes his lover and accomplice. In bed with Alice, Genrikh 
is thinking:
There is a strong chance that she will leave m e’ [...]
Then he realized at once that it would not be easy for 
the girl to do so now, when Berettas and Brownings had 
become part of their lives. No, Genrikh has simply 
forgotten that he is no longer Genrikh the Ordinary, to
and Nikolai Kavalerov's attitude towards Volodia Makarov and Valia 
(Olesha, 1977, p .122). Olesha has been named among Limonov's 
literary sources (see Ashkenazi, 1979, p .197), and the title of his novel 
might have influenced Limonov's poem ’Zavist" (Envy, 1986; see  
Limonov, 1986c), which will be discussed below.
584Vail' and Genis, 1984c, p.29.
585See Limonov, 1996e, p p .I l l ,  137, 151, 173.
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whom  women come and whom they abandon [as they 
please]. He is Genrikh the Superman. W omen don't drop 
Supermen all that often.586
This paragraph seems to dispute the following observation by 
Vail' and Genis made in connection with Edichka's sexual 
relationships: 'A lm ost always he plays a subordinate role.
Even in the famous scene with the black man he is passive. 
Even his wife treats him  like dirt'.587 Thus, with the help of 
one fictional double (Genrikh), Limonov apparently seeks, if 
only post factum, to save the face of another (Edichka).
To the best of our knowledge, borrowing ideas from ill- 
disposed review ers, as well as using the secondary literature 
on the works of a writer as a literary source for the 
subsequent works of the same writer, is very rarely 
paralleled. Lim onov recom m ends this approach to everyone: 
'One should take advantage of negative criticism , too. If the 
critic loses his or her temper, he or she m ight write something 
useful, against his or her own will'.588
4.3. THE CRITICAL RECEPTION OF ETO IA - EDICHKA.5*9
It seems that the writer was driven to this conclusion, as well
as to the slighting treatm ent of his ill-w ishers, by the
reception of Eto ia - Edichka in the Soviet and Russian emigre
press (before the publication of his first novel Limonov quite
often had enjoyed a fairly sym pathetic response from both 
the Russian and the non-Russian media abroad).590 The
586Limonov, 1996e, p.111.
587Vail' and Genis, 1984c, p.29.
588Limonov, 1991b, p.36.
589It would be virtually im possible and counterproductive to give a 
survey of the critical reception of all the books by Limonov. We prefer 
to focus on Eto ia - Edichka, because the criticism of this work largely 
set the standards for Limonov's critics in the future.
590See, for instance, the following interviews with Limonov and 
articles about him: D es t in o ,  17 February, 1973, pp.6-7; Neue Ziircher
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reaction to the book was simply ferocious. One reviewer 
stated categorically that the m atter discussed in Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  was clinical and had nothing to do with literature.591 
A more moderate opinion attacked Lim onov for ignoring the 
Russian taboo against using f-words in print: 'w ithout a doubt, 
this fiction is not untalented, but it is so heavily loaded with
obscenities, whether or not they are appropriate (most of the
time they are not), that one’s reading is seriously im peded'.592
Some men of letters criticized Limonov, either gently or 
fiercely, w ithout even m entioning his nam e.593 For exam ple, 
V ladim ir Voinovich wrote in his satirical novel Pretendent na 
p r e s to l  (Pretender to the Throne), commenting on a brutal 
scene of an interrogation of private Chonkin by lieutenant 
F ilippov, when the lieutenant turned wild and abusive:
Here, completely helpless, the author must stop. Fearing
to offend the reader's sense of decency, he is unable to
depict the lieutenant's further speech except as a series 
of dots; there is no reason to include the few printable 
words which happened to occur in it for, taken out of 
context, they would transm it neither the depth, nor the
Zeitung,  17 June, 1973, p.53; II Giorno, 25 May, 1975, p.5 and II 
M essagero ,  12 December, 1977, p.3.
591 See Bakhrakh, 1979, p.13.
592Sergeev, 1979. The fairly large number of 'sovietisms' in Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  have also caused a negative reaction. The critic Konstantin 
Kustanovich likened the language o f the novel to that of the 
Komsomol'skaia pravda  newspaper (see Kustanovich, 1981, p .32).
5 9 3 Quoting Limonov's American publisher Aleksandr Sumerkin, Elin 
Schoen describes the treatment given to the author o f Eto ia - Edichka 
by the New York Russian-language newspaper Novoe russkoe slovo  (as 
we mentioned in Chapter 1, Limonov had worked there as a proof­
reader for a while, long before his notoriety reached the point o f no 
return): 'They never printed his name. [...] They wrote articles about 
him, referring to "one notorious pseudo-writer, that pseudo-poet'". 
(Schoen, 1980.)
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vividness, nor even the sense in which these 
expressions were used.
It would seem, though, that there is nothing so dramatic 
here. A new fashion has caught on these days - if a 
person wishes to use a certain word in his writing, then 
he uses that very word; some people even build entire 
stories and novels on such a word, and in the company 
of such words a decent word looks as indecent as a man 
in a black suit and tie in a steam bath.594
(One can realise immediately that Voinovich is aiming at 
Limonov because, using a phrase coined by a British 
journalist, it is the author of Eto ia - Edichka who has 'made 
obscene language the hallmark of [his] writing style'.595 
Lim onov's contribution to this field has been acknowledged 
by A.Baranov and D.Dobrovol'skii, the compilers of the 1995 
dictionary Russkaia zavetnaia idiomatika: Veselyi slovar' 
krylatykh vyrazhenii  (published by 'Pom ovskii i partnery' in 
Moscow under the pen-name 'Vasilii Bui'), and by 
T.V.Akhm etova, the compiler of the dictionary Russkii  mat: 
Tolkovyi slovar'  (Moscow: Glagol, 1996). Both dictionaries 
quote Lim onov's scatological passages in abundance.)
However, using the same device (not m entioning Limonov by 
name) as a protective shield, other literary people went 
beyond all lim its, rudely insulting the writer. Anatolii Gladilin 
concocted the following lampoon:
There was a young poet in the USSR. [...] Objectively 
speaking, in Moscow he was known rather as a [...] 
tailor. However, opinions differed. Some people cursed 
the style of his cut, others praised it. I cannot judge 
what it was like. I do not understand much about the 
sartorial art. So, our hero arrived in the USA and started 
to publish something som ewhere. There was more than
594Voinovich, 1981, pp.36-37. The translation is slightly amended.
595Beeston, 1997.
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enough freedom, but fame somehow or other evaded
him. [...] And our hero wanted to attract people's 
attention so much!.. When he realized that he was living 
in a free country, he took off his pants and showed the 
respectable public the back part of his body, below the 
waist. And published an account of his physical 
experiences.. Then the reading public started speaking 
about the exposed part of the body, as well as about its 
owner. Success? Probably. But what kind of success is 
th a t? ..596
A similar piece in the form of a letter, signed by Ian Evzlin,597 
was submitted to the magazine K o v c h e g  and never printed. It
5 96Gladilin, 1979. This publication is a press-cutting found among the
K o v c h e g  papers in the Leeds Russian Archive, with no page reference 
or name of the source on it. In the same collection there is a letter 
from Limonov to Bokov in which the former writes to the latter about 
Gladilin's escapades: 'Why don't you read what this Soviet pig's snout 
has written? What a scoundrel, petty, repulsive'. Strangely enough, 
Gladilin's idiosyncratic appreciation o f Limonov's creative methods 
has been recently complimented in Vinokurov, 1995. Another Russian  
emigre writer, Boris Khazanov, made better use o f the metaphor of a 
man undressing, as applied to the author o f Eto ia - Edichka: 'Limonov 
is not without talent [...] but I'm not comfortable with his work. [...]
This kind of writing is so easy. It's the easiest path to take. Because of  
its accessibility, naturalism is a disease many go through, especially  
the young. They have the feeling that while other writers are 
hypocritical and cover life's awful truth with fig leaves, they w ill 
undress man and show their readers the naked truth. But in 
undressing man, you lose a part o f him. As soon as you take man's
clothes off, you have taken away part of his being. Clothing is part o f
his personality. But you may want to go even further and remove his 
skin, which leaves only the bare anatomy. Then you can remove his 
m uscles, and you're left with only his skeleton. And that is no longer 
man at all. It is the paradox of naturalism' (Glad, 1993, pp.125-26;
English as in the original).
5970n  Evzlin see Vail' and Genis, 1984a, pp.6-13; Vail' and Genis 1984b, 
pp. 18-19. Evzlin publicly objected to Limonov's assessment of Vasilii
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is not altogether clear whether this curriculum vitae of 
L im onov in America was compiled seriously, with the view of 
exposing his true nature, or merely as a parody. Its tone of a 
sem i-literate book-lover who is preoccupied with the issue of 
saving the green mantle of the planet Earth, sounds too 
genuine to be invented:
It is not the phenomenon of Limonov in itself which is 
strange. W hat is strange is why these tiny journals, 
which m ultiply like A ustralian rabbits, give their pages 
to such marginal literary (o k o lo l i t e ra tu rn y e ) scoundrels. 
W ho is paying for this? I have known Limonov in New 
York for several years now. He is neither a 'politician', 
nor an 'extreme leftist', nor a 'rebel' [...]. He is a 
scheming stingy Philistine. A tailor by profession, with a 
dubious past, Limonov simply let himself go in New 
York, counting on the liberalism  of the local authorities. 
He got him self a pocket knife, and on every street 
corner called himself now an anarchist, now a 
Trotskyite, now a Maoist, now a 'hero of the world'. [...] 
Here is Limonov's brief resume: at first he pursued the 
occupation of a proof-reader in a minor Russian- 
language newspaper in New York. In it he published 
m iserable defam atory articles, written in a rough, 
shallow manner. Soon Limonov was fired, because he 
made a worthless proof-reader. The lack of education 
took its toll. Abandoned by the woman whom he had 
brought abroad, this he-m an went com pletely ballistic 
and wrote a so-called pam phlet [Peredacha n'iu- 
iorkskogo radio], in which he [...] personally shoots the 
m illionaires from Fifth Avenue and incinerates the N e w  
York Times and corrupt journalists. Then in the
Shukshin, Vladimir Soloukhin and V asil1 Bykov printed in one o f  
Limonov's articles in Novoe russkoe slovo (see Evzlin, 1975). It is 
possible that Limonov portrayed Evzlin under the name of Ian Zlobin 
(this surname is derived from the Russian word 'zloba', which means 
'malice') in his short story 'Ekh, barin tol'ko v troechke 
promchalsia...'; see Limonov, 1995b, pp.241-54.
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Palestinian rag N e de l ia  he slandered his fellow emigres, 
whom he talked to every day. Is there anything this 
rogue has not done, when looking for any kind of 
popularity?! He threatened one em igre with his knife 
and read his doggerel for the Voice of America, even 
sending it to the Soviet magazine Novyi mirl Devils are 
leading his lost soul, indeed. But now all is going well: 
the tailor Limonov has got a job as a caretaker in an 
apartm ent block for the rich, whom [he claimed] he 
hated so much. And he’s calmed down. That is what this 
'rebel poet' and 'dom inant influence' really needed. I 
would not write about this if I did not feel sorry for the 
paper on which the opuses of people like Limonov were 
printed. Just think about the wasted timber! So, the 
damage is twofold: the waste of trees and the pernicious 
influence of the evil words of such 'men of letters' on 
the potential reader.598
By analogy, the friendly critique of Lim onov's work can also 
be divided into the open, the hidden and the unpublished.599
598Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
5 99An extraordinary piece of friendly criticism of Eto ia - Edichka in 
verse is to be found in the newspaper Vecherni i zvon.  The follow ing  
lines, ascribed to the clearly non-existent Russian Israeli poet Arkadii 
Chepovetskii (allegedly a Second World War veteran), humorously 
criticize Edichka's undue self-abasement and lack of spirit, caused by 
the infidelity o f his wife Elena and her subsequent remarriage to the 
Italian Count de Carli:
[...]«K apjiw », «M ap /iw » , «ZlataxoM O» m «Kohtm»
(Wm HOBa^KHO, eBpeft roft)
HaBM /ia/icfl mx b Jipope3b Ha ({ipoHTe, 
riofl CMo/ieHCKOM m K y p cx o ft a y r o f t !
Pyxy CBOiiMT xax 6yaTO HaraHOM,
CoryiacMTbCH, cbiHox, He M ory -
Zlaate b CTpauiHOM 6 p e u y , aaace jibHHbiM -
OmaBaTb Hainy Jipope3b B pary!
PyccxM ft 6ap a  Tbi? He BepMTCH m to-to ,
6pocMB p y ccx y w  necTb Ha Becbi,
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It goes without saying that the positive accounts of Eto ia - 
E d ic h k a  were outnumbered by the negative ones. R u s s k a ia  
my si ' ,  for instance, published only two articles in defence of 
Lim onov's novel: by the man who was brave enough to 
introduce Edichka to the reader, Nikolai Bokov,600 and by the 
m usician Aleksandr Rabinovich. It is curious that in his 
analysis the m usician proved to be more profound than many 
professional literary critics. He wrote:
Limonov throws a red herring to his future critics and 
faultfinders [...] by creating [...] the illusion of his 
depravity and moral degradation, which has nothing to 
do with the reality, of course. [...] Limonov wrote the 
confessions of a 'son of the twentieth century' with an 
astonishing artistic expressiveness. W ith amazing pow er 
he describes the artist's struggle for the preservation of 
his own 'I' and his own dignity in the modern world. 
Love [...] and [...] politics have been intermingled in this 
book. Would it not be better to take one's hat off to such 
a man, instead of trying to hush up his work or whining 
over too many f-words on its pages?601
The dubious support came from the Soviet media. Thus, 
Literaturnaia gazeta  approved Eto ia - Edichka as an 
exem plary description of the common fate of those seduced 
by W estern propaganda who leave their socialist hom eland 
for the W est.602 As Limonov was one of the few emigre
BMecTO Jiopoxa, xpoBM m noia - 
Tbi JiapniMBKe eft H i o x a y i  Tpycbi! [...]
Jle3y b  3CM3Hb TB O io, cxaaceuib, 6e3 C T y x a ?  
y  0T4M3Hbl y  B C e ft  H a  B M fly  
ripoB opoH M /i, n p o K a p x a j i ,  n p o iJ iy K a y i  
Tbi K O B a p H y io  3 T y  n M 3 n y !  [ . . . ]
('Patrioticheskoe poslanie byvshemu riadovomu Limonovu ot kapitana 
Chepovetskogo', Vechernii zvon, 1, 1986, p.4).
600See Bokov, 1979, p. 12.
60 R ab in ov ich , 1979.
602See Pochivalov, 1980.
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w riters who were favoured with an alm ost sym pathetic 
reference, this article led to the accusations that Limonov was 
a KGB agent.603
The literary parody 'Eto ia - Fenichka' (It's Me, Fenichka) by 
Petr Vail' and A leksandr Genis represents the hidden friendly 
critique of Eto ia - Edichka which, as a rule, does not refer to 
Lim onov by name. Vail' and Genis focused primarily on the 
bisexuality of the protagonist in the novel. This uncommon 
sexual orientation was disparaged by a device which is 
untranslatable into English. In the m onologue of the main 
personage in the parody, the m asculine nouns were 
accom panied by fem inine adjectives (e.g., damskaia master, 
progress ivnaia  portnoi).  This confrontation with the rules of 
R ussian gram m ar em phasized the 'unnatural' character of 
bisexuality. Notwithstanding this, it seems as if  'Eto ia - 
Fenichka' was written not in order to blame Limonov for 
telling his supposedly m ost intim ate secrets to everyone, but 
to com m em orate the revival of the controversial subject of 
bisexuality in the Russian literary tradition. At any rate, in 
their serious critical essays Vail' and Genis have always 
shown a sober and balanced approach to the works of 
L im o n o v .604 Therefore this caustic satire should be regarded 
as an innocuous and benevolent send-up,605 albeit not 
necessarily in the best possible taste.606
603See, for example, Liubarskii, 1991, p.35; and the letter of 
A.Alekseev-Gai to the editors o f the magazine Ogon ek  (O g o n e k , 29,
1991, p.4).
604See Vail' and Genis, 1982, pp.106-08; Vail' and Genis, 1984, p .l l;  Vail' 
and Genis, 1987, pp.118-33.
6 0 5 Vagrich Bakhchanian is responsible for yet another friendly 
send-up of Eto ia - Edichka. In June 1983, in the emigre newspaper 
Novyi  amerikanets  (no. 173, p.36) he published a number of fictitious 
book announcements allegedly released by the non-existent 
publishing house 'Pont' (Fraud). The French artist Edouard Manet, the 
then Mayor of New York City Edward C. Koch, the politician Edward 
Kennedy, the Russian footballer Eduard M alofeev, the Russian poet 
Eduard Asadov and even the Polish-Russian female singer Edita P'ekha
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As for the unpublished friendly critique of Eto ia - Edichka , 
some documents among the K o v c h e g  papers in the Leeds 
Russian Archive indicate the unequivocal support from  some 
readers (see letters to Bokov from  the authoritative Slavists 
John E. Bowlt and Simon Karlinsky of 13 March and 4 April, 
1979, respectively; the form er, however, insisted that his 
letter should not be printed). According to the unpublished 
opinion of another Slavist, Andrej Kodjak from  the 
D epartm ent of Slavic Languages and Literatures of New York 
University, dated 5 March, 1979,
the language of E.Limonov is powerful, his images 
captivating. Some of his episodes could be classified as 
pornographic, however [...] by m istake. Edichka's sexual 
adventures are closely interw oven with his political, 
psychological and existential problem s, thus serving a 
definite artistic purpose rather than sexual excitem ent 
of the reader. The author's straightforw ardness in 
sexual matters would be a novelty in Russian, m ostly 
puritanic, literature; being published in English, 
however, and therefore incorporated in the
were listed as authors. All their books had a similar title, that of Eto ia - 
E d i c h k a .  (This joke, by the way, proves that the publication of his first 
novel turned Limonov into a celebrity of sorts.)
606 Here is an example of a similarly untranslatable but equally 
unsavoury joke made in connection with Eto ia - Edichka and 
implying the sexual orientation of its protagonist (and, by analogy, its 
author). In the newspaper Novyi  amerikanets  o f 26 September - 2 
October, 1983, Vagrich Bakhchanian (on him see Chapter I) placed a 
series o f mock ‘classified advertisements’ one o f which read: ‘Ishchu 
prikliuchenii na svoiu zhopy. Eduard Lim onov’ (the first sentence in 
the citation means literally ‘I am looking for trouble’). This idiomatic 
expression successfully hints both at the adventurousness o f a 
particular individual (p r i k l i u c h e n i i a ) and at his alleged proneness to 
homosexual love (z h o p a ). The best English equivalent we could come 
up with is ‘Needed. A companion for arsing about’, but it is nowhere 
near the hilarious original.
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contem porary W estern literature, the im pact of sexual 
episodes is doubtlessly reduced .607
These letters of support, however, did not see the light of day; 
nor did the positive reactions to the book expressed in the 
letters to Bokov from the less academic readers 
E .Podberezk ina  and V .A ntoshchenkova).608 It was almost 
im possible to persuade those who ruled the roost in Russian 
em igre literature to publish a vindication of Eto ia - Edichka 
in their periodicals, because the tactics em ployed were either 
to attack Lim onov609 or, even more effectively, to ignore the 
en tire  m atter.
4.4. LIMONOV AND MAKSIMOV.
The person who proposed the idea of keeping silent about 
Lim onov was V ladim ir M aksim ov, editor-in-chief of the 
em igre m agazine K ont inen t .  In 1978 Maksimov printed a 
selection of Limonov's poetry in this magazine, preceded by 
Iosif B rodskii's favourable fo rew ord .610 A fter the appearance
6 07Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection. English as in the 
o r ig in a l .
608See the Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection. For the few  
recent positive evaluations of Limonov's first novel, as well as o f his 
creative activity in general, see, for example: Sukonik, 1991, pp.43-92; 
Mogutin, 1993a.
609After the publication of Eto ia - Edichka 'some were so outraged that 
a commission was formed [...] "for the annihilation o f Limonov"'
(Brown, 1986, p.381).
610See K on t in e n t , 15, 1978, pp.153-58. The publication took place 
owing to the efforts of Vladimir Maramzin and Iosif Brodskii. For 
Brodskii's letters of recommendation of 10 October, 1975, and 15 
September, 1977, see V.E.Maksimov's collection in the Historisches 
Archiv at the Forschungsstelle Osteuropa (University o f Bremen). The 
same collection contains Limonov's letter to Maksimov of 2 November, 
1977, with an explanation of the rumours which were damaging to 
Lim onov's reputation and presumably instrumental in initially  
preventing M aksimov from publishing Lim onov's poetry.
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of Eto ia - Edichka , M aksimov's attitude to Limonov 
underw ent certain changes. In his speech at a meeting of 
representatives of the three waves of the Russian em igration 
on 27 February, 1979, Nikolai Bokov accused Maksimov of 
visiting Countess Zinaida Shakhovskaia, editor-in-chief of 
Russkaia  mysl',  and advising her to stop the polemics around 
L im onov's book.611 Shakhovskaia declined the suggestion, but 
since then many others had been pursuing the strategy first 
proposed by M aksim ov,612 applying it to Limonov's writings 
in general. For example, Vladim ir Kozlovskii, the author of the 
study Argo russkoi gomoseksual’noi subkuVtury  (Benson: 
Chalidze Publications, 1986), confessed that the original 
version of his book contained quite a substantial chunk of 
Lim onov-related m aterial, later excluded at the insistence of 
K ozlovskii’s publisher, Mr Valerii Chalidze (see an article 
about Kozlovskii, entitled ‘Moi milenok dissident...’, in the 
M oscow new spaper Inos trane ts  of 1 September, 1993). Self­
censorship also might have played a considerable role among 
the reasons which urged various scholars and literary critics 
to avoid m entioning Lim onov’s name whenever possible. It is 
not quite clear, for instance, why Limonov, one of the most
6 ^M aksim ov expressed his private opinion of Eto ia - Edichka in one 
of his interviews: 'As for Limonov, I just don't consider that serious 
literature. Frankly, the things he does in his writings are 
inappropriate and unnecessary - all that anti-American pro-Soviet 
stuff. And when they say it's nonpolitical literature, what do they 
mean - "nonpolitical"? His little book manages to sling mud at 
Sakharov, Solzhenitsyn and at me, as well as Radio Liberty, N o v o e  
russkoe slovo,  the Trotskyites... He got everyone. How is that apolitical 
literature? No wonder Literaturnaia gazeta  raved: at last somebody 
recognized the West for what it was. Well, I refuse to publish it' (Glad, 
1993, p .257).
612Limonov responded in his letter to Bokov of 30 September, [1979]: 'I 
didn’t know that Maksimov went to Shakhovskaia. What a scum! Well, 
this is what one has come to expect from the former writer for the 
magazine Oktiabr"  (Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection). 
See also Limonov, 1992f: 'A number of [French] literary critics boycott 
my books and refuse to review them'.
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original poets of his generation, is not included in the 
o therw ise fairly  com prehensive bilingual anthology 
Contemporary Russian Poetry , selected by Gerald S. Smith 
(B loom ington and Indianapolis: Indiana U niversity Press, 
1 9 9 3 ) .613 Limonov's name is also m issing from  the 'Poetry 
Chart', appended to the first issue of the directory Kto est' kto 
v sovremennoi kul'ture? (Moscow: Gum anitarnyi fond im eni 
A .S.Pushkina, 1992), compiled by S.Gandurina and E.Bogatykh. 
Finally, it is a complete mystery why Lim onov is omitted 
from Vasilii Betaki's study Russkaia poeziia za 30 let (Orange, 
Conn.: A ntiquary, 1987) and from  Robert Porter's recent 
survey of contem porary Russian w riting .614 It was none other 
than Betaki who introduced one of Lim onov's very first poetic 
publications in the magazine G ran i  in 1975,615 and Porter has
6 13Scandinavian compilers, however, deemed Limonov worthy of 
being included in various collections o f modern Russian writings in 
translation. Thus, extracts from Limonov's Dnevnik neudachnika,  as 
well as several poems, were chosen by Hans Bjorkegren for his 
anthology Octoberlegendernas land  (Stockholm: Bonniers, 1991, pp.81- 
85). A selection of passages from Dnevnik neudachnika  also appeared 
in the Finnish yearly collection o f contemporary literature K a l e n t e r i  
86  (Espoo: W eilin and Goos, 1986, pp.54-56). An extract from Istoriia ego 
s lu g i  was included in the Finnish anthology of contemporary Russian 
fiction Hauskat  hautajaiset  [A Happy Funeral], edited and translated by 
Jukka M allinen (Helsinki: Orient Express, 1991, pp.39-70; the 
circumstances o f Limonov's two publications in Finnish are explained 
in his letter to Jukka Mallinen of 3 November, 1986, a copy of which, 
courtesy o f Mr Mallinen, is now in my possession). Recently 
Limonov's works have appeared in The Penguin Book of  New Russian 
W r i t in g , edited by Viktor Erofeyev and Andrew Reynolds, as well as in 
The Penguin Book of  International Gay Writing,  edited by Mark 
M itc h e ll.
614See Porter, 1996. A possible explanation could perhaps be extracted
from Porter, 1996a, pp.396-98.
616This is how Betaki characterized the 'young absurdist' Limonov:
'his manner is based on the primitivization o f the lyrical anti-hero, on 
behalf o f whom Limonov's poetry is written. Hence [...] the humour,
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also shown genuine insight in his earlier studies of Limonov's 
w o rk .616
M aksim ov's negative reaction to Eto ia - Edichka was 
predictable. One of Edichka's digressions in the novel 
characterizes M aksimov as a sly dissident who, instead of 
castigating the Soviet power structures, issues one attack 
after another on the left-wing W estern intelligentsia, 'which 
has become deaf because it is idle and blase'.617 Therefore
stem m ing from intentional senselessness and grammatical 
incoherence; this is one of the dominating devices o f Limonov'
(Betaki, 1975, p.44). In his article 'O dvukh knigakh' [On Two Books], 
printed in Novoe russkoe slovo of 15 June o f the same year, Limonov 
thanked Betaki for this publicity, but pointed out that Betaki's 
introduction was full o f embarrassing mistakes as far as other poets 
mentioned in it were concerned. Thus, Betaki ascribed to Genrikh 
Sapgir one poem by Evgenii Kropivnitskii, one by Igor' Kholin and 
two by Viktor Tupitsyn. Limonov commented: 'If one can confuse 
[these poets one with another] one should not write about them.' 
(Limonov, 1975e, p.5.) Perhaps this explains why Betaki excluded 
Limonov from his 1987 book? Our suspicions seem to be confirmed by 
Limonov's letter to V.E.Maksimov of 2 November, 1977 (Historisches 
Archiv, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, University o f Bremen, the 
M aksim ov collection).
616See Porter, 1991; and Porter, 1994.
617Limonov, 1993a, p.75. Limonov quotes verbatim from Maksimov's 
piece 'Iz-pod glyb nasiliia i lzhi' (From Under the Clods o f Violence and 
Lies) published in 1975 in K o n t inen t  (no.3, p.400). Maksimov's political 
position was criticized by Limonov as early as 1975 for preventing the 
'Western intelligensia and the Russian opposition from drawing 
together, given the fact that a considerable part o f the Western 
intelligensia is sympathetic to the struggle [against Communist 
oppression] in which the Russian opposition is engaged.' (Limonov, 
1975.) Limonov also reprimanded Maksimov for including in the first 
volume of his collected works, released by the emigre publishing 
house Posev in 1975, such publications as 'My obzhivaem zemliu' (We 
Render the Earth Habitable) and 'Zhiv chelovek' (Man Is Alive) which 
were first published (and received official accolades) in the Soviet
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Lim onov's information in his letter to Bokov of 12 February, 
1979, about a telephone conversation between the artist 
M ikhail Shemiakin and Vagrich Bakhchanian after the 
publication of the novel in K o v c h e g , is hardly surprising. 
Shemiakin said that Limonov had shit on his own head and 
K o n t in e n t  would not publish him any m ore.618 Lim onov 
com m ented: 'K o n t in e n t  is nothing special in the literary sense; 
politically , it's simply nonsense'.619 However, one should do 
justice  to Maksimov, since he printed another selection of 
Lim onov's poems on the pages of K o n t in e n t  in 1980.620 Still, 
L im onov bore a grudge against M aksimov and publicly 
criticized his aesthetic principles:
I read M aksimov's Sem' dnei tvoreniia. Five or so years 
ago there was such a to-do about it! I was not 
interested. I think that it is the same result of the 
sovietized perception of reality, only turned upside 
down and adjusted to the needs of a completely 
different political movement. [...] As a reader, I would 
like to find something about myself, so to speak, about 
my own life, my generation. I recall that in 1977 (if I
Union. Limonov ironically comments on Maksimov's unw illingness to
retract his Soviet-style fiction: 'either the Soviet regime is not nearly
as bad as [Maksimov] asserts in his other books, or (and this is more
likely) [...] his creative activity o f the time suited the Soviet regime.' 
(Limonov, 1975a.) It is possible, however, that Maksimov was not 
aware o f these remarks because Limonov did not refer to him directly 
by his name, but called him discreetly 'a former Soviet author'
(Limonov, 1975).
618K o n t i n e n t  paid good fees, and this is one reason why its importance 
for emigre writers was so great.
619Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
620See Kontinent ,  25, 1980, pp.148-56. On the circumstances 
surrounding this publication see Lim onov’s letter to A leksei Tsvetkov 
of 21 June, 1980, and Shchapova's undated letter to Konstantin 
Kuz'minskii (H istorisches Archiv, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, 
University o f Bremen, A.P.Tsvetkov's and D.A.Tarasenkov's collections 
r e s p e c t iv e ly ) .
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am correct) the journal N e w s w e e k  printed a list of 
Russian emigre authors. M aksim ov and Solzhenitsyn 
were called historical  writers. [...] There is nothing 
offensive in that, it is a confirm ation that these authors 
write about the past. A historical novel is a historical 
novel. I have never been attracted by this genre.621
In a later publication Limonov expands this point of view in 
an attem pt to establish a link between M aksim ov's poetics 
and the scope of his political horizons:
Maksimov has no inform ation at all about the W estern
world. W hat inform ation he has is from  his secretary, 
who gives him some descriptions or short translations of
what he needs, but it is not possible to cover
everything. I heard that he desperately tried to learn 
the [French] language, but was not successful, and he 
complained that he was too old. That's not true, because 
he came here when he was alm ost the same age as I am, 
and I have been reading French books for nearly two 
years. [...] You cannot take M aksimov's political speeches 
seriously, because he doesn't know what he’s talking 
about. If he doesn't read The New York Times or L e  
M o n d e ,  he's not an intelligent man. He's not informed.
I don't know him to the extent of talking about his 
psychological structure and how he behaves. I have m et 
him a few times. I think he's a creation of 'dissident 
fever'. He's a creation of the W estern world, together 
with some conditions in Soviet society. In the USSR he 
was a typical writer of the Right. He was a writer for the 
magazine October  [Oktiabr']. He’s still a writer of the 
Right. He automatically changed camps, ju st as the KGB 
defectors change camps to the CIA. It's natural.622
621Gidoni, 1980, p.153.
622Limonov, 1990a, pp.415-16.
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It is genuinely surprising that after such a hum iliation 
M aksim ov retained enough m agnanim ity to give a fairly 
sym pathetic sketch of Limonov in his play 'Tam vdali, za 
rekoi' (Far Away, Beyond the River, 1991), set in Paris.623 In 
it Limonov is depicted as the philosopher Varfolom ei 
A n a n a s o v ,624 who strolls around Paris in an officer's greatcoat 
(over his bare flesh), listens to the pop music of Stalin's time, 
longs for the Great Epoch and spouts monologues rem iniscent 
of Eto ia - Edichka. He also asserts that 'greatness does not 
live by any code of morals; it has different criteria'.625 
Lim onov's opposition to everything and everyone is ridiculed 
in a dialogue between Ananasov and M arianna, the women he 
loves: '- [The name] 'Ananasov' sounds excessive even for a 
pseudonym. - I [have done it] out of spite. - To spite whom 
exactly? - All of them '.626 N onetheless, Ananasov's 
provocative standpoint does not deceive M arianna. She 
concludes: 'I think you are a good, nice boy. You're only
62 3 In 1987, however, Maksimov published in his magazine a biased 
review of Limonov's P alach  (see Lemkhin, 1987, pp.393-97). That same 
year Maksimov also sent a letter to L i b e r a t i o n  protesting against the 
methods by which Limonov was seeking French citizenship (see  
V.E.M aksimov's collection at the Historisches Archiv, Forschungsstelle  
Osteuropa, University o f Bremen).
6 2 4 'Ananasov' is a derivative from the Russian word for 'pineapple'. 
The origins of Limonov's pseudonym (see Chapter 3) more than once 
suggested to those who portrayed the writer in their fiction a 
recognizably disguised surname derived from the Russian words for 
fruits and citrus plants. For example, Limonov is called 'Apel'sinov' (a 
derivative of the Russian word for 'orange') in a novel by Valentin 
Prussakov (see Prussakov, 1982, pp.32-33; for a rare review of this 
novel see, incidentally, Krylova, 1982) and appears as 'Tsitrusov' in an 
article by Vladimir Iankilevskii (see Iankilevskii, 1997). 'Ananasov' 
may also bring to mind 'onanist'. It is common knowledge that 
Limonov's literary characters did not see solo sexual acts as something 
which they should abstain from.
625Maksimov, 1991, p .128.
626Maksimov, 1991, pp.163-64. Ananasov's 'real' name is Lev 
Georgievich Razumovskii. His father sewed trousers in Khar'kov.
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pretending to be a cynic, because you are so vulnerable'.627 
She persuades Ananasov to go back to Russia, where his 
talents should be of some use.628
M aybe it was this play which convinced Limonov that he 
should m oderate his anger against M aksim ov.629 In 1992 he 
said in an interview to a P r a v d a  journalist, in an attem pt to 
differentiate the editor of K o n t in e n t  from his fellow emigres:
627Maksimov, 1991, p .162.
6 2 8 Perhaps it would be appropriate to mention here yet another 
example o f the critical depiction o f Limonov as a literary character. 
Under the name of Ferdinand Iziumov (fruits again!) he appears, 
alongside the democratic unionist Valeriia Novodvorskaia (renamed 
Starosel’skaia), the right extremist Aleksandr Barkashov (re­
christened as Kartashov) and many other well-known figures o f  
today's Russia, in Lev Gurskii's satirical thriller Ubit' prezidenta  (To 
Kill a President, 1995). Limonov's obsession with the attention o f the 
media, his love o f flashy clothes, his 'friendship' and 'rivalry' with 
Zhirinovskii (a prototype for the President), his French citizenship  
and even his homosexual admirers are not spared in this moderately 
entertaining spoof (see Gurskii, 1995, pp.48-53, 116-20, 277-83, 307-11; 
for those still in doubt, a portrait of Iziumov looking very much like 
Limonov is appended on p.49).
629Limonov definitely knew about it (see Gryzunovy, 1995). In 1991 
Maksimov also published a non-fictional resume of his view s on 
Limonov, with special reference to his political attitudes: 'As for me, I 
am not on the same wave-length as Limonov, either as a writer or as a 
human being. I do not subscribe either to his declarations or to his 
opinions. However, he is no less intelligent than you and me, and he 
realizes perfectly well that his latest statements w ill not bring him  
any political and moral dividends. He is not only losing his reputation, 
he is also losing his money, as the doors o f many democratic 
publishing houses are being closed to him. However, you may not 
agree with Limonov, but one has to have intellectual bravery to say 
[in public] what he is now saying. Once again, Limonov knows how to 
sell himself, and if  he acts against the logic of the market [it means 
that] his pain [for Russia] has become unbearable [u nego nabolelo]' 
(M aksimov, 1991a).
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'M aksim ov at least found the courage to acknowledge many 
things - in particular, some of his m istakes'.630
The com bination of personal resentm ent and aesthetic 
in c o m p a tib il i ty 631 explains the recurrent repudiation of the 
figure of and works by M aksimov within Limonov's general 
tendency to m inim ize the 'significance of his ties to the 
Russian tradition', to declare 'his independence from the 
writers who inhabit the "ghetto" of Russian emigre literature', 
to shun the 'factionalism  endemic to the em igre comm unity' 
and to stress 'his affinity with W estern w riters'.632
4.5. LIMONOV AND BRODSKII.
Another critic of Limonov, Iosif Brodskii, falls victim  to 
Lim onov's own defensive critique for the same reasons as 
M aksimov, plus envy. To a considerable extent Brodskii 
helped Limonov to establish his name in literature when he 
wrote a preface to the selection of Limonov's poems in 
K o n t in e n t633 and recommended Lim onov's book of poems 
R u ssk o e  to the publisher Carl Proffer, head of the 'Ardis' 
publishing house. It is quite possible that the proud Limonov 
could not forgive Brodskii precisely for this assistance (in his 
1988 interview  Lim onov confessed that he had always 
considered Brodskii to be his rival).634 In the letter to Bokov
630Bol'shakov, 1992, p .6.
631 In her letter to Nikolai Bokov of 8 March, 1979, Emma Podberezkina 
stated that aesthetically Maksimov and Limonov were antipodean: 
'Maksimov's conventional, "Socialist realist" style cannot hold a candle 
to Limonov's agitated monologues. I am contrasting these two authors 
not by chance. They are diametrically opposed' (Leeds Russian 
Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection).
632Ryan-Hayes, 1988, p.438.
633Comparing Limonov to Lomonosov, Khlebnikov and the OBERIU.
See Brodskii, 1978, p .153.
634See Mirchev, 1989, p.98. It is curious that when talking to the same 
interviewer in 1983, Limonov said that he went to school for eight 
years, and Mirchev noted: 'So you can touch Brodskii, then' (ibid.,
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of 13 July, 1977, Limonov sarcastically characterized 
Brodskii's life in America: 'Here Brodskii is surrounded by 
rich old ladies, he has received a Guggenheim award and 
becom e fat, but apparently he is suffering deeply inside' (at 
that point Limonov himself was doing odd jobs to make ends 
m e e t) .635
W hen R u ssk o e  came out in the middle of the scandal caused 
by Eto ia - Edichka, no one dared to review it.636 According to 
Lim onov's letter to Bokov of 30 September, [1979], Brodskii, 
who had earlier promised to write about the book (and kept 
saying to Limonov that he rated him highly as a poet and
p.83). Nataliia Medvedeva recalls that her circle o f Russian emigres in 
the United States bitterly argued over the question 'who was better, 
who was more modern', Limonov or Brodskii (see Medvedeva, 1996, 
p .17).
635Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
636We are aware o f at least three unpublished analyses o f R u ss k o e ,  the 
first written by the poet and artist Mikhail Grobman, the second by 
one N.M oskvin and the third by the poet Igor' Burikhin. Grobman 
stated that the book is 'Russian in name and Russian in spirit. [...]
There are no mediators between Limonov's poems and life. There is a 
pure link of truth, a complete absence o f striving after literary effect 
( l i t e r a t u r s h c h i n a ). Limonov's poems are not the poetry o f fact, but the 
fact itself; it is not a description, but the phenomenon itse lf  
(M.Grobman, '"Russkoe": (0  stikhakh Eduarda Limonova)', Leeds 
Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection). N.M oskvin observed how 
the poetic manner o f Limonov was changing: 'in the course o f time 
the refinement of his perception progresses, the plot becomes less and 
less essential, the poet becomes more and more immersed in his vague 
visions, and more and more skilfully, more and more persistently, he 
forces [the reader] to show him some compassion' (N.M oskvin, 'Poeziia 
Eduarda Limonova', ibid.). Igor' Burikhin points at the affinity 
between R u ssk o e  and Eto ia - Edichka in terms of challenging all 
forms of prominence and authoritativeness (I.Burikhin, 'E.Limonov. 
Russkoe. - Ardis, Ann Arbor, 1979', Historisches Archiv,
Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, University o f Bremen, V.R.Maramzin's 
c o lle c t io n ) .
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would not mind being the author of some of Limonov's 
poem s), at this juncture changed his mind, referring to his 
lack of time and skill. 'It is clear that he does not want to be 
involved in the scandal',637 Lim onov stated. Soon Lim onov's 
dissatisfaction with Brodskii's personality  and with Brodskii 
as a successful representative of a cultural tradition which 
Lim onov never associated him self w ith638 reached a critical 
m ass, and the 'literary Sm erdiakov'639 published a venom ous 
essay on Brodskii, entitled 'Poet-bukhgalter' (The Poet-cum - 
book-keeper, 1984). In it Lim onov ridicules Brodskii's 
m anner of making virtual catalogues of everything seen by 
his lyrical hero; finds the vocabulary in Brodskii's love poetry 
vulgar, and considers his m elancholic tem peram ent and 
penchant for 'counting and including in the estim ate all the 
beams, spikes, pilasters, columns and nails in the w orld '640 
preposterous. Lim onov m aintains that Brodskii's exile is an 
exile for a person with independent means, that his poems 
are fated to be studied by the conformists in the Slavic 
Departm ents of American universities, and that he is fated to 
be awarded the 'prize named after the inventor of 
d y n a m ite '.641 One can also come across this prophetic rem ark 
in Lim onov's undated letter to Konstantin Kuz'm inskii
637Leeds Russian Archive, the K o v c h e g  collection.
6 3 8 In one of his interviews Limonov says: 'Brodskii represents a 
certain trend in Russian poetry which was canonized a long time ago 
[...]. It is some kind of academic classicism  or something... [...] 
Comparing Brodskii to myself, I can say that I prefer my pop prose. I 
am modern. I am the beginning of something. Brodskii is the end of 
the line. If he is Caruso or Frank Sinatra, I am Johnny Rotten, and 
sometimes David Bowie' (Mirchev, 1989, pp.98-99).
639This is what Brodskii called Limonov, likening him to the 
loathsome probable patricide in Dostoevskii's Brat'ia Karamazovy  (see  
Mirchev, 1989, p.26).
640Limonov, 1984, p .134.
641Limonov, 1984, p .135.
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(another person who loathed B rodskii),642 the humorous 
slogans in which read:
Down with the cult of Kuz'minskii, Solzhenitsyn and 
Brodskii!!! Our goal is Russian literature without a 
leadership! [...] Dear comrades! Do not forget that the 
system  of 'stars' destroys literature. If the New York 
Jews cadge the Nobel Prize for Brodskii, it will be the 
m ost horrible thing to happen. P.S. And they will cadge 
it for him! 643
The m aterial aspect of Limonov's jealousy of Brodskii seems 
to be dom inant in his attitude to his fellow w riter.644 
Discussing Brodskii's paper 'The Condition We Call Exile' at the 
Decem ber 1987 conference of writers in exile (V ienna),645 
Lim onov expatiates upon the phenomenon of Brodskii (who 
has ju s t been awarded the Nobel Prize), as he understands it:
[Brodskii] is an illustration of the star-m aking process - 
something that may be all well and good in Hollywood, 
but which I see as bad for literature. It's not healthy to 
single out one individual and praise him to the exclusion 
of everyone else. Is Brodsky the w isest of the exiles? I 
think not. Is he the best writer? [Voice from the 
audience: He is!] It's questionable. He was born to be 
studied; in my opinion, he belongs to the nineteenth 
century, or, rather, to the beginning of the twentieth 
century. That's why he is so prized; he's so good, he's a 
dead poet.646
642See Kuz’minskii's comments on a selection of Brodskii's poems in 
Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1986, vol. 2B, pp.283-330.
643Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1986, vol.3A, p.37.
6 4 4 In the same letter to Kuz'minskii Limonov introduces yet another 
straightforward slogan concerning Brodskii: 'Iosif! Give your money 
to indigent poets!' (Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1986, vol.3A, p.36).
645For reviews o f this conference, and Limonov's contribution to it, 
see W einzierl, 1987; Kruntorad, 1988.
646Glad, 1990, p.111.
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Everyone is entitled to his or her own opinion, and there is a 
great deal of truth in Limonov's point of view, but 
unfortunately  his unworthy m otives for defam ing Brodskii 
are too patent. Very revealing are Lim onov's comments on 
the proposal to establish an annual prize for a work written in 
exile, made by Horst Bienek at the same conference: 'And the 
prize,- Limonov says,- will again be given to Joseph Brodsky, 
because he has already received half the prizes of the 
w o r ld '.647
Limonov even published a poem, 'Zavist", which carries the 
dedication 'to Iosif Brodskii, on the occasion of being awarded 
a prize'. In it, while parodying Brodskii's distinctive 
enjam bem ent, Lim onov openly confesses that, m oney-w ise, 
he would like to step into Brodskii's shoes:
M eacA y  k.0.mhhmm Ha n e c K e  c x e / i e T  
EoAbuiotf M a K p e/iw . HattKM T n x o o x e a H a  
O t pbi6bi He ocTaBHT M flca . H e i [...]
Mbi B ee  H en ecT eH . KaacAbiit H ac CMemoH 
A  B ee ace n o A y n a e T  AeHbrw « o h »
MHe MHTepecHO KaK sto 6biBaeT
H t o  AeHbrw Bee ace « o h »  Bee AeHbrw n o / i y n a e T  [...]
OAHaKO 6 MHe XBaTMAO 3TMX cyM M
648
647Glad, 1990, p.92.
64^Limonov, 1986c, pp.11-12. Mr Jukka Mallinen recalls that none 
other than Andrei Voznesenskii, having m islaid his spectacles, once 
asked him to read out this particular poem by Limonov and enjoyed it 
immensely. Although the poem had appeared before the Nobel Prize 
was bestowed on Brodskii, it reached Voznesenskii only after the 
award ceremony had taken place. According to Mr Mallinen, 1987 was 
a year o f the most bitter disappointment for Voznesenskii, Evtushenko, 
Bella Akhmadulina and even Viktor Sosnora. They had all at some 
point secretly hoped that the Prize would be awarded to one of them, 
and envied Brodskii badly. The fact that the Nobel Prize went to
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However, when asked what he thinks about Brodskii's Nobel 
Prize for literature, he responds: 'One should not object to the 
Nobel Prize. W hat is given, is given. I was not asked whether 
to award [it to] Brodskii or not. And if I had been asked, I 
would have answered; give it to him. Someone has to receive 
N obel P rizes'.649
On 14 May, 1990, Limonov comm em orated B rodskii’s fiftieth 
birthday by a short speech broadcast by the BBC Russian 
Service. In it he stated that Brodskii had been lucky to 
receive the Nobel Prize shortly before the fall of the Berlin 
wall. According to Limonov, in 1990, in the troubled time of 
p e r e s t r o i k a , even the Nobel Committee would have passed the 
candidature of Brodskii over, because in the last two years he 
had become utterly obsolete. In effect, posits Lim onov, 
‘Brodskii was born circa 1888, near St. Louis in Missouri, USA; 
the peak of his creative activity falls in the period between 
the two wars - the epoch of jazz, psychoanalysis and soporific 
novels by Proust. [...] On the library shelves Iosif Brodskii fits 
in well with Byron and Briusov; by this I mean that he is 
astonishingly  a rchaic .’650
The final point was made when Brodskii died and Limonov's 
new spaper published the follow ing unsigned 'appreciation ', 
alm ost certainly written by Lim onov himself:
[Brodskii] is servilely overestim ated when he is called
'great'. Rubbish! He is mediocre. The talented, 
vainglorious, prim  and dull poet-cum -book-keeper Iosif 
Brodskii has died. Well, as a poet he died nine years ago, 
in 1987, when he received his Nobel Prize. At the same 
time the epoch when and for which Brodskii was
writing, and when he was readable, [also] ended. The
Brodskii seriously reduced the chances for any other Russian poet 
born in the 1930s or 1940s of repeating his success.
649Mirchev, 1989, p.98.
650Ru , 1990.
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epoch of stagnation is well and truly over. It is 1996 
now. 'Regiments of the Russian M inistry of Internal 
Affairs have been attacked in Dagestan', patters the 
radio. [...] There is no time to read Brodskii in such an 
epoch; it is impossible and unnecessary. There is no 
rocking-chair for it... Brodskii could have become 
somebody, though... Some notes in his rare and not very 
characteristic poem 'Na smert' Zhukova' arouse one's 
admiration. [...] Brodskii was fairly dull as a person: his 
life lacked pretty women and adventures. Being a stay- 
at-home bibliophile, he [...] early grew old and mangy. 
However, he was undoubtedly serious and even sullen 
both in his life and in his poetry. Untidy and allegedly 
awkward, he ran his business with distinction, rose to 
the rank of Nobel laureate and died in his sleep. Russia 
will not be reading him. When his generation becomes 
extinct, only female librarians in spectacles will fumble 
through his volumes from time to time. Farewell, 
D zhozef.651
It is a rhetorical question, of course, but it would be 
interesting to know how Limonov would react if he read 
something sim ilar in an obituary of himself. If sports 
term inology can be used for the description of literary 
rivalry, one m ight say that Lim onov's feelings towards 
Brodskii can be compared to those of a boxer who wins on 
points towards another boxer who wins by knock-outs. And 
such feelings have led Limonov very far indeed...652
651[S.n.], 'Umer pevets "zastoia"', Limonka,  32, 1996, p.4.
652In addition, it should be pointed out that Limonov does not mind
using an occasional quotation from his more successful literary rival.
Thus, in his article Tmperskii instinkt' [The Imperial Instinct]
Limonov cites a line from Brodskii's poem 'Pis'ma rimskomu drugu' 
[Letters to a Roman Friend, 1972] in order to support a proposal to 
assem ble the representatives o f all the separatist Popular National
Fronts in one cell in the Moscow Butyrki prison: B3ryifl/L KOHeMHO, 
[oneHb] BapBapcKMtt, ho BepHbift (see Limonov, 1993k, p.7). This proposal
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Nevertheless, there is at least one conclusion which can be 
drawn from our exam ination of the Lim onov-M aksim ov and 
Lim onov-Brodskii controversies, and which is to Lim onov's 
credit. Apparently Limonov's attitude to his critics does not 
depend on whether they praise him  or revile him. On the one 
hand, Limonov attacks Maksimov, who did not object to his 
poems and violently opposed Eto ia - Edichka. On the other 
hand, he sets upon Brodskii, who highly commended 
Lim onov's poems and felt more or less indifferent about his 
prose. He approves of a complim entary review of the English 
translation of Istoriia ego slugi, published by Edward J. Brown 
in The Nation  of 26 September, 1987,653 but he is even 
happier with a hostile article in the Washington Post  which 
blames Limonov for falling upon the USA (which, after all, 
granted him asylum) with L eninist fury .654
4.6. LIMONOV AS A WRITER-CUM-CRITIC.
This im partiality of Limonov stems from his (often 
subconsciously) condescending attitude to criticism  in general. 
Such an attitude applies not only to Russian critics, but to 
their W estern colleagues too. Lim onov's erstw hile m outhpiece, 
N ataliia M edvedeva, states: 'Serious literary criticism  in the 
W est is virtually non-existent. An example: they write all 
sorts of garbage about L im onov'.655 D issatisfied with the
was made by the political journalist Robert David (the pseudonym of  
an Israeli journalist).
653See Glad, 1993, pp.268-69.
654See Limonov, 1993a, p.284.
655Aleksandrov and Fedorov, 1994, p.23. This opinion is exaggerated 
because Limonov has found more appreciation among Western critics 
than among his fellow  countrymen (on the other hand, Limonov's 
phrase in the 1989 interview to John Glad ['I rarely receive negative 
reviews in the West', Glad, 1993, p.262] is also an exaggeration). In 
1976, for instance, in his monograph about contemporary non-official 
Russian literature Iurii Mal'tsev called Limonov the poet 'an eccentric 
humorist' (Mal’tsev, 1976, p.286). One might like to compare this
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critics, Limonov, however, avoids polem icizing with them .656 
He says about one such critic, the Russian emigre Lev 
N avrozov:
One can answer people who criticize you on matters of 
substance, for what you've written. As far as I know, 
N avrozov's critiques are exercises in literary jealousy. I 
think he is a loser; he is irritated by the success of 
others - Brodskii, for instance. Navrozov had known me 
for many years and never paid much attention, but 
when he realized that I was somebody, he decided that 
he could pounce on me. Thus Navrozov him self was 
rising in his own estim ation.657
Curiously, it was Navrozov who in his recent essay 'L iteratura 
bez literaturnoi kritiki' (L iterature W ithout L iterary C riticism , 
1993) touched on the burning issue of the denigration of 
literary criticism , so typical of many writers, especially those 
with strong links to Russian culture.658 The scholar Igor'
m isleading label to the follow ing penetrating remarks which 
preceded the publication of translations o f some of Limonov's poems 
in a British magazine the very same year: 'Eduard Limonov creates 
moods that agitate a change in psychic situations and gives them 
colour, smell and taste, clothing them in concretely formed 
environm ents. Courageous formal experim ents or semantic 
transformations are seldom found in his work. He uses a common 
vocabulary, while being a sharp observer o f human landscapes, not 
only his own but also social and literary ones. His poems are limned in 
personal gestures full o f verve and rich in fantasy. The free, loose  
form o f Limonov's poetry leaves him far from the conventional frame. 
To a certain extent he expresses the folk soul in his work, but he also 
reflects ironically on his literary fate' (Hunt, 1976, pp.45-46).
656Limonov eagerly disputes with his political opponents, though. 
Thus, he did not fail to reply to the criticism of excerpts from his book 
Limonov prot iv  Zhirinovskogo (see Beliak, 1994; Limonov, 19941).
657Mirchev, 1989, p .92.
658See M e g a p o l i s - e k s p r e s s , 23, 1993, p.8. Here Navrozov mentions 
Limonov in passing, calling him a writer who became bored with the
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Kondakov finds stronger words to label the same 
phenom enon. According to him, there is a m ortal combat 
betw een literature and literary criticism , and it has been the 
m ost characteristic feature of Russian culture over the past 
three hundred years. He gets to the bottom of this problem in 
his wonderful study 'Pokushenie na literaturu ' (The Assault 
on Literature, 1992). In this study Kondakov points to an 
alarm ing tendency in the relationship between literature and 
lite ra ry  criticism :
L iterature was being pushed, m ore and more 
persistently  and uncerem oniously, to the background of 
culture, and used as a source, as m aterial and a pretext, 
for the critical consideration of social  [...] life. In 
contrast, literary criticism  which regarded literature [...] 
as an excuse for its own broad, extraliterary 
generalizations and theories was m oving to the 
forefront. For its part, nineteenth- and early twentieth- 
century Russian fiction was gradually accum ulating its 
irritation towards the professional critics and to literary 
criticism  as a whole, because they laid claim  to the 
leadership of and control over culture and categorically 
judged literature and writers from  the 'highest' point of 
view, which was known only to the critics themselves 
and was alm ost insulting to art and literature.659
This fundam ental controversy extended its influence well into 
the tw entieth century. However, in Russian culture there have 
always been tendencies opposite to the one described above, 
and they m itigated, if not underm ined, its all-pervading 
impact. In particular, one of the common ways for a Russian 
w riter to fight the dictatorship of literary criticism  was to 
assum e the role of critic himself. Pushkin and Dostoevskii, 
B riusov and Brodskii were form idable essayists. Limonov
W est because, failing to surprise anyone with his pornographic 
writings there, he could not gain either money or notoriety and was 
forced to transfer his activities to the inexperienced Russia.
659Kondakov, 1992, pp.90-91.
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stuck to the beaten track when he chose the plight of a 
w riter-cum -critic . N evertheless, L im onov's individual 
contribution to the critical genres seems to have aggravated 
the conflict between Russian literature and literary criticism , 
rather than assisting to bridge the gap.
A part from his critiques of Brodskii and the group 
'K o n k re t ',660 Limonov has produced a num ber of essays (m ost 
notably in 1975 in Novoe russkoe s lovo ; in it Limonov was in 
charge of the rubrics 'Chto chitaiut v M oskve' [What They Are 
Reading in Moscow], 'Novyi avangard' [A New Avant-Garde] 
and 'Tret'ia emigratsiia - kto oni?' [The Third Wave - Who Are 
They?]), m arked with insights into the subtlety of nuances in 
the m anner of the poets and prose-w riters analysed, and 
revealing the knowledge of a genuine insider. Limonov was 
one of the first to introduce to the Russian emigre community 
and W estern Slavists those underground authors from  the 
Soviet Union who had not previously enjoyed (a well 
deserved) wide recognition, V enedikt Erofeev and Iurii 
M am leev among them .661 In certain instances Limonov chose 
to present talented literary figures of whom very little is 
known even today, such as A leksandr M orozov, the author of 
the novels Chuzhie pis'ma  [Other People's Letters], F i lo s o f  
Zhereb i l lo  [Zherebillo the Philosopher] and Sestry Kozomazovy  
[The Kozomazov Sisters], as well as the poets Viktor Tupitsyn, 
D m itrii Savitskii, Vladim ir A leinikov, Genrikh Khudiakov and 
Il'ia  B okshtein.662 It is obvious that Limonov the critic largely 
saw his mission as creating a reputation for those authors 
who had not yet come into prom inence663 (cf.: ‘The readers of
6611 See Chapter 1.
661See Limonov, 1975b.
662See Limonov, 1975b; Limonov, 1975c; Limonov, 1975d; Limonov,
1975j; Limonov, 1985b. Lim onov’s piece on Khudiakov was reprinted in 
Kuzminsky and Kovalev, 1980, v o l.l , pp.509-10.
6 6 3 In accordance with his programme of action in the West devised in 
his poem 'Novyi 1975-i' [New Year 1975] (the poem is addressed to his 
old Khar'kov friends whose names and lives would have disappeared 
into total oblivion had it not been for Limonov): 'Fe6HTa! H BaMM
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Novoe russkoe slovo have heard of Brodskii; there are other 
nam es, how ever’664), and, as we have seen earlier, as 
damaging the reputations of those who, in his view, have 
becom e part of literary establishm ent in the Soviet Union and 
in the W est (Evtushenko, Voznesenskii, M aksimov, Brodskii 
and others; thus, Limonov denies Bella Akhm adulina's claims 
that her poetry is in opposition to the Soviet regime, calling 
her ‘a poseur’ who ‘imitates the unruly Tsvetaeva with 
a ffe c ta tio n ’665).
W hen reading Limonov's critical appreciations of his 
colleagues, it is hard to believe, as he wants us to, that he has 
not completed his secondary education. The depth of his 
observations, as well as his erudition666 and flair for precise 
term inology should make many fully qualified literary critics 
jealous. He was probably the first to use the term ‘the third 
lite ra tu re’ to describe the m aterial he chiefly worked with, i.e. 
neither Soviet, nor Russian emigre literature.667 Later he 
suggested the use of the term ‘unofficial litera tu re’ which 
seems to be even more appropriate for the description of the 
main subject of his interest as a critic. According to Limonov, 
the term ‘unofficial literature’ should be used on a par with 
the more widespread term ‘Sam izdat’ in order to differentiate 
unofficial fiction and poetry from the ‘social and political 
journalism  which has recently inundated Sam izdat’.668 He also
oTnymeHHbitt / Hto6 TyT 6bi xonwTb m XMTb / H p y ro e  BwneTb. He yiynniee / 
JJpyrMM o Bac aosioiKMTb' (see Limonov 1975k; italics are mine - A.R.).
664Limonov, 1975i.
665Limonov, 1975e.
666Thus, Limonov compares Kropivnitskii to Aleksandr Stepanovich  
Roslavlev (1883-1920), the now forgotten author of the poem ‘Iude’ [To 
Judas, 1907] and the novella ‘Zapiski politseiskogo pristava’ [Notes of a 
Police Officer, 1916] (see Limonov, 1975i); he also draws a parallel 
between Khudiakov and Isidore Isou, creator o f the French l e t t r i s m e ,  
and analyses Mamleev in the context o f Egyptian m ythology (see 
Limonov, 1975j; Limonov, 1975b).
667See Limonov, 1975j.
668Limonov, 19751.
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raises objections to the terms ‘avant-garde’ and ‘underground 
lite ra tu re ’ as applied to the phenomenon in question. Limonov 
deem s the word ‘avant-garde’ obsolete and points out that 
m any representatives of ‘unofficial lite ra tu re’ do not see 
them selves as avant-gardists. He rejects the expression 
‘underground litera tu re’, because ‘unofficial lite ra tu re’, in his 
opinion, does not hide in the underground; ‘on the contrary, it 
tries to distribute its production by all possible m eans’.669 
Lim onov is also unhappy with the term ‘small c ircle’ proposed 
by the emigre writer V .Andreeva in her series of articles 
devoted to the ‘unofficial’ poets L.Aranzon, A.Volokhonskii, 
S.Krasovitskii, L.Ioffe etc. (see Novoe russkoe slovo of 20 July 
and 10 August, 1975). ‘Who is in the big circle, then? 
Evtushenko? V inokurov?’ asks L im onov venom ously.670
Lim onov the critic demonstrates a firm  grasp and an 
invariably  pertinent application of the professional 
phraseology of literary scholars. Here are but a few examples: 
‘Kholin is often called an “anti-poet” . However, that means 
only that he is not a lyric poet. He is an epic poet.’; ‘Vsevolod 
N ekrasov’s poems are mostly propped up by intonation. There 
are rhym es in them, but they are chiefly sustained by an 
inner tension. He often uses reiterations (p o v to r y ) . ’671 
Lim onov even ventures to take part in an argum ent about the 
lyrical hero in contemporary Russian literature led by an 
Am erican Professor, a specialist in Slavonic Studies (one 
should treat this fact as an early proof of L im onov’s eagerness 
to theoretize on his favourite subject of the literary hero):
I am sorry to say, I was alm ost shouting. I was saying: 
‘You do not know much about Russian literature! This is 
not your fault, of course, you are badly informed. You 
know only those [authors] who are named by the Soviet 
press in a positive or a negative context. Are you aware 
that there is a whole world of authors outside the
669Limonov, 19751.
670Limonov, 19751.
671Limonov, 1975g.
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[Soviet] W riters’ Union? [...] There is an intense spiritual 
life out there! The lyrical hero of the ‘third literature’ is 
certainly a tragic figure!672
L im onov’s expert guidance through the unchartered area 
occupied by the Russian literary underground of the 1960s 
and 1970s is highly valuable (it is worth recalling that the 
first volume of the com prehensive K uz’m inskii and Kovalev 
anthology appeared only in 1980). One can only regret that 
Lim onov's literary criticism  is so condensed, and that he has 
w ritten so little .673 However, it is no surprise that he has been 
so prolific as a political journalist. After all, what is political 
journalism , from the Russian point of view, if  not literary 
criticism  taken to extremes? As Kondakov points out, 'from 
the late works of Belinskii onwards, [...] Russian literary 
criticism  has been more and more consistent in deviating 
from  purely cultural [...] problems, and has assumed a purely 
political function '.674
Political criteria seem to have influenced Lim onov's opinion of 
his fellow writers from an early stage. Thus, he deems 
fashionable representatives of the so-called Russian village 
prose, such as Vasilii Shukshin, V ladim ir Soloukhin and
672Limonov, 1975j.
673Limonov also tried his hand as an amateur art critic. In his articles 
featuring the work o f such semi- and unofficial Russian artists and 
sculptors as Petr Belenok, Vladimir Iakovlev and Ernst Neizvestnyi
(see Novoe russkoe slovo of 18 and 25 May, and of 7 September, 1975), 
Limonov has made full use of his gift for describing rather vividly  
those objects o f art which he was not able to illustrate with 
photographs (for an example o f a later manifestation of this gift, now  
in a novel, see Lim onov’s description of the pictures by the fictional 
French artist Monique in Limonov, 1996e, pp.314-15). Besides, the taste 
of Limonov the art connoisseur is revealed in his recognition o f the 
exotic work of the Armenian artists Kachaz, Rubik Kochar’ian and 
Varuzhan Tshit’ian exhibited in New York (see Novoe russkoe slovo of 
21 September, 1975).
674Kondakov, 1992, p. 119.
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others, ’honest, but oversim plified and dull-w itted artists' 
w hose prim itive schemes ultim ately do damage to Russian 
culture, because the Soviet Union uses these authors to 
cultivate and successfully prom ote a supposedly humane 
im age of its own.675 It is small wonder, therefore, that some 
twenty years later Limonov, in his preface to the collection of 
short stories T H E  by the prose writer and radical political 
activ ist A leksei Tsvetkov,676 praises Tsvetkov for 'ignoring 
the differences between the spheres of politics, art and 
science, as he believes that this distinction has been foisted 
onto society '.677 It seems only logical that literature and 
politics tend to interm ix in Lim onov's m ost recent journalism , 
as happened recently in his debate with the then Chairman of 
the Russian Federation's Committee for the Press, Sergei 
Gryzunov. Gryzunov lists L im o n k a  among the Russian Fascist 
publications and suggests that it should be banned; he calls 
Lim onov an adept of Adolf Hitler, claims that Limonov's 
characters are 'spiritually devastated ' and suggests that one 
can create such hopeless personages only out of one's own 
personality. Limonov points to the differences between 
Fascism  and nationalism  and wonders who Gryzunov thinks 
he is when he tells the Russians what to read and what not to 
r e a d .678
In his innum erable purely political articles, directed at his 
rivals, Limonov often goes beyond the limits of decency and
675See Limonov, 1975a.
6760 n e  o f the leaders o f the left-wing movement 'Fioletovyi 
Internatsional' (The Purple International, founded in 1992; its M oscow  
branch, o f which Tsvetkov is a member, has been known as 'the 
Partisan Movement' since 1993) and of the student union 
'Studencheskaia zashchita' (The Students’ Defence, founded in 1994). 
Not to be confused with the poet and employee of Radio Liberty Aleksei 
Tsvetkov, who has also been mentioned in this dissertation.
677Limonov, 1997a, p.3.
678See Gryzunov, 1995; Limonov, 1995e; Gryzunov, 1995a.
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nearly always hits the nail on the head.679 As far as Russian 
political high-fliers are concerned, he suggested that 
Gorbachev should be guillo tined680 and exposed El'tsin's 
alleged tryst with a French prostitute during the official visit 
of the Russian President to France in 1992.681
Lim onov's political views were essentially summarized in his 
'M anifest Rossiiskogo natsionalizm a'. A Russian person 
( ro s s i ia n in ) is a person who accepts Russian culture and the 
history of the Russian state (including the Soviet period) as 
his or her own culture and history, regardless of his or her 
national or racial origin.682 Russian nationalists do not 
recognize the anti-constitutional act of the destruction of the 
Soviet Union. W here Russian people live, there lie the
679See, for example, Limonov, 1992h; Limonov, 1994m; Limonov, 
1994n; Limonov, 1994o; Limonov, 1994p; Limonov, 1995f; as well as 
Limonov's articles in the newspaper L i m o n k a .  Here is a recent ironic 
appreciation of Limonov's social and political journalism by Feliks 
E fim ov:
CnACMTE BA1HW YUIM 
nwcaTeyib 3amk 3aHHT oneHb, 
oh couwaTibHO 03a6ovieH.
B KpwK/iMBbix onycax cnoyiHa 
Bcex nocbi i^aeT b ..., k ..., Ha ....
EpaHb JTOfl JIMHMHOft JipflM Oflyillbfl 
6beT n o r /ia 3 a M , n o ^ to m e i yniM .
T py t\ c yieKCMKOio reHHTajibHott 
peKOMeHAOBaH... BarMHa^ibHO.
(Efimov, 1996, p .362).
680See Limonov, 1993f.
681See Limonov, 19931. Limonov's contemptuous attitude towards 
El'tsin as a grey, semi-literate, narrow-minded and indolent 
opportunist has been expressed in the article 'Prezident?' (see 
Limonov, 1993m). A caricature o f El'tsin in the disguise o f President 
Kuznetsov is to be found in Limonov, 1998.
6 8 N e v er th e le ss , Limonov repudiated Zhirinovskii's candidacy in the 
Russian presidential elections on the grounds of his Jewish roots (see 
Limonov, 1993o).
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territorial claims of the nationalists. Asia, not the hostile W est, 
is regarded as Russia’s natural ally. E l’tsin's regim e has 
nothing to do with democracy and should be replaced by a 
nationalist dictatorship which will bring law and order to 
R ussia via the strengthening of the army and security forces. 
A lthough such a power structure should not be rem iniscent of 
the old Communist authorities, it will need a period of the so- 
called economic dictatorship in order to rem ove foreign
capital from Russia, abolish the predatory policy of 'shock
therapy' and bring the Russian economy back to its senses. To 
achieve this, a nationalist revolution should be staged - a 
peaceful one, if nobody stands in its way, and a violent one, if 
o th e rw ise .683 Russia should be restored as an empire, since 
em pire is essentially 'a m agnificent, superior form of a 
s ta te '.684
Numerous articles critical of Lim onov's political views have 
been quoted and/or referred to throughout this thesis, and it
seems that there is no need to recapitulate their content here.
I can only express my regret that Limonov's ideas are so 
rarely taken notice of,685 since his publicistic skills seem to
683See Limonov, 1992g. For a scenario of a peaceful takeover linked to 
Limonov's hopes to enter the Russian Parliament in 1999 see the 
unsigned interview 'Novogodnie voprosy vozhdiu NBP' in L i m o n k a , 82, 
1998, p .3. For an alternative plan for a rebellion linked to a rock- 
festival in Sevastopol' (Sebastopol) scheduled for summer 1999 see 
Limonov's 'Stsenarii vooruzhennogo vosstaniia' in L i m o n k a , 83, 1998,
p p .1-2.
684Limonov, 1993k. On the notion o f 'nationalist revolution' see also 
Limonov, 1993p.
6 85 Here are the few examples of a sound approach to Limonov: 
Bogom olov, 1992 (an analysis o f  the roots o f Limonov's extremism); 
Simonian and .Druzenko, 1991 (a discussion of Limonov's economic 
programme); Toporov, 1993 (a brief study of the links between 
Limonov's politics and poetics). It is much easier to come across an 
unsubstantiated irony (see, for instance, Ivanov, 1991; Kuznetsova,
1991, p .15; Gol'din, 1992). An uncritical reception of Limonov's 
political standpoint is almost im possible to find even among his
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have no m atch among contem porary Russian com m entators 
on current affairs.686 This activity, which gives voice to 
Lim onov's extrem ist and dictatorial inclinations even better 
than do his innovative poetry and rebellious prose, seems to 
have replaced his fiction almost completely. It looks as though 
he has not written any significant work of art since the 
beginning of the 1990s, and the books which keep appearing 
are simply collections of what was created by him earlier, but 
which had not been published in Russian until recently .687 It 
is very characteristic that despite his fervent publishing 
activities (over ten titles in the last five years), current 
literary surveys do not include Lim onov the author in their 
picture of today's Russian literature.688 In Russia, apparently, 
L im onov's popularity /notoriety  rating m ight be com pared 
only to Solzhenitsyn's (if we confine ourselves to Lim onov's 
fellow writers only), but Limonov, like Zinov'ev, is not 
considered to be an active participant in the current literary 
process. The outstanding achievem ent of Lim onov the w riter 
of fiction is not just underestimated, it is ignored,689 and
nationalistic allies (for a unique example of such an attitude see  
Zadonskii, 1991, pp.10-11).
686Vladimir K ozlovskii deems certain political analyses in L i m o n k a  
'prophetic' (see K ozlovskii, 1997).
687Cf. Nataliia Medvedeva's testimony given in 1991: '[Limonov] wrote 
[enough books] in advance for several years to come. His publishers 
could not keep up with him' (Medvedeva, 1997, p.99).
688See Korabel'nikov, 1994. Limonov offers his own interpretation of 
why he is often ignored by literary critics and political observers 
alike. He calls such people the 'professionals of the establishment'
(professional}/  o f i t s io za ) and emphasizes that he has never belonged to 
any establishment (see Limonov, 1993i, p .l) .
6 8 9 Although he has achieved a celebrity status and is clearly enjoying 
him self when he becomes a piece o f news for gossip columns (see the 
unsigned information 'Eduarda Limonova perestali puskat' v nochnye 
kluby’ in Moskovski i  komsomolets  of 29 September, 1997, p. 12), or tells 
the readers of Moskovskaia pravda  how he spent his latest weekend 
(see the issue o f 26 September, 1997, p.9), or offers the readers o f the
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Lim onov's reputation is not the only reason for this. W e are 
w itnessing a battle between Lim onov the author and Lim onov 
the critic (the latter being the logical continuation of the 
form er), and the critic appears to be winning.
The roots of such a struggle, which seems to be inherent in 
cultures other than Russian (although, perhaps, not to the 
same degree of tension), were exposed by Antonio Gramsci in 
his Prison N otebooks , written in the 1930s. The Italian 
revo lu tionary  stated:
Any fixed image is a priori reactionary for the man of 
politics: the politician exam ines the phenom ena as they 
develop. The author, on the contrary, should work with 
fixed images, images in their final shape. [...] In a sense, 
a 'political' critic (or a politician involved in literary 
criticism ) and an author cannot understand each other 
at all. In practice, their 'alliance' is always unnatural.690
Therefore it is hardly surprising that Lim onov's political 
activity is destroying the very foundations on which it was 
in itially  based, namely, the writer's artistry (although this 
was not the case with, for example, Dostoevskii). Limonov 
h im self admits: 'My journalistic activities negatively affect my 
career as an author'.691 A W estern journalist notes: 'Limonov 
makes no secret of his political ambitions. Should he ever 
come to power he has promised to ban the books of Eduard
M oscow English-language newspaper Exile  his advice on how to stay 
young (see Limonov, 1998b).
690Quoted from Kondakov, 1992, p. 120.
6 9 L im onov, 1992f. However, as early as 1977 Limonov planned to 
study journalism at the Columbia University o f New York (see his 
letter to V.E.Maksimov o f 2 November, 1977, currently in the Maksimov 
collection in the Historisches Archiv, Forschungsstelle Osteuropa, 
University o f  Bremen).
Lim onov the w riter’.692 Thus the life and art of Limonov are 
nearing their logical end.693
692Tien, 1993, p.34; Limonov, 1993f. Cf. also Limonov's own note that he 
'abandoned [his] creative activity for the sake o f the [National 
Bolshevik] Party' (Limonov, 1996) and his confession that he is not 
interested in writing books any more (see Markina, 1998).
693Limonov's latest novel, entitled 316, punkt 'V' (Article 316, Clause 
'c'; see Limonov, 1998), aptly illustrates the internal controversy 
between Limonov the author and Limonov the critic/politician. This is 
an anti-Utopia, set in 2015 in a post-nuclear-war world, when, 
according to the eponymous law, all citizens o f the USA over 65 years 
o f  age become eligib le for elimination. Ippolit Luk'ianov, author o f 
crime novels, has just reached this age, but he regards the law as 
inhuman and does not want to obey it. He flees from the special agents 
o f the Department of Demography who have been put in charge of 
implementing this law. It turns out that Luk'ianov is a lookalike o f  
Saul Jenkins, Head o f the Department of Demography, the author o f  
the ruthless article 316 and the most powerful person in the USA. As a
result of a number of lucky coincidences which lead to a successful
'palace revolution', Luk'ianov replaces Jenkins and no one notices the 
difference. Instead of reversing Jenkins's policy, however, Luk'ianov, 
after much cogitation and mature reflection, decides to continue to go
ahead with it, because he cannot see any other radical solution to the
crucial problem of overpopulation. Needless to say, 316, punkt 'V' is 
little else than a thinly veiled explanation of how and why Limonov 
the politician has taken over from Limonov the author. It is tempting 
to treat 316, punkt 'V' as Limonov's farewell to fiction, although, with 
Limonov's everlasting ability to take his readership by surprise, other 
fictional works might still materialize.
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CONCLUSION
Any conclusion other than a very cautious and prelim inary 
one seems to be pointless in the analysis of the creative 
activity of any living author. It often happens that the scholar 
does not really have time to come up with some kind of 
generalization concerning his or her author before the 
'subject' lets the scholar down by making sudden and 
dram atic changes in his or her views, style and m anner and, 
therefore, ruining the whole piece of research. Limonov 
definitely  belongs to this very inconvenient category of highly 
unpredictable writers. If this dissertation looks a little patchy, 
with some issues (such as Limonov's concept of the Hero and 
Lim onov's use of fictional doubles) taking priority over and 
therefore occupying more space than the others (the writer's 
language, for exam ple, or the psychoanalytical approach to his 
creative activ ity694), it is the controversial Mr Limonov who is 
to blame. We tried merely to outline the main raison d'etre  
behind Limonov's elusive Self as it is exhibited in his chaotic, 
m ultilateral and m ultilayered body of w ork.695
6 9 4 A short, but promising, study by the Canadian scholar Ljiljana 
Coklin suggests that Edichka's seem ingly uncontrolled m onologue in 
Limonov's first novel has a therapeutic significance as it helps the 
narrator to recover from his neurotic trauma inflicted by his 
numerous personal losses (see Coklin, 1997). A Freudian insight into 
Limonov could also be developed further by recourse to such studies as 
Rogers, 1970 and Rank, 1971.
6 9 5 Incidentally, as for the question why Limonov the politician now  
clings so desperately to the remnants o f the Soviet system which in 
the old days ousted him to the West, a possible explanation could be 
drawn from the following comment made by Dr Donald Hunter in 
connection with the Soviet double agent Oleg Bitov, who defected to 
the United Kingdom in 1983 and then returned, perhaps involuntarily, 
to the Soviet Union in 1984; 'Which emigre is not, in his heart of 
hearts, a double agent o f sorts, owing the deepest allegiance to a
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How ever, there are some theoretical corollaries to be 
discussed in the wake of our study of Limonov's output. The 
focus of our research was partly aimed at Limonov's 
biography (his life, his work and the critical reception of it) 
and partly at the literary sources of his writings (including 
the critique of these writings - the critique which Limonov 
apparently peruses when looking for ideas about what and 
how to write next).
The subject of literary sources as we term it (see 
Introduction) should be ascribed to the departm ent of the 
theory of literary influence and, more specifically, to that
m odel of influence according to which the author
consciously chooses literary predecessors and traditions 
of social, political, historical, economic and scientific 
thought with which to interact in a freely defined 
intertextual space. This model assumes an active, 
positive and m utually illum inating relationship  betw een 
the poet's work and that of both predecessors and 
c o n te m p o ra r ie s .696
In the case of Limonov this widespread presupposition looks 
debatable, at the very least. W hereas in Chapter 3 of our
thesis we have every indication, including Lim onov's own
adm issions, that he indeed reveres M aiakovskii and has taken
vision, albeit an impossible vision, of his p a t r i a , from which, in the 
end, his identity and his very being derives? [...] He remains, at root, a 
Soviet man, homo naturali ter soviet icus,  im possible to understand and 
unable to exist except in the context of the Soviet system.
Paradoxically, outside the Soviet Union, the emigre derives more o f his 
meaning and his very raison d'etre  from that system than ever he did 
inside.' (Hunter, 1985, p .6.)
696Beach, 1992, p.42. This definition, o f course, should not be taken as 
gospel; for a different approach to the problem o f literary influence 
see, for example, Aspects of  the Novel  by E.M.Forster (Forster, 1966 
[1927], pp.21-30).
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a great deal from this great poet, Chapter 2 seems to be 
struggling for evidence when it comes to the question of 
w hether Limonov has actually read Krasnov's novel Z a  
c h e r to p o lo k h o m  at all. In fact, our positive answer to this 
question, chiefly based on the com parative analysis of 
Lim onov's and Krasnov's texts, contradicts Lim onov's own 
statem ent. W hen asked in a private conversation with my 
supervisor, Mr M artin Dewhirst, w hether he knew Krasnov's 
works, Limonov replied that he did not. But then again, who 
will believe a man who at one point in his career (when living 
in the W est) denied alm ost any connection between his 
w ritings and the traditions of Russian litera ture,697 and now 
(when living in Russia) says directly the opposite?698
At any rate, in the light of what has been said above, the 
creative relationship between Lim onov and Krasnov can 
hardly be called 'conscious' (we are unaware of the reasons 
why Limonov disputes it, and we do not know whether 
Lim onov him self is aware of the reasons for disputing it). This 
relationship  cannot be deemed very 'positive' either (sim ply 
because Limonov disputes it in the first place), but it is still 
an example of literary influence, as our text analysis suggests. 
It looks as if the traditional model of literary influence, as 
described in the above quotation from  Christopher Beach, 
needs a correction - to allow for the relative 'independence' of 
the literary production from its creator.
Notwithstanding this, in the case of Lim onov this 
independence never goes beyond certain lim its. The theory of 
literary influence, in its turn, has been incorporated into the 
theory of intertextuality, as developed by Julia Kristeva, 
Roland Barthes and their num erous follow ers. This theory 
usually  em phasizes the interdependence of any one literary 
text with all those texts that have chronologically preceded it. 
Intertextuality , however, is not necessarily connected with 
the study of literary sources of such a text. Since both terms,
697See, for example, Mirchev, 1989, p .91.
698See, for example, Limonov, 1992d, p .169.
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influence and intertextuality, have too many definitions for us 
to be able to choose only one for each, we will content 
ourselves with an operating generalization that 'influence has 
to do with agency, whereas intertextuality has to do with a 
much more impersonal field of crossing texts'.699 Such an 
assertion implies, above all, that two types of technique - 
tracking down literary influences and establishing 
intertextual links - should not be confused and are more 
useful when not interm ixed. For our part, throughout our 
thesis we deliberately com bined both the biographical 
approach, which deals predom inantly with agents (in 
particular, with the agents of influence), and the technique of 
close reading, which m ainly deals with depersonalized texts. 
As a result, we dem onstrated successfully, we hope, that in 
Lim onov's case (we would not wish to extend our speculation 
any further) the biographical approach serves not as an 
obstruction, but as a correlative to a num ber of texts which 
m ight have influenced Lim onov the writer. Regardless of the 
lack of direct indications that Limonov has read Krasnov, 
Krasnov still falls within the circle of 'Limonovian' authors, 
whereas, say, Mikhail Kuzmin does not (despite the 
im portance of the hom osexual theme for both Lim onov and 
Kuzmin, these two writers are from  different literary 
galaxies). In other words, the study of Lim onov prompts us to 
ally ourselves with the theoretical point which now is often 
considered old-fashioned, nam ely that 'influence depends on 
the lives of authors, and in our accounts of these lives, 
inciden t should illustrate  character and character determ ine 
in c id e n t '.700 If our outline of Limonov's life, work, literary 
sources and critics argues about anything at all, it is an 
argum ent against the practice when certain form ulae are 
established by a given literary theory and then texts have to 
be bent or ignored to fit this theory.
One more question which demands an answer by way of 
conclusion is whether Limonov will still be read by future
699Clayton and Rothstein, p.4.
700Clayton and Rothstein, p. 14.
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generations of Russian readers, and if yes, then why.
Although it seems rather unwise to make forecasts of this 
type, we shall give it a try.
In our opinion, the main reason why Limonov turned into 
what he is derives from the fact that all his life he has been 
trying to sell his art to those people who did not want it. An 
undoubtedly gifted author, he issued Sam izdat collections of 
his poetry with moderate success, but failed to get through to 
the official Soviet literary establishm ent due to his fairly 
avant-garde m anner and was ultim ately expelled from  the 
Soviet Union for what might be termed incom patibility with 
the Soviet life-style. As the W est refused to take much 
in terest in yet another dissident Russian poet, the stubborn 
Lim onov, instead of adjusting to the demand of the labour 
m arket and recycling him self accordingly (his broken English 
precluded him from  pursuing a career as an American 
w riter), decided to create a scandalous myth around his own 
name and thus make his way to (dubious) stardom. Not that 
he was unprepared to compromise in order to achieve his 
goal. His switch from poetry to prose was aimed at facilitating 
the potential translatability and, therefore, accessibility of his 
work. Skilfully manipulating his status as an undesirable 
outsider to attract the (usually brief and condescending) 
attention of editors and critics, he m anaged eventually, by 
hook or by crook (his tumultuous rom ance with politics 
included), to get his books published, to m ake ends m eet and 
to achieve a certain degree of recognition, usually exaggerated 
by Lim onov himself. However, if L im onov's unquestionable 
com petence in the art of self-prom otion constituted the only 
grounds for him  to remain in the history of Russian literature 
he would hardly be rem embered for long.
If Limonov's poetry and fiction stand the ghost of a chance of 
being re-read, say, one hundred years from now, it will have 
very little to do with his self-proclaim ed cult status (as is 
w ell-know n, a product should be advertised repeatedly to 
make customers buy it, and there is no guarantee that after
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Lim onov's death anyone will continue to push his publications 
with the same devotion). Neither will his undisputed talent 
help (there are innum erable talented Russian writers who 
have sunk into complete, if unjust, oblivion). Nor will 
Lim onov's slim opportunities of becoming, God forbid, a 
prom inent Russian statesman save his writings from falling 
victim  to posterity 's amnesia (Leonid Brezhnev was Head of 
the Soviet state and his autobiographical trilogy 
V o z r o z h d e n i e , Tsel ina  and V o sp o m in a n i ia  used to be part of 
the school curriculum  - does anyone read them now?). The 
only thing which could secure Lim onov's trium ph with the 
generations to come is, in our view, Russia's perpetual and 
vexing underachievem ent leading to a m assive inferiority  
complex on a national scale. Lim onov's obvious obsession with 
social ju stice701 stems not from his philanthropic love of his
7 0 ^ h e  ultimate artistic expression o f Limonov's social standpoint 
seems to be captured in an untitled poem reproduced below in its 
e n tir e ty :
H xoama. b cynepMapxeTbi BMecTo abopuob 
npoB oaw n a  TaM MHoxecTBO tmxmx nacoB  
3 / i o 6h o  c /iy n ia a  My3bixy, o A oporaa!
Id CKonyieHMH Maca xpoBaBbix xycxoB  
PeKBM3MTOM Xa3a/lMCb MHO paa...
fl flpoaca^i nepea cieHAaMM. Topbi eabi 
M opa nwBa m pexw niMirameft BOAbi 
yflapa/iM  mhs b hsaioctm, mx OMbiBaa 
Pa3MMHaa b xapMaHe ropcib Tennbix MOHeT 
Oiayma/i a xax  xp yn ox  Mott xpynxw tf cxeneT  
I I o a  oflexfloK  AposKMT pacnyxaa
H xoama b cynepM apxeTbi... TaM x a x  Ma/ibMOT
H T om ajica aacaMM. npe3puTe./ibHO poT
IdcxpM BsAayica b y /ib i6 o H x e  6pwTBeHHO-TOHXott
Bbi xoTMTe mto6 nocne, a poA 6bi moACxoft
Bbi AH)6Mn 6bi xax npentAe. Kax aepBb ropoACXott
YM M /ianca MaAOHHe c pe6eHXOM...? (Limonov, 1995g, p .101)
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neighbour but from his profound conviction that he has been 
undeservedly denied his fair share of the pie. In the wake of 
the demise of the Soviet Union, with a handful of corrupt 
nouveaux  riches taking over the im poverished and disorderly 
country, millions of Russians harbour the same strong 
feelings, blaming everyone but them selves for the current 
state of affairs. As long as the above-m entioned
An unexpected comparison between Limonov's lyrical 'I' and the 
protagonist in the novel Melmoth the Wanderer  (1820) by the 
Irishman Charles Robert Maturin (1782-1824) invites a brief inquest 
into the nature o f their affinity. Melmoth and the lyrical hero o f  
Lim onov's poem share demonic laughter, prompted by their contempt 
for mankind (np e3pM T eribH 0 poT / W c k p m b a h a c h  b yy ib i6oH K e 6 p m t b © h h o -  
TOHKOft); life after death (Melmoth receives an additional 150 years of  
life  in exchange for his immortal soul; as for the 'I' of Limonov's 
poem, his emigre existence gives him his chance of a fresh start 
which is comparable to re-birth); the ability to travel through time 
and space (it is not incidental that the supermarket in Limonov's poem  
is described as a country of sorts: Topbi eAbi /M op n  JiM B a m  pexw
BOAbi); the futile quest for paradise (PeKBM3MTOM Ka3a/iMCb MHe 
p a n ) ;  a female confidant (the unspecified " a o p o r a n "  in the case of 
Limonov, and Immalee, a girl from a desert island, in that of Melmoth) 
on whom the image o f an intrinsically unfair world order is foisted 
(Melmoth's speeches to that effect, addressed to Immalee, remind us of 
the content o f the above-cited poem). Most important of all, however, 
seems to be the following little note added by Maturin to the main 
narration: "As, by a mode of criticism equally false and unjust, the 
worst sentiments of my worst characters [...] have been represented as 
my own,  I must here trespass so far on the patience of the reader as to 
assure him that the sentiments ascribed to the stranger [Melmoth] are 
diametrically opposed to mine, and that I have purposely put them into 
the mouth of an agent o f the enemy of mankind." (Maturin, 1977, 
pp.404-05.) In the light o f this note we are inclined to treat Limonov's 
reference to Melmoth the Wanderer  as a hidden request to 
differentiate between Limonov the author and Limonov the character 
- a notion which the majority of Limonov's critics are still struggling 
to grasp.
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underachievem ent lasts, enough Russians will continue to 
associate them selves (and sym pathize) with the sentim ents of 
L im onov the outsider to keep his posthum ous fame alive.
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